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PREFACE
This volume contains papers from both the Fourth National Cave Management
Symposium held in Carlsbad, New Mexico on October 16-20, 1978 and the
Fifth National Cave Management Symposium held in Mammoth Cave National
Park, Kenbucky on October 14-17, 1980.
The 1978 Symposium was composed largely of workshops and field trips,
while the 1980 meeting emphasized formal presentations. Both formats
were productive, but the formal presentations provided more w£itten statements that can be used by people who were unable to attend the meetings.
The consensus among participants of these symposia is that the meetings
provide a much-needed forum for exchange of ideas from many agencies and
diverse academic disciplines. We are grateful to the organizations and
individuals whose support made the National Cave Management Symposia
possible.
The Organizing Committee of the 1978 Symposium at Carlsbad was chaired
by Ron Kerbo of the National Park Service. Other organizers included Cal
Welbourn, Cave Research Foundation; Milford Fletcher, National Park Service;
Joe "Buzz" Hummel, Bureau of Land Management; Katherine Rohde, National Park
Service; Jerry Trout, U. S. Forest Service; Tim Anderson, National Caves
Association; and Doug Rhodes, National Speleological Society.
The 1980 Symposium at Mammoth Cave was planned by two committees. Members
of the Steering Committee were Bob Deskins, National Park Service; Joe
"Buzz" Hummel, Bureau of Land Management; Jack Steiner, National Caves
Association; Robert Stitt, National Speleological Society; and Cal Welbourn,
Cave Research Foundation. Organizing Committee workers included Bill Austin,
National Caves Association; Tricia Fink, Tennessee Valley Authority; Jim
Goodbar, Green River Grotto; John Mylroie, National Speleological Society;
Jim Wiggins, National Park Service; and Ron Wilson, Cave Research Foundation.
Addresses for these individuals can be found in the list of participants at
the end of this volume. Special thanks to Diane Karpoff of the University
of Louisville for typing these proceedings. The next National Cave Management Sympoisum is planned for 1982 at a site not yet selected at this writing.
Ronald C. Wilson
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SELECTED CAVE MANAGEMENT
IN NEW YORK STATE
*John E. Mylroie
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Introduction

100 miles

The Helderberg Plateau of central New York State
contains the best area for cave exploration in the
northeastern United States. This plateau extends
westward from the Hudson River in the eastern part
of the state and ends in the vicinity of Syracuse.
The formation of caves has been especially pronounced in Albany and Schoharie counties (Figure 1)
at the eastern end of the plate~u.

NEW YalK

1
2
3
4

The Northeastern United States is one of the most
densely populated regions of the country. This
large population and the limited amount of-good
areas for caves in the region results in a very
high caver to cave ratio. Until recently, cave
management was almost non-existent in New York but,
due to the high traffic levels, it had become more
and more essential with time. Commercial cave
operators were about the only people who made an
attempt to assess, inventory, and manage caves, and
this was done in an exploitative manner, using caves
as a resource.. Still, commercial operations are
preservational to a certain extent. The best example of this preservation is at Howe Caverns (Figure 1), which would have been almost entirely destroyed by the quarrying activities of a cement company, if the upstream part of the cave hadn't been
a tourist operation. Twenty-five hundred feet of
cave is estimated to have been quarried away, but
about 8000 feet of cave were saved.

- Rowe Caverns

5 - McFails Cave
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preservation and inventory, are beginning to be
developed. From 1975 to 1977. the author had the
opportunity to manage four separate cave properties in very different manners in Albany and Schoharie counties. New York. These. four caves (Figure 1) were Knox Cave. Knox; Single X Cave, Gallupville; Caboose Cave. Gallupville; and HcFails Cave.
Carlisle Center.

Cave management on public lands has either been
non-existent, or a very basic plan of total exclusion. Recent activities by the State Parks and
Recreation Division at the Clark Reservation in
Jamestown, New York has resulted in one of the
first attempts at cave management on public.lands
in the state. While still rudimentary, the management activity includes resource evaluation,
preservation, and access control. This program was
initiated in part by local cavers who are now
assisting in its implementation.

These four caves repres~nt a wide variety of conditions and options. They demonstrate not only
that it is impossible to manage all caveS in the
same way. but also that it is best for each cave
to be studied and handled in a different aanner.-

Cave management by cavers and cave-oriented groups
was primitive and haphazard until the 1970's. ·An
increase in the number of cavers, plus the crosing
of a few important caves led to a sudden awareness
in the caving community of the need for the management of caves. There is now a wide variety of individual and group cave management activities' in
New York State. Most of these have a strong inclination to access control and little else, but
the other aspects of cave management, such as
*Department of Chemistry and Geology,
State University, Murray, KY 42071

- Knox Cave
- Caboose Cave
- $in~.le X Cave

The Caves
Knox CaVe: Knox Cave. a former cOlllllercial cave,
located in Knox. NY (Figure .1). is well known and
heavily trafficked. The commerical operation
lasted from 1933 to 1958. and road signs and:higbway map locations persisted well into the 1960'&
One oil company still had Knox Cave on its h1gbvay
map as late as 1972. The commercial operation and
its advertising carry-over into the 1970's resulted
in very high visitation rates. Many minor accidents

Murr~
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by untrained and/or ill-equipped people. The
primary hazard of the cave is in the entrance
area where it can test and deter the unready
without really endangering them.

occurred over the years, mostly to novice caves,
but in May, 1975, a large piece of ice fell from
the vertical wall of the sinkhole entrance, killing
one person and crippling another just as they were
entering the cave. The owner, who had been trying
to give the cave to the NSS for a tax write-off
since the spring of 1974, was sued. He discussed
control of traffic at Knox Cave with the author
until both lawsuit and property transfer issues
were resolved. At the owner's direction, the cave
was fenced and the access road gated. The land was
posted by the author, and he was appointed caretaker of the property. All visitors, whether novices or experienced cavers, were denied access.
Notices of closure were placed in all area caving
publications as well as at the cave site. Despite
this, many people were caught trying to use the
cave. If caught by the caretaker, they were warned
and escorted from the property. If caught by local
authorities, who were patrolling the area, arrests
were made. Some well known and experience4 cavers
were among those apprehended, and re-inforced the
concept that strict controls were necessary. Without strict access control, there was a serious
threat that the cave would be permanently sealed,
either by the owner, to remove the problem, or by
the local residents, to end the nuisance. The cave
had to be closed in order to save it.

Item number 2 was of real concern. The landowners were very friendly individuals and glad
to see their cave enjoyed. Past experience had
shown that such excellent landowner relations
deteriorated quickly in uncontrolled situations.
Since the cave was basically self-protecting as
regards novices, and located where no cave was
supposed to be, a secrecy approach was used.
This method involved taking leading cavers from
the region to the cave over a two-year period.
The cavers were given a tour of the cave, and introduced to the landowners. As the level of secrecy decreased, the number of cavers in the area
who had seen the cave and met the landowners increased. This graduai approach avoided a sudden,
heavy traffic surge for the cave and the landowners. As stories about the grandeur of the cave
spread, so did horror tales about the entrance
crawl, and this alao helped attenuate any I118d dash
by region cavers to see the cave. A more public
approach was taken in 1976, as knowledge of the
existence of the cave became widespread. A coordinator for Single X Cave was appointed, and a
simple but reasonable access policy established
and published in the regional caviDg _gazines.
Access has been based on asking pe~sion and
demonstrating adequate knowledge and equi~t
for caving. By approaching the access coordinator, the landowners were spared the necessity of
dealing with strange people at unusual ~ of
the day or night. The policy was very flexible
.and, since most of the applicants were known to
the author, access decisions were easier to JUke.

Knox Cave has 3010 feet of accessible passage, and
a variety of caving techniques must be used to traverse it. This diversity, coupled with the past
publicity and the absence of water passages (rare
in New York), made the cave very popular among a
wide variety of individuals. This put intense traffic pressure on the cave, and closing the cave to
save it was a very difficult task. Since the outof-court settlement of the lawsuit, plans to transfer the cave to the NSS, or a similar group, have
been moving along. The non-access policy is still
in force, but does not require the extreme effort
needed when first established. A complete discussion of the cave and its management can be found, in
Stitt and Addis (1975).

The management plan for Single X Cave vas not a
complete program. A classic resource inventory
was never done, but a complete survey, geologic
description and photographic survey of the original features of the cave were accOlllplished before general knowledge about the cave vas .ade
public. The major concern of the author vas to
avoid any of the many problems associated with
the discovery of new caves. Total secrecy for
an indefinite period of time would eventually
lead to alienation among the caving coaaunity because the secret would eventually get out. In
regions where caves are more plentiful this is
not the problem it is in New York. A new cave
also poses problems ~n terms of safety. preservation and landowner relations. Gradual disclosure
of' the cave helped control a sudden surge in cave
visitation. and,so'helped avoid.any problema.
This was especially important in this case. since
the cave could not be gated.

Single X Cave: Single X Cave is located on the
south side of Barton Hill just west of Gallupville
in S~hoharie County, New York (Figure 1). The cave
was discovered after an intense digging campaign
conducted by the author and others in the spring
of 1974. The circumstances surrounding the cave
are somewhat unique. The cave is 3000 feet long
and contains a tremendous room with 2000 feet of
the finest passage in the state. Entry, however,
requires a 750 foot crawl in water 42°F'. The entrance is located at a spot described in an earlier
publication (Gurnee, 1961) as having been checked
and no accessible cave found. The management plan
developed by the author (really just an access plan)
called for successively decreasing secrecy about
the c,ave.
'
The management problem presented by the cave was
basically two-fold: (1) protection of the lnexperienced caver from the hazards'of the cave, and
vice versa, and (2)' maintain access through the development and maintenance of good' landowner relations.

Caboose Cave: Caboose Cave is located just north
of Gallupville in Schoharie County. New York (!'i&ure 1). The cave was discovered by the author in
the fall of 1974 and was quickly dug into. While
only SOO.feet long. the cave contains a variety
of interesting and sporting passages. as well as
an excellent display of speleothems.

Item number 1 was not. a real problem, since the entrance crawl is in cold water, is very long, and
generally forbidding. This tended to inhibit entry

In order to protect the cave. an access plan was
developed. The landowner did not live in the immediate vicinity of the cave. but was perfectly
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willing to let the author manage. the cave. This
had two advantages: first, it gave complete authority to the cave manager; and second, it made
by-passing the cave manager difficult, since the
whereabouts of the owner was not obvious. Secrecy
was used here as an early part of the management
program, as at Single X Cave, and in a similar,
planned-deterioration manner. This.again prevented a sudden surge in traffice into"the cave.

States. The cave is located just north of the
crossroads of Carlisle Center in Schoharie County, New York (Figure 1). The entrailee atea bas
been known since the mid-18oo'. but the bulk of
the cave was discovered in the early 1960's by
Fred Stone and others. The cave is currently
entered from a 9O-foot vertical shaft. Many pits
and sinkholes exist on the surface near· the entrance, some being former entrances to the cave,
but now blocked. A complete deScription of the
cave can be found in Mylroie (1977) and PaI.er
(1976) •

Physical access to the cave was relatively easy,
so a gate was constructed. It was built of steel
and concrete, with·an obvious weak point to keep
vandals from destroying the entire structure when
attempting to break-in (no break-ins ·occurre~ in
the two-year period the author managed the cave).
The gate was a triangular-shaped piece of steel
plate, covering a similarly shaped hole in· the
concrete platform covering the entrance. Each
apex of the triangle gate was a locking point.
This allowed access to the cave by opening anyone
of the three locks, and letting the other two act
as hinges. With this arrangement, one lock was
for the owner, one lock was for the regional cave
rescue organization, and one lock for routine access. Each lock was different and had its own
key and combination.
With access now secure, the actual program was set
in motion. The cave was surveyed, photographed and
inventoried in great detail. The cave was presented to the caving community in a comprehensive
article published in the regional newsletter (Mylroie, 1975), cpmplete with description, geology,
hydrology, maps, and photographs. The purpose of
this was to blunt curiosity about the cave by providing full disclosure in an open and frank way.
Area .cavers did not feel anything was being hidden
from them, or that they were missing out on anything.
As a result, actual requests to see the cave were slow
in coming, and never reached a high level. Requests
for access were made to the cave manager, and evaluated based on the manager's knowledge of the people
involved, and the supporting material presented.
To av.oid key problems, a changeable combination lock
was initially used. Keys did not have to be· mailed
out, and thus were not lost or duplicated; The
combination could be given over the phone to avoid
mailing delays, ·and the combination changed weekly
to maintain security. The lock itself, unfortunately, failed repeatedly.due to inadequate con-·
struction, and was eventually replaced"with a keytype lock. Even this lock was unusual though, as
it was a magnetic ·lock requiring a special magnetic
key to open it. While this had all the handling and
mailing difficulties· of normal keys,· it could not
be duplicated. These locks are expensive, however,
and if vandalized would cost a high amount to replace.
The purpose in managing Caboose Cave was to allow
use of the cave, while controlling traffic levels
to lower the negative effects of traffic on the cave,
the property, and the cavers. In this respect it
was successful, and deliberate vandalism is not
known to have occurred. A steady, though low,
level of deterioration took place through accident
and carelessness. In spite of this, the cave was
a morale booster for area caving, and took pressure
off other nearby, hard-pressed caves.
McFa1ls Cave: McFails Cave, five miles long, is the
largest surveyed cave in the northeastern United
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After its discovery in the esrly 1960's, Fred
Stone gave the NSS approximately one acre of laud
around the entrance in 1965. Since that tUle, the
NSS has managed the cave, using as a guide a set
of rules developed by the Board of Governors of
the NSS. The actual management of the cave is
done by a committee, the McFails Cave eo-ittee,
which initially reported directly to the SecretaryTreasurer of the NSS, but which nov also reports
to the NSS Cave Ownership and Kanage.ent eo-ittee.
While the NSS niles have a few specific ire-,
such as requiring an NSS -oor on each trip into
the cave, actual access policy is dete~ and
carried out by the Chairman of the McFails Cave
Committee. In 1976, the author was appointed
chairman of the committee. The cave was in Deed
of some new management policies. The propert:y was
re-surveyed, the sinks and pits fenced, and t:he
land posted. Work vas done to stabi.lize the entrance pit and crawlway. A gate already exis~
on the cave entrance pit, but bad been unlocked
for many years. The gate bad been insta11ed after
a trespassing, inexperienced caver died fro- exposure in the entrance pit in KarCh, 1968. Following the legal proceedings at ltnox Cave resulting from the accident there in Kay, 1975, t:he gate
was again locked at McFails. By 1976, the cave
had been well explored. surveyed and photograpbed.
A classic resource inventory. st.i1ar to those
done in Federal caves in the western United States,
has never been done but should be ca.pleted in
order to further understand this significant cave.
In 1976, cave management in New York still _ _t
access control and property upkeep.
From the viewpoint of access· control. HcFails
Cave presented many problems. Unlike the three
previously discussed caves. McFails Cave is a
dangerous cave with many severe obstacles. Two
deaths have occurred here. and the ~ve is such
that a wrong step deep inside could ~e fatal,
where in another cave it would only be an inconvenience. The dangers are varied: the entrance
complex requires a 9O-foot vertical descent in
a tight fissure. followed by a 1So-foot-Iong
crawlway. the first 100 feet of which are eight
to nine inches high. After about SOO feet of
walking. stooping, and crawling, the explorer
must pass a near-sump with three to eight inches
of air space, r~uiring almost total i-.etsion in
water that is 42 F. Following this are 4Js 1I11.es
of cave, mostly walking. Route finding is occasionally difficult, and sections of water waist
deep must be traversed. The real threats in this
cave are exhaustion and exposure. The length of
the cave, coupled with i_rsion and tiaht passages
that must be passed to exit the cave. have brought
many cavers to their limits.

One aspect of access control ,by a cave manager
is his dubious legal standing and vulnerability.
In case of an accident, is he responsible? Can
a disgruntled caver gain access to a cave by a
lawsuit? These ramifications did not occur to
the author until after he had left New York State,
but without a clearer understanding of the implications, the author would hesitate to be a cave
manager in the future.

In granting access, the cave manager has to assess
the abilities of the applicant, both in mental and
physical terma. Advance permission is required to
enter the cave, and this policy has been well publi~ized in the regional caving magazines. ±he
rigors of the cave have been well publicized, but
the exceptional quality of the cave has led to
questionable groups trying to enter the cave. At
least one break-in occurred in the period 1976-1977,
but fortunately, no accidents occurred.

Cave management, actually access control, did
prove valuable to the caves and cavers in New York.
It is impossible to satisfy all people who would
like to go caving, just as it is impossible to
totally protect any utilized cave. As least most
individuals appreciated and supported this effort,
and the rate of cave deterioration was dramatically
reduced compared to non-regulated situations. The
only sure way to protect caves is to close them.
That way, no access decisions have to be made, and
the caves undergo no degradation. But as individuals involved in caves and caving this is not the
goal of our efforts, except in special circumstances.

Conclusions
The cave management programs conducted by the author
in New York state from 1975-1977 were not cave management as the term is understood today, but really
were just access control. Each of the four examples
given was controlled differently based on the purpose of the access control and the condition of the
cave and its ownership. Despite the disparity in
the way the caves were managed, the experience resulted in some persistent, recurring factors: (1)
Cave management is labor intensive. Trying to
control access to caves takes time and effort to
accept, evaluate, and respond to access requests.
This is above and beyond the labor necessary to
build gates, string fences, place articles and
signs, and general property up-keep. (2) The most
difficult cave management (i.e., access control)
task is accurate assessment of the caver applicant.
Deciding who is qualified is the most grueling aspect, even with people well known to the manager.
The potential for alienation and breakdown of the
entire program exists if standards are too rigid,
but accidents and vandalism follow a loose policy.
(3) Cave management is most effective when the cave
manager has full authority. When a difficult job
like access control has to be done, it is much
easier if you are the boss. This is best illustrated by the situations at Caboose Cave and McFails
Cave. At Caboose Cave, not only was the manager
given full authority, but the true landowner was
difficult to locate, making "going over the manager's head" unlikely.
At McFails Cave, there
was a vague and difficult NSS policy to apply, and
disgruntled cavers could (and did) go the NSS officers and/or Directors, causing many problems.
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OF CAVES

THE MANAGEMENT
WITHIN

THE

NATIONAL PARK

SYSTEM
*Roland H. Wauer

I grew up in a middle-sized town in southeastern
Idaho, where my earliest memories of caves were
of a nearby ice cave on a Sunday afternoon and
a lava tube one Saturday in summer. I remember
little more about those trips.

That afternoon I led my first cave tour, with so
little information about a place that I suddenly
was the acknowledged expert, that I pretended not
to see most of the raised hands. The one really
memorable event of that day was when a lady, standing near the edge of a deep hole, turned to her
friend and said, "Wow, it sure looks like the further down it goes the deeper it gets."

My next cave experience was some 15 years later
in Oregon, where, as a naive buck ranger, I reported for duty at Oregon Caves National Monument.
That beautiful cavern, tucked away in the bowels
of the Siskiyu Mountains, had an annual visitation of only 85 thousand then, little fame, and
even less environmental impact.

In those days, interpretation and management of
cave resources were little more than I just described -- mostly folktales and necessary maintanance. In 21 years we have come a long way, but
I am convinced that we have at least an equal distance to go to provide even adequate preservation
of the magnificient natural and cultural resources
that exist within the numerous cave systems within
the National Park System. The immediate goal must
be a complete inventory and full protection of our
cave resources in as short a time frame as possible.

The Chief Ranger handed me a guidebook and told
me to memorize the facts within, and that my first
tour would be two days hence. I found the booklet
full of myths and semi-historical highlights that
were witty and cute. There was one about fat man's
squeeze and another about Mollies' nipple. Then
there were five pages of anecdote to "keep the
folks entertained." The one I still remember is
about the visitor that asked the guide, "how many
miles of undiscovered passageways are there in this
cave?"

It was Aldo Leopold that said, "The first rule of
intelligent tinkering is to save all the pieces."
We plan to save all the pieces and to develop a
cave management program that is second to none.

The last five or six pages of the guidebook included
"Facts that you should know." That was the sec<tion
that I thought most important. It included measurements of the main passageways and rooms. It told
the story of the cave's formation; the one about the
sea coming in and the sea going out, and after millions of years the mountains pushed their way above
the surrounding lowlands and the resultant, massive
movements provided fractures that eventually were
enlarged by water to form the fascinating features
of Oregon Cave. There was but one page that addressed the cave's biology, and another that discussed the known history of man in the vicinity.
In other words, the guidebook was only one notch
above being worthless.

The National Park Service currently manages eight
areas which were specifically authorized for caves
or cave related values. Among these are world
famous caves such as Carlsbad Caverns and Mammoth,
the largest known cave in the world. The other six
include Jewell, Lehman, Oregon, Russell, Timpanogas
and Wind. At least 22 other national parks possess
significant cave resources which are secondary to
the reasons for the establishment of the areas. In
addition, until 1978 the Service had responsibility
for a Natural Landmark Program that includes approximately SO caves outside national parks distributed
throughout the United States.
Cave resources within the National Park System vary
as much as the public that enjoy them. Their uses
range from recreation to re-creation. Some provide
great national refugiums of rare and unique flora
and fauna. Other more sturdy o~~s can withstand
controlled visitation with minimal impact on the
resources.

The morning of my first tour I accompanied the
ranger-in-charge on his tour, and was encouraged
to ask questions. I heard the same spiel as I
had read in the guidebook, with a few homelies
thrown in to complete my education. When my first
two questions remained unanswered, I decided not
to embarass my boss any further.

Several areas of the Service contain underwater caves.
Amistad Recreation Area in Texas, for example, and
Devil's Hole in California, that contains the endangered Devil's Hole Pupfish. It is said that this
fish has the smallest distribution of any vertebrate
in America.

*Acting Chief, Division of Natural Resources,
National Park Service
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when it comes to preserving resources in an unaltered state, it can be catastrophic in a natural system that is receiving heavy impact.

Researchers have identified three endangered bat
species in caves at Buffalo National River in
Arkansas. Two new species of arthropods were
recently discovered at Craters of the Moon National Monument in Idaho. Rampart Cave in Grand
Canyon National Park contains droppings of the
extinct Shasta Ground Sloth, as do several caves
in Guadalupe Mountains National Park. Studies of
the droppings have led to a much better understanding of the vegetation and climate present
there during the Pleistocene. And Musk OX Cave,
also in the Guadalupes, has so far yielded even
more information about the vertebrates that lived
during the Pleistocene. That cave has produced
fauna from shrew to bush oxen size, and includes
a whole range of species that, according to Lloyd
Logan, "may prove to be the most significant deposit of vertebrate fossils ever found in the
Guadalupe Mountains." Only five to ten percent
of the paleontological potential of that cave has
yet been utilized.

It is vitally essential that we inventory our
resources and understand how they work. We must
preserve wild, unaltered cave systems if we are
to comprehend the essence of a natural cave. The
information base for our caves is far behind most
of our terrestrial resources, but a number of areas
of the National Park System are currently in the
process of inventorying cav~s and their associated
resources. Each resource is being classified, and
that activity leads to a scientifically-oriented
management strategy.
Insofar as possible, the dual classification system, devised by the U. S. Forest Service, B.L.M.,
and the National Park Service, is being used with
a value for significant content and a hazard rating
for each cave. For example, more than 40 caves at
Buffalo National River have already been inventoried, and the classification, mapping and monitoring is continuing.

A 1970, National Park Service guideline states,
"Every activity of the Service is subordinate to
the duties imposed upon it to faithfully preserve
the parks for posterity in essentially their natural state." This is not just a management objective or policy statement, but a mandate by Congress and the people of the United States.

A Cave Management Plan is necessary for every national park containing significant caves. These
action plans, in conjunction with the area's
Resources Management Plans <the umbrella documents) must contain a statement on how each cave
is being managed and what research is required
for better management and interpretation. That
document includes details of such actions as gating to preserve a hyberniculum or a maternity
colony of bats, or for the pllrpose of protecting
special features from vandals, etc. It may describe a monitoring program required to protect
aquatic organisms, or the protection of an essential habitat for an endangered or unique form of
animal, plant or natural formation.

From that mandate has ev010ved a cave management
statement that I quote:
"The National Park Service will manage caves for
the perpetuation of their natural, geological
and ecological conditions, and historic associations.
"Developments such as artificial entrances, enlargement of natural entrances, pathways, lighting, interpretive devices, ventilation systems and excavation of elevator shafts are permissible only where
necessary for general public use when such development will not significantly alter any conditions
perpetuating the natural cave environment or harm
historic resources. General public access by tours
of suitable duration and interest will be limited
to a representative sample of a cave.

It may describe the recreational use of a cave
system when that type of use has been determined
to be acceptable. The National Park Service recognizes that recreation caving, like mountain
climbing and river running, is a legitimate recreational pursuit. Within the framework of the
management policies and the enabling legislation,
certain caves may be opened to the public, either
for guided tours or on a self-guided basis. Carlsbad Caverns and Mammoth Cave National Parks have
legislation (Code of Federal Regulations, Title
36, Sections 7-36 and 7-47) which, in the case of
Carlsbad state, "with the exception of the regular
trips into Carlsbad Caverns under the guidance or
supervision of employees of the National Park Service, no person shall enter any cave or undeveloped part or passageway of any cave witbout a
written permit from the Superintendent."

"No development above or adjacent to caves will be
undertaken which could significantly alter natural
cave conditions including subsurface water movements.
"Caves, or portions of caves, may be closed to
public use or restricted to access by conducted
tours when such actions are required for human
safety and protection of the cave resources.
Caves, or portions of caves, may be managed exclusively for research and access limited to approved research personnel."

The Federal regulations go on to state that entrance to caves by permit must be for scientific
or educational investigations and shall be approved
by the Superintendent. At Carlsbad there are two
other caves into which guided tours are available.
New Cave has regularly scheduled tours during at
least a part of the year, and Spider Cave is occasionally used as a "spelunker" tour cave. In some
areas, the regulations may be less stringent. For
example, at Buffalo National River, more than 20
caves have been determined to be suitable for the

How is the National Park Service fulfilling those
objectives?
Initial emphasis must be placed on protection of
the known resources, while at the same time we must
learn more about what additional resources exist.
It is virtually impossible to provide protection
to a resource that is unknown.
Although "no management" is often the best strategy
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public to visit with minimal hazard and no significant damage to the resources. In some cases,
permits will not be required.

The key is the liaison. It must be performed by
one trained in the art of resources management
and-possessing a basic background in science.
There lies the major goal for the new Division of
Natural Resources of the National Park Service.

There undoubtedly will be caves that must be totally preserved for their scientific values, and
entry will be restricted to that pursuit. These
areas will be most useful as baselines for other
cave systems.

Although a few parks already have implemented the
idea, the new thrust for the Service will provide
more and better trained Resource Managers. These
individuals will report to the area Superintendent
and-serve as liaison officer between the scientists, interpreters and managers.

This may sound like grand rhetoric; a good part
of it has been said before. Is the National Park
Service really going to monitor and control the
external and internal threats to our caves? The
answer is that we must!

Let me use an example from Carlsbad Caverns as
the way the system should work. The problem of an
80% decline in the area 's-bat population was identified by the park staff in 1973, and listed as the
park's highest research priority within their Resources Management Plan. It was necessary to know
what caused the decline before anything could be
done about it. The Regional Office assisted the
park staff in selecting researchers, and contracted
for a three-year study. The project was jointly
funded by the National Park Service and the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service, and the selected scientists were located at the University of New Mexico
and the National Museum of Natural History. Daily
communications between the scientists and park
management was retained at the park level through
a representative of the Superintendent. From the
beginning, the park and the researchers were able
to talk to each other. The park resources manager
was able to freely interface with the researchers,
and so as new data became available it was readily
available to the managers and interpreters. The
scientists provided the park staff with occasional
seminars on their work, and were able to respond
to staff questions and suggestions. The scientists
became so management/interpretive oriented that
their status and final reports were directly related
to the needs of the park. They also prepared several valuable technical reports that were accepted
and published in scientific journals. But the principal value of their work was valid usable information everyone shared. The recommendations had already been partially implemented when the final report was received. Everyone involved had been
part of the process.

What makes the next decade different from the
last? For the first time we have an organization
that combines the functions of science and resources management. The Service's recent reorganization not only provides the recognition of
science and its implementation, but the catalyst
to get it done. The ingredients for success are
good information and its proper use.
Land managing agencies can fund the world's best
scientist who can provide the most succient solution to a specific problem, but unless that report
and the recommendations are read, understood and
utilized it is worthless to the area. In numerous
cases that is exactly what has taken place.
Knowledge of an area's resource base can already
be available. The understanding of how the significant parts of the system function can be known.
And the knowledge of the best management strategy
can also be available. But the lack of communicationG between the scientist, manager and interpreter
can negate the whole process.
It has previously been the sole responsibility of
the scientist and the manager. The scientist usually has had a predetermined set of obligations,
many not related to the park's needs, and the manager usually has had a million daily tasks from
person~el problems to past due reports.
The roles
of the park manager and ranger are far more complex
and demanding than ever before. Today's bureaucracy
rarely permits the convenience of full communications
between the sci~ntists and the user. And there is
where the system has failed.
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THOUGHTS ON TRAINING
*William R. Reeves

A third method of presenting a cave to the visiting public is the guided tour. The guided tour
can be used to give the visitor a chance to see
and experience the cave, via the talents and enthusiasm of the guide. This type of tour is
most often used, due to the delicate balance of
nature that is present in the cave. A guided
tour can be just as informative as a self-guided
tour and just as exciting and mysterious as a
spelunking tour. The important aspect is the
attitude and desires of the tour guide. It is
true that the guide is not the star of the tour,
the cave is. But the guide can provoke or entice the visitor to want to know more about caves
and educate the visitor to some extent in the importance of and respect for caves.

The purpose of this workshop is to provide persons interested in cave management with tools and
ideas that they can take back and use in their
operations.
A mansger of a cave has the primary responsibility
of the total operation of the services and facilities provided to the visitors. To most managers,
this responsibility has several aspects, such as
the quality of services, the appearance of the resource, operational budget, etc. The manager
must decide what is to be accomplished and develop a plan of action to follow. The area that
will be addressed by this workshop is "Employee
Training."
Employee training is a rather expensive and time
consuming process. However, depending upon the
desires or objectives of a particular manager,
the expense and time can be of great value.

Second, the facility. The facility 1IIay be as
simple a8 a small building that serves as a gathering point or as elaborate as a large visitor
center. The size of the facility is of very
little importance. The attitude of the employees
stationed at the facility is most important.

Facility Functions
Let's first look at the different activities
that may be present at a facility. First, the
tour. The tour may be of a self-guided nature,
in which visitors investigate the secrets of the
cave, via specially marked trails. These trails
may have marked areas for interpretation using
signs, displays, or a recorded message as the method of distributing information to the visiting
public. Guides may be stationed throughout the
tour for safety reasons and to assist the visitor
when asked. This type of tour is quite beneficial
to the visitor, basically for the reason that the
pace at which the visitor investigates is the
choice of the visitor.

Third, the advertisement materials or information.
The most common method used is a souvenir shop.
The visitor usually will be very responsive to individuals that are attentive and helpful.
Aims of Training
The three services that have been mentioned have
one thing in common. The performance of the services depends upon people performing their duties.
If the duties are performed with a professional
and humanistic attitude, the results will usually
be favorable for the facility and will provide
educational rewards to the public, and, in some
instances, will prove much more profitable for
the operations. lbe question may have arisen in
your minds, "How does one accomplish this utopia?"
Well, part of the answer is the training that is
provided to all employees.

Another type of tour that is very well received
by visitors that are a bit more adventurous is the
spelunker's tour. Many times this type of tour
also allows the visitor to proceed at his own
pace, but with one exception. The visitors are
accompanied by a guide who is responsible for the
visitors as they travel through a pre-determined
section of the cave. This particular type of tour
is most exciting and provides a free association
with the cave that persons do not forget. Probably, the most important factors that are provided by a spelunking tour are the close contact
with nature, the sensation of being an explorer,
and the development of an appreciation of the
beauty and mystery of this subterranean world.
To the spelunker, this unique world is more than
something to look at -- it is something to be
admired and respected.

Training is an expensive and time consuming method
of reaching objectives set by management. However,
training with professionalism as the focal point
will always help the operation to be a success.
What kind of training is necessary for this professionalism? The answer is not easy, but part
of the answer comes from the experience that an
employee has had. New employees usually need
more attention and returning employees need only
a refresher course.
Some of the following suggestions may be considered before deciding the types of training that
are set up for each employee. The suggestions
are basically aimed at individuals that are working

*Blanchard Springs Caverns, Mountain View, AR 72550
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5.

at a facility that performs its services with a
guided tour, but these suggestions can be useful
to all employees.

He/she protects the cave.
forcement officer.

The purpose of training is presumably to help the
guides discharge their responsibility effectively.
A moment's reflection, however, discloses that
guides are, in fact, required to fulfill a surprising diversity of roles:
1.

A guide should be able to administer first aid
when necessary.

A guide is a COMMUNICATOR OF ENTHUSIASM.
6.

There is more to being a good guide than just acquiring information and mastering skills. Effectiveness in fulfilling at least some of the guide's
responsibilities requires a cousiderable measure
of maturity, emotional security, and comfortableness in the roles which are his/hers.

A guide is, at least to some degree, an EXPERT
ON SPELEOLOGY.

He/she needs to have a basic mastery, though perhaps only at an elementary level, of the relevant
aspects of geology, hydrology, biology, caving
skills and techniques, and the history of the particular cave and its environs. It is not objectionable to have more than a basic knowledge of
speleology and in many cases knowing more is necessary.

Ibus, there is a place for a type of guide training that need not have an obvious and direct relation to "the job" but which facilitates personal growth and increases depth and sensitivity
in interpersonal relations.

A guide is an ORAL COMMUNICATOR AND ENTERTAINER.

Effective guide training will aim at cultivating
a sense of professionalism with respect to the
fulfillment of all the above-mentioned roles.

A guide is a public speaker and needs the abilities
and skills involved in speaking clearly and projecting the voice.

Types of Training

He/she is an instructor, who must impart information
ia an effective manner.

What types of training have been used to attain
the goals set by a manager? The following list
is by no means complete, but offers suggestions
that may be used with new ideas and variations to
answer training requirements:

A guid~ is an entertainer. The guide's performance
should be subordinate to the cave itself and should
help people appreciate the cave, but he/she is a
performer. And visitors should enjoy the performance.

I. The first area of training can be classified
as Human Relations and Personal Attitudes.

In addition to being interested in caves and having
accurate information to impart, the best guides
generally have a considerable bit of the ham in them
and really enjoy performing in front of an audience.

A. Interpersonal Skills and Human Relations.
This part of training is most important when
dealing with the visiting public; as well as
fellow employees. Employees attending this type
of training should gain awareness in the following areas:

We ali know the canned. spiel is deadly. But the alternative is that each guide--as an oral communicator--must be an imaginative and disciplined creative
artist.
4.

A guide is a PERSON.

This is not an additional role. This item in the
list is intended to call attention to the importance, not just of what the guide does, but of
who the guide is.

By his/her own attitude and interest, a guide should
awaken and nurture in others a sense of wonder,
curiosity, and appreciation.

3.

A guide is a law en-

He/she protects persons from whatever dangers
may be present in the cave.

He/she needs to be really excited about caves,
and that excitement should be contagious.

2.

A gUide is a PROTECTOR AND GUARDIAN.

1. Self analysis (values clarification).
When dealing with the Rublic, one can communicate much more efficiently if he knows
what makes him react certain ways to certain
situations.
The theory of 'I'm OK, You're
OK' helps one to relate much better to people
of all ages.

A guide is a GROUP LEADER

For a brief period, a guide is a commanding officer
and must be able to direct and control a group of
people.

2. Human Potential Development. Training in
this area helps give one a positive approach
to new and different situations.

He/she is something of a social director, helping
people to have a good time and actively involving
as many as possible in the tour so that they become
more than passive spectators.

3. Improving Interpersonal Relations. If
there is conflict within the organizational
structure, it will cause conflict in the entire work force. Interpersonal relations is
designed to head off internal flare-ups before they occur.

A guide must be, in some sense, a counselor and
friend when those relationships are appropirate.
He/she must be sensitive to the interests, feelings,
fears, hostilities, etc., of the visitors and must
encourage, instill confidence, accept, calm, etc.
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B. Transactional Analysis. This type of training is a reinforcement of the "I'm OK, You're OK"
theory. A major area that is covered in this
training topic is the relations that an employee
has with a visitor. Training in this area helps
the employee recognize signals that show irritation, rejection, etc.

A. Orientation. Orientation provides the employees with the first glimpse of the duties
and responsibilities that they will be required
to perform and accept. This early step is the
most appropriate time to let the employees know
some of the important aspects of their job and
some of the desires of management.

C. Communications. The major tool that an employee
has to commnicate with a visitor is the ability to
speak. Speaking must be done in a clear and understandable manner. Colloquialism is not objectionable, but must be done in good taste and with ~
proper method of explanation prepared in the event
a visitor indicates signs of not understanding the
terms that were used. Speaking words properly is
not enough, however, for to speak and to be heard
are two different things. An employee must speak
loudly enough to be heard and yet not distract from
the atmosphere that the cave creates.

B. The Functional Operation of the Facility.
Knowledge of the functions that are provided
at a facility is essential to an employee. If
an employee knows what a visitor has as options
while visiting a facility, assistance can be
provided with higher quality. Also, this type
of training helps the employee become a dependable and functional part of a staff.

D. Interpretation. Interpretation is closely related to communication, but this is an art that
requires a great deal of self-determination by the
employee. All employees must speak clearly and
understandably, but to interpret is to incorporate
these items with 'provocation, which stimulates the
visitor and causes the visitor to listen to the information that the employee is providing. Interpretation is more than repeating a memorized talk.
Certain methods and techniques are used to create
the desire in the visitor to know and comprehend a
subject. It should be mentioned that the reason
for a visitor being at a cave is because he/she
wants to be there for fun, but if their educational
background is expanded, this helps meet the desire
of management to make more people aware of the
uniqueness and importance of the cave, while still
providing the recreational experience.

C. Area' Information. Providing area information is a part of an employee's job that is
seldom covered in a training session. However.
a large percentage of work time is taken up by
a visitor asking questions about other places
to visit, where food services are located. and
numerous other questions that require the eaployee to know about the area. Hany times. the
employee is a member of the :iDmediate c~t:y
and would know a great deal about the area. but
a quick refresher or an in depth session for
old and new employees will help thea discharge
their duties more efficiently.
D. On the Job Training. This segJaent of training is most often used when preparing an e-ployee
for his duties. Training of this nature is vital
when presented as a part of the learning experience, but there is a pitfall that can develop.
imitation. Imitation does have a value, but
when an employee begins to imitate another e-ployee, the new employee can start to sound jnst
like the model.

Areas that can be covered are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Overview of interpretation and interpretive
principles.
Writing interpretive objectives.
Role of objectives in organizing interpretive
presentations.
Structuring techniques
a. Introductions
b. Transitions
c. Conclusions.
Questioning and responding to establish dialogue,
rapport, and to better understand a visitor.
Understanding an audience and modifying a program to meet visitor needs.

E. Social Activities. This is free time that the
employees can use to relax and enjoy, as well as
learn about the job that they will be required to
perform.
F. Image that is desired. This is the specific
area that the management must decide upon. Usually,
the host attitude is most successful for having the
end result (the experience that the visitor takes
with him) be that which is intended.
I. The second area that training can be beneficial
n is facility operations. This part of training
ives the employee the backgroun~ that is necessary
n performing quickly and efficiently routinely perormed duties.
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Imitation is not the most desirable -etbod of
communication because a particular aethod of
explanation can be performed by one employee in
a most acceptable manner, but if another employee tries the same method, the results are
often less than acceptable.
Imitation does have a long range effect -- boredom. A suggested article for reading and analyzing by management is, "Boredom in Paradise"
by W. T. Austin and Tom Chaney. The article is
in the 1976 Cave Management Symposium Proceedings, on page 54.
E. Emergency Procedures and Regulations. In
any public facility it is essential that an
emergency plan of action be established for
those emergencies that could occur. All staff
members should know what to do in the event an
emergency arises. Some common emergencies are
power failures, equipment failures, threatening
natural conditions, physical violence or threats,
injuries, etc. The procedures should be well
known and practiced to lessen the dangers that
could result. In most facilities, there are
regulations that a visitor is required to follow.
Also, an employee can better demonstrate and
uphold regulations if the employee understands
why the regulations have been developed.

F. Logistics. Logistics provide the employees
the working knowledge that is necessary to perform p.roperly their duties within the limitations
that are present. Specifically, logistics show
the employee where switches are, which direction.
to travel, what is supposed to happen in a particular lighting sequence, how to watch certain areas
that would be susceptable to damage, timing, order,
and safety aspects that must be observed. Also,
if the operation of the 'facility requires a Large
staf~, the schedules of operation, work days, number of tours to be taken and requirements that the
employee must be aware of can be incorporated.'

B.

Hanna & Silvy - Interpretation
RR 5, Box 1107
Bryan, Texas, 77081

C.

Emmett Burkeen - Human Relations
Department of Guidance
Western Kentucky University
Bowling Green, Kentucky

D.

COIIIIIIunications Skills Co.
Huntsville, Alabama

E.

Andy Kardos - Interpretive Specialist
National Park Service
North Carolina

F.

Dr. Tate Page - Human Relations
Russellviile, Arkansas 72801

III. A final section of training that ha~ significance is special knowledge and requirements.
Special knowledge of requirements are those that are
more than general observation of a specific topic,
but a more comprehensive understanding of the topic.
Some of the topics that deal with a cave and its
operations are: the safety aspects such as first
aid and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation, history,
hydrology, geology, cave biota, how animals of the
cave relate to each other and their surroundings,
archeology, and even special emergency procedures
that would apply to very unlikely situations. The
special knowledge and requirements are the crowning
touches to give an employee the confidence that is
displayed to a visitor and in the fulfillment of
duties that are assigned. By no means are these
topics the only ones that an employee could use in
the perform~nce of his duties, but they are the basis
for building a quality tour guide.

These people or cOlllpanies will usually perfoJ:III
the training for a fee, and the results are always of high quality.
II.

Training Resources
Eafore a training session can be conducted, the
manager must find qualified individuals to present the information. The following information
may be of use if a decision to train employees
is reached.
Several sources are available to the manager to
draw upon. The most available is the staff that is
presently working. A manager can incorporate some
or all of the primary staff. This group of people
can provide past experiences to new employees as
well as add to the knowledge of returning employees.
Also, these people can be of great assistance in
training sessions dealing with facility operations.
The primary staff is the group that can help the
manager decide the types of training that are necessary to reach objectives that have been set.

Governmental Agencies
A.

U. S. Geological Survey

B.

National Park Se.rvice
Mather Training Center
Harpers Ferry, West Virginia

C.

U. S. Forest Service
P. O. Box 1
Mountain View, Arkansas. 72560

D.

Carl Davis - Geologist
U. S. Forest Service
1720 Peachtree Road. NW
Atlanta. Georgia 30309

E.

Don Williams - Geologist
U. S. Forest Service
Washington Office
Box 2417
Washington, D. C. 20013

F.

U. S.Forest Service
Supervisor's Office
P. O. Box 1008
Russellville. Arkansas. 72801

G.

State Geological Commission

H.

Mining Safety and Health Administration
(MSHA)

Denver, Colorado
The special training session is often done more efficiently by individuals that have expertise in a desired area of training.

I.

The following list of possible sources of information
or assistance is a small portion of the resources
that can be tapped when formulating training sessions:
I.

III.

Army Corps of Engineers
District Office nearest you.
Public Service Organizations or Interested
Groups

A.

American Red Cross

B.

National Speological Society

Private enterprises
A.

Tom Aley - Hydrologist, Biologist, Geologist
Ozark Underground Laboratory
Protem, Missouri
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IV.

Private Individuals
A.
B.

David A. Saugey - Biologist
Hot Springs, Arkansas
Anyone interested in Speleology
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C.

Dr. Michael Harvey - Biologist
Memphis, Tennessee

D.

Fire department members with rescue
team experience.

INTERPRETIVE DEVELOPMENT
OF CARLSBAD CAVERNS
"'Clifford Stroud

Only recently has man been able to extend himaelf, physically, beyond the
limits of his own existence. Man's technology has opened new frontiers.
The exploration of the ocean's depths and the vas~ regions of space will
undoubtedly provide man with a new way to look at himself. Man will begin
to explore himself as ·an entity, free from the cyclical regulatory functions that have governed him from the beginning. Unfortunately, the regions of space and the depths of the ocean are limited to a privileged
few. However, one other environment can effectively take man from his
state of perpetual repetition -- the underground cave.
A legend was told of an Apache Indian medicine man
who was lowered into the twilight zone of the cavern, late in the evening, as the sun was settling
beneath the western horizon. In his hand he carried a drum, which he slowly patted. This man was
observed with awe by other Indians, watching from
the ledge above. The sounds of the drum carried
to their anxious ears. With a determined facial
expression, the drum-carrying medicine man walked
from the twilight zone -- into the darkness beyond.
After disappearing from sight, sounds from the drum
were still audible for several minutes, to the
Indians gathered on the ledge. The medicine man
never returned. Interpretation of that which would
later be known as Carlsbad Caverns had begun.

guano from the cave began shortly thereafter. Although a number of companies were involved in the
mining process, high transportation costs made
financial success difficult. Even with all of the
financial failures, over 100,000 tons of guano
were extracted from the caves over the 20 years of
mining operations.
Although the mining meant considerable activity
around the caves, very few of the miners had any
interest beyond the area near the entrance known
as the "Bat Cave". However, one young cowboy
named James .Larkin White, who also served as a
foreman for several of the guano mining companies.
was fascinated by the Caverns and spent much of
his spare time probing the deeper and darker portions of the caves. As he continued to explore
the Caverns and find more and more interesting
features, he slowly began to convince others'to
accompany him. In 1922, stories of Jim White's
endeavors and the wonders he was discovering
reached the General Land Office. The Office then
initiated an investigation to determine if the
cave was worthy of being set aside as a national
monument. After a six-month exploratory expedition, conducted by the National Geographic Society.
national monument status was designated in 1923,
by presidental proclamation. to preserve "a limestone cavem .... of extraordinary proportions and
of unusual beauty and variety •.•• " and containing
" ••. stalactites. stalagmites, and other formations
in such unusual number, size, beauty of form, and
variety of figure as to make this a cavern equal,
if not superior in both scientific and popular interest to the better known caves •••• "

The history of man in the Park began more than a
thousand years ago, with prehistoric hunting and
gathering Indians roaming the region. Evidence
of these Indians has been left in the forms of
paintings on the entrance wall of the Caverns and
large rock pits used to cook the desert plants.
It is believed that they were attracted to the
Caverns because of the shelter that they provided,
but it is doubtful that the Indians wandered into the dark and eerie lower portions of the Caverns not reached by natural light. In the iate
1500's there are records of Spanish explorers
encountering fierce Apache Indians, the true masters of the rugged hills, in the region where the
Guadalupe Mountains served as a sanctuary for the
tribe.
It wasn't until after the Civil War and the Indian
wars had been fought that ranching finally arrived
in the area. In the late 1880's it is believed
that the first cowboys discovered the large opening in the earth leading to the.Caverns. With the
discovery of the caves and their large population
of bats also came interest in the large deposits
of guano located in the caves. Guano, being a
natural fertilizer rich in nitrate, was a valuable
commodity and mining operations to extract the

In 1923 the National Park Service assumed interpretive responsibilities for the cavern. The fragile nature of the underground wilderness was recognized to some extent, as was the potential danger to the unwary visitor. The question: how to
interpret? As the Indians had in legends? As
Jim White had during his days of guano mining? Or
were there other alternatives? In 1923 guided
tours began at Carlsbad Caverns and were continued
through 1971.

*Carlsbad Caverns National Park, Carlsbad, New
Mexico 88220
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that are situated near the underground lunchroom
facility.

Through a series of executive orders and legislative acts, highlighted by the establishing act of
May 14, 1930, the former national monument and surrounding lands, which contain numerous other caves
and other outstanding natural features, were made
a national park " ••• for the benefit and enjoyment
of the people •.•• " Carlsbad Caverns, largest of
the park's caves, is one of the world's largest,
by volume, and one of the world's richest in speleothems. Described by National Geographic Society
expedition leader and United States Geological Surveyor geologist Willis T. Lee as 'King of its Kind',
Carlsbad Caverns attributes remain unrivaled.

While the park's primary significance lies in its
superlative cave resources, and in the segment of
the Permian-age Capitan barrier reef and associated geological formations preserved within its
boundaries that gave rise to and contain these
cave resources, the interpretation is not confined solely to caves. Rather the enviroDlDent as
a whole is considered with the feeling that complete awareness of the cave requires some understanding of surface conditions both today and
millions of years ago.

During the period 1930 through 1971 interpretation
at Carlsbad Caverns remained largely unchanged, and
consisted primarily of guided tours which were regulated as to frequency, stops, length of talks,
etc. Topics covered were normally history, geologic development, bats, and guano mining. The potential was present for the development of "canned"
talks. New employees learned their talks by listening to the "old timers", making suppression of
creativity a distinct possibility. Photography was
not permitted on the regular tours but special photographic tours were scheduled at regular intervals.
Blackouts were a regular part of the guided tour.
Throughout the 1930's and until 1944 blackouts were
held at the Rock of Ages in the Big Room. These
programs consisted of an interpretive talk followe~
by total darkness, singing of the hymn "Rock of
Ages" and gradual illumination afterwards. Eventually this program was discontinued.
In the 1960's scheduled guided tours continued to
provide the primary means of interpretation. However, increased visitation greatly limited the effectiveness of this guided mode. At one point as
many as 1,000 people were recorded on a single tour.
The quality of the visitor experience was lowered
as the quantity of people on a single tour increased.
Congestion along the trails nnd in the underground
lunchroom necessitated a change. Consideration was
given to establishment of a reservation 'system thus
controlling the size of any given tour. Also discussed were non-regimented, self-paced trips. In
January of 1972 self-guided trips with interpretive
signs spaced throughout the trail system were initiated. Employees were on roving assignments in
the cave to provide additional interpretive. infor'mation, protect the resource, and respond to visitor emergencies.

The entrance to Carlsbad Caverns is situated 4
miles west of White .City. The 7-mile Walnut Canyon Road provides access from White City to the
visitor center. Four interpretive pulloffs are
situated along the Walnut Canyon Road. The interpretive topics present information units relating
to the regional geology, the Cbihuabuan Desert,
and the Apache Indian culture.

At the visitor center, parking space for 900 cars
is within easy walking distance of the cavern entrance. The visitor center has a variety of
functions including a fee collection station. an
interpretive exhibit room, the elevator/lobby. a
waiting lounge, distribution and collection centers for electronic receivers, and concession operations that include a restaurant. a gift-shop.
a nursery, and a kennel. In the visitor center.
the roof of the elevator tower functions as an
overlook from which the visitor can view the.Cbihuahuan Desert and the southwestern trend of the
Capitan Reef face. Adjacent to the cave entrance
is a surfaced, self-guided, nature trail. Throughout the main visitor season, guided nature walks
are provided by the ranger staff every afternoon
on another trail near the visitor center iocation.
Second in popularity to the cavern tours is the
evening bat flight program. This is presented in
the amphitheater at the cave· entrance by a member
of the n:'.lger staff every summer evening', The'
ranger gives an interpretive presentation. the
visitor asks questions. and. if the bats are cooperative, the program ends with a mass exodus of
bats from the cave mouth.
Visitor interest in· primitive lantern trips and
spelunking tours is increasing. The National Park
Service has offered an additional cave experience.
Carlsbad Caverns's newest attraction is a guided.
lantern tour of an undeveloped cave in Slaughter
Canyon - New Cave. The opening of New Cave offers
the more curious visitor an intensive exposure to
spelunking and a "wild cave experience". This undeveloped cave is now limited to small groups and
provides a totally new experience in cave "exploration". New Cave is much smaller than the main
cavern, but has many beautiful features that are
illuminated by the visitor's light rather than a
formal static lighting system. New Cave offers an
opportunity to interpret subjects lacking or inaccessible in Carlsbad Caverns such as the history
and methods of guano mining, prehistoric human use
of cave resources, and paleontological details demonstrating extinction of certain mammalian species
including some bat species.

In 1974 hand-held electronic receivers were added
to the self-paced trip. This audio system provides
the visitor with 43 interpretive messages'. These
messages are transmitted on one of three channels
in either adult English, children's English, or in
Spanish. The system explains the cavern and its
features, and conveys environmental and safety
messages.
Today ,the park visitor has two options for a selfguided tour of the cavern. The visitor may take
an elevator from .the visitor center to the Big
Room for a 1- to 1~-hour self-guided walking tour.
Or, the visitor may choose to take the three mile
2~- to 3-hour walk that begins at the cave entrance
and enables the visitor to walk through all developed portions of the cave. From either walk,
the visitor returns to the surface by elevators
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managed to assure the perpetuation of a natural
cave environment for future generations. No development or use will be allowed which will destroy or seriously impair the biological and geological processes normal to the cave system.
Subject to this constraint, the National Park
Service will offer to the public the greatest
possible variety of cave experiences.

Sadly, extensive vandalism has occurred in some
backcountry caves in the past due to lack of regular
protection patrols and the absence of cave entrance
gates. As backcountry use continues to increase,
visitor safety and protection of delicate cave features, irreplaceable pictographs and other archaeological remains are of increasing concern. The
caves of Carlsbad Caverns National Park will be
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SEVENTY - FIVE

AT

WIND

YEARS

CAVE

*Larry W. Frederick

Located in the bottom of a limestone draw on the
southeastern flank of the Black Hills is a 10-inchdiameter opening which has attracted the attention
of numerous fascinating personalities, and has been
the cause of countless exciting events during the
past 100 years.

Another early account states that we "explored
the walls as we went and saw places that were
scalloped and looked like post office boxes".
This is what we believe to be the first mention
of boxwork, the most highly developed, best 1tDown
formation at Wind Cave.

The Sioux word for the Black Hills is Pahasapa.
The Hills were so named because from a distance
the pine covered slopes appeared black in contrast
to the golden, windswept prairie grass that surrounds this dome-shaped mountain range. The Black
Hills are located in western South Dakota and extend a short distance into eastern Wyoming.

Explorations continued during 1884 by curious
townsfolk. In July, 1886, the largest group to
visit Wind Cave arrived. Thirty to forty folks
from Custer, 20 miles away, "supplied with tents,
camping utensils and everything essential to co-fort, left for the Cave of the Wind, on Tuesday,
where they remained for a day or two exploring
the labyrinthine mazes of that attractive wonder
and enjoying the refreshing winds that .ake that
place especially enjoyable when the mercury is
seeking the upper levels."

There are many Indian legends concerning Wind Cave.
Sitting Bull's nephew is quoted as saying that
"Wind Cave in the Black Hills was the cave from
which Wakan Tanka, the Great Mystery, sent buffalo
out into the Sioux hunting grounds." Because wind
was one of the four sacred deities, the small opening from which the wind blew was very sacred to
them. Their belief that the prairie winds and
buffalo emanated from this opening is said to have
been one of the reasons that the Sioux fought so
hard to keep the Black Hills.

"By September 23, 1887, the Hot Springs Star was
reporting that Wind Cave had been explored for
three miles and no bottom found. The wind blows
a perfect gale from the mouth of the infernal pit."
Another entrance had been opened next to the original hole by 1887 and a log house, 8 by 10 feet
square stood over it.
In 18&9 the McDonald family moved to Hot Springs,
10 miles south of the Cave. In a recently-donated
letter, we have learned that it was the father,
Jesse D. McDonald, who first filed a mining claim
in 1890 on a portion of the land over the cave.
Later, in 1890, Jesse sold all interest in the Wind
Cave mining claim to the South Dakota HiDing Company, whose President was J. D. Moss. During a
portion of the time between 1891 and 1894, the
company hired Jesse as "agent and employee of said
company and received compensation for his services
as such employee and agent."

A gold rush in 1876 led to the settlement and development of the Black Hills by whites. Until then
the Sioux dominated the territory and few whites
had ever ventured into the interior of the Hills.
Pre-Park Era -- 1881-1900
The first recorded discovery of Wind Cave occurred
in the spring of 1881. The legend states that two
brothers, Tom and Jesse Bingham, were riding through
a draw when they heard a whistling noise. They
dismounted and approached a small opening where
wind blew out quite strongly. When they bent over
the opening, one of their hats was blown off.
Later, they returned with friends to show them the
hat trick. The wind had changed direction and when
a hat was placed over the opening it was sucked
inside.

In the June 20th, 1890, Hot Springs Star there is
a report that "Mr. J. D. McDonald was at Hot
Springs on Monday. Mr. McDonald is located·at
Wind Cave, a natural curiousity of great beauty,
about 10 miles north of Hot Springs. He deposited
on our desk an elegant specimen from the cave and
the curiousity e~cites the wonder and admiration
of all visitors at the office. II

In the fall of 1881, Charlie Crary, of Custer, is
reported to have told pioneer Frank Herbert that
he had been in Wind Cave and explored it, leaving
a ball of twine behind as evidence. Crary told
about a hole in the ground where the wind "came
out screeching".

Jesse. brought with him two of his sons, Alvin and
Elmer. Both were to play an important role in
the drama and excitement that soon would unfold.
Elmer's wife wrote about her recollection of the
first days at the cave. "J. D. and sons located
in an old blacksmith shop with a view of prospecting gold. A small log house was erected over the

*Assistant Chief of Information & Interpretation,
Wind Cave National Park, Hot Springs, South Dakota,
57747
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FIGURE 1. A group of visitors in IOOF HALL (International Order of Odd Fellows). Photo taken sometime
after April 1902. In the lower right hand corner you can see part of a survey station (U.S.). The
station reads: "U.S.W.C.S. 52". We believe this stands for United States Wind Cave Survey. This
room is sometimes referred to as the Model Room on present-day tours. (Photo courtesy National Park
Service)

FIGURE 2. One of the earliest Alvin McDonald signatures. Reads: "A. f. McDonald, September 6th,
1890, Permanent Guide of Wind Cave. (Photo courtesy National Park Service)
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Visitors wonder how the McDonalds knew the length
of their cave. Luella Owens in her book, Cave
Regions of the Ozarks and Black Hills, published
in 1898, explains: "The measure of distances in
the cave is not by the usual guesswork method
which has established the short measure reputation for cave miles, but is done with a fair degree of accuracy by means of the twine used to
mark the trail in exploring new passages. A
careful measurement of the twine has shown it
to run nine balls to the mile with a close average
of regularity, so it is the custom to add another
mile to the cave record as often as a ninth ball
becomes exhausted." As accurate as this method is
claimed to be, we think the early explorers knew
of eight miles of the cave, not 81.

opening and some little work done toward an entrance
to the cave. No minerals were found. The McDonalds
had to furnish their own supplies. Mr. Moss of the
South Dakota Mining Company, finally discharging
J. D. McDonald as agent."
"J. D. McDonald then changed the entran<;e a little,
built a log house over the new opening and settled
on the land as a 'squatter'. Work was going steadily
forward in opening up the cave, new rooms were discovered and opened up by blasting through intervening rock walls .•. much exploring was done. Elmer and
Alvin McDonald would take balls of twine, fasten one
end on a snag near the main route and steer off in
a side opening and go, and crawl, as far as the twine
lasted, then turn back marking the route ... "

The year 1891 proved to be the start of new developments at the cave. Jesse boasted that more
than $1,000 had been spent in improving the interior of the cave "in the way of widening passages, putting in ladders and otherwise making
the cave accessible to visitors". He also talked
of organizing a "company having for its object
the more perfect opening up the cave ••• (and) to
light the cave with electricity and make other
improvements". However, the first lighting system was not to be installed until 40 years later.

In later years Katie Stabler recalls that the front
room of the log house built over the cave entrance
had a trap door in it. To enter the cave one climbed
down 155 feet. Katie said "the wind blew 50 strong
at times it took two of us to raise or lower this
door according to which way the wind blew."
Accounts in those days of cave trips were embellished
with the dangerous and mysterious aspects of travel.
" ... touching our toes to the wall for a little rest,
now swinging clear from everything until at last we
were rewarded by arriving save and sound at the bottom of the cave? No, for the bottom of the cave has
never been found."

In July 1891, the Hot Springs Star reported that
Wind Cave "is now claimed to be the largest and
deepest cave in the United States. There are more
miles of underground passageways than the Mammoth
Cave in Kentucky can boast. A free hack (buggy)
from Hot Springs to Wind Cave has just been put
on, and all that is lacking to make the Wind Cave
a popular resort is a good hotel. Here is a
chance for a good investment". By this time, it
was not unusual to have 8 to 10 persons per day
visiting the cave during the summer.

On January 1, 1891, Alvin McDonald started a diary
which is a lasting tribute to the early explorations
of brave young explorers like himself, Elmer, and
friends, who by now had joined in this new adventure. It is Alvin's diary that gives us a clue as
to how much exploration was done and where in the
cave the early explorers and visitors had gone.
In 1892 Alvin finally wrote an introduction to his
diary. It reads: "On the first of January 1891
I saw fit to keep a record of the inside workings
at Wind Cave, and, acting with the thought, I started
a daily record which I called The Private'Account of
A. F. McDonald, Permanent Guide of Wind Cave. My
intention this year is to keep a correct account of
the development and explorations of Wind Cave or any
other caverns that fortune favors me to be exploring
in. By the word exploring I mean 'finding cavities
that no human beings have yet discovered'. Respectfully yours, Z.U.Q. P. S. For the meaning of these
initials or any other initials used in the pages of
this book, inquire of the guide of any of the Celebrated Caverns of America." Strange as it may seem,
to this day we have never discovered what the initials Z.U.Q. stand for or mean-even though Alvin
commonly left them on the cave walls.

In the summer of 1891, John Stabler arrived to
manage the Hotel Parrot in Hot Springs. Be saw
Wind Cave as a wise investment and decided to buy
part interest in the operation. The claim to the
cave was held by the South Dakota Mining Company,
not the McDonalds. This would be a major point
of contention in coming years. Nevertheless, the
McDonalds sold part interest in the cave operation to the Stablers. The Stablers were also
given permission to build and operate a hotel at
the cave.
Somehow, the McDonalds were persuaded to hand
over the bookkeeping and accounting to the Stablers.
John's son, George, assumed responsibility. Unbeknownst to the McDonalds, the Stablers transferred
money to their own pockets and removed large quantities of specimens from the cave which they sold.
This, too, was to cause serious problems in the
near future.

The diary makes for fascinating reading. At one
point Alvin writes: "am getting homesick after
staying out of the cave so long." He had not been
in the cave for two days.
In April he wrote: "I
now have 209 different kinds of rock in my geological collection". The diary lists rooms and routes,
described discoveries, and shows what inscriptions
were left. During the four short years that Alvin
explored in Wind Cave, he and others had named almost
400 rooms or objects, had found 13 series of passages
or routes and estimated the cave at 81 miles in
length.

In the summer of 1892, the long talked about hotel
was opened and managed by George Stabler.
A year later, the best known publicity stunt was
conceived. Alexander Johnstone, a famous mind
reader, agreed to find a hidden hat pin within
Wind Cave. To start with, Johnstone was locked
in a Hot Springs hotel room while a group of
citizens guarded him. "A committee of cit,izens
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The story grew even more confusing as the turn
of the century approached. In the spring of
1896, J. D. asked to see the books which the
Stabler family had been keeping for about five
years. The McDonalds learned that the Stablers
had overdrawn their share. The books were taken
by Jesse and Elmer was put in charge. The StabIers were given a chance to pay back vaat vas
shown they had overdrawn by making SIUll reasonable
payments to the McDonalds. The Stablers beea-e
quite angry over the affair. This vas the first
serious conflict that rose between the two faailies
but it was not to be the last.

and scientists" went to Wind Cave where they carefully hid the hat pin. The committee returned to
Hot Springs where they joined Johnstone in the wagon
ride back to Wind Cave. Reports are that Johnstone,
while blindfolded, drove the wagon like a mad man
and arrived at the cave in an amazing 52 minutes.
A piece of twine was connected to the wrist of Johnstone and a member of the committee. This would not
allow a muscle twitch or a squeeze of the hand to
tip the mind reader off as to where the pin might be.
Still blindfolded, Johnstone and others entered the
cave. The seareh began while Johnstone was supposedly busy reading the minds of the committee of
citizens who had hidden the pin. Finally, after
stumbling around in the cave for nearly three days,
they entered Standing Rock Chamber where Johnstone,
still blindfolded, pointed to the hidden hat pin.
They emerged successfully soon after, where Johnstone's magnificent feat was spread across the
country as an unbelievable mind reading event.
This action alone pushed Wind Cave into the headlines.

During the winter of 1896-97, Peter Folsoa and
the Stablers broke into the McDonald's house.
which rested over the cave entrance. When Et.er
and Jesse returned they were met with guns. The
Stablers claimed they were there to protect their
property and no McDonald could enter. The Stablers kept control of the cave entrance froa then
on. The McDonalds. not satisfied with the outcome of the encounter. filed against the Stablers
in county court in March of 1897. c~ng legal
ownership of the land. The court upheld the
Stablers' possession. However, they were not permitted to dig. excavate or blast on the property
and possibly deface the cave in case the property
should revert to the McDonalds.

Early In November, 1893, Alvin and J. D. McDonald
left Wind Cave to attend the Columbian Exposition,
also known as the Chicago Worlds Fair. Their purpose was to promote Wind Cave by selling specimens
and bragging of the safe travel through their magnificent cave. Unfortunately, Alvin, who was now
20, returned to Wind Cave rather ill. Soon after
he died of typhoid fever. His family, knowing his
love for Wind Cave, buried him on the hillside
above the cave entrance. Today one may visit
Alvin's grave where a granite boulder and bronze
plaque lay in tribute to this adventurous young
explorer.

During this period of litigation and conflict
between the two families and Folsoa. we have little
knowledge of what. if anything. vas changing in the
cave. The newspapers turned from writing about the
magnificent wonders of the cave to reporting the
outcome of the feud and each court ru11ng or suit
filed. Jesse fell out of favor with the Bot Springs
Star and John Stabler. probably a -are articulate
spokesman, gained considerable support. Honest
John Stabler became known by the local press as
Jolly John.

During July, 1893, the first of many lawsuits and
court proceedings took place. At this time the Moss
family owed Peter Folsom $700 for assay work that he
had done on various Moss claims. The courts ordered Moss to pay Folsom or the mining claims would
be auctioned. With payment still outstanding, the
claims were auctioned and Folsom bought them. Folsom became the new owner of the Wind Cave claims.
Meanwhile, the South Dakota Mining Company filed
suit asking that the McDonalds and Stablers pay for
their use of the area by paying $2700 for rents and
profits on the cave and $1000 in damages and for
restitution of the land and premises. To our knowledge, the Mining Company never collecte~ and the
families stayed on to operate the cave as a tourist
attraction.

In April of 1898, the KcDonalds and Stablers sought
to end the conflict and seek a legal and binding
opinion on exact ownership of the land. Both parties submitted all the evidence they could to the
General Land Office in Rapid City and pressed the
U. S. Government for a decision on ownership of
the land. This move was to bring Wind Cave to the
attention of important government officials and
spell the demise of private ownership of the cave
and adjacent lands.
In September of 1898, without any decision on
ownership, Stabler started the Black Hills Wind
Cave Company with Peter Folsom ~s president and
shares of stock went on sale at $1.00 each.

In 1894, the McDonalds, Stablers and others filed
on the acreage surrounding the cave and previous
mining claims. The Wonderful Wind Cave Improvement Company was formed with John Stabler, J. D.
McDonald, Charles Stabler and two other men. This
same year the Deadwood Times reported that "ladies
can (now) go through the cave without being subjected to the ordeal of wearing coveralls and
jumpers". One busy day in August had 75 visitors
to the cave.

Meanwhile, the Department of Interior. one of its
agencies being the General Land Office. started
to investigate the Wind Cave cl~. Lucius
Boyod, Vice Dean of South Dakota School of Mines.
studied Wind Cave at the request of the Interior
Department. His nineteen-page report contained
basic scientific data upon whith the Park was
later established. The report claimed that Wind
Cave was "one of the most extensiVe ••• in the Union."

In 1895, J. D. McDonald apparently proved his homestead claim and was awarded a "receivers receipt".
MdDonald had successfully claimed agricultural
rights while the Stabler and Folsom forces were
claiming mineral rights.

C. W. Greene, special agent of the General Land
Office, write the GLO Commissioner in Washington
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FIGURE 3. Alvin McDonald, early explorer at Wind Cave. Died in 1893 at age 20. His diary describes
his explorations of Wind Cave during the early 1890's. (Photo courtesy National Park Service)

FIGURE 4. View of the McDonald house and the cave house (right), constructed of logs.
probably dates back to the mid-1890's. (Photo courtesy National Park Service)
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Photograph

concerning his findings at Wind Cave in 1899.
Since there were still mining and agricultural
claims pending, he examined the surface extensively and concluded that "there is nothing upon
the surface that I deam worthy of consideration.
I am of the opinion that none of the claimants,
either the agricultural or mineral who have fought
through the various heartngs ordered by your office,
would spend a day's time or a dollar in money, if
the cave were not there ••• " Unfortunstely for the
McDonalds and Stab'lers this astute observation was
quite true.

grotesqueness, and beauty would require the researchful mind of a profound student of geology
and pen of the poet. Bereaved of both and
limited in space and time, I will simply say
that it is one of the greatest wonders of the
world. The box work crystallization of lime
and gypsum formed, undoubtedly, by the action of
hot water -- representing geometrical figures,
is the feature of the chamber knows as Post
Office, from which it took its name. This box
work is the prevalent character of the roof of
most of the chambers."

Park Establishment and Early Years -- 1900-1914

The House of Representatives Report of June 20,
1902 (12606) described the first cave survey.
The Secretary of Interior had asked for the survey to determine the probable extent of the cave.
A partial survey was made in April, 1902, and a
report submitted to the Department in Hay. "It
appears therefrom that the survey was extended as
far as it was found practicable to do so under
the conditions existing at present in the cave,
the want of adequate openings and of suitable
stairs having barred progress in certain directions in which further extensive chambers are
known to exist."

In January, 1900, the Department of Interior withdrew lands around the cave from agricultural or
mining settlement. This was "Pending determination
of the question of the advisability of recommending
the setting of said lands apart as a National Park
for the purpose of preserving the beauties of the
natural curiosities of what is known as Wind Cave."
In December of 1900, the Secretary of Interior
became personally involved. From the reports that
had been submitted and recommendations made by
those who had seen the cave, he "declares that
neither party is entitled to it, that in the first
place it is not mineral land and the plaintiff
(Stablers) therefore has no claim to it, and in
the second place, McDonald did not comply with the
law relating to the cultivation, and his entry is
held for cancelation. The Secretary also directs
that the land be held in reserve until Congress
shall have had an opportunity to create a permanent
reservation there." A National Park was on its way.

In June of 1902, the Senate approved the bill
establishing Wind Cave National Park. The House
of Representatives followed suit in December.
After 13 years of strife between families, court
cases, lawsuits, restraining orders and confusion
over ownership, Wind Cave National Park was established on January 9, 1903, with President
Roosevelt signing the legislation. The fact
remains that" from 1890 to 1903 some of the IIIOst
colorful and interesting events that have ever
occurred at Wind Cave took place. That period
in history lends many stories that are woven into
our interpretive message on present-day tours.

After this, J. D. and Elmer made one last desperate
attempt to regain control of the cave entrance.
They entered the cave house where they had been
evicted about three years earlier. Folsom and Stabler were away at the time. When Stabler learned
of this he returned with a gang of neighbors and
chased J. D. and Elmer into the cave, where they
stayed for 24 hours before returning to the trap
door and begging to be released. They were released unharmed, but. while they had been trapped
in the cave, Jesse's nearby cabin mysteriously
burned to the ground and his specimen collection
was destroyed. No blame was ever established for
this occurrence.

Whatever happened to that cast of characters?
Elmer's wife gives us some clue. In later years
she reported that "J. D. McDonald, after many
hardships, left for Montana. Elmer McDonald,
after working two years as guide for the government and after 12 years residency at the cave,
left with his family for Hot Springs. Neither'
received one penny in recompense from the government for all the time, labor, and expense contributed by them in exploring and developing the
cave." John Stabler passed away in 1901 from a
disease caused by an infected prairie dog bite
at age 53.

In 1901, Agent Green took charge of the cave for
the U. S. Government and posted new warning signs
in conspicuous places. They read, "each underground
tourist is expected to shake the dust from his feet
on making his exit (from the cave) •••• "

Now that the Government had its ninth National
Park to administer, a superintendent had to be
appointed. The man for the job was William A.
Rankin, who entered on duty August I,. 1903. He
was paid $75.00 per month for his efforts and
was the only park employee. The next six years
were lean. There was little money and. few people around to help build the new park.

In February the Government officially cancelled
J. D. and Elmer's homestead entries on lands surrounding the cave.
In Washington,
lish Wind Cave
sional reports
tion the House

legislation was introduced to estabNational Park. A series of Congresgives us some idea on what informaand Senate were basing their votes.

In 1905, Superintendent Rankin reported that
the "walks and stairways leading to the cave
have been completed as has also the stairways on
the three main traveled routes in the cave."
Blasting was used to level up and widen out areas
along all three routes. The total cost for this

A June 17, 1902, Senate Report (#1944) reprinted a
statement made by GLO agent Meyendoriffs: "To do
justice to the wonderful evolution of nature which
c ted this cavern, to describe its grandeur,
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until 1920. there had always been long discussions as to what caused the wind at the cave
entrance. The belief was that the differences
in atmospheric air pressure caused the air to
rush into or out of the cave as the air pressure
changed. This. along with minor temperature influences. is what we know to be true today.
However. in 1920 another theory was advanced that
the wind "is caused by subterranean passages of
water down in the lower levels of the cave beyond
any of those yet explored. and that the rise and
fall of these waters creates the pressure of suction to force it out or draw it in, as the case
may be." Logical as this later theory seemed in
1920, there is no supporting evidence.
Up

was $291. 00.
Tbe next superintendent. Joseph Pilcher. had the
opportunity to take General Pershing through the
cave. The General took an aneroid barometer with
him and checked depths along the route. He proved.
to Pilcher's satisfaction. that the cave was not as
deep as the guides were reporting. The guides. however. refused the evidence and stuck with their own
figures.
One problem that plagued many of the early superintendents was rotting wood steps in the cave. In
March. 1911. a temporary solution was found by using
creosote-treated wood for steps and bridges.

On October 10. 1926. Superintendent Roy Brazell
and others entered the cave to experiment with
radio reception. In Odd Pellows Hall. about 208
feet below the surface. they were able to pick
up KOA radio station in Denver and WRR from Dallas.

Difficult Years -- 1914-1931
In 1915. lard bucket candle lanterns were used by
guides and visitors. This clever device consisted
of a lard bucket turned on its side with a hole
punched up through the bottom where the candle was
stuck. The bucket acted as a reflector and worked
very well. Even though electrical lighting was
desired. one report stated that, "it would be
impossible or nearly so, to wire the cave. The
atmosphere is destructive to all organic material
and the walls on which the cable or wire should be
fastened are almost impenetrable. The wire would
also be an unsightly object. II

A surprising turn of events took place between
1925 and 1931. The Secretary of Agriculture and
the local congressional representatives made
several attempts to make Wind Cave National Park
a National Monument. transfer it to the Agricultural Department. or make it a part of Custer
State Park. The reasons for this are unclear.
but their efforts were UDsuccessful.
In 1928. an article, written by Ranger Anton .1.
Snyder. who later became P~,k Superintendent.
appeared in the publication !he Black Hills
Engineer. He wrote that the cave was formed by
hot water and contained 108 miles of passages.
Needless to say. both of these "facts" have been
disproven.

Though it was only four years since the creosoted
wood had been used, the Superintendent advised the
Director of the National Park Service in 1915 that
the wood was rotting too quickly. Be advised
stone for steps and stairways. One problem with
the wood was that the maximum length board that
could be carried through the cave was 12 feet
and longer pieced were needed in many places.
Tour operations have changed dramatically over
the years. In 1898 we know that the fee was $1.00
for the short tour and $2.00 for the long tour, which
lasted 4 to 6 hours. The fees dropped to 25¢ at one
point. but have come back to the 1898 price today.
It is not surprising to learn that there has been a
gradual increase in the number of tours offered
each day. ~n 1915 there were only 2 tours per day,
but since there were only 1 or 2 people in the park,
the tours lasted 3 hours. It rose to 38 tours per
day in 1963. Today 4 types of tours are offered
for a total of 43 tours per day.
Cave-ins and earthquakes are always a concern to
the visitor. ·Wind Cave is no exception since there
has been minor damage in the. past. The first recorded cave-in was in February. 1916, when 2 tons
of rock fell during an extremely cold day. Several
other falls occurred over the years. Until 1957,
most of the problems occurred off-season, .while the
cave was closed. But, on August 12 that year, 10
to 14 tons of rock caved in 75 feet from the entrance between two tours. No one was injured·.
Nevertheless. this was at least the fourth time
that a cave-in had occurred at this point. so cement
pillars were installed to support the ceiling.
Earthquake tremors or shocks have been felt, but
only the Alaska quake of April, 1964, resulted in
damage. Two rocka were removed from the trail and
the cave thoroughly inspected.

In 1929, the staff started experimenting with concrete ana masonry for foundations. bridge.s. and
stairs and found the results "very satisfactory
from the standpoint of looks and utility".
In April, 1931. work on the first lighting systme started. The main cable.s were care.fully
concealed. Wires running to individual lights
were hidden where possible or strapped to the
rock walls. The project was finished on June 30.
In July the lights were first turned on by Senator Peter Norbeck. who was the inv1.ted guest of
honor. It is not known how much of the cave was
illuminated. but it matters little since this
system lasted only two seasona be.fore Imisture
deteriorated tbe cables. SOllIe exper:t.entation
was done at this time with colored lights. Fortunately. the idea was dropped.
Years

of Growth -- 1931-1946

It is interesting to note that throughout the
early years at Wind Cave most every superindendent felt the cave trails were finished and safe
for the public. Then the next superintiendent
would disagree. Each wrote that more work was
needed. This was the case in 1934 vhen the need
vas identified for more cement or stone stairs.
iron handrails. trail widening. 8IIIOOthing and
trail surfacing. A large task at best. In
February, 1934. more improvements were made on
the short tour route. but it still did not put
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FIGURE 5 •. Civilian Conservation Corps workers carry concrete in tire innertubes theough Wind Cave to
where another step will be poured. (Photo courtesy National Park Service)

FIGURE 6. Construction of the Elevator Building at Wind Cave National Park by the Civil tan Conservation
Corps, 1938. The Park Visitor Center and Headquarters is visible in the background and to the right of
the Elevator Building. (photo courtesy National Park Service)
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the trail in first class condition. The trail had
been surfaced with screened gravel which made walking
easier and cut the tour from 1~ hours down to 1 hour.
The saving grace came when President Roosevelt formed
the Civilian Conservation Corps as part of the New
Deal package to put jobless men to work after the
depression years. On July 16, 1934, the Wind Cave
Civilian Conservation Corps Camp was officially 'established. During the next eight years they would
accomplish more in the cave and on the surface than
any eight years before or since. The first chore
was to establish a camp large enough to house, feed
and care for the 240 men that were expected. By
October 5, 1934, fifteen buildings had been erected.
Several important projects were started soon after.

Finally, the cave entrance was reconstructed and
finished in the fall of 1936. In front of the
old cave house a new walk-in entrance was made
and a false ceiling built which was covered with
dirt to make the entrance appear natural. Today,
very few visitors suspect that the hill one
walks into is more man-made than natural. In
1940, a wood door was installed over the cave gate.•
A 10-inch-diameter opening was made on the door
"restoring the natural whistling effect to the
entrance which led to the discovery of Wind Cave".
The year 1942 brought increased American involvement in World War 11 and also the abolishment of
most CCC camps (including Wind Cave's) since the
young men were drafted.
Post War Years

The first was the construction of the elevator shaft
and elevator building. Early in 1934 a survey of
the cave and surface was completed to determine the
shaft location. On August 20, 1934, work began on
the construction of a shaft that would penetrate
the cave 212 feet, stop at two levels, and provide
room for two 13-passenger elevators. In November,
1934, the Otis Elevator Company bid $19,481 to install the first elevator. By February, 1935, the
digging of the shaft and tunnel were completed.

1946-1960

After the war was over, visitation jumped dramatically·from 3,784 in 1944 to 10,298 in 1945,
and 43,608 in 1946. In 1955 the 1 millionth
visitor finally arrived. It had taken 74 years
to take a million visitors through Wind Cave.
Since 1955, 2~ million more have been taken
through the cave.
During 1955 and 1956, the third electrical lighting system was installed. This system consisted
of 421 fi~tures using direct and indirect light.
Switches were installed along the'route so the
ranger could turn the lights on in front of him
and off behind him. Even though that was twentytwo years ago, the system has proved a real energy
saver in this day and age of high energy costs and
energy conservation. In addition to normal 100watt bulbs, a band of photofloods were installed
in the Temple in 1956. The effect of showing
the room by regular cave light and then by photoflood is quite dramatic and it is one of the most
photographed rooms on the tour. A,third type of
light was installed in the Fairgrounds, the largest
room open to the public. A black light (short
wave ultra-violet) is used during the black-out
to demonstrate the property of florescence and
phosphorescence which the calcite exhibits.

In September, 1935, a 120-HP diesel plant was installed to supply power for the new elevator.
Tours could now enter the cave a quarter mile away,
drop two hundred feet below the surface and for the
first time ride an elevator out of the cave without
having to walk back up and out the way they had
come in. This was one of the most influential
changes affecting where the tours could go and
how long they would last.
Preliminary drawings were completed in June, 1937,
for the new stone elevator building. The building
was started in January, 1938, and completed in December. It stands as a tribute to the fine craftsmanship of the CCC labor force. The stone blocks
were hand-carved from rock quarried in or near the
park. The building contains a first aid room,
lobby, restrooma, and a two-story vent house to
house the machinery for the elevators. The second
elevator was not installed until 1959.

Active exploration.of Wind Cave had been nonexistant for many years. It is believed that
some of the CCC workers took an interest in caving but maps and survey records are scant. In
December, 1958, the Colorado Grotto started preparing for weekend trips to Wind Cave to: 1IISp and
explore. Their efforts over the next few years
were the start of a new era of exploration.

The second major project was the lighting system,
cave trail improvement, and new cave entrance.
The lighting system was of the indirect method
with most, if not all, of the lights carefully concealed, sometimes with the aid of cement and stonework. A 230o-volt armored cable was required' as a
primary line for thi~ system. Sometimes it required
as many as 50 men to carry the next section of cable
into the cave.
.
Cement stairs were determined to be the safest and
most durable way to develop the steeper areas along
the trail. It is not known for sure how many of
the 1033 satirs now in the cave were constructed
by the CCC. ,With an abundance of laborers available,
manpower was no problem. They mixed the concrete on
the surface and poured it into tire innertubes,
which they slung over a worker's shoulders. He entered the cave by elevator or the walk-in entrance
to reach the point where the stairs were being built
along the one and a half mile trail.
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The National Speleological.Society hosted·an expedition to Wind Cave during August, 1959. During one week, 22 cavers completed more work than
had ever been done. Three miles of cave were
mapped; a faunal study was conducted; a meteorological study started; a report made on the geology and mineralogy of the cave and park; and a
surface topographic survey completed.
1960-1978
The National Speleological Society held their
1962 National Convention in Custer, South Dakota,
20 miles from Wind Cave. As part of the convention,

In 1970, the last major exploration project was
undertaken. This time it was a four-year effort
by Windy City Grotto from Chicago. During their
first summer at the park they mapped 9,806 feet
of passage and established a base camp deep in
the Calcite Jungle portion of the cave, where
medical and emergency supplies were kept. A field
phone was installed to base camp~ where communication with the surface kept everyone informed of
what was happening several thousand feet away in
the cave. During the first summer the crews pushed
beyong Calcite Lake, discovered by the Conna and
others in the 1960's, and discovered Wind City
Lake. This, the largest evidence of water table
found so far, is a lake 220 feet long and 50 feet
wide at one point. Another discovery was the
largest helictite bush found in Wind Cave. which
measures nearly 6 feet in height.

on-trail and off-trail tours were led by rangers
and members of the Colorado Grotto.
Probably one of the most bizzare proposals for the
use of a cave appeared in 1963. In a copy of the
Congressional Record there is a report that Senator
Karl Mundt of South Dakota addressed the Senate concerning a proposal that Wind Cave be considered as
one of three possible sites for the Strategic Air
Command (SAC) headquarters if it was moved from
Omaha. This suggestion was originally made by
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara. Mundt-urged
the Senate to "malte careful consideration" of this
proposal. Upon hearing of this, Superintendent
Jess Lombard wrote the Regional Director not to be
alarmed that "we are not actually preparing for
turning over the keys to Wind Cave to the Air Force".
The idea has not been heard of since.

In 1971, the Grotto mapped 20,415 feet and pushed
a series of maze passages into what is now the
largest room in Wind Cave. The room measures 2800
feet and is called Half Mile Hall (or Haul). Extensive surface topographic mapping was done and
an 8-mm movie was made using the phone line as an
electrical conductor to power flood lamps to illuminate the cave.

Exploration continued during 1965 with other cavers
becoming interested. Seasonal Ranger Dave Schnute,
along with Herb and Jan Conn, explored for several
months, mapping 7,298 feet of passage.
As of March, 1966, the recorded length of Wind Cave
was 10.53 miles. This seems a far cry from the reported 108 miles that appeared in 1928.
On January 8, 1967, an e~perimental spelunking tour
was conducted by Dave Schnute. He outfitted 15
junior and senior high school students and sponsors
and conducted a very successful trip. He recommended that this activity be made available to the
public. In 1968, Wind Cave offered its first
public spelunking tour.

During 1974, a five-week exploration project was
undertaken by Windy City involving at least 65
cavers. Five three-man teams were established.
These teams stayed in the cave three days and
two nights, living and working out of Base Camp
02. This base camp was equipped with sleeping
and cooking gear and sanitation facilities. Base
Camp, located 7,000 feet into the cave, was occupied by one or another of the teams continuously
for four weeks. By the end of their third year.
the Grotto had mapped a total of 75,000 feet.

Presently, the tour is one of our most successful,
though now limited to 10 visitors. The four-hour
experience allows the novice a chance to see the
wild secfion of Wind Cave in a safe and careful
manner. Hardhats, kneepads, electric lights and
two other sources of light are provided. Cave conservation and safety are stressed both on the surface before the tour and throughout the trip. We
find that we ~~ve fewer-injuries on this tour than
on any qther we'offer. One of the highlights of
the trip is the opportunity for the visitor to
explore on his/her own in groups of at least three.
They are given a handful of plastic ribbon and
careful instruction on how to mark their way from
the Muddle Room, where the ranger gives advice on
where to explore and waits for their return. This
portion of the cave is well known by our staff and
was chosen because there are very few dropoffs,
pits, wet areas, and fragile formations and many
passages loop back into the room where they started.
The sense of exploring is thus achieved with relative safety. We have be-en very pleased with '-he
response by the public and now offer this tour 10
times per week. Often the to~r is booked well in
advance."

During their last summer at the Park. the Grotto
brought back a s~ll group of dedicated cavers.
The Base Camp, telephone communication system.
and large numbers of cavers were replaced with
small teams moving rapidly without the cumbersOllle
logistics of camps, meals, telephones. and the
like. In two weeks an amazing amount of work was
accomplished, including the mapping of 31.000
feet of passage. By the end of the summer Wind
Cave was officially 26 miles long and the fourth
longest cave in the country.
Last fall, after compiling all the survey data
from work done by the seasonal rangers and others,
the total length of Wind Cave was found to be
30.55 miles. According to the IIIOst recent compilation the cave is still rated fourth largest.
Occasionally visitors ask when we will open up
new sections for tours. Our answer is, probably
never. Besides the cost of such an undertaking,
there is the potential and unknown imPact_ that
such a project would have on the cave. Finally,
we feel that the section that is op~ is a representative sample of Wind Cave and this corridor
through a true wilderness environment is sufficient to satisfy the curiosity of most.

In 1967, over one inch of rain fell in one hour
and a small flash flood entered the cave. Most of
the tour that was entering the cave escaped un~ harmed but the tour leader and 6 visitors could
not escape. They climbed a ledge to safety and
waited" The water soon receded and they too_ left
the cave unharmed. A rock ledge was constructed
around the blowhole and an iron plate was attached
to the bottom of the cave" gate to prevent this from
happening in the future.

Nevertheless. changes are coming. This is the
75th anniversary of the establishment of Wind Cave
National Park. Funds have been appropriated for
two long-overdue projects, which will directly affect the quality of the visitor experience.
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FIGURE 7. Boxwork formation. In the early days at Wind Cave they thought,this formation,reminded,them
of post office boxes. It is the one formation that Wind Cave is well known for. (photo courtesy
National Park Service)
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The first measurements in the United States of
airborne alpha radiation in caves were made in 1954
and in 1962 and 1963 in New York and Alabama (5, 14).
Later work at Carlsbad Caverns National Park and
other southern New Mexico caves in 1974 and 1975 (13,
15), indicated that a possible health hazard might
exist for personnel who spent considerable time
underground leading tours or doing maintenance work.
As a result, the National Park Service initiated a
program of research and monitoring in September 1975
at Carlsbad Caverns to evaluate the situation (1, 2).
Subsequent measurements of alpha radiation were made
in 1976 and 1977 in many National Park Service administered caves (16-24). These findings have led to
weekly monitoring being carried out routinely since
May 1976, at a number of National Park Service caves:
Mammoth in Kentucky; Wind and Jewel in South Dakota;
Oreg~n gave; Crystal in Sequoia National Park, California; Cumberland Gap in Kentucky/Tennessee/Virginia;
Lehman in Nevada; Round Spring Cave in Ozark Scenic
RiverWay, Missouri; as well ~s Carlsbad. National
Park Service employees have been equipped and trained
to.make the. radiation measurements, including radon
gas and daughter concentrations, Tsivoglou and free
ion concentrations, and airflow determinations; and
to compute personnel exposure accumulations (4, 7,
12). This work continues to the present time under
the National Park Service Cave Radiation Research
and Monitoring Program. Table 1 summarizes the entire cave radiation program's work, both existing
and projected.

1.

Those which go up into a hillside or mountainside: Type I ("Upside-down" = USD).

2.

Those which go down into the earth; Type II
("Right-side-up" = RSU)'

The summer increase in Type I caves is due to
increased airflows, whereas in Type II caves it
results from stagnation or reduced airflows.
This seeming paradox is explained by the physics
of the airflow regime in each cave type and whether or not its natural airflow patterns have
been altered by human activities. All of this
has been reported in detail elsewhere (20, 22.
25, 26); particularly at the 1976 and 1977 National Cave Management Symposia. It is true in
general,that airflow decreases airborne radiation
in the immediate vicinity in which it occurs.
Any paradox results from how the ai~ moves through
a cave system with respect to time and space.
In more humid areas, water inflows from variable
rates of percolation resulting from fall, winter
and spring precipitation may mobilize more influxes of radiation materials than summer thunderstorms. Such action might contribute to ·tbe s~
mer increases in radiation. This is being studied by Dr. James Quinlan in the Mammoth Cave area.
In arid and semi-'arid a't"eas the, sparse annual precipitation occurs as snows and rains during the winter,
or as intense, but very localized, summer thunderstorms. While the former coula mobilize some radiation materials, the latter will do so only if
they occur in the immediate vicinity of tbe cave
system. In any case, for arid and semi-arid areas.
the amount of per~olating water usually is small.
so that airflows play the major. role in tbe alp~
radiation distribution in cave systems. An eJI:ample is Carlsbad Caverns in southern New Mexico.
Furthermore, in humid areas the volumes of air
which move through cave systems are much .greater
than the volumes of water. so tbat tbe airflows
probably play the major role there, too.
'

The research phase of this program established the
relationship between the alpha radiation in caves
and the natural airflows by a working hypothesis
which the data have substantiated (23). This is
that all caves in which the primary cause of airflow is due to temperature/(density) gravity-gradients and also having minimal man-made disturbances (such as tunnels, elevator shafts, bore holes,
sealed and closed portals, etc., which would alter
the natural airflows) experience"seasonal variations
in airborne alph~ radiation. 'The radiation levels
increase in summer but decrease in winter, based
upon seasonal air movements through each cave system which occur naturaily. Two general types of
physical cave configurations were identified which
act to control the airflows seasonally:

Therefore, 'because air can move more freely and
quickly throughout cave systems, airflows are
much more significant in the mobilization of tbe
alpha radiation materials. These airflows are
the main means by which radiation is dissipated
or concentrated. Thus, this integral link betwe~n
,airflow and cave alpha radiation bas been studied
closely because it affects employee exposure accumulations in unaltered, natural caves.

*Physical Scientist and Progr~ Coo~dinator, Southwest Regional Office, National far-k SerVice, Sant~
Fe, New Mexico 87501
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of this vast USD cavern network have been well
established in the cyclic unsteady "breathing",
resulted in the radiation levels ,shown in Table 4.
There is a reasonable good consistency from year
to year for most of the tour routes and during
the same months. (This table extends data previously reported at the 1977 National Symposium;
see ref. 23).

Alterations of the natural airflow patterns by man's
"developments" and management practices also can
have marked effects. For example, at Mammoth Cave
in Kentucky, an immense Type I system, the summer
outflows cause elevated radiation levels. However,
to minimize uncomfortable inflows of cold, outside
air in winter, metal covers are placed over the
natural entrance. This causes considerable increases
in the radiation levels which moderate with greater
distance from the entrance (see Tables 3A and 3B).
This artificial radiation increase causes winter
levels to approach summer levels (when the covers
are not in place) at times.
The use of forced air ventilation, as is done in
mines, is unthinkable for caves because of the disastrous adverse effects on the microclimates of
caves which would result. For example, air movements in the unsealed elevator shafts at Carlsbad
Caverns led to an unfortunate and substantial drying of the cave and its formations over several
years until these were finally sealed. Detailed
studies by Mr. John McLean of the U. S. Geological
Survey showed this (6).
Table 1 shows a summary of annual personnel exposure
accumulations at those National Park Service administered caves which are regularly toured and which
also have the highest levels of radiation. The extreme and mean values are presented. Comparing
means, Mammoth Cave (USD type) is seen to have the
greatest exposures, both because its size generates
relatively high radiation levels and because it has
the largest staff. Cave air was used for yearround air conditioning here until late April 1976.
Carlsbad Caverns (RSU type), having the second largest staff, is also of great size and has comparable
exposure means to ~~mmoth Cave, though its levels
are lower. Table 2 summarizes representative radiation level extremes selected from the overall data
record obtained for several National Park Service
caves.
Table 3A also shows the effects of the management
practice of putting up sealing covers in the winter,
as previously described for Mammoth. To investigate
these management activities more fully, a series of
ubsel~ations were made in the fall of 1977.
The
results, as summarized in Table 3A, have been grouped
in general as to whether the airflow was incast into
the natural ("Historic") entrance or outcast from it.
The work entailed alternately putting up and taking
down the sheetmetal covers at this entrance. Wilen
the air was outcast, the entrance configuration
(i.e., covers up or down) caused little difference
in the alpha radiation levels because the air had
mobilized its radiation load from farther back within the cave. The cover down condition promotes somewhat higher radiation levels, as would be expected
for a Type I (USD) cave. However, for the incast
airflows, a great deal of difference was observed.
This was most pronounced for those areas closest to
the entrance, but was attenuated for areas farther
into the cave. When the covers were up, the diluting effect of the incast air was precluded and the
radiation levels rose, as occurred during previous
winters when these covers were in Place from October
to April. Conversely, with the covers down, the
incast air depressed the radiation levels 3ignificantly. The "unaltered" airflow conditions (no
covers) of summer, when the natural airflow patterns
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Oregon Cave, in southwestern Oregon, shows other
effects of management practices. In the early
1930's, an exit tunnel was driven into the central areas of the cave to produce an easier tour
route. This altered the natural airflow patterns
in the cave. Table 3B shows the average seasonal
WL values for the central parts of Oregon Cave,
outside air temperatures, and generally-prevailing
airflow conditions. As is expected, the warm
season cave radiation level (0.30 WL) exceeds the
cool season level (0.12 WL) average.
Sometimes
during the spring and fall, or at times in midsummer, when there is little airflow or an oscillating flow which continually shifts directions
and with cave and surface air at about the same
temperatures, the radiation levels increase in
the central parts of the cave to well above "seasonal" averages. These increases indicate what
the undisturbed nature of this USD cave may have
been. In this case, in contrast with the situation at Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, the man-made
tunnel, which is unsealed, has enhanced airflows
through the cave and, therefore, has caused depressed radiation levels for the altered conditions of this USD cave system. This emphasizes
that when airborne radiation materials are mobilized by USD cave airflows, and that motion
subsequently stagnates in the typical, unsteady
("breathing") cyclic form'of Type I cave configurations, the radiation levels can rise above
the more prevalent, usual values of the altered,
more steady-state airflow seasonal situations,
which may have been caused in a USD cave modi~
fied by human activities. Therefore, the vital
role of understanding the airflow, the cave's
physical configuration, and the cave's management procedures is vital in understanding its
radiation fluctuations and seasonal behavior.
These all affect personnel exposure accumulations.
Furthermore, we must be very careful in our cave
management actions to avoid changes which may be
subtle but of considerable adverse effect on cave
microclimate and general "well being".
All data which have been or are being collected
from the NPS Cave Radiation Research and Monitoring Program are being placed in a computerized
data base. This Cave Radiation Information Systme (CRIS) has been developed over the past year.
The radiation monitoring personnel, from each NPS
cave which is regularly monitored, were trained
in the use of eRIS in June 1978. This system
will permit much easier access to the data from
all NPS caves and will expedite exposure record
keeping and timely reporting of results. All
data are reported by cave monitors on special
coding forms to the NPS-WASO Division of Natural
Resources Management. These data, which are
placed into CRIS, are of four main types:
1.

Radon and thoron daughter measurements along
all tour routes and in all occupied areas;

2.

Employee exposure times and cave locations;

3.

Measurements of radon gas concentration, the
concentrations of the individual radon daughters and free ions, and small particulate concentrations;

4.

Cave meteorological measurements; both inside
and outside for pressure, temperature, relative
humidity ~d evaporation rate, and air speed
and direction inside the cave.

Measurements by private consultant, Mr. William
Austin, (9) in certain private caves in Kentucky
show "no appreciably high levels" and range from
"very low to well below the highest levels found
i~ NPS-administered caves."
Checks by the Kentucky Bureau of Health Services, Radiation Control Branch (10), show values usually of a few
hundredths of a WL, with all levels below 0.3 WL
for one privately operated cave. A total of
eight such caves were sampled in March through
April 1977; three of which were man-made by drilling and blasting. The findings showed a range of
0.045 to 0.49 WL, with an average for all of 0.20
WL. These radiation levels are two to five times
lower than those measured in various parts of
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, during the same time period.

The NPS Program has been aided by a number of other
agencies which have been consulted: Environmental
Protection Agency, Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health, U. S. Bureau of Mines and especially Mining Safety and Health Administration's
Denver Technical Support Center, Radiation' Branch
(formerly Mining Enforcement and Safety Administration) and the National Caves Association (NCA).
From this interaction, the National Park Service
Program has evolved. The findings have led to
interim precautionary health standards for cave
radiation exposure of personnel, drafted by both
the National.Park Service and the National Caves
Association. Measurements of alpha cave radiation
also have been made by private consultants and by
agencies of a few states.

In Missouri, a few private caves were checked in
1977 by the State Mine Inspector's Office (11).
Results for winter (early February) measurements
in five caves, four to five samples at each,
varied from zero to 0.14 WL for all these caves,
with averages in each of the five caves of 0.04,
0.07, 0.06, 0.02 and 0.02 WL. A mid-summer (midAugust) measurement series at one cave showed a
range for three samples of 0.01 to 0.28 WL with
an average of 0.18 1fL. This'was in a large cave
system having strongly outcast airflows.

In 1977, NCA funded a study by speleological and
groundwater specialist/consultant, Mr. Torn Aley,
who reported on :'Cave Radiation and the Commerical
Caves of the United States" (3). His results from
218. que~~ionnaires returned from private cave employees have been compared with 41 responses from
National Park Service personnel at Mammoth Cave,
Kentucky (see details elsewhere in these 1978
Proceedings). They show that private cave employees
spend less time underground than do National Park
Service personnel, in general. This is to be expected because of differences in methods of operation. Private caves are usually smaller in size
with shorter tours which move through the cave more
quickly. Also, their tours usually do not penetrate
as deeply into the cave but stay in outer areas
which are better ventilated, often by multiple access
portals, where the radiation levels are lower.- Mammoth Cave and other National Park Service caves
usually have much greater visitation in proportion
to numbers of personnel so that NPS spend more time
und~rground, usually.
Also, the means of conducting tours is. important. At most private caves
tours are led so that personnel alternate their
shorter periods of underground exposure with time
above ground throughout the ~ay; even in busy times.
Many NPS caves (e.g., L.ehman, Nevada; Round. Spring,
Missouri; Wind and Jewel, South Dakota; etc.) are
operated this way. _ A few, however, which have the
greatest visitations, operate differently. For ex~le, tours are conducted at 'Mammo~h Cave during
times of lower vi~itation, but at busy times personnel are stationed along some tour routes which
are then "self-guided". This keeps personnel·underground more continuously. Carlsbad Caverns has
used this self-guided method for several years now
on a year-round basis. Because the radiation levels
at Carlsbad are lower, the exposures have' been
lower (refer to Tables 1 and 2).
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The National Park Service arranged with the National Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health to conduct a health hazard survey at each
of its routinely-monitored caves in 1976. This
was determined by the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health to be only a sputum cytology investigation which was conducted
during the summer 1976 for NPS cave personnel, on
a voluntary basis.
The report (8) of May 1978 (No. TA 76-54), was
prepared by: Eileen Philbin Gunter, R.N., MPH,
Nurse Officer and by: Channing R. Meyer, H.D.,
Chief, both formerly in the Medical Section,
Hazard Evaluations and Technical Assistance
Branch, U. S. Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare, Center for Disease Control; National
Instutute for Occupational Safety and Health,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45226.
This report has been excerpted to provide the
following summary of the most pertinent parts
(see also, Table 4, for detailed sputum cytology
results' for each cave area sampled).
"In March of 1976 the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health received a request
from the Department of the Interior for medical
evaluation of employees working in several of
the caves in the National Park System. 'The request was made because elevated levels of radon
'daughters' radiation were found in. several
caves tested.

*****
" ••• samples for pulmonary cytological analysis
were taken from long term employees at Carlsbad
Caverns in December of 1975. The results of the
analysis of those specimens showed many mild
a~ypical cells present in non-smokers as well as

contract laboratory in Cincinnati, Ohio.

smokers, and two of the individuals tested showed
marked cellular atypia. These preliminary results
prompted the Assistant Director for Safety Management, Office of Management Services, Office of the
Secretary, Department of the Interior, to contact
Dr. Finklea, the Director of NIOSH. In this communication he requested that NIOSH conduct a survey
of the workers in not only Carlsbad Caverns, but
long term employees at the other National Park
Service Caves. After the available sampling results were reviewed, it was felt that a NIOSH
evaluation was justified.

Original results were reported in terminology
unacceptable to NIOSH. As a result, the pathologists at HOS were asked to reevaluate each
specimen after having adopted the criteria
(developed by Saccamano, et al.)1 felt to be
acceptable to NIOSH.

*****
"Subsequently, NIOSH studied each individual cave's
employees (eight caves total). Employees were given
a questionnaire and asked to provide two first
morning sputum specimens on successive days. Because the NIOSH contract laboratory did not report
the sputum findings in a manner satisfactory to
NIOSH, all specimens had to be reevaluated using
new criteria. Because of this a substantial delay
in the reports occurred.
"The results are now available and based on the
sputum findings as well as the results of the questionnaire, it is apparent that no evidence of a measurable respiratory effect on the cave workers was
present at the time of these studies. Recommendations for long term surveillance and other pertinent
suggestions are included in the recommendations of
this report.

*****
"The project was undertaken in late May of 1976 and
sputum samples as well as a detailed questionnaire
were thoutht to be appropriate. The employees to
be studied were employed at the following caves:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

H.

Carlsbad Caverns, Carlsbad, New Mexico
Mammoth Cave, Mammoth Cave, Kentucky
Lehman Cave, Baker, Nevada
Oregon Cave, Cave Junction, Oregon
Round Spring Cave, Van Buren, Missouri
Wind Cave, Hot Spring, South Dakota
Jewel Cave, Custer, South Dakota
Crystal Cave, Three Rivers, California

"In addition to the workers who were tested a
group of volunteers from within NIOSH were asked
to participate in the study as a control group.
The group of controls included males, females,
blacks, whites, smokers, and non-smokers. They
were evaluated in a similar manner as the cave
workers. Each participant was asked to provide
two sputum specimens and occupational as well as
smoking history.

*****
"RESULTS
All of the caves studied during this investigation
had results that were similar so the general discussion will cover all the caves as a group.
(~ach cave is reported in Table 10).
NIOSH controls were a significant part of this
investigation. Thirty-five individuals participated. They had a mean age of 30.9 years.
There were 22 males and 13 females; 14 were
smokers, 17 were non-smokers, and 4 were exsmokers. Although each individual participating
in the study was requested to provide two first
morning sputum specimens, 13 individuals provided
only one specimen. The remaining individuals
provided two specimens each for a total of 57
specimens. Of these 57 specimens 11 were judged
to be poor samples not representative of sputum.
Of the remaining sepcimens 5 were interpreted as
metaplasia, and 3 were read as mild atypia. The
3 specimens that were judged to show mild atypia
were all from smokers or ex-smokers. Those who
had one sputum reported as metaplasia also had
another sputum that was read as normal. (Note:
NIOSH feels that these results are comparable to
those found for Mammoth Cave. See Table 10).

*****

"EVALUATION METHODS
Employees at the caves mentioned were evaluated by
two means. The first was a detailed questionnaire
eliciting past occupational exposure as well as past
pulmonary history and a history of tobacco consumption. The second was collection and analysis of two
separate sputum specimens obtained'from each worker.
"The questionnaire elicited occupational history,
pulmonary symptomatology, smo~ing history, family
history of malignancies, and a variety o~ demographic
data (i.e., age, sex, years at present job, etc.).
"Each worker was requested to arrive before he or
she reported for work on two consecutive mornings.
Sputum samples were induced by use of an ultra sonic
nebulizer with a propylene glycol-sodium chloride
solution. Specimens were collected in solutions of
50% ethyl alcohol,'properly labeled and analyzed by
Medical Diagnostic Services Laboratory ~S),a GSA
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"DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The sputum samples were analyzed and placed into
one of five categories by the examining pathologist. The sample might be marked as normal
meaning that only normally occurring cells were
present in th~ specimen. The second category
was metaplasia which indicates that the cell is
not normal but neither can it be classified as
abnormal. Third, fourth, and fifth categories
were all judged to be abnormal. These were classi
fied as mild, moderate, or ,marked atypia, reflecting an increasing degree of severity as one moved
from the mild to the marked atypia. Marked atypia
ISaccamano , Geno, Ph.D., M.D., et al. "Develop~ent o~ Carcinoma of the Lung as ~eflected in
Exioli,Ated Cells, I' '~, 'JanuarY 1974, Vol. 33,
pg~.

256.-270.

would be suggestive of potential malignancy, with
detailed medical follow-up suggested.

to a consulting physician and appropriate
medical follow-up be instituted.

Based on the results of the eight caves studied as
well as the NIOSH control population, it is apparent
that there are only a few individuals out of the
large group studied that showed any significant consistent abnormalities. Again, based on the results
of these samples, it does not appear that there were
widespread pulmonary cytological abnormalities in
any of the groups tested.

7.

These recommendations have been incorporated into
the second draft revision of the Rational Park
Service "Interim PrecautionarY Cave Badiation
Health Standards and Management Gui.dance for
Natural Caves Open to Visitation by the Public."

Based on the data that have been collected, it appears that only certain high risk individuals should
be monitored on a routine basis. Cave workers who
are greater than 40 to 46 years of age, who are
cigarette smokers, and who have worked in the caves
for more than 5 yea~s·are those individuals who
should be most closely observed. In addition
workers who are greater than 45 years of age and
who have worked in the caves greater than 5 years
despite the fact that they are not smokers or exsmokers whould also be high priority for surveillance procedures.

This has been concurred with by Mr. John Bast,
Chief of the Division of Safety Management,
Office of Administrative and Management Policy,
Department of Interior, who stated"
"I have reviewed each of these rec~ndationa
(to safeguard employees who work in the caves)
and feel that each is prudent and necessary to
protect these employees. I suggest that you
(NPS) consider these recommendationa and incorporate them into your present safery and health
program. I might add that, aside frOlll hUlllaIlistic
considerations of a medical surveillance progr_,
the costs for conducting such a program can be
relatively small in comparison to losses resulting
from a lack of the periodic physical ex_inationa."

*****
"RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the results of this study, the following
recommendations are made. They in no way are mandatory and may be judged to be too conservative by
some and too liberal by others, but based on the
data available they would provide adequate surveillance in those high risk populations without adding
tremendous expense that is encountered in massive
medical screening.

1.

All employees of the cave system be encouraged
to cease consumption of tobacco.

2.

Each permanent full-time employee should be given
a complete history and physical including occupational history, history of tobacco consumption,
as well as a general physical examination baseline chest x-ray and baseline sputum cytology
for those individuals who are over 30 years of
age.

3.

4.

5.

6.

All use of cave air for air conditioning and
other uses should be suspended i f it has not
already been done."

A yearly physical examination with laboratory
studies should be performed on smokers who are
greater than 40 years of age and have had greater
than five years of service in the caves· and on
workers who· are greater than 45 years of age who
are non-smokers who have had greater than 5 years
of exposure in the caves. This examination should
consist of the routine history and physical examination as well as chest x-ray and sputum cytology done at alternating 6-month intervals.
Workers who are less than 40 years of age with
5 or more years in the caves may also be considered for study.

As reported in the 1978 Proceedings by Mr. Toa
Aley, the NCA has unanimously approved standards
similar to those being considered at present by
NPS. The NCA has adopted them· for use at privately
operated caves among their membership. Therefore,
the National Park Service is in compliance with
the precautionary cave radiation health standards
and management guidances prevalent for the cave
management industry in considering standards aDd
guidances which are essentially similar. The Dain
differences between the adopted NCA and the draft,
interim NPS standards and guidances are:
1.

2.

NPS will inform all cave personnel of the
potential health~zard due to cave radiation
whereas NCA will be selective in what cave
personnel be informed in order to minimize
possible confusion and/or panic due to misunders tandings.
NPS no longer permits cave air to be used for
kind of air conditioning (sum-er or winter)
in any surface buildings, whether regularly
occupied or not.
.

~

3.

The NPS has incorporated the NIOSH reca-endations into its draft, interim· standards, as
discussed above.

4.

NPS is considering the inclusion of the following at this time:
A.

If the screening studies begin to detect increased
abnormalities, then the program should be reevaluated and extended.
If on the screening program any abnormalities
are discovered, that is x-ray or sputum examinations, then these abnormalities should be referred
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NPS-WASO will provide the funding support
which may be needed for each of the following:
i) Payment for the medical exams and/or
compensation (including possible travel
expenses and per diem) to workers for
any and all medical exams and testing
which NPS may require.

long-term management phase of the Cave Radiation
Health Monitoring Program.

ii) Compensation (including possible travel
expenses, per diem and charges for any
medical expenses) which may be incurred'
when further medical follow-up to the
testing in i) may be necessary.

In general, it is the consensus of alpha radiation health experts that the National Park Service must continue the routine monitoring activities (including use of the CRrS - Cave Radiation
Information System - computerized data base managed in Washington) at the caves which it administers and must add the medical surveillance
which the National Institute for Occupationsl
Safety and Health has recommended. It is naive
to look for an easy, clean "solution" to the alpha
radiation situation' in caves, because real-world
problems do not have such crisp, analytical soltitions. The closest resolution of the situation is
what has been done: the evolution which has been
undertaken by "scoping" the National Park Service
(and private) cave radiation conditions and employee exposure amounts by research; establishment
of the monitoring system of people, equipment and
training; and' continuous, active management in
the future using the system established and adding
medical surveillance to it. Managers will have to
manage, as the cave radiation situation will not
magically vanish! To complain that more problems
have been created than solved, or that greater
hazards and problems exist elsewhere for the National Park Service to work on, or that the reports
from the study work are too extensive is to beg
the question and to shirk responsibility. Such
pettifoggery must be discarded. This is a problem
"past" only insofar as it has been defined in extent by the National Park Service work to date
and that "the system - of continued monitoring
and medical surveillance -'is the solution." If
we considerably curtail or drop the entire effort
at this point in order to conserve resources, it
may well come back to hanut us in the future on
a much greater scale with much more expensive
tort claims and/or adverse publicity, as Hr. Bast
of the Department of Interior has noted.

iii) Compensation (including possible travel
expenses, per diem and charges for any
medical expenses) for any treatment, lost
work time, and even d~sability, which may
have resulted in cases of,. illness attributable directly to cave ·air raaiation.
B.

5.

NPS-WASO will make all necessary arrangements
for this medical testing' and ~ill communicate
the procedure to be followed to the field
areas through the appropriate channels.

NPS will use its computerized CRIS data base to
store, retrieve and report all data on cave radiation and employee exposures.

The NPS Cave Radiation Research and Monitoring Program completed its research phase at the end of
January 1978, and has entered its long-term management phase. The latter phase will extend over the
next several years, at least, in order to gather
both cave radiation and employee exposure data and
to obtain such epidemiological information as may
be possible using the interim standards and guidances which have been based on the research data of
NPS and the recommendations of NIOSH.
Of particular significance in both the NCA and NPS
statements on standards is the following:
"PART III - SCIENTIFIC INFORMATION
Interim Guidance for Data Collection for Natural
Caves Open to Visitation by the Public
In order to make the most effective resource management decisions for caves which will be both prudent
and proper in the long term phase of the radiation
program, it is important to continue to develop the
data base. This is to be done by continued routine
monitoring, where applicable, using the above standards (Part I) and Management Guidelines (Park II),
a~ caves not being monitored - especially those
administered by the NPS.

An alternative to the routine monitoring !!!!Z be

In addition, managers should recognize the importance
of continuing cooperation with scientific professionals. This will insure that appropriate skills will
be mustered which can assist in developing the quantitative basis for establishing sound management
plans and actions, by implementing pertinent applied'
research efforts. Conversely, managers, can provide
questions, ideas and facts useful in shaping such"
research so that it can produce management oriented
results."
These concepts have been redrafted subsequently into
an overall se~ of Precautionary Cave Health Management Guidelines which are a part of general draft
Cave Management Guidelines. All of this, especially
those parts dealing with medical surveillance and
possible compensation is undergoing extensive review
by the Washington Office of the National Park Service.
Hencefor~h, the Division of Safety Management of the
National Park Service, WASO, will coordinate the
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the use of predictive computer modeling •. While
this may work acceptably for caves such as Carlsbad Caverns .for which the natural airflows are
little altered and in which our extended (over
three years) research shows repeatability of radiation levels, it will not work at others such
as Mammoth Cave or Oregon Caves where the airflows are considerably altered. The extension
of radiation level prediction to employee exp0sure prediction eQuId be even less reliable due
to the inherent uncertainties of time averaging.
.and weighting for underground areas. Nevertheless, this seems like an alternative worthy of
trying in some National Park Service caves, such
as Carlsbad Caverns. Ahother way of doing this,
or of complementing it is·to use continuoua,
automated monitors. These have given results
comparable to those found by the present methods
when tried in a few places at Mammoth Cave,
.
Carlsbad Caverns, Lehman Caves, and Jewei Cave.
The hope of personal dosimeters for employees is
still unfeasible. The U. S. Bureau of Mines (Hr.
Droullard) has reported that after seven years
development research, these dosimeters (both TLD
with air pump and tract-etch types) are just nov
ready for actual field testing in mines. In moist

and/or dusty conditions serious errors still can
result (± 20% to ± 100% in each type,_ respectively).
In any case, the present National Park Service type
monitoring system would have to be carried out as
a check. Mine Safety and Health Administration feels
that it has insufficient data at present to promulgate personal dosimeter standards for the uranium
mining industry.

to "lower" levels, even when the total accumulated exposures are the same. This is significant
for cave management.

An "instant" WI.. device has been developed by several

different workers, but these are expensive and error
prone. Mine Safety and Health Administration (Mr.
Beckman) has tested and reported on them.
The perennial question will continue to be raised
as to whether cave workers are "radiation workers"
subject to the same economic benefit vs. health risk
considerations implicit in mining, especially uranium
mining. It has been noted that with the alpha radiation levels formed in some National Park Service
caves they would be closed according to mining
health standards. Continuously, we have sought to
differentiate between cave management and mining
operations. The National Park Service - WASO is
shaping a policy decision on this at the same time
it decides upon the alpha radiation monitoring/medical surveillance issues for the National Park Service
cave management purposes. Some medical experts believe that if lung disease could be attributable to
cave radiation exposures, then it should be compensatable, as the National Park Service draft health
standards and management guidances proposes. Mr.
Tom Aley, consultant to the National Cave Association,
has expressed considerable concern that the National
Park Service will be opening a "Pandora's Box" in the
form-of claims from the general population, if it
should adopt the medical responsibility commitments
now drafted into the second interim standards statements. He sees this as an admission that cave exposures do cause lung cancers. He estimates, using
the National'Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health (NIOSH) uranium miner data, that there are
about two lung cancers among the five million cave
visitors (and workers, who are a very small part of
this total) per year. Therefore, the National Park
Service wi~l proceed cautiously. Health experts
reject this viewpoint as being implausible and unrealistic in both a legal and practical sense.
The Environmental Protection Agency has presented
data indicating that the natural alpha radiation
found planet-wide may be one of our greatest environmental hazards, causing 5 to 10% of all lung cancers.
This is now a great health debate:- as-to whether low
alpha (and other) -radiation levels are statistically
related to cancers in- the general populace. The
linkage has been shown for radiation workers,. such
as uranium miners. Canadian estimates are 5 to 20%
of all- cancer from natural sources. Dr. Neal Nelson
of the Environmental Protection Agency has reported
increasing lung cancer risk for lower exposure accumulations (in WLM) based on WLM vs. percent increase
in lung cancer risk per WLM. Canadian findings agreewith this. United Nations data show 2 to 4.5 lung
cancers per 10,000 WLM in uranium miners, while
International Council on-Radiation Protection data
(unpublished) show 1 to 4 lung cancers per 10,000 WLM.
Dr. Victor Archer of NIOSR has recently found that
intermittent exposure to "higher"- alpha-, radiation
levels may be less damaging than continuOUS exposure
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However, previously Dr. Archer had found no exposure rate (WI..) dependence with respect to lung
cancer incidence. Now he reports that for "low"
accumulated exposures (about 30 or' 40 WLM or less),
the effects of a given exposure rate (in WL) may
be greater than that for "high" accumulated exposures. There is a linear response, which
Canadian data confirm. All of these data are for
uranium miners. Other recent health data show
110,000 new lung cancers annually, with a 200%
increase in the last 25 years. This may be due
in part to more accurate health monitoring and
data reporting and in part to more anthropogenic
pollutants in the overall planet-wide atmosphere.
It seems, when all is considered, that any agency
planning medical surveillance would be well advised to contract with Dr. Saccamanno's laboratory to have this testing done as part of its
medical surveillance program for its cave employees.
At $20 per test per year (though perhaps less could
be arranged for a "bulk" package) the cost of this
preventive health check seems acceptable.
Finally, to reject all of this mining evidence_
and the National Park Service research and BODitoring results to date -though certainly no
epidemiological link between cave worker airborne alpha radiation exposure and lung disease
has been established - seems like the king killing the messenger who bears bad tidings. As in
the contemporary movie, THE WIZ, when Evilene
advises her cohorts in badness: "Don't nobody
bring me no bad news!", the cave radiation situation has been treated similarly by some cave
managers. By contrast, of course, there may be
those among us who may have some deep psychic
need for bad news - whether it be that cave radiation may cause lung cancer or that the research
and monitoring system established to define the
situation has not as yet been as effective as
desired-since no clear link has been deter.ined
as yet.
Between both of these extreme views, it seelllS
most prudent to get on with cave manage.ent
responsibilities now, without dwelling upon whatever setback, oversights or omissions may have
occurred, and moving on from. this point. Part
of these cave management responsibilities .ust
be to make policy on cave worker- health. We must
be positive in our actions, not negative and
reactive.
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TABLE 1.

Cave Area
Carlsbad
Caverns,
N.M:

ANNUAL NATIONAL PARK SERVICE PERSONNEL EXPOSURES TO CAVE AIRBORNE ALPHA RADIATION
Time Interval
Year & Dates
Sep 1975 thru
Dec 1975
Jan thru Dec
1976
Jan thru Dec
1977

Lehman
Cave,
Nevada

Mammoth
Cave,
Ky.

Jan 1 thru
AUll: 31 1978
Jan thru Dec
1977
Permanent
Personnel
Mar thru Dec
1977
Seasonal
Personnel
Construction
work on lighting system
May thru Dec
1977
Jan 1 thr1,1
Aug 31, 1978
Permanent
Personnel
-- thru -1978
Seasonal
Personnel
MaJ: 1, 1976
to Apr 30,
1977
Jan 1, 1977
thru
Dec 31, 1977
Jan 1 thru
Aug 31, 1978

Max

Annual Personnel EXl>osure, WLM
Visitor Services
Maintenance
Min'
Min
Ave. (No.)
Max
Ave. (No.)
0.06
0.12
Concessioner

0.511 (19)
0.569 (12)
Concessioner

0.74

0.02

0.278 (17)

2.17

0.22

1.287 (8)

1. 79

0.04

0.574 (16)

2.09

0.41

1.23 (18)

1. 70

0.02

0.548 (17)

2.70

0.90

1.66 (9)

1. 78

0.'01

0.53 (18)

0.54

0.04

0.243 (6)

0.15

0.03

0.083 (3)

Open all year

1.36

0.13

0.849 (l0)

0.08

0.02

0.053 (2)

Tours are guided

0.73

0.005

0.436 (6)

-

-

-

Tours not guided

-

-

-

0.286

0.01

0.107 (4)

0.14

0.051

0.085 (3)

1.05

0.24

0.857 (9)

0.017

0.071

0.017 (1)

3.06
2.87

0.03
0.04

1.237 (85)
1.202 (84)

3.45
3.82

3.98
Concessioner

0.002
Concessioner

0.427 (49
Concessioner

-

1.77
1.87
Concessioner
YACC
1.17
9.32
Researchers

0.03
0.825 (74)
0.001
0.301 (23)
Conces- Concessioner 'sioner
yACC
YACC
0.02
0.31
5.61 (9)
1.94
Resear- Researchers
chers

1.96

0.37
0.006

0.004

2.077 (15)
1.474 (17)

2.51 (8)

-

-

-

0.10

'0.518 (8)

-

-

-

0.03

0.264,(7)

3.69

0.74

Round
Spring
Cave,
Ozark MO
Crystal
Cave
Sequoia,
Calif.

Jan 1, 1977
thru
Nov 22, 1977

1.13
0.985
(Apr-Dec
1977)
0.29

0.05

0.140 (17)
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Data are for all personnel. Open all year.
Tours guided only in
fall, winter and spring.

1.201 (9)

-

May thru
Aug 1977

All data are for permanent pe~sonnel only
in 1975-1978

-

-

May thru
Aug 1975

Jun thru
Sep 1977

Open all year.

0.86
0.81
Concessioner

Cave£! in
Sink Hole
Plain, Ky
(south of
MACA)

Apr thru
Sep 1977

Remarks

(included in ''Visitor
Services")
(included in ''Visitor
Services"

Hydrologic studies
have been conducted in
these caves during the
last 4 years to trace
water pollution movements which aay enter
MACA froa the south.
Open only in s.-er
Open only in

s~r.

UILE 2. SlHIAR.Y OF ltEPRESENTATIVE CAVE RADIATION RADON SAUGHTER WI. VALUES AT SELECTED CAVES HAVING
BlGH RADIATION.

Cave

~

Area

Weighted Average of a~ .Tour Route
samp~ Sets with one or more
valuea _ 1.0OWL (NO.)

Weighted average of all Sample
Values ~ 1.0OWL in each sampling
set having at least one value ::
1. OOWL (NO.)

(115)
0.68
(Based on 13 sampling sets)

1.12

(22)

(82)
0.79
(Based on 21 sampling sets)

1.37

(24)

Indian Cave .
Cumberland Gap
Va./Ky./Tenn.

(17)
1.01
(Based on 5 sampling sets)

1.18

(10)

ROSP
Round Spring Cave
Ozark. MO

Overall Cave:
(146)
1.50
(Based on 19 sample sets)

1.93

. (98)

North 'Passage:
(52)
1.00
(Based on 14 Sample Sets)

1.35

(22)

South Passage:
1.86
(70)
(Based on 19 Sample Sets)

2.04

(64)

LECA
LeImIIn Cave. Nevada
SECA

Crystal Cave.
Sequoia. CA.
CUGA

1.

2.

3.

1976 - 1977

1977 - 1978

1976 - 1977

1977 - 1978

Covers
Up

Covers

Covers
Un

Covers

Down

Covers
Un

Covers

Down

Covers
Un

Covers

Down

0.89
(246)

0.91
(152)

1.07
(454)

1.03
(263)

1.20
(87)

1.10
(67)

1.35
(252)

1.21
(148)

Floyd Collins
Crystal Cave

1.13
(12)

1.17
(25)

0:"81
(7)

1.07
(14)

1.18
(10)

1.32
(10)

1.02
(3)

1.42
(8)

White's Cave

None

1.03
(12)

None

1.59
(20)

None

1.25
(7)

None

1.63
(19)

Great Onyx Cave

1.00
(8)

1.03
(8)

0.81
(8)

1.26

1.09
(4)

1.13
(4)

1.25
(4)

1.26
(10)

0.86
(7)

1.00
(16)

None

1.02

1.09
(4)

1.06
(10)

None

1.15
(4)

Down

MACA

Mammoth Cave
Other Caves at
Mammoth Cave
National Park. KY:

New Discovery
Entrance Area

(lO)

(5)
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TABLE 3-A. EFFECTS OF MANAGEMENT ACTIVITIES AT NATURAL ENTRANCE OF MAMHDTH CAVE ON AIBBORlIE ALPHA
RADIATION LEVELS - (October 10 through November 22, 1977).

Cave Area Sampled
Historic Tour Route
Historic Tour Route

Average Radon
Daughter WI.

Gate Cover
Configuration

1.46
0.67

Down (off)

1.33
1.40

Down

Natural Entrance to
Methodist Church
(closer to natural
entrance)

1. 21
0.42
1.38
1.51

Stairway before Fat
Man's Misery to
River Hall
(farther from the
natural entrance)

1.54
1.29
1.22
1.34

Airflow
Direction

Up

Up

Up
Down
Up

Down

Up

Down

Up
Down

For Same AirFlow Direction,
% Change When
Covers Put Up

lteaarks

Incast
Incast

+54%

Average is for entire
Tour Haute.

Outcast
Outcast

-5%

Average is for entire
Tour Route

Incast
Incast
Outcast
Outcast

+65%

Average is for that part
of the Historic TOur JIoute
nearest the entrance. Tb1.8
is IIIOSt changeable 88IIple
(wa1k:lDg). Mfferenee:
Up/In vs. Up/Out - .17
Difference: Dovn/m VB.
Down/Out - -1.09 VI.

Incast
Incast
Outcast
Outcast

+16%

-

-9%

-

-

-9%

-

Average is for that ~
of the Historic Tour
farthest fr~ the ent
This is least c:haDgeable
BaIIlple (walling). Mfference: Up/m VB. Up/Out
+.32 VI.. Mfference:
Down/In VB. Dovn/Out =
-.05 WI.

TABLE 3::'B. MANAGEMENT EFFECTS AT OREGON CAVE, OREGON. (Note: In the early 1930's a tunnel was driven
into the central areas of this Type I (USD) cave to serve as a tour routeoexit. oThis greatly altered the
natural airflow patterns. The average cave air temperature is between 44 to 48 F. Highest WL. tour
route rate segment includes: Joaquin Miller's Chappel, Paradise Lost, Wedding Cake Room and Ghost Roma
in the central part of the cave.)

SEASON

DATE

RANGE

AVERAGE OUTSIDE
AIR TEMPERATURE

AVERAGE

0

AIRFLOW CONDITI<II

1. WamnSeasonal
Average

April thru
November 1977,
April & May 1978

0.12-0.57

0.03(for 9
months) no
data for 10/77

50.9
(for 9 months) no
data for 10/77

From man-.ade exit and
'i ll0" portal dawn and out
at natural entrance. This
is not expected (or a usn
cave; though Oregon ,Cave is
altered by hUllllD activities
ThiIl~airflow is .are st
state in nature.

2. CoolSeasonal
Average

December 1976
thru March 1977,
& December 1977
thru March 1978

0.0450.30

0.12 (for 7
months) no
data for 2/78

39.'30
(for 7 months) no
data for 2/78

From natural entrance and
"110" partd up and out at
1I8D-aade exit. This is not
expected for a usn, cave.
though altered. The airflow '
is IIIOre steach-state, in nacure

3. Cool

Nov. 10, 11177
(1358-1413 hours)

0.32-0.35

0.33 (of 3
samples)

45°

(continued)
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toward entrance in
general. but v.:l.th,osci1lati08 flows. a1ternat1Dg
tiona., These tend to keep
the cave air se-evhat stable
in the center portions of the
'cave; a net stagnation effect
since the cave and outside
air temperatures were about
'the 'same. 'Airflow as' ezDeC'ted
Down

TABLE 3-B.

SEASON

(continued)

DATE

RANGE

AVERAGE OUTSIDE
AIR TEMPERATURE

AVERAGE

4. Cool

Nov. 10, 1977
(1944-1959 hours)

0.36-0.44

0.39 (of 3)

45°

5. Cool

Nov. 11, 1977
(1015-1030 hours)

0.52-0.55

0.56 (of 3)

45°

Airflow as expected for
a USD cave, though altered
as before but with reduced
airflows.
As before, but with airflow
between the mid-day and
afternoon sample sets on
November 11, as expected fo r
a'USD cave. thou2h altered.

6. Cool
(end)

Mar. 16, 1978
(1430-1442 hours)

0.15-0.30

0.21 (of 3)

43°

Down

7. Cool
(end)

Mar. 17, 1978
(0837-0851 hours)

0.26-0.52

0.40 (of 3)

43°

As before, about the same.
Airflow as expected for a
usn cave' thou2h altered.

8. Warm

Aug. 17, 1978
(2026-2041 hours)

0.31-0.36

0.34 (of 3)

9. Warm

Aug. 18, 1978
(0716-0732 hours)

0.44-0.52

0.48 (of 3)

48°

Very little airflow, as
eXDected.

10. Warm

Sep. 21, 1968
(1953-2006 hours)

0.60-0.73

0.66 (of 3)

43°

Stagnation of ai~. (Cave
temperature = 45 F) These
are the highest levels as
vet measured.

11. Warm

(Sep. 22, 1978)

0.51-0.69

0.57 (of 3)

42°

Very little airflow; condition as expected for usn
caves, even though alt~red.
(Cave temperature = 46 F)

toward entrance in
general, but with oscillating flows, alternating directions. Cave and outside
temperatures are about the
same. Airflow as expected
for a USD cave.

Very little airflow, with
oscillations, as expected.

apgroximately
47 - 48° F.
(estimated)

TABLE 4. COMPARISON OF SUMMER MONTHLY RADIATION LEVELS AT. MAMMOTH CAVE ("UNALTERED" AIRFLOWS).
AVERAGE WL·... (Number of Samples Averaged are in ( ) IS).
Number of
Samples
Routinely
Taken on Tour

Cave Tour

July
1978

July
1977

July
1976

August
1978

August
1977

Historic
Tour (MACA)

.59(34)

.68 (33)

.80(26)

.61(50)

.81(40) .76(17) 0.76(49) .88(35) .79(33)

8

Tour (MACA)
(Scenic)

.42(56)

.44(44)

.43(19)

.46(67)

.47(45) .57(49) 0.56(66) .62(43) .67(55)

14

Lantern
Tour (MACA)

.83(36)

.93(35)

.82(16)

.85(43)

.90(27) .96(23) 0.83(41) .90(31) .80(24)

9

Wild Cave
Tour (MACA)

.35(64)

.46(28)

.44(9)

.40(59)

.~5(42)

August
1976

Sept
1978

Sept
1977

Sept
1976

Half Day

White's
Cave Tour

1.55(8)

1.63(7)

1.23(4)

1.37(9)

1.69(7)

.44(24) 0.48(63) .50(45) .59(46)
.96 (4)

1.41 (8)

-

12

-

3

.58(4)

1

-

4

Snowball
Lunchroom
(MACA)

.38(13)

.49(6)

.49(4)

.43(13)

.46(10) .52(4)

Great Onyx
Cave Tour

.62(12)

.72(12)

.80(7)

.72(21)

.89(1~)
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0.50(13) .53(7)

.83(10) 0.64(12) .77(11)
(continued)

TABLE 4.

(continued)

Cave Tour

July
1978

July
1977

July
1976

Frozen
Niagara
Tour (MACA)

.39(16)

.36(6)

.40(4)

August
1978

August
1977

August
1976

.38(16)

.41(14)

.39 (8)

TABLE 4. HEALTH HAZARD SURVEY RESULTS BY NIOSH OF
PERSONNEL VOLUNTEERS.

Cave
Location

S~1ER

Emplo ees Sampled

Employee Age Date.vrs

Total
No. Male Female

LoW" High

~Iean

Median

Sept.
1977

Sept.
1978

Humber of
Samples
Routinely
Taken on Tour

Sept.
1976

0.49(20) .45(14) .50(16)

2

1976 SPUTUM CYTOLOGY TESTING OF liPS CAVE

Emplovment Length-+Yrs Wk. Mos.
% of Employees
Sampled Working
LoW" High Mean at Cave 1-5 yrs

Emplovee S-akiIut Dabi
Hon-

Elt-

SIIIokers s.okers 5aJke rs

l.

Carlsbad
Caverns,
N.M.

35

23

12

19

63

38.8

34

4
mo

27
yr

6.2
yr

>50%

19

11

5

2.
Mammoth
Cave,Ky

(68*)
51

38

13

18

64

36.5

32

5
W"k

35
yr

6.4
vr

Approx.
35%

23

19

9

3.
Lehman
Cave,Nev.

7

3

4

21

38

28.3

26

2
mo

6
yr

1.7
vr

2 of 7

= 28.5%

4

3

-

4.
Oregon
Cave Ore.

3*

1

27

43

34.5

34

4
mo

11

4*

vr

3.2
vr

1 of 4

= 25%

2

1

1

5.
Round
Spring
Cave,
Oxard
Riverway,
Mo.

4

4

20

29

23.5

24

3
mo

mo

4

-

6.
Wind
Cave,
S.D.

(11*)
9

5

4

22

47

27.5

24

9
mo

11 4.4
vr Ivr

3

5

1

7.
Jewel
Cave,
S.D.

(13*)
9

8

1

-

-

29.4

28

8
mo

7
yr

2.1
yr

2

7

-

5

5

-

22

62

36.2

33

3
mo

2
yr

9
mo

2 of 5 - 40%

1

3

1

35

22

13

-

-

30.9

-

-

-

-

-

14

17

4

8.
Crystal
Cave,
Sequoia,
Calif.
NIOSH
Control
Group

-

39

11

4.5
mo

7 of 9

= 77.8%

>50%

-

TABLE 4.

(continued)

EMPLOYEE HISTORIES
Employees with
former respiratory
hazardous
occupations

Employees with
former positive
respiratory
disease history

Number with a
positive family
history of
malignant disease

Sputum Cytology Results
All specimens within normal limits, except 2.
No significant problems. Both of these showed
mild atypia. One was a cigarette smoker, one a
non-smoker. All but 2 employees provided 2 specimens. These 2 gave 1 specimen each.

1.

5

11

4

2.

12

22

17

3.

1

4

1

4.

1

2

5.

1

6.

3

5

7

4 of 11 employees gave only one specimen. *2,
employees could not produce any sputum. All specimens were within normal limits. No problem.

7.

3

4

5

8.

1

1

-

1 of 13 employees gave only one specimen and *4
could not produce any sputum. All specimens were
normal. No problem.

NIOSH

-

-

*17 employees were unable to produce any sputum
whatsoever. 13 employees produced only one specimen, the other 38 provided 2 specimens. 2 of
13 with only one specimen were mild atypia - one
a cigar smoker, one a non-smoker, 1 of 28 with
two specimens had both abnormal: one of these
mild atypia, the other moderate atypia - a heavy
cigarette smoker. 3 of 38 had one specimen abnormal, the other normal: mild atypias for these
3. One was a smoker, one a non-smoker and one an
ex-smoker. 5 of 38 had one specimen showing moderate atypia, the other normal. 3 of these were
smokers, 2 were non-smokers. One non-smoker with
30 years exposure in caves, of these 38 showed
me.taplasia, 28 of the 38 had both samples within
normal limi ts • Surveillance of this situatio~
should continue even though these results indicat e
any significant problems are unlikely.
All 7 employees provided 2 specimens.
within normal limits. No problems.

All were

-

2 of 4 employees gave 2 specimens. The other 2
gave only 1. *Dr. Yarborough, NPS Program Coordinator was included here. All specimens were
normal. No problem.

-

All 4 employees collected first morning sputum
samples on 3 consecutive mornings, self-administered. All specimens were with'in normal limits.
No problem. Cave open only in summers.

4 employees produced 3 consecutive first morning
samples, but one,was lost. 1 employee produced 2
consecutive forst morning samples. No significan t
epithelial cells were found; therefore, no determination was possible. Cave open only in summers

-

13 of 35 provided only one specimen, the other 22
produced 2 specimens each, but 11 of these were
poor samples not representative of sputum. Of the
46 good specimens 5 were read as metaplasia and 3
were mild atypia - the latter were all from smoke rs
or ex-smokers~ Of the metaplasia specimens, each
other sample was read as normal.
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BAT MANAGEMENTIN THE UNITED STATES
*Thomas M. Lera and **Sue Fortune

Introduction

Endangered Species Act of 1973

Between the years 1600 and 1850, five American
animal species vanished. In startling contrast,
fifty-seven additional mammal, fish, and bird
species have been forced into extinction just
since the year 1850 (120 Congo Rec., 1974). The
basic reason for this dramatic increase in species
extinction is the rapid, and in some cased uncontrolled, development and advancement of our
modern industrial and technological society (115
Congo Rec., 1969). In an attempt to counter this
ongoing and potentially disastrous process, Congress passed, during the years 1969-1973, three
major legislative acts which were designed to encompass and provide impetus to the concept of protection to any and all endangered species.

After Congressional study and Presidential urging.
the Endangered Species Act was passed on Decesber
28. 1973. hereinafter referred to as the "1973
Act." It totally replaced the previous two acts
except for the provisions relating to the National
Wildlife Refuge System.
The emphasis of the 1973 Act is the conservation
of endangered and threatened species. It ~
powers the Secretary of the Interior to ca-pile
and maintain separate official lists of threatened
and endangered species on the basis of the best
scientific and commercial data available. The
Secretary may also issue regulations as he dee-s
necessary and advisable for the conservation of
such species. This action provides the Deparc.ent
of the Interior with the power to act to protect
species before they actually become endangered.

Congressional Action
The first formal involvement by Congress in endangered species legislation began with the Endangered Species Preservation Act of October IS,
1966. This law acknowledged a national responsibility to act on behalf of all native species of
wildlife which were threatened with extinction
by requiring-the Secretary of the Interior to implement a comprehensive program to conserve, restore, and where necessary, bolster wild populations found threatened with extinction.

The 1973 Act also collllllits all federal agencies to
utilize their authorities in furtherance of the
purpose of the law by taking such action ~ecessary
to ensure that actions authorized. funded. or carried out by them. do not jeopardize the continued
existence of such endangered and threatened species which is determined by the Secretary to be
critical. Federal agencies are required to consult
and obtain the assistance of the Secretary before
any actions are taken which may affect any endangered species or their critical habitat.

Its amended version, the Endangered Species Conservation Act, was enacted on December 5, 1969.
It expanded the scope of the previous act by including all vertebrates, mollusks and crustaceans
on a world-wide basis, by including subspecies as
well as species, by ensuring that the United
States would not contribute to the extinction of
other nation's wildlife, and by authorizing funds
to acquire lands for the purpose of conserving,
protecting, restoring, and propagating any endangered species.

Although Congress had recognized that hunting and
destruction of natural habitat were two causes of
extinction, the 1973 Act addressed another cause
of extinction -- over-utilization for commercial.
sporting, scientific, and/or educational purposes.
Taking was defined to include harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture.
and/or collect. Protection was also offered for
the first time to endangered species of plants.
Finally, the 1973 Act authorized legal suits by
private citizens seeking injunction relief for an
alleged violation.

In the early 1970's' Congress discovered that the
existing Endangered Species Conservation Act
simply did not provide-the kind of management
tool needed to act early enough to save a vanishing species. It had determined that the inadequacy of an existing regulatory mechanism. was
a major factor contributing enormously to the
continuing problem of animal extinction.

Department of the Interior Actions
In accordance with Congressional directions, the
Department of the Interior has taken specific action
towards protection and restoration of populations 01
bats (Table 1 outlines the actions taken regarding
bats).

*U. S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region 6,
1201 Elm Street, Suite 2800, Dallas, Texas 57270
**6941 East Sherman S·treet, Wittemore, Michigan
48770
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TABLE 1
Department of the Interior Actions.
Source

Law

Action

1966 Act

32 Fed. Reg. 4001 (1967)

ainereus semotus) - E

1969 Act

35 Fed. Reg. 16047 (1970)

Indiana bat critical habitat

1973 Act

41 Fed. Reg. 41914 (1976)

1973 Act

41 Fed. Reg. 47180 (1976)

Indiana bat recovery plan

1973 Act

Dept. of the Interior (1976)

Ozark big-eared bat (PZecotus
townsendii ingens) and the
Virginia big-eared bat (PZecotus
townsendii virginianus) - p**

1973 Act

42 Fed. Reg. 61290 (1977)

Indiana bat

(l~otis

sodaZis) - E*

Hawaiian hoary bat (Lasiurus

Gray bat

*E

=

(l~otis

grisescens) - E

Endangered, **p

Proposed as endangered
Tellico Dam. The Appeals Court stated in its
opinion that once a living species has been eradicated, in this case the Snail darter (Percina
imostoma tanasi) , discretion loses its significance. Whether the project is 50 percent or 90
percent completed is irrelevant in calculating
the social and scientific costs attributable to
the disappearance of a unique form of life. Enforcement of the 1973 Act must be taken to its
logical extreme. The welfare of the snail darter
and its critical habitat along the Little Tennessee River, weighed more heavily on the Court's
conscience than the write-off of millions of dollars already expended on the Tellico Dam.

Court Decisions
In recent years court decisions concerning endangered species have increased in frequency
and have proven to be of major significance in
th~t they have embodied individual and governmental attempts to make difficult, and yet practical,
decisions concerning the preservation of species
in an increasingly technological and urbanized environment which often casts aside the fate of animals. Since the passage of the 1973 Act, there
have been several "landmark" federal court decisions which have greatly affected application of
the 1973 Act and which have established a burden
of "proof of responsibility" upon those wishing
to utilize the 1973 Act as a deterrent against
further habitat and/or species destruction.

In the United States v. Capparet (1974), the
United States sought a declaratory judgement of
its rights to the use of water adjacent to land
in Death Valley Monument necessary to maintain a
pool of water for the Devil's Hole pupfish (cyprinodon diaboZis). The court enjoined the defendants so as to limit their pumping to achieve
and maintain a stated daily mean water level in
the pool. The court determined that the protection of an endangered species is more important
than private property rights.

The primary issue in the Sierra Club v. Froehlke
(1976) became whether the Army Corps of Engineers
had adequately considered the fate of the Indiana
bat (~otis sodaZis) in its environmental impact
statement regarding the construction of the Meramac Dam near St. Louis, Mo. The Circuit Court of
Appeals ruled that the Sierra Club failed to meet
its burden of proof, which was to show that the
actions taken or considered by the Army Corps of
Engineers had or would jeopardize the continual
existence of the Indiana bat.

Survey Procedure
In order to determine how the federal government
interpreted and implemented the 1973 Act, four
questions were directed toward each department
and/or agency. These questions were:

In the National Wildlife Federation'v. Coleman
(1976), the issue centered upon construction of
a highway through a critical habitat of the Mississippi sandhill crane (Grus canadensis puZZa).
The court ruled that secondary impacts must be
evaluated in order to ensure the continued existence of an endangered species and to ensure
that the critical habitat will not be modified
or destroyed.
In probably the' most publicized and controversial decision regarding the 1973 Act, the Circuit Court of Appeals, in Hiram G. Hill v. Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) (1977), enjoined
TVA from completion of the construction of the
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1.

What Federal laws, regulations and guidelines
govern your agency's actions regarding endangered species, especially bats?

2.

How has your agency interpreted these laws.
regulations and guidelines in the formation
of its internal policies?

3.

What do your protection policies include?

4.

threatened and endangered species, pesticjdes
and caves. The Endangered Species Scientific
Authority (ESSA) i.s primarily concerned ab'Jll~
international trade of animal species. Trade
includes the movements of specimens for commer~ial, scientific, exhibition, or other reasons.
There are five species of bats (four from Tunisia
and one from Uruguay) to which ESSA procedures
are applied.

If eradication is necessary, what methods and
recommendations are followed? What chemicals,
and what dosages, are allowed?

Agency Response
Upon receiving responses from twenty-six departments and/or agencies, they were categorized into
three groups -- no responsibility, secondary responsibility, and primary responsibility.
There were eleven departments and/or agencies which
had no responsibility in bat management. Those
agencies were the Animal and Plant Inspection Service, Department of Commerce, Department of Housing
and Urban Development, Bureau of the Mines, Geological Survey, Department of ,Justice, Department of
Labor, Department of the State, Federal Aviation
Administration, Office of Science and Technology
Policy, and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
Nine departments and/or agencies stated that they
had secondary responsibilities regarding bat management. By secondary responsibility, it is meant that
there are policies and procedures to be followed if
bats are encountered during an action taken by either
the department, agency or employee. The departments
and/or agencies with secondary responsibility are:
Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, Department
of Defense, Army Corps of Engineers, Coast Guard,
Federal Highway Administration, Tennessee Valley
Authority, Council on Environmental Quality, and the
Bureau of Reclamation.
Six departments and/or agencies stated that they have
primary responsibility regarding bat management.
The Department of Health, Education and Welfare -Center for Disease Control (CDC) was registered by
the Environmental Protection Agency on May 28, 1976,
to release DDT for the control of bats in man-made
structures where they constitute human health hazards as potential rabies vectors. CDC has prepared
a document entitled "Guidelines for the Use of DDT
in the Control of Bats." This document outlines
stringent criteria for the correct procedure as to
requests, applicat10n, use, techniques, and reporting. CDC is reluctant to release DDT for bat control because of the benefits derived from bats and
will not approve any requests for the use of DDT to
kill bats in caves. The applicant must show that an
abnormal rabies risk of human exposure exists and
that other methods of repelling or physically excluding bats have failed before CDC will release DDT.
CDC recognizes that total elimination of rabies is
seldom a practicable goal and that the reduction to
a normal level of risk is a more realistic goal.
CDC will not approve programs simply to control
nuisance animals.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has direct responsibility for bat protection and management authorized through the 1973 Act and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1956. The Fish and Wildlife Service has issued "Guidelines to ;\..5.<;i6 t '
Federal Agencies in Complying with Section 7 o{
the 1973 Act." These guidelines are intended to
furnish a broad framework within whicil federal
agencies may prepare internal procedures to guide
their activities and may be aqed ?t their discretion. The Fish and Wildlife S~rvice has several
policies depending upon the state of the individual
species and are dictated by a rpcovery plan. They
include cave management, land ~cquisition, cave
fe~cing, critical habitat preservation, and a moratoriL:m on bat banding. They recommend "bat-proofing" as an alternative to DDT ,,!)raying. The indiscriminate killing p[ bat~ ur.Jer the guise of
public healr:h is not acceptable to the F\.:IS.
The Environm~ •. tal Protection Agency (EPA) stated
that it was primarily a ~egulatory ~gency and did
not have any formal but management policies. They
have responslbility for enforcing the Federal Insecticicle, Fungicide, ar.d Rodenticide Act of 1972
(FIFRA), which regulate~ th~ marketing of pesticides and requires th~~ such products be registeres on the basis of pr.oven effectiveness and
safety to humans, livestock, wildlife, and the
environment. A cr~si~ exemption (Section 18 of
FIFRA) can be used to obtain DDT if an emergency
condition exists. The governing factor in applying for a crisis exemption is time and that no
readily available pesticide registered for that
particular use to eradicate or control the pest
can be found. Reforp. EPA nllows a crisis exemption, consultation takes place with the Secretary
of Agriculture and the Governor of the State.
There are four products registered with EPA that
can be used for control and/or eradication of bats.
These productG are DDT, rozol tracking powder,
naphthalene flakes, and chlorophacinone.
Conclusion
The response to the questions indicate that there
exists several federal policies relative to bats.
all of which are basIcally uniform and consistent.
Ultimately, the Department of the Interior. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, and the Environmental Protection Agency have the primary responsibility for G~cisions rega.ding bat management. Judgir.g from these agencie~t responses. it
is apparent that the actual eradication of bats.
when proven to be of human danger, is a decision
not taken lightly. It is, in fact, one subjected
to careful scrutiny, preparation. and inter-agency
coordination.

The Department of the Interior is a land managing
agency and has four agencies which have primary
responsibility for bat management. These agencies
are: Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Endangered
Species Scientific Authority (ESSA), National Park
Service (NPS), and the Fish and Wildlife Service
(FWS). BLM and NPS have objectives which are to
maintain diversity and natural abundance of all
endemic species. Both manage cave systems as
total systems and have management policies for

It can be concluded that a more concerted effort
should be made to educate the general public about
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this tiny fragile creature which is unique in the
animal kingdom. Such a programmed effort would.
undoubtedly. be an up-hill struggle given the
awesome power of the media. but nevertheless it
should be attempted.
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STATE LEGISLATION
THE PROTECTION

CONCERNING

OF

CAVES

*George N. Huppert and ** Betty J. Wheeler

There have been many changes in ·the list of state laws protecting caves
since the publication of Rob Stitt's article on state legislation in the
Proceedings of the First National Cave Management ·Symposium - 1975. This
paper is an update of that list incorporating essentially the same tabular
format used by Stitt. In the past three years, seven states have instituted
cave protection laws. Those of particular note have been passed by the
legislatures of Georgia, Maryland. Texas and West Virginia. Unfortunately,
one state, Indiana, repealed its already inadequate law on October 1. 1977.
Several additional cave protection laws. unreported by Stitt. have been included in Table 1, which is a listing of known cave protection laws and
their characteristics.
Important items to take note of in several of the more recent laws are
provisions to protect landowners from liability and to stop speleothem
sales. Both are very critical measures toward preserving caves.

*Earth Sciences Department. Tennessee Technolo~
gical University, Cookeville, Tennessee 38501
**Department of Geology, University of WisconsinOshkosh, Oshkosh, Wisconsin 549Ql
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TABLE 1
STATE CAVE PROTECTION LAWS IN FORCE
Features Protected
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Arizona
Arizona Revised Statutes 1977
Title 13-3702
Effective 1978

6 months

X

California
California Penal Code 1977
Title 14-523
Effective 1975

1 year
$500

X

Colorado
Colorado Revised Statutes 1963
Article 18 40-18-14
Effective 1883

3 months
$500

Florida
Florida Statutes Ann. 1975
Title 17-267.061
Title 17-267.13
Effective 1973

6 months
$500

Georgia
Code of Georgia Ann. 1977
Title 43-25
Title 43-9916
Effective 1977

12 months
$1,000

Illinois
Illinois Ann. Statutes 1977
Chapter 56-2.2
_Chapter 56-3.11
Effective 1971, 1972

$25-$300

Kentucky
Kentucky Revised Stat. 1975
Title 41-13-1601
Effective 1948

5-30 days
$500

X

Applies only to
commercial caves.

Louisiana
Louisiana Revised Stat. 1977
Title 41-13-1601
Effective 1970

30 days
$500

X

Applies to caves on
public land.

X

Gates must allow free access
to bats. water. and air.
Owner protected from
liability.

Maryland
Annotated Code of Maryland 1974
Chapter 314-14
Effective 1978

10 days-6 mo.
$500

X

X

X

X

Law must be posted
at cave entrance
to be effective.

Effective on state
land. State permitted
to buy caves.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Owner protected from
liability.

X

Cave protection falls
under criminal misch1.ef.

X

Missouri
Missouri Revised Stat. 1956
Title 18-293.620
Effective 1959

Deals only with the safety
and inspection of commercial caves.

Nevada
Nevada Revised Statutes 1977
Title 33-381-195
Title 33-381-225
Effective 1959

Caves preserved as prehistoric or speleologic
sites. Applies to public
land only.

6 months
$500

X
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Features Protected
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X

Specifically protects cave
biota found outside caves.
Guano mining. predator bunting is permitted

Confused wording due to
partial omission of one
sentence.

Oklahoma
Oklahoma Statutes Ann. 1977
Title 21-69-1789
Title 21-69-1790
Effective 1967

1 year
$500

X

South Dakota
South Dakota Compiled Laws 1967
Title 22-34-9
Title 22-34-20
Effective 1939, .1965

misdemeanor
30 days $100

X

Tennessee
Tennessee Code Annotated 1955
Title 39-4535
Effectivd 1967

1 year
$10-$100

X

X

X

X

Virginia
Code of Virginia 1975
Title 18-2-142
Effective 1966

$500

X

X

X

X

West Virginia
West Virginia Code 1978
Chapter 20-7A
Effective 1978

$100-$500
10 days-6 months

Wyoming
Wyoming Statutes Ann. 1957
Title 6-10-107
Effective 1909

$100, 60 days

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Cave gates must allow
free access to air and
biota, Owner protected
from liability.

Hot springs and geysers
included.

Overleaf: Carl Hanson (left) and Leo Hunt (right) catching blind fish in Roaring River during the
1930's. Roaring River is one of the large base level streams in Mammoth Cave that is threatened
with deteriorating water quality. Concern over this problem was a central theme of the Fifth
National Cave Management Symposium at Mammoth Cave National P~rk, October 17-20, 1980. (Ray Scott
photo courtesy of Mammoth Cave National Park)
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WELCOMING REMAR.KS
Robert Deskins

Good MoltrU.l1g 011 be.ha1.6 06 the Vb!.ec.tolt, d. -fA il1deed a p£eMWLe 601t
me th-iA moll.JUl1g to we.tc.ome you to Mammoth Cave. It'1.; odyappltOpJUate
that Mammoth Cave UXt6 lle.tec.ted 601t the I.;d.e 06 the Fi6th Na:ti..onal. Cave
Managemel1t SymPOll.tum, d.-6 bUl1g the tOl19ellt cave llyl.;tem in the woltU and
OWL ltec.el1t 110mi.n.a.U.0I1 to the Woltid Heltd.age U6t. 111 lteviewil1g the pltOg/tam and a i-iAt 06 the paJ!liupaYLto, 1 am amazed w.<:th the talel1t, luwwtedge, aI1d expeItt-iAe 06 thMe that Me helte 601t th-iA llelll.;Wn.

1 lA.Wtt to ellpeUaUy tlumk Jim WiggiM 06 my I.;ta66 601t all the haItd woltk
he hall done in pltepalting 601t the SympOl.;ium. Jim hall I.;pent c.ounttelll.; hoUlLl.;
in wOltmg out all the 6ine detail!.;. Othelt paJ!liUpaYLto on the Oltgani.zhrg
Commtttee Me lUU AUI.;un 61tOm the Natiol1al'. CaVe-6 AMoUa:ti..on, Tltici.a. Fink
06 the Tel1neMee Valley Autholtity, Jim GoodbM 06 the Glteen JUvelt GltOtto,
John MyiltOie wah the National. Spe.teotogica£. Souetl}, and ROI1 Wilion 06 the
Cave Re-6eaJtc.h Foundation.
STEERING COMMITTEE Joe "Buzz" HummeR. wah :the BWLeau 06 Land Ma.na.gement,
Jac.k. Stunelt (my good 6ltiend 6ltom Chattanooga - Ruby FaU-t" Lookout Mountainl,
Bob S:tit:t 06 the National. Spe.teotog.<.c.a.e Souuy, aI1d Ca.t We.tboWLn wUh the
Cave Rellea.ltc.h Fowtda:ti..on.
111 Iteviewing the pltOg!ta.ml.; 61tOm the pltevwU.6 SymPMia., 1 wou1.d like to think
that what' -6 ptal1l1ed helte' th-iA week w.ill be ex:tJteme.ty 1.;:tiJnui..a;ting, in60Jrma.uve, aI1d il1telte-6ung. Today we. 6ac.e molte lle!tioUl.; pltobteJM in manag..i.ng OWL
ltellOWLC.ell than in al1Y othelt pett.<.od 06 h-iAtolttj. 1 wou1.d like to believe th.a:t
we. aIte moving bt a pMilive dbLec.tion.

6ee.t c.om601ttabte knowi.119 that we. have c.o""etent: peopte Mc.h all the Cave Rellealtc.h Foundation, the Nationa.1. Spe.teotog.<.c.a.t Soue:tJj,
and othelt l.;uenti6ic. gltOupl.; woltking 601t the bene6d. 06 the Nationa.1. Paltk
Seltv.<.c.e.
AI.; a managelt, I ahtt:tyll

AI.; all 06 you know, Itellea.ltc.h dolialtll 601t the National. paJI.k. Seltvic.e have been
I.;wpy and at fuel> 110n-ex,U,tent at Marrrnoth Cave. 16 d. had not been 601t
the woltk 06 oltgani.zatio M II uc.h all Y0UlLl.;, then d. -fA d.i..66ic.uli. to ll.tate .the
deWWM we. woU£d be 6aUng today. We alte now get.th!g .the attention 06
OWL toc.a.t UUzenlty - mOlte attention ,i.6 bung paid to OWL pltObteJM - Oil
theilt pltObteJM. Th-iA i.6 de6.<.rU..te.tlj an ~ change th.a:t hall been
bltought about by Itellealtc.h and knowtedge.

Folt thol.;e 06 you maJUng yoWL 6br./;t vi.6d. to Manrnoth Cave, be I.;WLe to get
out Q/tOund the Paltk and He malte than the headqUaltteltl.; altea. 16 we. can be
06 all-6i.6tanc.e to you dWL.<.ng yoWL vi.6d., ptea<> e c.aU on Ull. 16 you have any
pa.lLt.i.c.u.taIt mattelt you wou1.d Uke to d.{.J.;c.Ull1.; on a PeMonal. bMi.6, I' U be
Q/tOwtd all week..
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THEIRS NOT TO REASON

WHY

*G. Jay Gogue

ABSTRACT
ThJLee. Mea.6 Me cU6ClL6Hd, L e., need 601L ht60JtJTlalion in cave management,
ac.quMiUon 06 in60JtJna.t.ion, and U6e 06 in60JtJTlalion. The need 601L ILUOUltc.e

identi.Qic.alion and ducJUp.:Uon it; e.mpha.6ized. The impolttanc.e 06 bttoa4ba.6ed input into in60Jtma.ti.on c.ollection it; cU6ClL6lled. Pttope.tt U6e 06 .<-n601Lmalion in dec.i6ion maJUng it; enc.oUltage.d.
Symposium as professional as possible.

Let me first echo Superintentent Deskin's comments
concerning our pleasure in hosting your symposium
this year. We are most excited to have this opportunity and we are hopeful that you will consider
Mammoth Cave or other national parks in future years.
Let me also follow-up on Bob's comments on the
science budget. This year the research proposal by
Dr. Quinlin, Research Hydrologist her.e at Mammoth
Cave, was a top priority in the Southeast Region.
His proposal received very high consideration at
our Washington office and it made the "cut" by the
Department of Interior. We are very optimistic
that this necessary project will receive funding.

This morning, in representing the Director of
the National Park Service, Mr. Russell Dickenson, I would like to briefly discuss three areas
with you:

It is a pleasure for me to participate in the 1980
National Cave Management Symposium. I want to thank
Bob Deskins and all the members of the steering and
the organizing committees for their excellent work
in putting this symposium together. I know what is
involved. About a year ago the National Park Service
held a major conference on Science and Research in
National Parks. I was the conference chairman, and
I learned a great deal about conferences. 1) I have
great respect for anyone who ever trys to plan one,
2) I am much more tolerant than I ever used to be
of small things such as whether or not the coffee
will arrive on time, and 3) Finally, I learned that
occasionally you have to literally disconnect the
microphone to get some speakers to sit down. I
promise that I will not stay up here long enough
for you to disconnect me.
In preparing my remarks today I had the opportunity
to go back to your first symposium in October, 1975,
and to begin to trace your progress through the last
5 or 6 years. Let me say that the wealth of information that has been generated and consolidated because of your efforts is really noteworthy. I was
quite impressed. I also noticed- that certain individuals seem to contribute frequently. I won't
call their names but their repeated involvement
tells me that the quality of their contribution is
withstanding professional scrutiny and review from
their peers. If this were not the case they would
not be repeat performers. Quality information that
is legally defensible is indespensible. I encourage
you to continue in the fine tradition you have
started, that is, making the National Cave Management

1.

The need for information in cave management.

2.

Acquiring the necessary information, and

3.

The use of that information.

The informational needs to properly manage any
complex natural system are enormous. It appears
that this need increases almost daily with no real
end in sight. As we learn answers to certain questions, we become enlightened enough to ask other
questions.
In an attempt to understand our informational needs
in the National Park Service, last November we surveyed our parks concerning potential threats and the
need for information to address these threats. Of
the eight areas that the National Park Service manages specifically for their cave resources, 126
threats were identified. This figure does not take
into account that there are at least 22 other national parks that possess significant cave resources.
Servicewide, approximately 7,000 threats to resourceE
of the approximately 340 national parks were identified. So what I am trying to say is that we have a
large number of threatened resources on which we nee(
information. I am confident that whether you are a
federal cave manager or a private one, that you have
a great need for information to address threats or
concerns or problems.
Many- of the threats that our parks identified were
not even perceived as problems a few years ago,
i.e., acid rain, endangered species, development of
energy resources, air quality deterioration, and
radioactivity. In the future some of these threats
will be adequately addressed, but new threats very
likely will replace them. Speaking of future
threats, I read an interesting excerpt from a book
entitled, "Secrets of the Ice Age" by Evan Hadingham, that I want to share with you:
"A cave, he explains, is a "confined and
delicately poised world"; a person entering that world "is a drastic intrusion•••
The average visitor, for example, breathes
out enough carbon dioxide during a single

*Regional Chief Scientist, National Park Service,
Southeast Region, 75 Spring Street, S.W., Atlanta,
Georgia 30303
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hour to produce ••• 20 liters of carbonic
'gas, the agent which dissolves limestone. In the same period of time,
the visitor will generate 60 calories
of body heat and 4Q grams of water
vapor, so the temperature and absolute humidity of the cave will rise ••••
The entire nature of the cave system
can be altered in unforeseeable ways."

In the 1980's I think we will see this type of
partnership in the gathering of information. I
personally applaud this direction that has evolved.
No longer can a biologits "do his thing" individually and expect major support. We must "do our
thing" in concert with others.
One of the most elementary ecological concepts is
that diversity equals stability. In essence, a
natural system which is composed of a great species
diversity is able to withstand external pressures
over time much better than a less diverse system.
For example, in agriculture the non-diverse or the
monocultural model is used, primarily in.this country. The threats to such a non-diverse (low species
diversity) system are very significant. Frost that
occurs too early or too late, seasons that are too
wet or too dry, pests, diseases, and a host of
other pressures. All threaten the stability of a
given crop. Obviously the objectives of such a
system are different than those of a natural system.
(But as a side point, American agriculture is beginning to apply this basic concept of diversity equals
stability. )

The concept dealing with the interaction between
visitors and cave resources is certainly not new,
but for me the fragilness of the system and the
magnitude of impact that cumulative visitation
might pose were brought into focus in this excerpt.
So where are we? We obviously need information,
the need is growing, and we will need information in the future in areas that are not known
to us today. How do we approach this need? It
is usually not cost-effective or economical to
deal with threats or problems as they haphazardly
occur. Threats occur randomly and often with
little advance notice.

point in this discussion is to emphasize that
only through diversity in our information gather~
ing will we have stability in our decision making.
The biological scientist, the physical scientis~,
and the behavioral scientists must work together,.
The economists, and attorneys, federal and state
agencies, managers, foundations, private citizens,
special interest groups, and elected officials must
work together, not just in the decision-making, but
in the information gathering process. Ultimately,
broad based input means better decisions.

}~

For those of us in the federal system, you know
that we are often under extremely tight deadlines
to take action or to do something.
I feel that it is the systematic gathering of information that describes and defines the resource;
that is the first step. Unfortunately, it is this
first step that we are still trying to take in
many,. i~ not most, of our cave systems.
Let's not be like a late president reflecting on
his administration, "I spent most of my time on
urgent issues, so I often did not get to work on
the important ones." So let's not just be opportunisitc and work on issues as they occur -- let's
be systematic!

So far, we have mentioned the need tor information
that describes and defines resources and the acquisition of information from a broad perspective.
My final point deals with the use of information.
I recently read in the "Smithsonian" that the new
Library of Congress that is being built in Washington, D. C., will have nine floors and more space
than 35 football fields. It will be large enough
to contain only two-thirds of its current 18-millionbook collection and virtually none of the periodicals.

The second area that I want to discuss with you
today is that of acquiring necessary information.
In a single word I feel that this is accomplished
through a partnership. I will try to emphasize
what I mean through a short scenario that I recently heard from one of the leading funding
institutes.
1.

Late 1940's
Individual Researchers

2.

Early 1950's
2 faculty members in the same department

3.

Early 1960's
Several departments

4.

Late 1960's
Several colleges within the same university

5.

1970's
Several universities

6.

1980's
Universities plus foundation plus state and
federal agencies plus private enterprise plus
the public.

question is, how well do you think we use the
information that is available to us today? How vell
is the information that was generated from your previous conferences being used in the management of
caves systems? I do not know the answer to these
questions, but I suspect that most of us know of
pieces of information that are not being used. The
pieces, however, must be translated into some fora
that is useful to the manager. It is often this
translation that is lacking. I encourage you this
week to make sure that the translation is made.
My

I think that in general, information is used and
that it is used well. Obviously, there are cases
when we do not use information that is available
and something happens such that we receive adverse
publicity and rightly so. To be fair, however,
there are times in which we manage resourcea poorly
1n spite of the fact that we are trying. A good
example would be the improper gating of some of our
caves that contain endangered bat populations.
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style during the 1800's. "Theirs not to reason why,
theirs but to do and die." The cavalry charged an
in-place artillery unit. This form of blind obedience to power obviously does not exist today. Decisions are tempered with judgement-and rightly
so. Likewise, information must be used in an objective, unbiased manner. We need diverse inputs
to insure that the outputs are proper. Nearly
400 years ago when modern science was just beginning, Sir Frances Bacon wrote that ''knowledge is
power" . It is this power that is available to us
all that we must use more wisely.

Also, there are times when information is available, but we don't understand what it means. The
concept of carrying capacity is a good example:
1.

Engineers/Architects
Carrying Capacity
Physical carrying capacity, parking
lots, roads, trails, visitor center
capacities, etc.

2.

Biologist
Carrying Capacity
Fragilness of the natural resources;
how many people use the resource prior
to damage.

3.

In conclusion, your work here this week is a forecast of the issues and challenges facing cave .anagers. The list of topics in your prograa is DUst
impressive. I know that these topics will be stn..lating and informative, but that is not enough.
The key question is, "How will this inforaation be
used?"

Social Scientist
Carrying Capacity
Perceptions of crowding; social conflicts, etc.

I appreciate the opportunity, on behalf of the
Director, to speak with you today, and I look forward to your teaching me more about caves in the
coming days.

You may have wondered about the title of my comments
today, "Theirs not to Reason Why." It is a line from
the poem entitled, "Charge of the Light Brigade" by
Alfred Tennyson. It reflects the common managerial
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AN OVERVIEW OF CAVE
MANAGEMENT
*Robert R. Stitt

ABSTRACT

Cave management ilt :the UltUed S:ta;teA undoub:tediy be,gan in :thelJud c.en:twuj,
cu> cave ownVt6 began ¢how.[ng :thw caVeA ;to :the public.. FoJuna..f.. management
plLObab.f..y begalt M caVeA WVLe added ;to :the Na:tiorull. PMk S1j4:tem in :the e.o.Jtly

paM: 06 :thi¢ c.en:tuJty, bu:t U ttW no:t un:til. :the JUJ.,e 06 o/[f1anized JtecJWLtional..
and ,oc1.entinic. cave exploJuLtLolt in mi.d-c.en:tuJty :tha:t a ¢-ignfti-ci.a.nt c.onc.eJuted
glWup 06 MVt6 began :to 6M:tVL cave C.oMVLvmon - w.L¢e Me, on:the pall-t 06
.them6elVeA and 06 :the cave managVt6. Thi¢ MVL intVleA:t led :to :the 6iM:t
National. Cave Management SljmpMium in 1975. ThAee na:tional.. -51j111p04ia and
¢evVLal. Itegional. ¢ympMia in :the nive eMuinfj ljeaM have Jte¢uUed in :the
public.atiolt 06 a l~e body 06 in60!U7lation and an ineJteMing aLIWl.eneA6 on
-the paM: 06 c.ave manag Vt6, caVVt6, and even :the g eneJuLt public. :tha:t caveA
Me a valuable lteAoUltc.e Itequilting calte6ul management M :tha:t :thelj wi..U. c.onunue :to be avai.tab.te 601t 6u:tUlte genV!.a:tioM :to enjolj.
I believe that the idea for a cave management
sympositllll began when a group of New Mexico cavers.
of whom I was one, pondered the question of how
to encourage communication among cave managers
over a few beers in Bill Bishop's living room in
Albuquerque in the fall of 1973. How. we asked.
could we get various cave managers talking to one
another, as well as to us? The answer seemed to
be: get them together in the same room to discuss
the problems of cave management and to share their
solutions with one another. A Sympositllll! ~th
Cave seemed like a good place to have one--or perhaps Carlsbad?

Formal cave management in the United States probably
began with the opening of the first commerical caves
in the early part of the nineteenth century. The
establishment of cave national parks and monuments
in the early twentieth century led to the assumption
of cave management techniques by agencies of the
federal government, as well as some state and local
governmental bodies. By the time of the advent of
organized speleology in the United States (in the
1940's), however, there was little communication
among the various agencies, corporations, and individuals managing caves. Each group managed caves
for their own goals and purposes, and there was a
general lack of information transfer and coordination. Although a sizable body of information on
speleology began to appear in the literature,
there were few written materials dealing with the
subject of cave management per se.

I was in the process of moving to New York. To ~
surprise, several months later I received a phone
call from Don Sawyer of the BLM's Roswell District.
probably the federal employee most concerned with
cave management at the time. Don reported to me
that his agency, with active support from the state
office, was preparing to set up a cave managemen~
symposium for the fall of 1975. Would I be willing to help out? During the ensuing months we
burned up the phone lines for many hours. Don unfortunately had to retire due to medical problems
before the symposium actually occurred, but other
BLM people carried on. In concert with representatives from other federal agencies in New Mexico,
cavers, and commercial cave owners, finally, in
October of 1975, the first sympositllll was produced
in Albuquerque.

Members of the National Speleological Society became interested in the problems of cave conservation (as opposed to strict preservation) in the
early 1950's, and began working with landowners
and agencies to further their goals of wise use.
By the late 1960's cavers had discovered that if
they did the work, and actively involved themselves
in cave management, that they could have asignificant influence on the cave management policies
of various federal agencies, especially on the
local level. New Mexico cavers, in particular,
began working with local officials in the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM), National Park Service
(NPS) and Forest Service (USFS) to actively manage
caves in southeastern New Mexico. It soon became
clear to many cavers that there was a need for
communication among cavers and agencies engaged in
cave management.

Sponsored by the National Speleological Society,
the Cave Research Foundation, the Bureau of Land
Management, the U. S. Forest Service, the National
Park Service, and the National Caves Association,
the Albuquerque sympositllll concentrated on providing a basic overview of cave sc:ience and management
methods to about 100 participants. The program was
broken up into the categories of Cave Reaources;
Resource Management; Visitor Management, Safety and
Rescue; Cave Management Aids; and Objectives,

*Director, National Speleological Society, Inc.
1417 9th Avenue West, Seattle, Washington 98119
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The cave management symposia have proved their
value in several ways. They have provided a
forum for cave managers to meet and discuss their
mutual problems. They have enabled the publication. in concise form. of a large body of works
on c;:ave management. They have encouraged an ongoing interest in cave management on the part of
a large number of land managers. cavers. and cave
owners. There are some significant improvements,
that should be made. however. In particular. the
participation of private landowners and commercial
cave operators should be encouraged more. More
prompt publication of proceedings would put information into the user's hands sooner. The participation of the academic community should be encouraged to a greater degree.

Policies and Plans of Agencies. The proceedings.
published by Speleobooks. provided a general overview of the field and became a basic reference
source on cave management.
Participants in the Albuquerque symposium felt
strongly that another symposium should be held in
the following year, and an invitation was extended
from the USPS management of Blanchard Springs Caverns in Arkansas to hold the 1976 Symposium near
there. So it was that we gathered again in the
fall of that year at nearby Mountian View for what
was turning out to be the second annual symposium.
Based on suggestions from Albuquerque participants.
the program here concentrated on cave management
approaches and techniques in four areas; Carrying
Capacity of Caves; Cave Inventory, Valuation, and
Assessment; Subsurface Management as a Component.
of General Land Management in Soluble Rock Landscapes; and the Management of Commerical and High
Value Caves.
The third annual symposium. held at Big Sky, Montana
in October 1977, concentrated on the development of
cave management tools and techniques--a how-to
session, as it were. Particular emphasis was given
to the management of non-limestone caves: lava
tubes, ice caves. and glacier caves.
.
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Because agency personnel working with caves seem
to change frequently, there will continue to be
a need for education and information exchange.
There are pressing problems of cave management
which remain. These factors should lead to a
long series of successful symposia in the future.

CURRENT PROBLEMS
CAVE MANAGEMENT'

IN

*Roger W. Brucker

ABSTRACT
The ljeaJU> 1970 :to 1980 mallked .the beginlUng and ma.twU.tlj 06 cave management It6 a JtMOWLce m~ement ac;Uv-Uy wah a !.lpecUtt<.zed me.thodotoglj.
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aIlOu.nd -incUv-iduaR. c.aveJ.>, and l.>Ough-t COW'!l.>ef 6Jtom theJ..Jt peeM on Iww:to
Jtemove gJta66ili, how to Jtate hazalldJ.>, and how :to buil.d cave gatu. BIj
.the rn<.d-1970'1.> a claM 06 managemen-t pJtob.lem6 WIt6 Jte.coglUzed .that plague
mOl.>t cave manageM. TheJ.>e 6u.nc;U0na£. pJtob.lem6 -included how :to com:iuc.t
a cave -inveYl.:toJtIj, how to !.let cave m~ement policy, and how:to Me cave
JteJ.>cue c.apab-ULti.e.J.>. In.the 1980'1.> manageM will 6ace mega-pJtob.lem6 that
wU.t demand eWr.a.oJtcUY!M1j !.lkil.e.l.> and .level!.> 06 e660Jtt. ThJte.e!.luc.h megapJtob.lem6 aile: 1) GJtou.ndwateJt po.e.f.ut.ton on a Jteg-iona£. I.>c.a.e.e, ZJ Cave. acce.J.>l.>, and 3) Educ.aUon 06 public 066-iUa.tl.> about .the polilic.a.e. and natWLa£. pJtob.leml.> 06 caveJ.>. StMteg-ieJ.> .!>uch It6 wateMhed management, alliance builcUng, and benchmaJtkJ..n.g Me pJtop0.6ed .to l.>O.lve theJ.>e pJtOb.lem6.
In 1975 in Albuquerque, NM, I addressed the opening of the first Cave Management Symposium. We
were plowing new ground. Now as I look around the
room I see veterans of nearly 10 years of struggles with cave management problems. To the survivors I say: Congratulations, and get ready for
more work. To the victims: Thanks for your efforst. We will remember you.

of r.,.source vulnerability, experience values,
and reliable feedback are widely recognized-if not completely understood--elements of the
subject.
Presentations will deal with specific as well
as functional problems this week. Future syur
posia will undoubtedly deal with the same issues because new people enter our field all the
time. Old hands receive new jobs, promotions,
and sometimes retirements. Perhaps if we solve
current problems creatively more of us will be
promoted and fewer retired!

It is not possible to view current management
problems without some perspective. In the early
1970's most of the problems seemed to focus on a
specific cave. How could we remove graffiti and
unwanted moss? How could we evaluate and rate
hazards of our particular cave? How might we
construct a gate to deter entry, optimizing expense and environmental damage?

MEGA-PROBLEMS OF THE 1980's
A mega-problem is a large cave management problem. The scope of a mega-problem goes beyond
any local cave. Parts of the problem may be dt.ly understood or, like the caves themselves, hidden from view. A mega-problem, at first recognition, may seem unique, unprecedented, and certainly unwercome.

One function of the first symposium, and subsequent sessions, was to provide a forum of peers
for solving common problems. Discussions after
hours were sometimes more fruitful than formal
presentations. Your presence today indicates
the importance.of this subject. Such deliberations have continuing value.

My orientation is that of a past-president and a
director of the Cave Research Foundation. eRF
has been involved in specific, functional. and
mega-problems (and we may have caused some). CRF
has worked closely with the National Park Service,
Forest Service. Bureau of Land Management. and
with the park services of other countries. As
outsiders we were sometimes able to tell cave
managers what they needed to know. As scientists
we have been able to provide the factual data or
evidence to help solve a variety of problems.

By the mid-1970's we began to see interrelated
sets of functional problems. What is the best
way to conduct a cave and karst resource inventory? How can we set cave management policy and
make it work? What are the pitfalls? How can
we organize or use cave rescue capabilities?

As one example, the subject of cave carrying
capacity was approached in innovative
Every manager today understands there
limit to the number of people who can
a given cave at a given time, but the

ways.
is a
occupy
issues

GROUNDWATER POLLUTION ON A REGIONAL BASIS
The first mega-problem is groundwater pollution
on a regional scale. You will see and hear a lot
about that during this conference.

*Director, Cave Research Foundation, 460 E. DayYelSpgs Rd., No. 103, Fairborn, OH 45324
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the section of the Green River that drains
the area.

In 1979 we demonstrated that Mammoth Cave's underground drainage basin extends beyond the limits of
National Park boundaries. Perhaps the NPS can
control the purity of groundwater that enters the
caves from lands within the park, but most of the
groundwater at the base level. of this 2l7-milelong cave originates from sources outside the park.
The NPS has no way to control what is dumped into
Mammoth Cave by accidental spills or deliberate
discharge from outside the park. This fact was
dramatically proven in the summer of 1979 when
CRF explorers found Hawkins River beneath Proctor
Cave. It is a very large 25 cfs stream. When we
found it, it smelled of gasoline. We found on
its banks over a hundred dead and dying cave crawfish. It may be the first underground fish kill
reported. We also smelled a petroleum product
miles away in the same stream several weeks later.
It now appears that there were two separate origins. The first may have been a 30,000-gallon
buried gasoline tank leak at the Texaco station
in Cave City. The second appears to have been an
upset diesel fuel bulk transport about a quarter
of a mile away from the Texaco station on 1-65.

We now see that as water levels rise, as after a
hard rain, the subsurface drainage literally
spills over into higher level and presumably older trunk passage drains.

CAVE ACCESS
As Mammoth Cave becomes longer and more famous,
more and more cavers press the managers for access to undeveloped parts of the cave. This is
not a new problem. What will make it a megaproblem is the changing climate of civil rights.

Here are some of the interlocked problems:

The NPS is currently powerless to protect the
park from outside threat.

3.

The local initiative EPA 201 sewage study is
stalled because of Kentucky's inability to
provide underground discharge standards.

4.

The EPA, Kentucky water quality agencies, and
CRF, among others, are seeking Outstanding
Resource Waters protection for the basin and

Spills continue to occur. In July 1980, a
truck carrying cyanide compounds wrecked near
Cave City, and threatened the basin for a
time. We may not be so lucky next time.

For the mega-problem of regional drainage basin
pollution, the strategy is: 1) Develop the
facts and the scientific analysis. 2) Build a
case for watershed management. 3) Seek alliances to help in the work.

Dr. Quinlan's discovery that Echo River in Mammoth Cave is polluted at times is now understood
by examining the "plumbing" in Bitu~ Park boundaries indeed encompass only parts of the upstream basin. Pollution may yet destroy the aquatic biota of Mammoth Cave. An even worse scenario
is that Mammoth Cave might become another Hidden
River Cave (Horse Cave, KY), whose sewage stench
and poisons have made it a desert to all life-including man.

2.

6.

The outcome is in doubt. CRF feels the frustration of wondering if the NPS understands the
problem. Does the NPS have the resources and
will to act? A recent article in the Atlanta
Constitution about the five most problem-ridden
parks in the NPS Southeast Region failed to
mention Mammoth Cave. On balance, however, the
NPS highest priority research project, as we
have heard, is the proposal by Dr. Quinlan to
study what is necessary to protect the underground basin. As an aside, I want you .to know
that Quinlan's work has not always been popular even within the NPS, but if Mammoth Cave
National Park is saved, those people who funded
Dr. Quinlan's research deserve the credit.

What is remarkable is that the basin geometry and
dymanics have been inferred from Quinlan's indirect evidence for years. When finally a significant new portion of the flowline was discovered
in the ground, the potential pollution problem
loomed larger than ever.

The Master Plan for Mammoth Cave National Park
(MCNP), begun in 1967, rests on an obsolete
understanding of the cave system that has little relevance for protecting the caves today.

A regional sewage system, while protecting
the basin in some ways, will encourage development which will add silt and other untreated pollutants to the cave. It is a
Catch 22.

What can be done? Currently two strategies are
being employed. CRF and the NPS are trying to
encourage watershed management as a basic concept.
That phrase connotes a host of desirable practices
ranging from soil conservation to enforcement of
existing laws against pollution. CRF is also trying to bring together an informal alliance of organizations and people who can speak up as courageously and effectively for watershed protection
as the citizens' 201 committee has spoken up for
regional wastewater treatment.

Dr. Jim Quinlan has been dye tracing to find the
exact area of the Mammoth Cave drainage basin.
CRF survey teams are probing toward the limits
that Quinlan has found.

1.

5.

Following in the wake of the Freedom of Information Act, I predict that we will see a Freedom of Assess Act. Cavers, like rock climbers
and hang-glider pilots, will certainly go to
court to sue when denied access to the caves.
Any protectionist effort, such as inspecting
equipment and checking cavers' qualifications
will move increasingly into conflict with areas
of the law such as invasion of privacy, unauthorized search, discrimination, and assumption of liability by the inspecting agency or
manager.
Is the cave manager powerless to protect the
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caves? Must we set up "sacrifice caves" to be
used by all and presumably to be despoiled? The
answer is that cavers will not allow themselves
to be restricted to "tame'"caves (scarifice or
not). A second part of the answer is that in our
opinion managers need not write off an open cave
as a sacrifice.

partial solution to the ~ccess problem is to have
more caves administrated by cavers for cavers.
EDUCATION OF PUBLIC OFFICIALS
Most public officials do not care about caves.
do not understand caves, and do not vant to know
about caves. Areas of their ignorance include
the politics of caves and the natural processes
of caves.

Strategies relating to access are two-fold: 1)
Build a stewardship toward the cave by cavers-especially local cavers.

To be fair, however, I acknowledge that there is
a parallel problem of an ignorance of politics by
cavers who care.

CRF has performed contract inventory studies for
both the NPS and Forest Service in Arkansas. Local cavers saw CRF workers as outsiders. To them,
it was bad enough to be shut out of caves on federal lands, but when CRF "carpetbaggers" were
admitted, local caver feelings ran to high anger.
CRF deliberately recruited local cavers to help
in the work and to take leadership roles. We reasoned that this would help build a local caver
stewardship to the cave resources. Also it would
bring local cavers and cave managers into contact
on a constructive basis rather than as adversaries.

At Mammoth Cave National Park the lIPS spent several years in paralysis over opposition to the
Master Plan. That opposition was amplified and
orchestrated by a few who did understand the politics of the situation.
One strategy is to ask for help from organizatIons
and individuals who may be familiar with the problem and may have some idea for approaching th~
political problems. When the NPS asked CRF for
counsel on how to deal with political opposition
to the Master Plan, other groups responded as
well. The National Parks and Conservation Ass~
ciation sued under the Freedom of Info~tion Act
and obtained release of the financial statements
of the National Park Concessions, Inc. This vas
the group widely believed to have promoted the
most vociferous opposition to the Master Plan.
The financial reports revealed that the CODCessioner, who had maintained a position as a nonprofit corporation and in the same boat as other
local businessmen, was in fact enjoying a lucrative government-protected monopoly. The concessioner was revealed to have $1.7 million in cash.
a fact that caused local business people to realize that the opposition motives stemmed from 'a
desire to protect the monopoly more than anything
else.

One day Lorraine Mintzmier, the Superintendent of
Buffalo National River, called me as president of
CRF to complain of the slowness of the study. I
explained this strategy to her and told of the delays we had encountered in getting the local caver
support we felt was vital to the park's best interest in the future. Without that support, we said,
it would be war between cavers who could be the
park's most important ally in cave protection, and
the NPS. She understood, and was patient.
Has this strategy worked? We believe it has.
One caver who felt he was persona non grata to
park officials reported that the Ranger in Charge
saw him in a store and called his name. They exchanged friendly ..ords. One swallow does not a
summer make, and it remains to be seen how successful a changed role will prove to be.
The second strategy dealing with assess is: 2)
Build an accountability chain. Get the cavers
who want access involved in the policy discussion to get accountability. For example, benchmarking might be set up in a program to photograph the cave at predetermined points at regular intervals. The photo record would show if
damage is taking place. Other accountability
techniques are well known: cave registers that
tell you who has visited the cave, a trip report
file that reinforces the caver's sense that
others are exploring the cave and that there is
a responsibility to those yet to come and to the
cave itself.

What is illustrated here is the tactic called
networking--the building of lines of communication outward from the managers to organizations
and individuals that may have many resources and
skills at their disposal. We in this room fora
a network; the address list of at tenders makes it
a formal network. I believe we can calion each
other when mega-problems arise.
Public officials need facts to.place issues in
proper perspective. That is why cave inventories
are a good beginning. But to be most useful to
officials, suggestions about policy and objectives
are usually welcome. Objectives are an absolutely
essential first step before undertaking information gathering and planning.

Still another access strategy is to encourage the
NSS to buy and hold caves. Nearly every issue
of the NSS News describes a new cave closing due
to abuse and misuse. Caves placed out of bounds
by landowners create pressures on the remaining
caves. "Cult cavers", with a six-pack of beer,
exuberant shouts of four-letter words, and a
trail of litter will continue to be problem.
There are also the legal problems of whether the
NSS is risking too much financially in owning
caves. Perhaps "holding companies" can be established, but whatever the difficulty, one

Once information, objectives, and proposed policies
are in hand, it helps to go see the officials rather than just write them. Many officials are not
"paper oriented" and will not read. You might ~
able to prevail without facta IF you have a mob of
300 ready to break down the door, but don't count
on it.
One example of the importance of a personal visit
will suffice. CRF once greeted an incoming park
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That is why CRF has been seeking audiences with
Congressman Natcher of this district, and why we
no longer take for granted that everyone reads.

superintendent by sending him a great pile of reports and studies through the mail. A few weeks
later he called and professed ignorance about why
we were in the park at all, and maybe our permit
should be terminated. We hastily set up a personal visit with the new superintendent. With
an invitation like that, how could we refuse?

In summary, we have examined three mega-problems.
All are characterized by being complicated, perhaps unprecedented. When you tackle them you
need the advice and support of allies in many
places. Ask for help. Counsel together. Analyze the dynamics of the situation. If you articulate your own objectives you may find common
ground, and you may clarify the problems that
face the caves. Mega-problems call for all the
resourcefulness and help you can get. Like the
caves, their solutions may take a great deal of
time and patience.

When we arrived in his office, he said, "now you
people in CFR have to understand that our mission
is to protect the caves."
Something clicked in my mind; nobody had ever
called CRF by the name of CFR. Such a mixup was
typical of a person with dyslexia. A dyslexic
person is usually very bright, an extremely good
lis tener, but not a reader. If the new superintendent was dyslexic, probably he had not read
a word of the ton of paper we had dumped on him.
After we explained our research program and methods, things went more smoothly. This experience underscored the need to pay personal visits
on officials wherever possible.
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SINKS, STINKS, AND SPRINGS:
A SUMMARY OF THE HYDROGEOLOGY
OF THE MAMMOTH CAVE REGION WITH EMPHASIS ON RESULTS AND
APPLICATIONS OF NATIONAL PARK
SERVICE - SPONSORED RESEARCH
*James F. Quinlan

The Pennyroyal Plateau in central Kentucky consists
of the Sinkhole Plain, a 2- to la-mile wide streamless area, and the Glasgow Upland -- each of which
is underlain by Mississippian limestones that gently
dip in directions ranging from north to west. More
than 50 streams drain the Glasgow Upland and sink
into the ground at its north and west margin with
the Sinkhole Plain. This sinkhole-pocked area is
flanked on the north by the Chester Escarpment and
the sandstone-capped Chester Cuesta. All of the
Mammoth Cave National Park south of Green River is
in part of the Chester Cuesta.

of conduits that feed trunk streams that are commonly 50 feet wide and- in which water levels _y
rise as much as 100 feet in response to heavy
rains. Flow velocities range from 30 to 1300
ft/hr. Most groundwater basins are also characterized by discharge from springs fed by caves
with a distributary flow pattern that is 150
feet to 6.8 miles wide. One of these distributaries, in the Hidden River sub-basin (several
miles east of the park), is 1.8 miles wide and
it discharges heavy metal-rich water at as many
as 46 springs at 16 locations along a 5-mile
reach of Green River. One of these springs was
excavated and more than 18 miles of distributary
and floodwater-maze cave passage has been mapped.
The heavy-metal-rich water is mixed with waste
from a cheese plant and discharged into the ground
at a municipal sewage treatment plant. The effluent flows to Hidden River Cave, beneath the
city of Horse Cave. This formerly commercial cave
is now, unfortunately, a fetic sewer that is a
malodorous civic embarrassment and nuisance.

The occurrence and movement of groundwater in the
St. Louis and Ste. Genevieve limestones (the principal aquifer) has been traced from the highest recharge area, just beyond the south and east margin
of the Sinkhole Plain, where water slowly drains
from numerous small swamps of the Glasgow Upland
which feed perennial springs that feed streams that
sink at this margin. Water from the swallets flows
to cave streams. These low-order underground tributary streams join intermediate-order tributaries
and finally a high-order trunk stream that discharges at a major spring along Green River, Barren
River, or Little Barren River. The streams that
flow beneath the Sinkhole Plain are also fed by
runoff into sinkholes and direct infiltration
through the soil. The streams that drain beneath
the Chester Cuesta may be fed not only from the
Sinkhole Plain, but also by runoff from ridge
tops, infiltration from karst valleys, and by
spring discharge from two perched aquifers above
the Big Clifty Sandstone.

The following have been successfully used as tracers: 1) heavy metals in industrial effluent discharged into a sinkhole, 2) optical brightener.
both introduced and in sewage plant effluent, 3)
Direct Yellow No. 96 ( a newly-discovered dye).
4) fluorescein, and 5) Rhodamine WT. As many as
9 dye tests have been run simultaneously in various groundwater basins.
A potentiometric map, constructed with measurements of water levels in 1500 wells during baseflow conditions, complements much of the dye tracing data and is being used to plan additional dye
tests.

Water from numerous sinking streams has been
traced as much as 15 miles via as many as 3 caves
and streams that cross the bottom of certain sinkholes. Most flow is through a dendritic system

Twenty-seven groundwater basins have been delineated
within the St. Louis-Ste. Genevieve limestone aquifer in 740 miles 2 area south of Green River. Data
used are from more than 300 dye tests, 1500 waterlevel measurements and 45 miles of cave mapping.
The three larger basins are: Bear Wallow (190
miles 2 ), Graham Springs (120 miles 2 ), and Turnhole

*Uplands Research Lab., National Park Service,
Box 8, Mammoth Cave, Kentucky 42259
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Bend (90 miles 2 ). The Bear Wallow basin includes
the second largest underground distributary in
the world -- 6.8 miles wide over an 11 mile reach
of Green River! It includes discharge from the
1.8 mile-wide distributary.of the Hidden River
sub-basin and discharge from the 2.4 mile-wide
distributary of the Three Springs sub-basin.

it is much longer). Whigpistle has trunk passage
at several levels and it extends under 3 ridges -so far -- and crosses the park boundary.
Delineation of groundwater basins is useful and,
indeed, essential in karst areas when planning
for regional sewage disposal, protection of cave
resources, industrial development, protection and
development of water supplies, reaction to accidental spills of toxic materials, and water budget studies; it also aids interpretation of both
geomorphic history and processes of karst development. The most recent application of the research
described herein is the determination of the boundaries of a "Rural Clean Water Project" area -as proposed by the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service. This watershed management
district will include all of the Turnhole Bend
groundwater basin outside of Mammoth Cave National
Park plus the 100 square mile portion of the Hidden
River sub-basin that is upstream from Hidden River
Cave.

Wells have been drilled 100 to 180 feet into 5
different cave streams. Stage recorders have been
installed in them, at several springs, and along
Green River. Temperature, conductivity, and flow
velocity instrumentation will be installed at some
of these sites. These data, in conjunction with
data from a proposed network of recording precipitation gages and stage recorders on wells, will
be used to discover the relations between precipitation, chemical hydrology, and aquifer properties. They will facilitate prediction of flow
rates and computer simulation of aquifer behavior.
The most extensive recent mapping has been done
in Whigpistle Cave (total length: 16.2 miles but
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INTRODUCTION
We recently conducted a contract study on sinkhole flooding and groundwater contamination associated with urbanization in Greene County, Missouri
(Aley and Thomson, 1980). This investigation was
conducted for the Greene County Planning and Zoning Commission. Greene County (which includes the
city of Springfield) is experiencing rapid urbanization. Much of the county is immediately underlain by soluble rocks of Mississippian and Ordo~
vician age, and there are many caves, springs,
and sinkholes in these areas.

Providing effective stormwater drainage in sinkhole areas after urbanization is difficult and
often extremely expensive. In areas prone to
sinkhole flooding, the cost of publicly const~c
ted storm drainage can exceed the value of n~by
undeveloped land where sinkhole flooding is nOt
a problem.
Sinkhole systems consist of both the surface features which we can readily see (the sinkholes
themselves) plus the subsurface conduit systems
which drain the sinks. Based upon exploration of
accessible sinkhole drainage conduits, the conduit
systems are comprised of two components.

Our investigation was designed to provide county
officials and others with a workable understanding
of the sinkh9le flooding and water quality impacts
which should be anticipated with urbanization.
Since these impacts vary dramatically from area to
area within the. county, we prepared a set of large
multi-colored maps which depicted various hydrolocig characteristics and/or assessed the severity
of anticipated hydrologic problems. We cannot reproduce these maps with this paper; we can, however, describe what they depict, and we believe
this will be adequate for most readers. For those
who wish to see the maps, information can be obtained from the author.

The first component is steeply inclined to nearly
vertical. This component transports water froa
the surface into the groundwater system. Except
during runoff periods, these conduits do not CaRmonly transport appreciable quantities of water.
This component of the drainage system will be
called sinkhole drainage conduits: the surface expressions of such conduits are sinkhole drainage
points.
The second component of the sinkhole drainage system is a lateral component which transports water
from the base of sinkhole drainage conduits to
the spring or springs which drain the area. This
component of the drainage system'will be called
lateral transport conduits. Underground streams
and most of the cave passages in Greene County
represent present or former lateral transport conduits.

We believe this investigation will help protect
water resources in Greene County. We also believe
that our approach could be useful in other soluble
rock areas.
SINKHOLE FLOODING
Sinkholes are surface components of the natural
subsurface conduit drainage network existing in
Greene County. Intense or prolonged rainfall can
result in water flows which exceed the capacity
of the natural conduit system. When this occurs,
sinkholes rapidly flood; In some cases, sinkhole
flooding may persist for days or even weeks after
a major storm.

There are two basic causes of sinkhole flooding.
The first is flow rates in excess of the transport
capacity of sinkhole drainage conduits. Sinkhole
flooding caused by water volumes in excess of the
transport capacity of sinkhole drainage conduits
is a common problem in the sinkhole plain areas
of Green County. Much of the sinkhole flooding
which has been experienced to date within the City
of Springfield is due to this mechanism.

*Director, Ozark Underground Laboratory, Protem,
MO 65733

The second basic cause of sinkhole flooding is
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transport conduits. Clearing of ve~etation, .
construction of roads, construction of utility
lines and ditches, and construction of homes and
other buildings all increase sediment production
from the land. In sinkhole areas, much of this
sediment is flushed into sinkhole drainage points
during runoff periods.

flow rates which exceed the transport capacity of
the lateral transport conduit systems to which
sinkholes discharge. Such systems have finite
capacities; if the capacity of the conduit system
is exceeded, then sinkhole flooding can result.
The transport capacity of lateral transp~rt conduits can vary dramatically from point to point
within the conduit system. A constriction within
a conduit system can cause dramatic increases in
water level elevations in areas upstream of the
constriction.

To date, most land development in Greene County
has given inadequate attention to erosion prevention during and immediately after developme~t.
Trees and brush are too often removed and piled
in areas where they will contribute organic debris
and soils to sinkhole drainage points. Undesirable vegetation is commonly removed witho~t
promptly establishing replacement ve~etation
which will minimize erosion. Replacement vegetation (such as grasses) need to be seeded, and the
sites typically need lime and fertilizer to insure
good vegetative growth. Filter strips of well established vegetation need to be left undisturbed
around important sinkhole drainage points, and
construction needs to avoid these locations. Unless such steps are taken, clogging or plugging
of sinkhole drainage points will continue to be a
significant problem in Greene County.

Under near-natural conditions, some sinkholes will
pond water for a few hours to a few days after a
heavy or intense rainstorm. Many sinkholes which
fo~erly flooded only occasionally, and only for
short periods of time under near-natural conditions will flood more frequently, deeper, and for
a ionger period of time after urbanization has
occurred. These changes in sinkhole flooding are
due to three primary factors:
1)

Increased clogging of sinkhole drainage points,
.sinkhole drainage conduits, and lateral transport conduits.

2)

Increased runoff rates.

3)

Increased runoff volumes.

Increased runoff rates
When land development occurs, the rate at which
water runs off the landscape is dramatically in.creased. This increase in runoff rates occurs
for a variety of reasons. Among the more important reasons are: 1) the vastly increased amount
of impervious areas and semi-impervious areas
which rapidly yield runoff water, and 2) the
straightening and clearing of natural drainage
routes.

Each of these factors is discussed in the following sections.
of sinkhole draina e oints,
conduits, and lateral transport
Clogging of sinkhole drainage points and sinkhole
drainage conduits has been a major cause of sinkhole flooding problems within the city of Springfield (Hayes, 1977). Water transport through sinkhole drainage points and drainage conduits can be
significantly reduced by sediment and debris washed
or. dumped into such areas. In some cases, sinkholes and sinkhole drainage points have been partially or completely filled with dirt and rock to
make more useful land for urban development. Such
sinkhole modification is not in the long-range
interest of the people of Greene County.- If only
the drainage points or a portion of the sinkhole
is filled, then flooding within the remainder of
the sinkhole is likely to become a more serious
problem. If the sinkhole is comp.letely filled
and waters are diverted to adjacent sinkholes,
then flooding problems in the adjacent sinkholes
are likely to become more severe. Furthermore,
subsidence and sinkhole collapse are more likely
to occur in sinkhole areas which have been subjected to filling than in undisturbed areas.

An indication of the magnitude of the increases
which can occur in runoff rates due to land use
changes is provided by Kittredge (1948). Be
states that peak flows from forested areas rarely
exceed 60 cfs (cubic feet per second) per square
mile whereas runoff rates from denuded lands may
be 500 to 1,000 cfs or more per square mile. Peak
runoff rates from agricultural and permanent pasture lands are typically greater than peak runoff
rates from forested lands. Most suburban developments in unincorporated Greene County would not
have runoff rates as rapid as those which characterize denuded areas. Therefore, the changes in
runoff rates which should be anticipated when
typical Greene County areas are converted from
agricultural and wildland uses to typical suburban
housing developments are not as extreme as those
discussed by Kittredge (1948). The changes, however, are still substantial and significant. and
must be comprehended if we are to minimize sinkhole flooding problems associated with future land
development activities in Greene County.

Sediment and debris can also reduce the capacity
of the lateral conduit system. Rapid sediment
filling of a conduit draining the Cherry Street
Industrial Park in Springfield near the Highway
65 Bypass occurred after a major rainstorm.
Particularly when significant amounts of debris
are present in runoff waters, partial or nearly
complete plugging of constrictions can occur.

Increased runoff rates can result in temporary
sinkhole ponding. Such temporary ponding has a
secondary adverst impact: it results in the deposition of sediment and debris in the vicinity
of sinkhole drainage points. which increases the
likelihood of sinkhole plugging.

Land development will essentially always increase
the amount of sediment washed into sinkhole drainage points, sinkhole drainage conduits, and lateral

Increased runoff volumes
When land development occurs, the quantity of water
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which runs off the land is dramatically increased.
This increase in quantity is due to a number of
factors which include: 1) major increases in impervious areas, 2) decreases in infiltration rates
through soils due to compaction'and vegetative
changes, and 3) removal of native vegetation which
consumed more water than does replacement vegetation.

The data in Table 2 clearly show major increases
in the volume of runoff when land development
occurs. Suburban housing will increase annual
runoff by an average of about 59% while industrial and commercial development will increase
annual runoff by an average of about 140%. In
areas where sinkhole flooding can occur. such
dramatic increases in water volumes can create
the major flooding proglems which have been experienced in the past in Greene County.

Jens and McPherson (1964) present data showing the
amount of directly connected impervious areas associated with various categories of land use. Directly connected impervious areas include building
roofs, roads, sidewalks, and other areas where very
little water can enter the soils or the subsurface.
These values, with an additional value which we
calculated for undeveloped sinkhole plain areas in
the county, are shown in Table 1.

Development of a sinkhole flooding hazard map
for Greene County.
Three sinkhole flooding hazard categories were
recognized in our mapping:
1. High Sinkhole Flooding Hazards -- Areas
within this category typically have over 25% of
the land in sinkholes. Many of the sinkholes are
large, shallow, and have large drainage areas.
Even under near-natural conditions, sinkhole ponding after major rains is common. Included within
these identified areas are lands which contribute
water to some of the large sinkholes. Sinkhole
flooding is a serious problem in high sinkhole
flooding hazard areas.

In Greene County, mean annual runoff is approximately 12.0 inches per year. This runoff results
from a mean annual precipitation of 39.51 inches.
Using the above values and the values in Table 1
we have estimated the increases in annual water
runoff which should be anticipated from selected
land use categories in Greene County. Our estimates assume that 90% of the mean annual precipitation will run off from directly connected
impervious areas (as shown in Table 1). A second assumption is that any fully-developed housing, commerical, or industrial development will
result in a 20% increase in runoff from unpaved
areas. This increase is due to reduced infiltration and reduced vegetative water use in these
areas.

2. Moderate Sinkhole Flooding Hazards -- Areas
within this category typically have between 5 and
25% of the land area within sinkholes. Sinkholes
in these areas are typically smaller than those
found in the high sinkhole flooding hazard category. Sinkhole flooding can be a significant problem in moderate sinkhole flooding hazard areas.

Low Sinkhole Flooding Hazards -- Areas within
this category typically have less than 5% of the
land area within sinkholes. Sinkholes are typically small and steep, and have small drainage
areas. It is generally unlikely that houses would
be built in these sorts of sinkholes. Under present land use conditions, sinkhole flooding is not
a significant problem in these areas. With development, these areas are not likely to present
significant sinkhole flooding problems.
3.

Based upon the mean annual precipitation and
runoff volumes which characterize the area and
the two assumptions discussed above, we have estimated the'mean annual runoff which should be
anticipated under various categories of land use.
These values are shown in Table 2. These values
are generally applicable to all of Greene County,
but we ,have specifically calculated them for use
in evaluating problems of sinkhole flooding.

TABLE 1
Percentage of land area in directly connected impervious areas in Greene County.
Missouri. Includes r~ads, building roofs. sidewalks. and other paved or otherwise impervious areas.

Land Use Description

Directly connected impervious areas
Percent of total land area

Typical undeveloped sinkhole plain
areas 'in Greene County, Missouri

0.1 to 0.4%

Suburban housing (single family)

16 to 28%

City housing (single family)

28 to 40%

Apartments with business

40 to 60%

Industrial and commercial

60 to 80%, and sometimes higher
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We have identified seven specific actions to
minimize the severity of sinkhole flooding problems. These are listed and discussed below.

Approximately 2.5% of the unincorporated portion
of Greene County is classed'as high sinkhole flooding hazard areas. An additional 3.4% of the unincorporated land is classed as moderate sinkhole
flooding hazard areas. The balance, 94.1%, is
classed as low sinkhole flooding hazard areas.

1. Major erosion and sedimentation commonly occurs
during land development. Erosion and sedimentation
could be significantly reduced if developers were
required to immediately revegetate cleared areas
with grass or other desirable vegetation. Such
vegetation should require adequate application of
seed, fertilizer, and lime. Land clearing for development should not be permitted at those times
of the year when vegetation cannot be quickly reestablished.
'

Hydrologic strategy for minimizing sinkhole flooding problems in Green County.
With good planning, sinkhole flooding problems
in Greene County can be minimized without the
necessity of prohibiting land development activities in high and moderate sinkhole flooding hazard areas. Based on hydrologic considerations,
we developed approaches to minimize sinkhole flooding problems.

2. A filter strip of suitable vegetation should
be established and maintained around each identified sinkhole drainage point. At a minimum, the
low point in each sinkhole plus all subsidiary low
points should be identified as sinkhole drainage
points and should be surrounded with a vegetative
filter strip. The filter strip could be woods or
native vegetation; if it were grass, it should not
be closely mowed. The filter strip would significantly reduce sediment and debris deposition in
sinkhole drainage points.

Our hydrologic strategy has two objectives. First,
to minimize the severity of the flooding problems.
Second, to keep flooding problems which may develop from significantly affecting the people of
the county.
There are four hydrologic steps which must be taken
to minimize the severity of sinkhole flooding in
Greene County. We must: 1) Minimize erosion and
sedimentation. Sediment reduces the capacity of
sinkhole drainage points and of the underground
conduit system which transports floodwaters away
from the sinkhole areas. 2) Minimize filling of
sinkhole drainage points with dirt and debris.
Such activities reduce the capacity of sinkhole
drainage points and the capacity of the underground conduit system. 3) Minimize increases in
water runoff rates. Rapid runoff can exceed the
capacity of sinkhole drainage points and the
capacity of the underlying conduit systems, and
thereby produce rapid surface flooding. 4) Minimize increases in water runoff volumes. Increases
in the total volume of runoff water can obviously
increase sinkhole flooding problems.

3. Filling of sinkholes with fill dirt and rock
should be strongly discouraged and generally prohibited. Filling activities increase sediment
loads in runoff waters and block existing sinkhole
drainage points.

4. The amount of impervious surface area in developments in sinkhole flooding hazard areas must
be kept low to minimize increases in runoff rates
and runoff volumes. This can best be done in insuring that all lots are large.
5. Impervious areas should be as disconnected as
possible, and should be as far from sinkhole drainage points as possible. This is important in

TABLE 2
Estimated mean annual runoff for sinkhole plane areas in Greene County under varying land uses.

Land Use Description

Mean annual runoff
(inches/year)

Increase over
natural conditions

Undeveloped sinkhole plain

12.0

Suburban housing (single family)
Mean

17.8 to 20.3

48% to 69%

19.1

59%

City housing (single family)
Mean

20.3 to 22.8

69% to 90%

21.6

80%

Apartments with business

22.8 to 27.2

90% to 127%

25.0

108%

27.1 to 30.4 or more

127% to 153% or more

28.8

140%

Mean
Industrial and commercial
Mean
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0%

Development constraints in high sinkhole flooding
hazard areas.

minimizing increases in runoff rates and runoff
volumes. Good architectural and engineering design work can accomplish this if the architects
and engineers realize at the outset that the location and connection of impervious areas is of
major importance in areas subject to sinkhole
flooding.

Based upon hydrologic considerations, we re~d
the following development contraints for high sinkhole flooding hazard areas:
1. Prompt revegetation with fertilization and lime
application to bring the soils to optt.Dm fertility
should be required and stringently enforced. Land
clearing should be restricted to those periods of
the year when prompt revegetation can occur.

6. Runoff from impervious areas must be dispersed rather than channeled. This will reduce
erosion rates, and will also reduce sediment and
debris loading in runoff waters. Again, good
architectural and engineering design work can
accomplish this if the architects and engineers
realize at the outset that the dispersion of runoff waters is of major importance in developments
in areas subject to sinkhole flooding.

2. A filter strip at least 300 feet wide should be
established and maintained around each identified
sinkhole drainage point.
3. Filling of sinkholes and sinkhole areas with
dirt and rock should be prohibited.

7.

Areas subject to high or moderate sinkhole
flooding hazards should be zoned either for agricultural use or single family residential use only.
More intensive development increases runoff rates
and volumes, which in turn will result in sinkhole flooding problems. Areas subject to high or
moderate sinkhole flooding hazards are not appropriate areas for the more intensive types of land
development.

4. Lot size should be no less than 3 acres; it
would be preferable if the minimum were 5 acres
or more.
5. Land development at an intensity of greater
than single family occupancy should not be permitted.

Even if the above actions are taken, some sinkhole flooding will still occur. Two specific
actions could be taken to keep sinkhole flooding
problems from seriously affecting the people of
Greene County. These are listed and discussed
below.

6. The total impervious area within developments
should be less than 10% of the land area. This
includes roads, other paved surfaces, and buildings.
7. Good architectural and engineering design should
be required to insure that impervious areas are as
disconnected as possible.

1. Buildings must not be located in portions of
sinkholes where they are likely to be inundated
by sinkhole flood waters. Many, but unfortunately
not all, problems could be avoided if the lowest
point in any building foundation were more than
2.0 feet higher in elevation than the inferred
maximum flood pool of the sinkhole. We recommend
that the inferred maximum flood pool elevation of
a sinkhole be defined as the elevation to which
water would stand in a sinkhole after a 100 year
recurrence interval 24 hour rainstorm. Calculation of this level should assume that the 100
year recurrence interval 24 hour rainstorm in
Greene County equals 8.0 inches, that there is
100% runoff of all this rainfall from the area
topographically tributary to the sinkhole drainage points, and that there is no infiltration or
drainage of any of this water out of the sinkhole.
Using detailed topographic maps, it is not difficult to determine the total. volume of runoff which
would be generated by such a storm and the elevation in the sinkhole to which this volume of water
would rise.

8. Good architectural and engineering design should
be required to insure that runoff from impervious
areas is dispersed rather than channeled.
9. Developers should be required to map the inferred maximum flood pool for every sinkhole in the
area they plan to develop. Based upon this mapping.
the lowest point in any building foundation should
be at least two feet higher in elevation than the
inferred maximum flood pool of the sinkhole. Furthermore, no road surface should be located at an
elevation lower than the inferred maximum flood
pool elevation of any sinkhole.
Development constraints in moderate sinkhole flooding hazard areas.
Based upon hydrologic considerations, we recommend
the following development constraints for moderate
sinkhole flooding hazard areas:
1. Prompt revegetation with fertilization and lime
application to bring the soils to optimum fertility
should be required and stringently enforced. Land
clearing should be restricted to those periods of
the year when prompt revegetation can occur.

2. Road surfaces should not be located in portions of sinkholes where they are likely to be
inundated by sinkhole flood waters. We recommend
that no road surface be constructed at an elevation lower than the iRferred maximum flood pool
of the sinkhole. The same calculation approach
discussed above should be used in determining the
inferred maximum flood pool of the sinkhole for
road purposes.

2. A filter strip at least 200 feet wide should be
established and maintained around each identified
sinkhole drainage point.
3. Filling of sinkholes and sinkhole areas with
dirt and rock should be discouraged and generally
prohibited.
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For the purposes of our water quality hazard mapping, we concluded that sinkhole areas warrant
special attention. For this reason we prepared
a map delineating all sinkhole areas in Greene
County.

4. Lot size should be no less than 1 acre; it would
be preferable if the minimum size were larger.
5. Land development at an intensity of greater than
single family occupancy should not be permitted.

Our second map showed lineaments, fracture traces,
and faults. Lineaments are natural linear features consisting of topographic, vegetational or
soil tonal alignments which are expressed continuously for over one mile. Fracture traces are
similar features expressed continuously for less
than a mile. Lineaments and fracture traces are
apparently surface expressions of vertical or nearvertical zones of fracturing.

6. The total impervious area within developments
should be less than 15% of the land area. This
includes roads, other paved surfaces, and buildings.
7. Good architectural and engineering design should
be encouraged to insure that impervious areas are
as disconnected as possible.
8. Good architectural and engineering design should
be encouraged to insure that runoff from impervious
areas is dispersed rather than channeled.

Lineaments, fracture traces, and faults are all
zones where substantial groundwater movement typically takes place. Furthermore, these areas are
also highly favorable sites for water movement
from the surface into the subsurface. As a result,
areas along lineaments, fracture traces, and
faults present contamination hazards similar to
the hazards associated with sinkhole areas. For
this reason our lineament, fracture trace, and
fault map is a component of our water quality hazard mapping.

9. Developers should be required to map the inferred
maximum flood pool for every sinkhole in the area
they plan to develop. Based upon this mapping, the
lowest point in any building foundation should be at
~east two feet higher in elevation than the inferred
flood pool of the sinkhole. Furthermore, no road
surface should be located at an elevation lower than
the inferred maximum flood pool elevation of any
sinkhole.

Our third map was based upon soil mapping conducted
by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service. Soils are
mapped by soil series, and a data sheet is published
for each soil series. Each soil series is rated by
the Soil Conservation Service for its suitability
for septic field systems; the three categories are:
1) slight limitations, 2) moderate limitations,
and 3) severe limitations. Our soil map displayed
these three categories of soil limitations. Within Greene County, 2.55% of the land is within the
slight limitations category, 27.50% is within the
moderate limitations category, and 69.95% is within the severe limitations category.

Development constraints in low sinkhole flooding
hazard areas.
No 'constraints relative to sinkhole flooding problems
are required for these areas. Land developers must
be aware that isolated sinkholes may exist in some
of these areas, and that such sinkholes may be subject to flooding. If sinkholes exist, development
should be guided by our recommendations for constraints in moderate sinkhole flooding hazard areas.
WATER CONTAMINATION AND POLLUTION PROBLEMS RESULTING
FROM LAND DEVELOPMENT

On our fourth map, we delineated watershed areas
for municipal water supplies and recharge areas
for springs determined to be of importance to
Creene County. Municipal water supplies warrant
special attention to insure protection of water
quality. Important springs fit one or more of the
following requirements: 1) they are used as municipal water supplies, 2) they are major features
in parks, or 3) they provide. habitat for rare,
threatened, or endangered species.

Contamination and pollution of water supplies are
serious problems in Gree"" County. Water quality
problems can occur with either surface or groundwater supplies. In the case of groundwater supplies,
the problems are uniquely serious because the subsurface does not provide effective natural cleansing for much of the water which enters and passes
through the subsurface. Furthermore, much of the
water contributing to spring systems in the country
moves rapidly into and through these systems. As
a result, there is typically insufficient time to
insure that all bacteria and viruses enteri~g subsurface waters will die before the water again appears on the surface.

The final map (Map 5) which we developed is a water
quality hazard rating map. It incorporates data
from the four maps we have already discussed, and
represents a mapping of the potential of lands in
Greene County to create serious water quality problems. This map identifies four hazard categories,
which are defined as follows:

Sinkholes are a reflection of a close and direct
connection between the surface and the spring systems which drain the area. This was discussed in
conjunction with our earlier section on sinkhole
flooding problems. Where a close and direct connection exists between water on the surface and
water in the groundwater system, the potential
for groundwater contamination is particularly high.
It has been our experience and the experience of
other hydrologists working in karst landscapes that
sinkhole areas are particularly prone to groundwater
quality problems.

Extremely high water contamination hazards. These
lands include: 1) Sinkhole areas within the recharge areas of important springs. 2) Areas within
400 feet of fracture traces, lineaments, mapped
faults, or sinkholes in areas lying within the recharge areas of important springs.
High water contamination hazards. These lands include: 1) Sinkhole areas not within the recharge
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areas of important springs. 2) Areas within 400
feet of fracture traces, lineaments, mapped faults,
or sinkholes in areas which are not within the recharge areas of important springs. 3) Recharge
areas for important springs regardless of the mapped suitability of the soil for septic system use.
4) Areas within the surface basins for municipal
water supplies where soils have severe limitations
for septic field use.

contamination hazard areas. Furthermore, we must
discourage sewage or sewage effluent discharges
within these areas.

Moderate water contamination hazards. These lands
include: 1) Areas with soils which hav~ severe
limitations for septic field use, except where such
areas are within the recharge areas of important
springs or within the surface basins for municipal
water supplies. 2) Areas within the surface basins
for municipal water supplies where soils have slight
to moderate limitations for septic field use.

4) Recognize that leaks, spills, and waste discharges from commerical and industrial sites can
create very serious water quality problems. Such
land uses are best suited to low and moderate
groundwater contamination hazard areas.

3) Insure that storm water runoff does not create
water quality problems. This will require that
the intensity of development be minimized in the
extremely high and high water contamination hazard areas.

We have identified five specific actions which
need to be taken to minimize problems of water
contamination and pollution. These are listed
and discussed below:

Low water contamination hazards. These lands include: 1) Areas with soils which have slight to
moderate limitations for septic field use. However, to be rated as a low hazard, such areas must
be more than 400 feet from lineaments, fracture
traces, faults, and sinkholes; must not be located
in sinkhole areas; must not lie within the recharge
area of an important spring; and must not lie within
the surface basin for a municipal water supply.

1) Regulation of the intensity and nature of land
development will be necessary in some areas to insure that water quality in Greene County will be
adequately protected. Such regulation of the intensity and nature of land development should focus
the majority of its attention on the higher contamination hazard areas (the extremely high and
high hazard categories).

Hydrologic strategy for minimizing water contamination problems associated with land development in
Greene County

2) In areas where sewage and sewage effluent disposal is expected to cause significant water quality
impacts, we need to develop a policy that sewage
from developments should be exported from these
areas. It must be reco~nized that there are areas
where even waste treatment cannot be expected to
insure the protection of water quality. An example of this is presently offered by the waste disposal facilities at Litton Industries, located in
a sinkhole area near the Springfield Regional' Airport.

The soluble rock lands of Greene County frequently
provide ineffective natural cleansing for contaminated waters which enter the subsurface. Serious
groundwater contamination and pollution problems
have already occurred at numerous points in Greene
County, and increasing problems will undoubtedly
occur as Greene County continues to develop. However, the number and severity of groundwater contamination and pollution problems can be significantly reduced if we match land use with the hydrologic ~uitability of the land for the proposed use.
This matching of land suitability with land use is
the basis for our hydrologic strategy for minimizing water contamination problems associated with
land development in Greene County.

3) The use of septic tank systems and similar
on-lot systems in developments should be restricted to sites where significant water quality
problems will not result from the use of such systems. The cost per residence of sewage collection
systems increases as lot size increases, thus making on-lot disposal systems financially attractive
for large lot developments. However, it must be
recognized that protection of groundwater quality
in extremely high and high water contamination
hazard areas needs both large lot sizes and good
sewage treatment.

The objective of our hydrologic strategy is to insure adequate protection of water quality for the
people of Greene County. We are concerned with
both groundwater and surface water. Protection
of water quality at important springs and in areas
used as municipal watersheds receives particular
attention; we believe this ~s appropriate.

4) Effective actions need to be taken to minimize
water quantity and water quality problems from urban runoff in areas where runoff waters are likely
to cause water quality problems. The areas where
these problems are most severe are sinkhole areas
subject to high or moderate sinkhole flooding hazards. Sound planning and control over developments
in sinkhole areas will minimize both sinkhole flooding and water quality problems.

There are four basic hydrologic steps which need
to be taken to minimize water contamination and
pollution problems in Greene County. We must:
1) Identify major problem areas. These are the
areas identified in our mapping as extremely high
water contamination hazard areas and high water
contamination hazard areas. For this identification to be of any significance in minimizing water
contamination and pollution problems in the County,
the information must be incorporated in land development planning and in land use decisions.

5) We need to encourage the location of commercial
and industrial sites in areas where leaks, spills,
and discharges will not significantly affect water
quality. In particular, we must protect important
water supplies. Water quality problems which would
result from industrial and commercial development

2) Insure that waste water will be adequately
handled in the extremely high and high water
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have generally been ignored in the past when such
facilities were being planned and located. As a
result, such development in high and extremely high
hazarp' category areas regularly create water quality
problems in Greene County. As an example, in the
past year industrial wastes Pave discharged from at
least two, and probably three, of the eleven spring
systems in Greene County which we identified as
important.

surface basins of municipal water supplies. The
reason for this exception is it is possible that
some soils with severe limitations for septic
field use might be adequate for effluent irrigation purposes; this will seldom be the case.

Development constraints for protecting water quality

4) Residential land development on these areas
can generally be conducted if adequate sewage
treatment is provided and lot sizes are generally
large. From a hydrologic standpoint, we would
like to see lots no smaller than one acre. In
some places larger lots are needed due to sinkhole
flooding problems.

3) Increases in water quantity associated with
land development should be minimized ,in sinkhole
areas.

Based upon hydrologic considerations, we have ,devveloped a list of land development constraints appropriate for each of the four water quality contamination hazard area categories. The rationale
for these actions has already been discussed; the
reason for our listing is to give the reader a specific outline of the intensity Qf constraints which
we believe, from a hydrologic standpoint, to be
needed to protect water quality.

5) Commercial and industrial activities in lands
of this category can create significant water quality problems, and particularly significant groundwater quality problems. Hydrologically, commercial
and industrial development is poorly suited to
lands in this category.

Development constraints for extremely high water
contamination hazard areas

Development constraints for moderate water contamination hazard areas

1) Septic field and related on-lot disposal systems should not be used for land developments in
these areas. Regardless of lot size, residential
development should not rely on septic field systems
for waste waters. Some advanced on-lot systems may
be appropriate for use in these areas.

1) Septic systems and related on-lot disposal
systems should not be used for land developments
in these areas. Lands in this category because
of their location in watersheds for municipal
water supplies could use septic field and related
on-lot disposal systems if lots were large and
the associated soils had slight limitations for
septic field use.

2) All liquid wastes should be exported from areas
within this category. No land application of effluents should occur on lands in this category.
3) Increases in water quantity associated with land
development should be minimized in sinkhole' areas.
It should be remembered that a number of the areas
within this category also have high or moderate
sinkhole flooding hazards.

2) Land application of effluents could occur on
lands in this category if suitable soils are present and if appropriate irrigation techniques are
used. Sprinkle irrigation may create fewer problems than overland runoff irrigation, but sitespecific questions need to be considered.

'4) Groundwater quality would be best protected by
perpetuating agricultural land use in these areas.
If land development does occur, lots should be no
smaller than three acres, and preferrably greater
than five acres. Developed areas should be zoned
for single family occupancy.

3) In general, increases in water quantity associated with land development will not create
serious water quality problems in lands of this
category.

5) Commerical and industrial activities in lands
of this category can create major groundwater
quality problems. Furthermore, this type of land
use typically involves large areas of impervious
surfaces. Runoff from these areas adversely affects groundwater quality. Hydrologically, commercial and industrial development js unsuited to
lands in this category.

4) Residential land development on these areas
can generally be conducted if adequate sewage
treatment is provided. Based upon hydrologic
considerations, we have no minimum lot size recommendation.
5) Commercial and industrial activities on lands
of this category could create significant water
quality problems. Site-specific investigations
should be made for each commercial or industrial
site proposed for an area within the moderate
water contamination hazard category.

Development constraints for high water contamination hazard areas
1) Sept~c field and related on-lot disposal systems should not be used for land developments in
these areas. Regardless of lot size, residential
development should not rely on septic field systems for waste waters. Some advanced on-lot systems may be appropriate for use in these areas.

Development constraints for low water contamination
hazard areas
1) Septic systems and related on-lot disposal systems could be used for land developments in these
areas.

2) In general, liquid wastes should be exported
from areas within this category. No land application of effluents should occur on lands in this
category, except possibly for areas within the

2) Land application of effluents could occur on
lands in this category if suitable soils were present.
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Springfield newspaper. and the maps were featured
in a 20 minute prime-time television documentary
on the future of Springfield. In addition. the
state of Missouri and the U. S. Environmental Pro, tection Agency are expected to fund color priqting
of several hundred sets of the maps for publi~
distribution; a substantial demand for copiesiof
the maps has already developed. We hope tbat ItMs
attention will encourage the adoption of our hydrologic strategies and most of our reeam-ended d~
velopment constraints. If this occurs. we believe
it will result in a much improved level of protection for water resources in Greene County.

3) Certain commercial and industrial activities
on lands of this category could create water quality problems. Site-specific investigations should
be made for each '~ommercial or industrial site proposed for an area within the low water contamination hazard category.
SUMMARY AND OlITLOOK

In a soluble rock area, surface waters and groundwaters are integrally connected. Because of this,
land use changes can have dramatic consequences on
groundwater quality and groundwater resources.
However, this does not mean that all development
will create groundwater problems; there are two
reasons for this. First, some groundwater systems
are more sensitive to damage or have greater values
than other groundwater systems. Secondly, the hazards of groundwater contamination and pollution
vary widely from point to point. Even with very
careful land development, one site could create
serious groundwater problems while another nearby
site creates only negligible groundwater i.mpacts.
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contamination or sinkhole flooding problems, it
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As yet, we do not know the extent to which our
hydrologic strategies and recommended land development constraints will be adopted by Greene
County, However, our mapping has received a
great deal of public attention. The maps were
heavily used by the county in a series of township
by township public hearings on county land use
planning. A portion of the water contamination
hazard map was reproduced on the front page of the
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KARST MANAGEMENT IN URBAN
AREAS: SINKHOLE FLOODING IN
BOWLING GREEN, KENTUCKY
*Nicholas Crawford

ABSTRACT

Sinkhole 6iooding -iA a .6eJuow., pltoblem 601t UlLban Me.M f.oca,ted upon .6inkhole piain.6. Po.e.tution 06 .6ub.6U1L6ac.e .6:tJteam.6 by UlLban -6.toJUll.OOi:eJt Jtuno66
-iA a./'..60 a pltobiem. S.toJtm .6e.WeM Me oMen pltohibi.tivef.y expen.6ive bee.ttu.6e
06 .the kaM.t .teNtain. Good kaM.t managemen.t can Iteduc.e .6inkhof.e 6looding
wWe a.t .the -6ame time hef.p .to plto.tec..t .the c.avu and wa.teJt quaLi;ty 06 .the
aqui6eJt undeJt .the c.i.ty. Ru.tJtic..ting devef.opmen.t in -6inkhoiu which 6f.ood
by zoning c.ombined w<..th .6.toJtllWa.teJt Ite.ten.tion bMin.6 appeaM .to be .the. mo-6.t
e.66e.c..tive me.thod 06 deating w<..th bo.th 6inkhoie 6looding and -6.toJUll.OOi:eJt
poUut.i.on 06 kaM.t aqui6eM in UlLban Me.M.
Introduction

Sinkhole Zoning Restrictions

One of the most serious karst-related problems
for urban areas located upon sinkhole plains is
periodic flooding of karst depressions. Perhaps
the most severe problems occur in Bowling Green,
Kentucky, where homes, streets, businesses, apartment complexes, and even a shopping center are
affected. Flooding occurs: 1) during periods of
intense rainfall of short duration when the quantity of stormwater runoff exceeds sinkhole outlet
capacities, and 2) during periods of prolonged
rainfall when the Barren River at flood stage has
a backwater effect on subsurface streams and/or
subsurface streams at high discharge have a backwater effect on surface runoff attempting to flow
underground at sinkholes.

The City-County Planning Commission is attempting
to prevent future flooding problems by restricting
land use in sinkholes to the contour which correlates with the capacity of the sinkhole to hold
the volume of runoff from a one hundred year probability, three-hour, rainfall event. This will
greatly reduce the majority of future flooding
problems, but it is not the most conservative estimate of the depth to which karst depressions
will flood. Many sinks have springs, often ephemeral, which deliver water to them from areas beyond the topographic divide. Also, many sinkholes
are interconnected by a common subsurface conduit
into which they normally drain, but during floods
water may back up behin!l a constriction (such as
a breakdown collapse area) until it has sufficient
head to force the floodwater through. This will
result in the flooding of those interconnected
sinkholes upstream from the constriction but not
those downstream. They may drain within impoundment even during the largest of floods. The water
level in the flooding sinkholes upstream will reach
a common level which has nothing to do with the
size of each sink. Some sinks may fill completely
and overflow, thus creating flooding problems for
other areas.

Almost all of the stormwater runoff in the Bowling
Green area flows into sinkholes or drainage wells
(over three hundred have been drilled) and thereby
into the very complex system of solutionally enlarged conduits in the limestone. It is believed
that the great majority of the small subsurface
streams flowing through these conduits are tributaries of the Lost River, a maj~r subsurface
stream which collects much of the karst drainage
from southern Warren County before flowing under
Bowling Green to a rising near the Barren River.
Unfortunately, Bowling Green is rapidly growing
in a direction that is upstream in terms of the
subsurface Lost River; this may greatly aggravate
the situation in the future unless wise decisions
are made concerning the problem of karst flooding.

If two or more sinks are connected by a common
conduit, urban development or other land use which
increases runoff into one sink may result in flooding of the other sink some distance away as water
is impounded and flows out of the swallet at the
distant sink. Water mayor may not flood the sink
where the development takes place, depending on
its elevation.
As the city grows toward the southeast, hopefully
most potential flooding problems will be avoided
by zoning, thereby preventing development in
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sinkhole areas which flood. However, urban expansion in that direction will increase the flood
crest of the Lost River which flows under Bowling
Green as more runoff water is directed underground
faster. This will increase the depth of flooding
in sinkholes downstream, and I fear that sinkholes
which have not flooded in the paat will flood in
the future.

Research Objectives

Flood Retention Reservoirs
Before approving drainage plans for changes of
land use, the City-County Planning Commission is
requiring stormwater retention reservoirs capable
of holding the volume of additional runoff directly
resul ting from the change in land use which will
occur during a three-hour, lOa-year rainfall event.
The flood retention reservoirs should reduce the
rate at which stormwater runoff gets underground
at swallets, thus reducing flooding pressure on
the subsurface streams. Unfortunately, it is standard procedure for developers to drill one or more
drainage wells inside the retention basins. Thus
the reservoirs do not hold the water until it sinks
slowly into the soil, instead they collect stormwater runoff and direct it down drainage wells into
the karst drainage system and into subsurface streams.
The placement of drainage wells inside the reservoir
defeats the purpose of the flood retention basin,
the purpose being to retain runoff on site and thus
withhold it from the stream so as not to increase
the flood stage downstream. Flood retention reservoirs with drainage wells do not withhold runoff water from subsurface streams, instead they
deliver more water to subsurface streams faster.
This may result in flooding of sinkholes which are
lower in elevation. If the retention reservoirs
did not have drainage wells, stormwater runoff
would sink slowly into the soil, thus filtering
out sediment, trash and some other pollutants
associated with urban stormwater runoff.

A major objective of this investigation is to
understand the complex groundwater system under
the Bowling Green area in order to facilitate
stormwater management and thereby reduce future
flooding. The first step in understanding the]
karst-related flooding problems of the sinkhole
plain upon which Bowling Green is located, is to
delimit the underground drainage divides and subsurface flow routes by dye tracing. Numerous dye
traces using automatic water samplers and fluorometer have delimited the general boundaries of
the Lost River Groundwater Basin. The process of
identifying drainage divides and locating the
smaller subsurface streams under Bowling Green
is now in progress.
In order to identify possible correlations berween
precipitation intensity and duration, stage heigbt
of the Barren River, stage height of the subsurface Lost River, elevation of the water table, and
the depth of flooding in various karst depressions,
continuously recording instrumentation is being
installed. Nine recording stream gages and four
recording rain gages have been installed to date.
Monitoring will continue for at least three years.
An inventory and investigation of drainage wells
is in progress. The investigation includes: I)
elevation of the water surface, 2) geochemical
analysis of water samples taken from the wells,
3) siltation, 4) sinkhole collapse in relation to
the wells.
A second objective of this research is to investigate non-point pollution of karst aquifers in
the Bowling Green area resulting from stormwater
runoff. This research is part of a 208 study
funded by the Kentucky Division of Water through
the Barren River Area Development District. trailers with continuous monitoring instrumentatio~ for
water quality have been placed at the Lost Ri,ver
Karst Window (before the stream flows under the
city) and at the Lost River Rise (where the subsurface stream resurges after flowing under Bowling
Green.

Stormwater Drainage Wells
Another area of concern is the numerous stormwater
drainage wells in the Bowling Green area. Both
the city and individual property owners have drilled
wells to direct stormwater into the karst aquifer.
Does water directed into these wells at higher
elevations resurge at sinkholes at lower elevations,
thus contributing to sinkhole flooding? There is
direct evidence that several drainage wells have
caused subsidence and sinkhole collapse. As the
city expands toward the southeast into areas of
the sinkhole plain where the' depth to bedrock is
greater, the danger of sinkhole collapse will probably increase. Also, there is some evidence that
soil erosion from agricultural land use, urban
stormwater runoff, and construction sites is clogging many of the sinks and drainage wells. Sediment forty to fifty feet deep is often found
stacked up in drainage wells. What about the
sediment that reaches the karst aquifer under
Bowling Green? Is it being deposited in the small
conduits of the underlying limestone, clogging
them, and thus contributing to the sinkhole flooding problems of this karst landscape?

Conclusions and Management Recommendations
It would be financially prohibitive for Bowling
Green to run storm sewers throughout the city due
to the karst terrain. Even with storm sewers,
much of the stormwater runoff would still flow
into the caves under the city. However, some
things can be done which would reduce sinkhole
flooding while at the same time help to protect
the caves and the water quality of the aquifer
under the city.
Restricting development in flood prone areas by
zoning, combined with stormwater retention basins
(without drainage wells), appears to be the most
effective method of dealing with stormwater flooding in karst areas. Retention basins: 1) prevent
stormwater flooding in the local area; 2) retain
stormwater on the surface thereby relieving pressure on the already overloaded subsurface drainage
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Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Insurance Administration. 1979. Flood Insurance Study, City of Bowling Green, Kentucky.
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system; 3) provide a means of filtering stormwater
through the soil thereby protecting the subsurface
drainage system from silt, trans and some other
pollutants; 4) are far less expensive to construct
and maintain than storm sewers which are often
prohibitively expensive in karst regions.

Lambert, T. W. 1976. Water in a Limestone
Terrain in the Bowling Green Area, Warren County.
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AQUATIC ECOSYSTEMS AND
MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS IN
THE MAMMOTH CAVE AREA
*

Julian J. Lewis

ABSTRACT
Aquatic. .tMgiobilu ex-L6.t in I.>.ta.bie env-iJwnment6 w.Uh low 600d input and
have developed I.>pecUtUzationl.> whic.h a.U.ow .them .to t.Lti.lize .the wuu.ual
habi:t.a.t.6 60und in c.avu. Fi6.teen I.>pec.iu 06 aquatic. .tMglobilu Me ImDwn
6/Wm .the Flin.t-Mammo.th Cave SYI.>.tem, 06 whic.h 13 Me inveJLtebJu1.tu and 2
Me 6iJ.>h. In Manrno.th Cave .thue I.>pec.iu develop c.orrmunil.iu t.dU.c.h ex-L6.t
in bo.th UppeA. ievel and bal.>e ievel h.a.hi..ta..tI..
Many aquatic. vwgiobilu Me highly I.>pec.A.a£ized in .theiJr.. hab.Ua:t utilizafun. Evidenc.e 6/Wm dil.>tJUbution l.>.twLi.u c.onduc..ted in Malm'lO.th Cave indi..c.a.te6 .that: .the vl.Ogiobilic. il.>opod, Caecidotea I.>p., and m pJr.edtLtoJr., Orconectes pe Uucidus, have declined in S.tyx and Ec.ho Jr.iVeJL6 due .to .the
e66eeu. 06 bac.k6iooding c.aul.>ed by GJteen 1U.ve.Jr. Vam #6. O.the.Jr. hab.Ua:t diI.>.tu.Jr.banc.u Me c.aMed by .the u.l.>e 06 I.>-<:nkhoiu on .the I.>.inkhoie piain adjac.ent: .to Mamno.th Cave National PMk aI.> dump!.> OIl I.>WeJL6. Wa.te.Jr. Mom .the
!.>inkhoie plain 6ioHkI .to .the GJr.een 1U.ve.Jr. via !.>ubte.Jr.Jr.anean !.>tJr.eam6 .in Mammo.th Cave National PaJr.k.
passage in Tom Moore Cave, in Perry County, Missouri, which lies under a septic field. In this
passage, the opportunistic CaeaidOtea brevicauda
has apparently taken advantage of the unusually
large food supply and has virtually displaced
Caeaidotea antriaola, because the troglobite's
feeding and reproductive strategies have not
evolved to allow rapid utilization of such ephe.eral occurrences, giving the eplgean species the
advantage in this particular situation.

I would like to start by discussing a few general
aspects of aquatic invertebrate cavernicoles, and
then the kinds of invertebrates which occur in aquatic cave habitats, and the habitats available for
community development. Several management problems
inherent to the Mammoth Cave region, which also are
applicable to other areas, are interspersed in the
discussion.
A readily observable and often striking characteristic of aquatic troglobites is their specialized
morphology. In comparing an epigean isopod, Caeaidotea breviaauda, with a subterranena species,
Caeaidotea antriaoZa, several differences are
readily apparent. In Caeaidotea breviaauda, eyes
and pigmentation are present, the body is stout in
relation to the length, the appendages are similarly short and stout, and the uropods are especially short, about one half the length of the
pleotelson. In Caecidotea antriaoZa, both eyes
and pigmentation are absent, the body is relatively
long and narrow, the appendages are elongate, and
the uropods are over twice the length of the pleotelson.

A more detailed report on the effects of septic
field pollution on an underlying cave ecosystem
has been given by Holsinger (1966).
In any ecosystem the basis of the food web is ultimately green plants, which derive energy from
the sun to photosynthesize organic compounds from
inorganic raw materials. Cave ecosystems are not
an exception to this, but plants will not grow
past the twilight zone of caves, so food must be
imported by indirect means. Floods carry in large
amounts of materials ranging in size from tree
trunks down to dissolved organic matter, and as
such, are a major source of food to the cave's
aquatic inhabitants. Unfortunately, pollutantsare equally vagile. Unlike terrestrial troglobites, which can avoid localized disturbances by
moving elsewhere, aquatic troglobites are less able
to find refuge from a pollutant which has been
spread over a wide area by stream flow. The "broken back syndrome" of the fish AJrJ:JZyopsis spelaea
in the Donaldson Cave System, in Lawrence County,
Indiana, is apparently caused by the spread of an
unidentified chlorinated hydrocarbon from the

In eastern Missouri cave streams these two species
often co-occur (Lewis, 1974; Peck and Lewis, 1977),
but Caeaidotea antriaoZa is dominant. An interesting exception to this is found in a section of stream
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Czrangonya: paokmodi l StygohzoomuB 7J'i,tNus and
Stygolntomus ea:i'Lis; and two species of decapods.

surface into the cave system. as a case in point.
The damage caused by even a single introduction
of a toxic material to a cave stream can be longlived due to the relative low fecundity and long
lifespan of some aquatic troglobites.

the crayfish OZ'aoneotes pettucidus and the shrimp

Patasmemias gantePi. The final additions are a
copepod, CyoWps donnaUsoni (known in MaIIIIIIoth
Cave from a single specimen taken in laaring River).
and two ectocOlllllH!nsal ostracods. Sagittooyth8zoe
1xz:tT'l and SagittoaytheZ'B Btygia, which have been
taken from the crayfish OZ'oonsotes pettucidus. A
general summary of the fauna of ~th Cave. including many species of aquatic troglophlles and
trogloxenes, has been presented by Barr (1968).

second source of food is provided by trogloxenes,
notably bats, cavecric1i:ets, and raccoons, which
feed on the surface and import food into the cave
in the form of guano. Ultimately, these animals
may also donate their bodies as food sources if
death occurs within the cave.

A

It is relevant to point out that some of these species are more susceptible to localized disturbances
than others. If a widespread species such as Caeaidotea stygia is destroyed at one locality. the
possibility of reo-invasion of the habitat from
other populations is probably good if the habitat
is restored to its original condition. However,
U a species such as Patasmemias gantePi, which is
known from a single cave system. is subjected to
an environmental disturbance. the species may be
entirely extirpated, since the habitat can not be
resupplied from other populations.

The aquatic troglobitic invertebrate fauna of Mammoth Cave is a good example of the types of invertebrates found in caves of the eastern United
States, although the species diversity and degree
of syntopy is unusually great. Three species of
non-arthropod troglobites occur in the waters of
Mammoth Cave: two species of flatworms, sphattoptana pezoooeaa and sphattoptana buahanani; and
one species of snail, Antzoosetates spizoatis.
The majority of aquatic invertebrates in many
caves are often arthropods, notably crustaceans,
and this is the case in Mammoth Cave. These include: two species of isopods, Caeaidotea stygia
and an undescribed species, Caeaidotea sp. (Lewis
and Bowman, in press); three species of amphipods,

Many parts of the upper levels of MauIIoth Cave are
extremely dry, but two· general types of habitats
(Table 1) occur which support aquatic communities

TABLE 1
Generalized troglobitic aquatic communities in the Flint-Mammoth Cave System
Upper Level Habitats
(shaft drains, terminal breakdowns)

Base Level Habitats
(cave rivers)

Flatworms:

sphaUoptana pezoaoeca
sphat top tana buahanani

?
?

Snails:

Antrosetates spizoatis
Copepods:

Cyctops donnatdsoni
Ostracods:

Sagittoaythere stygia
Sagittoaythezoe barTi
Isopods (water slaters):

Caeaidotea stygia

Caeaidotea sp. (undescribed)

Amphipods (scuds):

Crongonya: packaI'di
Stygohzoomus 7J'i,tzoeuB
StygobPomus e:x:iUs

Cl'angonY:I: paakaI'di
Stygobzoorrrus vitreus
Stygobzoomus e:x:iUs
Crayfish:

OPooneates pe 1- Zuaidus
Shrimp:

PaZaemonias gantePi
Fish:

TyphUcthys subterraneus
Ambtyopsis spetaea
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when perennial water is available. The more common of these two types are small streams associated
with vertical shafts. Shaler's Brook, which originates from a waterfall coming from Annette's Dome,
flows across Gratz Avenue, and then ends by falling
into another pit, Lee's Cistern, is typical. In
Shaler's Brook, the dominant species is Caeaidotea
stygia, with population densities ranging from 70
individuals per 15 cm2 in gravel riffle areas to
nearly 0 in sand bottomed parts of the stream. In
the riffle areas amphipods occur in densities of
1 to 2 individuals per 15 cm 2 , and flatworms occur
2 to 3 per 15 cm 2 • Smaller pools such as the Devil's
Cooling Tub in Gratz Avenue are also supplied by
water flowing through shaft complexes, and contain
small communities of invertebrates. This type of
pool habitat is similar to the rimstone pool habitats which are common in other caves.

an aquatic desert.
As discussed above, two subterranean species of

Caeaidotea occur in the

Flint-~th Cave Systea,
a situation which is found in only a few other
caves in the United States. In ~th Cave.
these two species of isopods are interesting as
ecological indicators. Caeaidotea stygia, which
was first described by Packard (1871) fr~ a collection probably made at Richardson's Spring, i.s
in the Mammoth Cave area generally restricted to
habitats in the upper levels of the cave. H0wever, Caeaidotea stygia also occurs in the pODded,
heavily-silted, downstream parts of Echo and Styx
rivers. As one travels upstream an interface i.s
found between the populations of CaecidOtea Btygia
and the undescribed species of caeaidotea, with
the undescribed species becoming more abundant in
relation to the numbers of Caeaidotea stygia present the further upstream one travels. Extremely
deep water in Roaring River, the upstreaJa continuation of Echo River, makes sampling difficult. but
the upstream portions of other streams have been
found by dye tracing (Quinlan ~nd Rowe, 1977; 1978)
so that a more continuous examination from downstream to upstream can be conducted. Moving froa
Hawkin's River (in l>1ammoth Cave National Park) upstream to Mill Hole (a karst window outside of the
park) to the subterranean headwaters under the
sinkhole plain at Parker Cave, only the undescribed
species of Caeaidotea has been found.

A second type of upper level aquatic habitat can be
found where a valley has intersected a cave passage,
creating a terminal breakdown. In some areas, such
as the breakdown at the end of Rafinesque Hall,
enough water flows down the breakdown to support
a community similar to that described for Shaler's
Brook. Pumphouses drawing water from springs which
normally supply water to upper level cave passages
has threatened the existence of some of these localized aquatic communities by depleting their water
sources, but this problem is being rectified by
bringing in water from other sources for human
needs, allowing the springs to supply the underlying
caves.

Apparently the undescribed Caeaidotea is a habitat
specialist, living only in base level stream passages where rock or gravel is available. caecidotea stygia is more of a habitat generalist,
which through its range inhabits a number of different habitats, including base level streams.

At some point, e.g., Charon's Cascade, the water
from th~ upper levels finds its way to the base
level streams, which in Historic Mammoth are the
Styx and Echo rivers. In these streams, which offer
a wider variety of aquatic microhabitats, communities are mor~ diverse than those allowed by the
semi-perennial upper level streams. Different species
are present, most notably the snail AntroseZates
spiraZis, an undescribed isopod of the genus Caeaidotea, the crayfish Oraoneates peZZuaidus, the
shrimp FaZaemonias ganteri, and the fish T,yphZiathys
subterraneus and AJribZyopsis speZaea.

In Mammoth Cave, Caeaidotea stygia is excluded
from the base level stream habitat by the undescribed caecidotea, except in the disturbed lower
reaches of Styx and Echo rivers, where the undescribed species preferred habitat is not available due to the siltation accompanying the backflooding disturbance caused by the nearby dam on
the Green River.

Much of the Echo and Styx rivers consists of deep
ponded water, due to backflooding from the Green
River Dam #6. This structure was built in 1906 to
allow navigation on the Green River, but was deactivated in 1951 due to a lack of river traffic.
In 1965 Green River Dam #4 collapsed, and navigation
upstream of this point is no longer possible, except
in localized situations. The lock at dam #6 has
been concreted shut and is totally non-functional
at this point. Studies are 'presently underway to
evaluate the possibility of eliminating the Green
River Lock and Dam #6.

I would like to close by pointing out some of the
real and potential problems presented by the fact
that the water flowing through Mammoth Cave National Park comes from outside of the bounds of
the park from the adjacent sinkhole plain. Perhaps the most simplistic of these problems is that
sinkholes continue to be used as dumps for trash,
although the dumping of digested sludge from the
Horse Cave sewage treatment plant containing,
mong other things, chromium, nickel, lead, and
cadmium, gives a new perspective on this age old
problem. Pollution of the groundwater from an oil
field located on the sinkhole plain also presents
occasional problems. However, a more serious problem is caused by the discharge of the Horse cave
sewage treatment plant's effluent into disposal
wells which flow into Hidden River Cave. This
problem is compounded by the discharge of industrial waste from a local metal plating plant and
creamery into the treatment plant. The high concentrations of metals present are toxic to the
bacteria necessary to degrade the sewage, so treatment is less than effective. After leaving the

The downstream parts of Styx and Echo rivers have
become heavily silted due to backflooding from the
Green River, and some areas which were once dry are
now permanently flooded. Hay (1903) reported that
the crayfish Oraoneetes peZZuaidus was abundant
in the River Styx. However, now the sand bottom of
the river supports an isopod population of nearly
zero population density (similar to that found in
the sandy areas of Shaler's Brook), which in turn
wi.ll not support the crayfIsh predacious on the
isopQds. The backflooding has, in essence, created
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Packard, A. S. 1871. On the crustaceans aDd
insects of the MaaIoth Cave. Aller. Bat. S:
744-761.

Horse Cave treatment plant, the effluent travels
to the Green River via Bidden River Cave. This
cave was at one time a commercial attraction, but
the discharge of sewage into the cave has transformed the passages into sewers, with a large,
odorous entrance in downtown Horse Cave.

Peck, S. B. and J. J. Lewis. 1977. Zoogeography
and evolution of the subterranean invertebrate
faunas of Illinois and southeastern Miss1our.
National Speleological Society Bulletin 40(2):
39-63.
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A CONCEPTUAL

CHARACTERIZATION

THE SUBSURFACE MOVEMENT OF
TOXIC CHEMICALS IN SOLUBLE
RO.CK LANDS
OF

*Tom Aley and **Danny Halterman

In the past few years we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of soluble and fractured rock
groundwater problems which were associated with
toxic chemicals. These have included chemicals
such as polychlorinated biphenols (PBC's), 2,3,7,8tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin (commonly called TCDD
or dioxin), heavy metals (including chromium, copper,
and other plating wastes), and radioactive isotopes.

Toxic chelRicals are cOBBllOnly associated v:f.th
industrial and municipal wastes. Their properties are as varied as their sources, and aoderstanding the nature of these cheaicals aod t:beir
interactions is essential to predicting t:beir
behavior in groundwater systems.

Soluble rock landscapes, and to some extent certain
fractured rock landscapes, have some unique groundwater features not typical of other regions. As a
result~ the subsurface movement of toxic chemicals
in soluble rock areas can be dramatically different
from what would be anticipated in a more hydrologically homogeneous environment. It has been our experience that these differenc€s are seldom appre~iated by the management-oriented people who are
responsible for dealing with toxic chemical problems. As a result, thousands of dollars have been
wasted in poorly conceived study programs, monitoring plans, and pollution control strategies.

There are tremendous differences in the water
solubility of toxic chelRicals. Toxic che.i.cals
which we have encountered can range in water soIability from less than 2 parts per billion to totally soluble. People often tacitly ~ that
toxic chelllicals with low water solubilities will
not cause adverse ~acts in groundwater sys~
because of the assumed dilution which occurs within these systems. In soluble rock landscapes,
this assumption is cOllllBOnly invalid. At a .-fni _ .
the assumption is less valid in soluble rock areas
underlain by a more unifora porous media '(such as
alluvium or sandstone).

The purpose of this paper is to provide the reader
with a general characterization and workable understanding of how toxic wastes move through the subsurface in soluble rock areas. To some extent,
this characterization is also applicable to some
fractured rock landscapes, and the reader should
keep this in mind even though fractured rock landscapes will receive no specific attention in this
paper. Furthermore, we urge that our conceptual
characterization not be used in lieu of chemicalspecific and site-specific investigations.

In cases involving toxic chemicals included in
landfills, dumps, or industrial discharges, one
must consider not only the solubility of the
chemical in water, but also its solubility in
other liquids present at the site. It sometimes
occurs that a toxic chemical has a very low solubility in water, but a high solubility in certain
solvents. These solvents, in turn, can have a
high solubility in water.

THE NATURE OF THE CHEMICAL

There are also great differences in the adsorptive properties of toxic chemicals with respect
to soils. Chemicals with low adsorptive tendencies are likely to remain available for transport
in solution through a groundwater system. Conversely, other toxic chemicals have high adsorption tendencies and readily adhere to soil and
clay particles. If they encounter suitable 'soil
particles with suitable and available adsorbing
surfaces, they can be rather rapidly removed from
waters moving through the subsurface.
;

There are three factors of critical importance in
determining the susceptibility of toxic chemicals
to subsurface movement in soluble rock lands. These
factors are: 1) the nature of the chemical, 2) the
nature of the groundwater recharge system, and 3)
the nature of the groundwater system.

*Consulting Groundwater Hydrologist and Director,
Ozark Underground Laboratory, Protem, MO 65733

The chemical stability of toxic chemicals in
groundwater systems is also important. The stability of a compound may be influenced by a range

**Consultant to the Ozark Underground Laboratory
in biochemistry.
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of-conditions found in the environment. Assessment of stability based upon conditions encountered
on the surface, however, do not necessarily reflect
conditions encountered in the subsurface. In underground conditions, for instance, ultra-violet
irradiation (from the sun) is absent; sunlight
irradiation of chlorinated hydrocarbons 'can be an
important destructive mechanism.
The stable temperature of the subsurface environment
is another coridition enhancing stability of compounds
that would otherwise deteriorate in the temperature
extremes of the surface.

The first explanation for the difference is that
flow rates through discrete recharge zones are
typically much more rapid than through diffuse
recharge areas. As an example, surface rainfall
in the Ozarks recharging through discrete recharge zones causes major flow increases in nearby springs within a few hours of the precipitation;
the diffuse flow component is delayed and greatly
attenuated (Aley, 1977). The rapid tranait times
which characterize discrete recharge waters provide less time for adsorption by soil particles
than is the case with diffuse recharge zones.
The second explanation is that discrete recharge
zones commonly have been flushed of much of the
fine textured materials which could potentially
adsorb toxic chemicals from contaminated water;
diffuse recharge areas have not been flushed. It
appears likely that water velocities through discrete recharge zones occasionally are rapid enough
and consist of enough water to present turbulent
flow conditions capable of transporting substantial quantities of sediment through and out of
the discrete recharge zones.

Bacterial degradation of some compounds is yet another important destructive mechanism. Bacterial
abundance decreases by orders of magnitude as one
progresses deeper into the ground. Bacteria are
most abundant in the leaf litter and uppermost few
inches of the soil. It has been our experience
that toxic chemicals tend to be significantly more
stable in deeper subsurface environments than in
surface and near-surface environments.
Other properties and characteristics of toxic chemicals are also important in assessing their potential for subsurface migration and creation of harmful impacts in soluble rock areas. However, most
of these differences do not vary between soluble
and insoluble rock areas, or between surface and
subsurface conditions. For this reason we will
not discuss these properties and characteristics
in this paper.

The third explanation is that adsorption of toxic
chemicals by soils increases with increases in
the amount of potential adsorbing surface area
encountered. Contaminated water will encounter
a much smaller area of adsorbing surfaces in discrete recharge zones (which are composed primarily
of conduits) than in diffuse recharge areas (where
intergranular water movement predominates). No
data have been assembled to quantify the difference in adsorbing surface areas between discrete
and diffuse recharge zones, but it is our belief
that the differences could commonly be ten to
one hundred fold.

NATURE OF THE GROUNDWATER RECHARGE SYSTEM
In soluble rock landscapes, the movement of water
into the groundwater system is typically nonuniform. As a result, the subsurface movement of
toxic chemicals will also be non-uniform.

An mentioned earlier, discrete recharge zones are
capable of transporting materials in suspension;
diffuse recharge areas are not. Because of this
distinction, toxic chemicals adsorbed on clay particles can be transported through discrete recharge zones to the groundwater system. This represents a subsurface transport system which
generally does not exist except in soluble rock
landscapes. In our experience, this transport
mechanism has seldom received any attention.

Groundwater recharge is the movement of water from
. the surface toward the groundwater system which
underlies the land. In most soluble rock lands,
it is our opinion that groundwater recharge can be
divided into two classes: 1) discrete recharge,
and 2) diffuse recharge. The distinctions between
discrete and diffuse recharge is discussed in detail by Aley (1977).
Discrete recharge, which could also be called concentrated recharge, is the concentrated and relatively rapid movement of recharge water toward the
groundwater system. Descrete recharge is localized;
it occurs in discrete areas. Substantially greater
quantities of water per unit area enter the groundwater system through discrete recharge zones than
through diffuse recharge.

Clay particles, which are typically smaller than
four microns in diameter, can be transported into
and through groundwater systems in soluble rock
areas. We believe that toxic chemical adsorption
on suspended clay particles is commonly an important mechanism of toxic chemical transport in
soluble rock lands. Lycopodium spores are a
groundwater tracing agent which the senior author
has used on a number of occasions (Aley and Fletcher, 1976). These spores have a mean diameter
of 33 microns, thus they are substantially larger
than the less than four micron diameter clay particles onto which toxic chemicals can be adsorbed.
Both spores and clay particles will travel in suspension toward and through groundwater systems;
if anything, the clay particles will tend to remain in suspension for longer periods of time in
calm waters than will the spores.

Diffuse recharge refers to the general and relatively slow seepage and percolation of recharge
water toward the groundwater system. Diffuse recharge, by definition, is not concentrated flow.
Discrete recharge zones have a much greater potential for transporting toxic chemicals in solution
toward the groundwater system than do diffuse recharge areas. The primary reason for this is that
discrete recharge zones provide less effective
adsorption than do diffuse recharge areas. There
are three explanations for this difference.

The senior author has traced Lycopodium. spores
from sinkholes and sinking streams to springs as
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far as 39.5 miles distant from the injection site.
In addition. spores have been successfully traced
from a septic field to a domestic water supply
well. and from two wells which penetrated shallow
caves to a major cave stream half a mile away.

to adsorbing particles within 80lable rock
groundwater systems, we anticipate that _ter
in storage would be elqlosed to 1I01'e act.cirpt1oll
than would water in transit. In s-aeral, .,.t
adsorption will occur above the grouaclrtater
system (in other words, within the groaa.llrater
recharge system).

Toxic chemicals with moderate to high water solubility and low to moderate adsorption tendency.
will most commonly receive the majority of their
subsurface transport in solution. Toxic chemicals
with low water solubility and moderate to high
adsorption tendency. will most commonly receive
the majority of their subsurface transport in suspension if local subsurface conditions are conducive to sediment transport.

If toxic chemicals in solution reach the 8O~le
rock groundwater system, we should eqec:t thea

to move widely through the grouodll'ater sy.tea.
Toxic chemicals entering through discrete recbarp
zones will contribute priJlarily to the vater 1JI
transit component of the groUlldVater syst:ea;..-t
of the toxic chemicals introduced will disdlaEge
as pulses from springs draining the area. Tod.c
chemicals in salution entering through dHfase
recharge zones will typically have low to .aderate adsorption characteristics, and viII COId:rlbute both to water in transit aud to water in
storage; they will typically be detectable in
springs before they are detectable in ve1l.B, although they will ultn.ately be fOUDd both in
springs and wells. ConcentratioDs in springs aod
wells will be a function of the flow syst:ea; we
cannot develop a generalization as to whether CODcentrations should be greater in spriogs or in
wells since this is a site-specific question.

NATURE OF THE GROUNDWATER SYSTEM
Groundwater recharge contributes water to the
groundwater system. It is the movement of water
through the groundwater system which is the topic
for this section of the paper.
A good conceptual model for dealing with groundwater in soluble rock areas should recognize that
there are two components of the groundwater system.
The terms "water in storage" and "water in transit"
have been used to characterize these two components
(Aley. 1977).

Toxic chemicals adsorbed on soil particles can
reach the groundwater systeIB through discrete
recharge zones. Discrete recharge zones t:eod to
contribute most of their waters to the water in
transit component of the groundwater syst_~ As
we have demonstrated through the use of ~tXJfJCJdi.
spores. water in transit can transport suspended
materials. As a result. toxic che-icals aclsorlM!d
on soil particles which enter the groundwater
system should be expected to discharge f~ springs.
They will settle and not be transported through the
water in storage system. Since wells DO~y aze
extracting water in storage. toxic cheaicals adsorbed on soil particles will selda. be recovered
from such wells.

Water in storage generally fits the conventional
view of groundwater. Water in storage is characterized by slow lateral movement.
In distinct
contrast. water in transit is characterized by
rapid lateral movement. commonly at rates of from
several feet per hour to several hundred feet per
hour. It would be illogical to label water moving
at these rates through a groundwater system as
water in storage. This rapidly moving water is in
transit. not storage. Obviously. the two classes
(water in storage and water in transit) are a continuum. for even the water in storage has some
movement. Rather than hang ourselves with semantics. which is totally unnecessary for the purposes of this discussion. we propose that flow
rates equal to· or. in excess of one foot per hour
indicate water in transit. and rates less than one
foot per hour represent water in storage.

SUMMARY
We have characterized the likely movement of tozi.c
chemicals in subsurface waters in soluble rock
landscapes in an attempt to develop as lEDy general conclusions about torlc chemical move.ent in
such· landscapes as we could. Numerical verification for our conceptual characterization is generally lacking. yet the characterization fita our
field experience in cases involving subsurface
movement of toxic chemicals in soluble rock areas.

Based on Missouri studies (Aley. 1977). discrete
recharge zones tend to contribute most of their
waters· to water in transit. Diffuse recharge
zones contribute water both to water in transit
and water in storage.
In general. water in transit is underground for
a shorter period of time than is water in storage.
In addition. contaminants introduced into water
in transit tend to move as pulses through the
groundwater system. In general. contaminants receive less dilution in waters in transit than
they do in waters in storage. These distinctions
between water in storage and water in transit are
of vital importance in assessing the potential
for subsurface movement of toxic chemicals.

We believe that our conceptual characterization
will provide management oriented people with a
better general characterization of subsurface
toxic chemical movement in .soluble rock lands
than presently exists. However. general charac:terizations can only provide general help in dealing with problems of subsurface movement of toxic
chemicals in soluble rock lands. Our conceptual
characterizations should not be used in lieu of
chemical-specific and site-specific investigations.
We believe. however. that this conceptual charac:terization can be of substantial value in guiding
the design of investigation programa; it has been
our experience that such guidance for soluble rock

Within most soluble rock groundwater systems one
does not generally encounter abundant soil particles capable of adsorption. although some exceptions to this generalization undoubtedly occur.
If there is a difference in contaminant exposure
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APPLICATION OF KENTUCKY WATER
QUALITY REGULATIONS TO KARST
WATERS
"'Robert W. Ware

ABSTRACT
On May 7, 1980, .the U. S. Env-iJummen.ta£. Plto.tecti.on Agengy appltoved Ken:t:ucl.y'.6
SUlt6ace WCl.te!t Qu.ai.A;ty S.:ta.ndaJui6 which Welte adop.ted by Ken-tu.ck.y'.6 VeptVLtme.n.t
601t NCl.tWr.al. ReMUltCe.6 and Env-iJummen.ta£. PItO.tecti.on on Vecembe!t 5, 1979. Rev..u,-iOn.6 .to .the pltev-ioU!.l ltegu1a.ti.On.6 -inetuded expClM-ion 06 aU du.igna:tWn.6
.to ..incfude a..U U!.le.6 601t a..U WCl.teM, .6peuMc ltequhLemen.t.6 .to accolIJJCln!/ a:ppUca.t.i.On.6 601t de.6..ignCl.ted U!.le adjU!.l.tJnen.t.6 and VCl!t..tanCe.6, mune!t..tc .touc .lJ..mi.;tl,
601t aqua.t<.c li6e pM.tecti.on 601t eleven COn.6ti..tu.en.t.6 ..in a.dJ:Li.:Uon .to geneJlal.
b..toaMay eJU:te!t..tCl, bac.te!t..tolog..icCll. eJU:te!t..tCl 601t p!t..tmCl!ty and MCondalty con:tact !teClteCltion WCl.teM, and a new Me c.taJ.,.6..i6-icCltion 06 Outlr.tanding RuoUItCe
WCl.teM.
The VeptVLtmen.t Itecen.ily Itecuved a 60ltmCll. Itequu.t 6/tOm .the Cave Ruea.!tCh
Foundation .to !tedeJ.>..ignCl.te a..U unde!tgltOund 1i.t!tea.m.6 ..in .the Mammo.th Cave Mea.
M Outlrta.ncLi.ng Re.6oUltce WCl.teM. Ken.tucky'li liUlt6ace lAtLte!t lteglLlt1t1.0n.6 appltj
..in th..t.6 Mea. accoltcLi.ng .to .the deMnLUon 06 liUlt6ace lAtLteM which expltuliltj
..incfude.6 " ... any .6Ub.te!t!tClnean WCl.teM 6lowing ..in well de.6..ine.d channe.l.6 and
hav..tng a cf.e.a.!t hydltO.tog..icCll. connecti.on wi.th .the. Ii Ult6a.ce.. " In geneJlal. conli..ide!tCltion ..u, g..iven .to any pltOpoliCll. 601t Outlrta.ncLi.ng Re.6oUltce. WCl.teM chu..6-iMcCltion accompan.ied by liublita.n.t..tCll. documen.tCltion .to IiUPPO!t.t the. dM.igna..te.d
U!.le. and MMuCl.ted eJU:te!t..tCl. Howeve!t, ce!tta...tn liUMUlt6ace. 1i.t!tea.m.6 ..in .the.
Mammo.th Cave Mea. may quCll...i6Y 601t a.u.tomClUc -indM-ion pendi.ng .the. a.ddi.:tion
06 .the. Ken.tuck.y Cave Sh!t..tmp .to .the Endange!ted Spe.uu L..u.t.
C.tO.6eR.y Ite.e.a.ted to .th..t.6 a.cti.vily ..u, .the Mna.Uzation 06 EPA '.6 Env.ur.onme.n:tal.
Impac.t S.ta.te.men.t on .the Mammo.th Cave Mea.. The. VeptVLtme.n.t and EPA have.
gene!ta.:ted WMteR.oad Cllloca.t.i.On.6 601t e66.fue.n.t.6 61l0m pubUcf.y-owne.d .t!tea..tJne.n:t
WOIl/u, ..in .th..t.6 Mea.. Thue l.Ik:t6te.toad a..UocCltiOn.6 Me. bMe.d on CIlile.ll...ia. MMe..ta..ted wi.th .the CUltIle.n.t Wa.!tmWCl.te!t Aquatic Hab..t.ta.t chu..6..iMcCltion. An Out.6ta.ndA.ng RuoUllCe WCl.te.!t c.taJ.,.6-i6~on will M.6.ign malle. .6.t!t..tnge.n.t ~
.to pltO.te.c.t .the Me. In:tU!tn, mOlte .6.t!t..tnge.n.t l.Ik:t6te.toad a1i.0ca.t.i.0n.6 r.uUl be.
Il.equhLed .to -in.6U1te MMuCl.ted -in-li.t!te.am CIlile.ll...ia. Me not v..iola:te.d. The
1.leR.e.cti.on 06 .the mOli.t cOIi.t-e.66ecti.ve .t!tea..tJne.n:t aUeJtna.;t;{.ve 601l .the. Mea. ..u,
de.penden.t upon .the MnCll. l.Ik:t6te.toad ClllocCltion.6 and .the-iJr. M.60e..ta..ted .t!te.a.tme.n.t CMU.

"'Kentucky Dept. for Natural Resources and Environmental-Protection, Division of Water, 1065 U. S.
127 South, Frankfort, KY 40601
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REGULATIONS,
AND A STATUS

ENVIRONMENTAL
ASSISTANCE

REPORT ON THE MAMMOTH CAVE
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
*Ronald J. Mikulak

I.

EPA was given the main Federal responsibility
for coming to grips with these complex problems
and at the same time, striking a balance between
the protection of the natural environment and
securing for our citizens the benefits of economic
and technological progress.

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to discuss EPA's
involvement in environmental programs from two
perspectives. Firs t, and very generally" an
overview of several environmental programs that
EPA has been authorized by Congress to administer
and implement will be presented. Six pieces of
Federal legislation -- the Clean Water Act, Clean
Air Act, Toxic Substances Control Act, Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act, Safe Drinking Water
Act, and the National Environmental Policy Act -will be reviewed. The legislative history and the
highlights of these laws as they relate to environmental regulation and assistance will be covered.

On July 9, 1970, President Nixon sent to Congress
a reorganization plan removing 15 units from existing departments and agencies, and relocating
them in a new independent agency. When the reorganization plan became effective on December 2.
1970, the United States Environmental Protection
Agency opened its doors for business with William
D. Ruckelshaus as Administrator.
EPA brings under one organizational roof Federal
activities in controlling air and water pollution,
drinking water quality, solid wastes. pesticides.
environmental radiation and noise. It is an independent regulatory agency that has no obligation
to promote agriculture, commerce or industry. It
has only one mission -- to protect and enhance the
environment. In general, the agency is responsible
for establishing and enforcing standards. conducting research and demonstrations for monitoring
pollution in the environment. and perhaps most importantly, for assisting State and local governments in their own efforts. The purpose is to
mount an integrated attack on pollution and at the
same time, to make orderly progress toward understanding the environment as a single system of independent, but interrelated parts.

Secondly, the experiences of EPA's efforts in the
practical application of the Clean Water Act and
the National Environmental Policy Act in the Mammoth Cave area will be discussed. This effort -the Mammoth Cave Area Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) involves a program of Federal assistance in addressing this area's wastewater management problems. The progress and difficulties
that have been encountered thus far in efforts to
resolve existing and avoid future wastewater management problems will be the focus of this discussion.
II.

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION AND ASSISTANCE

In the continuing and often heated discussion of
pollution and environmental issues, the United
States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is
frequently in the public eye.

The following discussion of EPA's major environmental programs will relate the six previously
listed laws to four major areas of concern: air.
water, solid waste, and toxic substances.

EPA was created because of increasing public and
governmental concern about the dangers to the
health and welfare of Americans caused by pollution. Clearly, immediate and positive action was
necessary to cope with the deterioration of the
natural environment. Grounds for deep concern
were not difficult to find: on all sides, noxious
air, foul water, and other serious threats to the
health and well-being' of all Americans were abundantly evident.

*EIS Branch, EPA, Region IV,
Atlanta, GA 30365

AIR - The average person breathes 35 pounds of air
each day -- six times as much as the food and drink
normally consumed in the same period of time.
By 1970 over 200 million tons of waste products
were being released into the air annually. Slightly
over half of the pollution came from the internalcombustion engines of cars and other motor vehicles.
Roughly 22 percent came from fuel burned at stationary sources such as power generating plants. and another 15 pe~cent was emitted from industrial processef

345 Courtland Street,
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Air pollution is associated with the increasing
number of cases of emphysema, bronchitis, asthma,
lung cancer, and numerous other respiratory disorders, with diseases of the heart, and with certain incidences of impaired mental performance.
Illness caused or aggravated by air pollution
cost the American people an estimated $4.6 billion·yearly in medical treatment, lost wages, and
reduced productivity.

have been set for fossil-fuel powered electri~
generators, cement plants, oil refineries, steel
mills, and a number of other industrial operations.
EPA also regulates such extremely hazardous air
pollutants as asbestos, beryllium, mercury, and
vinyl chloride.
Before the States and EPA develop specific programs to achieve clean air standards, they conduct
extensive technical research and monitoring to
determine the levels of air pollution that exist
in each area. While the standards for all areas
of the country are uniformly established by Congress
to protect health and welfare, specific strategies
for individual States and localities must depend on
existing and projected levels of air pollution.
The more severe the levels of pollution are, the
more stringent the pollution abatement programs will
be to achieve the standards. Hundreds of monitoring
stations around the country continually sample the
air and analyze its quality as a basis for establishing these specific pollution reduction programs.

Air pollution also corrodes buildings, damages personal property, and harms forest and crops, causing
an additional $12.5 billion in destruction and decay each year.
The Federal air pollution control effort began
modestly in 1955 when the U. S. Public Health
Service implemented an air pollution research
program and offered technical assistance to State
and local governments concerned about the problem.
Congress stepped up the tempo in 1963 with the
Clean Air Act, providing for Federal-State action
to cut down on industrial smokestack gases. In
1965, the first set of amendments to the Clean
Air Act gave the Eederal government authority to
reduce motor vehicle emissions. The Air Quality
Act of 1967 called for a new air quality management approach to the problem. The Federal government designated air quality regions with problems
and published information on the effects of air
pollutants on health and welfare, and on control
techniques for air pollutants. The States were
then obliged to develop air quality standards
and plans for implementing those standards in
the designated regions. Perhaps more significantly, the 1967 legislation paved the way for
enactment of the historic Clean Air Act Amendments of 1970.

Air quality in the United States is now showing
definite signs of improvement. Nationally, sulfur
dioxide concentrations have been reduced by roughly 30 percent since 1970. The national average
for particulate matter, such as dust and BOot has
dropped about 17 percent in that same time, and
this downward trend is continuing. Carbon monoxide levels have decreased by roughly 10 percent
and modest reductions in hydrocarbons have also
been recorded.
WATER - For centuries, natural processes have
helped to keep many lakes and rivers clean. Eutrophication, the natural aging of lakes, causes
some deterioration of water over geologic periods
of time, but this cannot compare with man-made
pollution, which has placed more of a strain on
many of our waterways than nature can accomodate.

Under these Amendments, EPA has established national air quality standards which specify maximum
allowable levels for the major pollutants. These
pollutants include sulfur oxides, particulate
matter (such as dust, smoke, and fly ash), carbon monoxide, hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides.
Another major pollutant, formed when nitrogen
oxides combine with hydrocarbons in the presence
of sunlight, is called smog -- the eye-stinging
haze which hangs over most major American cities.
The technical name for smog is photochemical
oxidants.

By the early 1970's, pollution had made many of
our rivers, estuaries, and lakes unfit for recreation, and adjacent wetlands were being choked
with silt or ruined by chemical effluents. Analyses of drinking water revealed signs of potentially dangerous contamination in many parts of
the country.
Even the vast oceans are jeopardized by the wastes
that eventually reached them through the rivers.
by oil spills, and the dumping of wastes and
hazardous materials.

The Amendments further required that the States,
in order to meet the national standards set by
EPA, develop detailed plans to control air pollution coming from such sources as automobile traffic, manufacturing plants, and power plants. The
Amendments directed that hearings be held, allowing citizens to participate in the formulation of
such control plans.
The standards which EPA set for new cars beginning
with 1975 models required significant auto emission reductions from models produced before 1968.

Prior to 1948, the main thrust of the Federal
water pollution control program was to ensure unhampered navigation.and prevent the spread of
communicable disease. In 1948, clean water efforts
were first launched on a trial basis as Congress
authorized funds for research, State and local
planning, and manpower training. A permanent program was initiated under the Water Pollution Control Act of 1956.

EPA also establishes performance standards limiting pollution emissions from new or substantially
modified plants in certain industries and requires
these plants to use the best pollution control
equipment and procedures available. Standards

In 1965 the water pollution control program was
strengthened by legislation which called for establishment of watez quality standards and implementation plans for cleanup of all interstate and
coastal waters. The Clean Water Restoration Act
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language governing nonpoint source pollution and
disposition of dredge-and-fi11 materials. Accordingly, several of the 1977 amendments deal
directly with the needs and problems of small
communities, rural areas, and agriculture.

of 1966 provided more Federal money for building
treatment facilities.
The far-reaching Federal Water Pollution Control
Act Amendments of 1972 (P.L. 92-500) include
strict deadlines for c1eaning~p the Nation's
waterways. Rigorous effluent standards are' set
by EPA and are enforced by the States and municipalities in cooperation with EPA. Industries
discharging into navigable waters must install
needed pollution control equipment and must obtain permits which limit the kinds and quantities
of pollutants that can be discharged. More than
41,000 industrial, agricultural, and Federal facility sources of pollution and 20,000 municipal
sewage plants are to be regulated under the permit program.

Another "institutional' force" stemmed from findings that lack of compliance with the 1972 law
could in a great many cases be traced to failures
of the Federal Government to adhere to its own
policies or to follow through on promised actions.
Major industry, it was noted in the Congressional
hearings to amend the Act, was better than 85~ in
compliance; municipalities were complying at only
33% level.
Probably the most important of the 1977 amendments.
however, are those which might be described as
based upon "technological forces" -- emerging public philosophies and expressed concerns about chemical pollution, materials recycling, and environmentally compatible technical systems.

The 1972 law also authorized Federal grants of
up to 75 percent of the cost of planning, designing, and building municipal sewage treatment facilities. This effort is one of the largest
public works programs in America, and since 1972
EPA has been authorized to commit over $25 billion in construction grants through September 1982.

The 1977 amendments reflect Congressional recognition that dangerous toxic pollution was going unabated while much attention was focused on less
serious forms of pollution. Major oil spills on
the open seas, carbon tetrachloride contamination
of the Ohio River, the Kepone disaster in Virginia,
PCB's in the Great Lakes, and growing concern about
the. chemical contamination of drinking water supplies nationwide, have driven home the fact that
there are different kinds of pollution, and that
some kinds pose a greater threat to public ~a1th
than others. This recognition, combined with emerging questions about the cost effectiveness of
applying our more stringent technology-based limitations on "ordinary" wastes. led in 1977 to a new
classification of pollutant types, with different
requirements specified for each category. These
changes result in a much greater emphasis on the
control of toxic pollutants .

The Federal Water Pollution Control Amendments of
1972 also provide for public participation in developing and enforcing water pollution control
programs. EPA and the States have published regulations specifying minimum guidelines for public participation in the process. Therefore,
no Federal water pollution control program can
go forward without the opportunity being provided for active participation by the interested
public.
In 1977, the FWPCA of 1972 was amended to create
the Clean ~ater Act of 1977. Congress has periodically improved the Federal Water Pollution Control
Ac~.
Indeed, even as it adopted P.L. 92-500,
. Congress clearly anticipated that review, coursecorrection, and fine tuning would be required soon
after 1972. EPA was directed to report to Congress
annually on the measures taken toward implementing
the objectives of the Act. In short, Congress
well recognizes that the water quality field is
changing rapidly; new problems emerge, new technology is developed, overall knowledge improves
apace. And the law must be adjusted in response.

Finally, a number of the 1977 amendments reflect
a strong Congressional desire to encourage deployment of new "innovative and alternative" waste
treatment technology -- in part because it may in
some cases cost less than conventional technology,
and in part because it offers substantial environmenta~benefits.· Beyond that, the 1977 legislation promotes recycling and reuse of pollution
control by-products (effluent, sludge, nutrients),
energy conservation, and multiple use of lands and
waters which are components of wastewater treatment
systems.

A practical but especially compelling motivation
for the 1977 amendments lay in the fact that the
financial authorizations of P.L. 92-500 applied
only until June 30, 1975, with short term funding extensions voted after that date~ The 1977
amendments provide long-term authorizations, generally to September 30, 1982, generally at $5 billion annually.

But the cleaning up of our waterways in not our
only concern. The quality of the water which comes
out of our taps strikes even closer to home. Most
of us assume that the water we drink is safe, and
it usually is. But approximately 4,000 cases of
waterborne illnesses are known to occur each year
in this country, and the actual total may be far
greater.

The 1977 amendments were shaped in part by what
might be described as "institutional forces".
For instance, priority and program decisions by
state agencies in response to the 1972 law tended
understandably to focus on urban areas, where
problems loomed largest and needs were found
greatest -- an emPhasis which aroused frustrations
in some rural communities. At the same time,
agricultural interests began to voice concern
about difficulties potentially inherent in the Act's

Under the Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA is responsible for establishing national regulations to
protect public health. The Act also authorizes
EPA to provide technical assistance to the States
and. grants for demonstration projects involving
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improved treatment technology or methods for providing a dependable, safe supply of water.

applied daily over the trash keeps pests away;
cuts off water pollutants from surface runoff,
does away with the need to burn the wastes, and
prevents wind scattering of litter. When filled,
the site can be reclaimed for use as a park or
playground.

Under the Act, water suppliers are obligated to
notify the public when the quality of their product fails to meet Federal regulations.
A second major thrust of the Safe Drinking Water
Act concerns the protection of water that comes
to us from underground sources. In many parts
of the country, certain industries dispose of
their waste materials by injecting them into wells
that penetrate deep into the ground. These and
other waste disposal practices may contaminate our
groundwater with a variety of toxic materials.
EPA, working with the States, will regulate such
practices to ensure the quality and safety of this
essential source of drinking water.

However, very few of the approximately 15,000 to
20,000 municipal disposal sites completed or in
current use were designed to prevent waste aaterials from seeping through the soil and c~
taminating surface or groundwater. The belated
discovery that dumps and landfills may seriously
threaten drinking water supplies -- even years
af ter the si tes have been closed -- suggests that
all levels of government must select, design, and
operate their sanitary landfills with great care.
Chemical, radioactive, biological, explosive, and
flammable substances (referred to as hazardous
wastes) require special disposal techniques. The
Nation generates more than 10 million tons of such
materials each year. In the past, auch of the
waste was incinerated or dumped into lakes aqd
streams. As air and water pollution controls are
implemented, more and more of these wastes -- which
are growing at a five to ten percent annual rate -are being diverted to the land where, again, they
threaten human health. The technology for safe
management is often available, but it is not being
extensively used.

SOLID WASTE - Under solid waste legislation, EPA
seeks to reduce the amounts of solid waste produced, to recover materials and energy from wastes
wherever possible, and to ultimately dispose of
wastes in ways that will not endanger public health
or the environment.
National figures show that Americans generate a
staggering amount of solid waste -- an estimated
4.5 billion tons a year from household, commercial,
agricultural, animal, industrial, and mining activities. Furthermore, the volume of waste increases, year by year.

Historically the Solid Waste Disposal Act of ~965
marked the first significant interest of the Federal government in the management of solid wa~te.
The Department of Health, Education, and Welf~re
was ordered to conduct research into improvement
technology for collection and disposal of solid
waste. HEW's responsibilities were later assigned
to EPA when the Agency was created.

This country has been blessed with what was considered to be an abundance of natural resources.
We have reached unprecedented heights of production and consumption.
While accounting for only six percent of the Earth's
population, Americans consume at least one-third of
its industrial raw materials. But we are now faced
with the prospect of paying the price for our past
activities. Many of our resources appear to be
reaching> their limits, and accumulating solid waste
poses significant hazards to health and to the environment. The.management of the waste we produce
is already an extremely difficult task, and the
situation threatens to worsen.

Then, the Resource Recovery Act of 1970 amended tbe
legislation to provide a new focus on recycling and
recovery of valuable waste materials.
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
of 1976 (PL 94-580) provides for the development
of Federal and State programs for otherwise unregulated land disposal of waste materials and for
the development of resource recovery programs.
The Act regulates creation, transportation, treatment and disposal of "hazardous waste"; regulates
facilities for the disposal of all solid wastes;
and phases out the use of open dumps for disposal
of solid wastes in favor of the required utilization of sanitary landfills. Additionally, it makes
funding available for the planning and construction
of both waste disposal and recycling facilities by
municipal! ties.

Our annual "throw-away" includes 48 billion cans,
26 billion bottles and jars, 4 million tons of
plastic, 7.6 million television sets, 7 million
cars and trucks, and 30 million tons of paper.
It is estimated that by 1980 waste collection may
amount to over 340 million tons per year, or nearly
twice the amount picked up by collection agencies
~nd hauled away for disposal in 1977. The 1977
cost of waste disposal was $4.5 billion per year.
In this vast country, the most convenient waste
disposal system has long seemed to be open dumping.
However, burning at most dumps contributed to air
pollution, and approximately half of all dumps are
so situated that their drainage aggravates the
pollution of groundwater, rivers, and streams.
Dumps also attract rodents, flies, and other pests.

TOXIC SUBSTANCES - The Toxic Substances Control Act
of 1976 gives the EPA authority to regulate the
production and use of all chemicals harmful to public health or to the environment.
The Act requires the Agency to list all such chemicals (perhaps as many as 20,000) now on the market, to limit the use of those found to be harmful,
and, if necessary, to ban their production.

To remedy this situation, many communities have
progressed over the past decade from open dumps to
sanitary landfills. In this> system, a layer of dirt
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In signing the bill, the President remarked that
it was particularly fitting as his first official
act of the new decade not only because it gave
desparate Federal environmental efforts organization and direction, but because, "the 1970's absolutely must be the years when America pays its
debt to the past by reclaiming the purity of its
air, its waters and our living environment. It
is literally now or never."

As new chemical substances are produced, the law

requires that they be tested for toxicity and environmental effects before they are marketed. It
is f'st1.mated that several hundred and perhaps as
rn"Hly as 1,000 new chemicals are introduced into
commerce each year. These now have to be tested
for their possible effects on human health and on
plant and animal life.
The Act does not apply to drugs, food additives,
pesticides, radioactive materials, and other chemicals regulated by other Federal laws.

NEPA established in the Executive Office of the
President a Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ),
charged with responsibility to study the condition
of the Nation's environment, to develop new environmental programs and policies, to coordinate
the wide array of Federal environmental efforts,
to see that all Federal activities take environmental considerations into account and to assist
the President in assessing environmental problems
and in determining ways to solve them.

It does apply to chemicals that may escape into
the environment and poison the air and water. It
thus augments EPA's protective authority under air
and water pollution control laws. It is particularly concerned with chemicals t~at may cause cancer, birth defects, and genetic mutations (heredi,tary changes in human cells).

To ensure that environmental amenities and values
are given systematic consideration equal to economic and technical considerations in the Federal
decision-making process, NEPA requires each Federal
agency to prepare a statement of environmental ~
pact in advance of each major action, recommendation
or report on legislation that may signifciantly affect the quality of the human environment. Such
actions may include new highway construction, harbor dredging or filling, nuclear power plant construction, large-scale aerial pesticide spraying,
river channeling, new jet runways, munitions disposal, bridge construction and more.

The suspect chemicals include such widely used
substances as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's),
which accumulate and persist in the environment;
raw material for plastics (vinyl chloride), once
thought to be harmless; and certain propellant
g~ses for spray cans, which may do long-term damage in the upper air.
Before a new chemical can be marketed, the manufacturer must notify EPA at least 90 days in advance, giving the amount of the chemical to be
produced, the number of persons who would be exposed to it, and all available test data on its
toxicity and environmental effects.

An Environmental Impact Statement is the heart of
a Federal administrative process designed to ensure achievement of national environmental goals.
Each statement must assess in detail the potential
environmental impact of a proposed action, and all
Federal agencies are required to prepare statements
for matters under their jurisdiction.

EPA must then evaluate the risk involved. If there
is not enough information to make that judgment,
the Agency may seek a court injunction to prohibit
manufacture pending further testing.
If EPA believes the new chemical presents an unreasonable risk, it may make rules limiting the
chemical's distribution and use, or requiring cer'tain labeling and disposal methods, or both. A
permanent ban on manufacture requires action by a
Federal court.

As early in the decision-making process as possible,
and in all cases prior to agency decision, an agency
prepares a draft statement for review by appropriate
Federal, State and local environmental agencies as
well as the public. After comment from the agencies and interested parties, the statement is prepared in final form incorporating all comments and
objections received on the draft and indication
how significant issues raised during the commenting
process have been resolved. Both draft and final
statement are made available to the public.

In any rule making on toxic substances EPA must
consider and publish its findings on the substances' expected benefits, the availability of substitutes, and the probable effects on the chemical
industry and the national economy.
A special section of ,the law bans the manufacture
of PCB's as of 1979. These chemicals are now
used mainly as i~sulating fluids in electrical
equipment but were formerly used in paints,'inks,
plastics~ and many other products. They are poisonous to humans, accumulate in the fatty tissues
of fish, and resist natural decay in the environment.

The statement's primary purpose is to disclose the
environmental consequences of a proposed action,
thus alerting the agency decision-maker, the public
and ultimately Congress and the President to the
environmental risks involved. An important and intended consequence of this is to build into a Federal agency's decision-making process a continuing
consciousness of environmental considerations.
This, in turn, ensures to the fullest extent possible that the agency directs its policies, plans,
and programs so as to meet national environmental
goals.

NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT
On January 1, 1970, the President signed into law
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA),
which declared a national policy to encourage productive and enjoyable harmony be~ween man and his
environment.
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III.

MAMMOTH CAVE AREA EIS BACKGROUND

treatment facilities. The disposal technique
practiced by Munfordville and Mammoth Cave
National Park is surface water discharge to the
Green River. Treated effluent is disposed of
in Horse Cave and Cave City, however, by direct
discharge to adjacent sinkholes. Additionally.
several privately owned treatment plants are'
located throughout the study area. Most of
these small wastewater treatment plants have
either a direct or indirect discharge to groundwater. Those areas not serviced by municipal
or private treatment and disposal facilities.
including Park City, employ on-lot treatment ~nd
sub-surface disposal techniques.
.

The planning, design and construction of wastewater treatment facilities are guided by two
pieces of Federal legislation: The Clean Water
Act and the National Environmental Policy Act.
As provided in Section 201 of the Clean Water
Act, the Federal government will fund approximately 75% of the eligible costs for the planning, design and construction of wastewater
treatment facilities. Under the provisions of
the Act, the Kentucky Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental Protection is responsible for the designation of wastewater
facilities planning areas in Kentucky. In the
case of this project, the planning area includes
the municipalities of Munfordville, Horse Cave,
Cave City and Park City as well as portions of
Mammoth Cave National Park.

Because the environment of the caves is somewhat
naturally protected. the natural processes of
oxidation. bacterial action and decay that serve
to restore surface environments. operate very'
slowly or not at all. The Cave environment is
therefore very sensitive to intrusion from surficial pollutants. Direct threats to the caves
include: (1) loss of scenic value due to contamination of the cave environment by pollutants.
(2) damage to rare and sensitive aquatic and terrestrial life forms, and (3) damage to mineral
deposits and other special features. Existing
wastewater disposal practices are currently impacting the area's extensive network of limestone
cave passages and free flowing groundwaters knd
could pose a threat to the water quality in the
cave systems of the National Park. These threats
to the caves and the park are magnified because
of the necessity to maintain the sensitive environmental balance that is required for the protection and preservation of these resources •.

Because of the unique geologic conditions in
the study area and potential environmental sensitivities and impacts associated with current
and proposed wastewater facilities, EPA decided
that the preparation of an EIS was necessary.
The notice of intent to prepare the EIS was
issued in October 1977.
The EIS study area occupies a considerable portion of the area widely known as the "Central
Kentucky Karst". As is characteristic of the
Central Kentucky Karst, the terrain of the study
area is gently rolling and pitted with sinkholes
while the subsurface contains a complex structure
of limestone caves and free flowing groundwaters.
The area's unique geological features are of national interest and provide the area with a
strong tourist attraction at the National Park
and other local private caves.

2.

Cave Resources

The underlying theme that is basic to the conduct
of the Ers is that the provision of wastewater
management services should be compatible with efforts to preserve and protect the area's nationally significant cave system and physical. biological and historical resources. In this regard.
the most important scenic. recreational and wilderness resources of the Central Kentucky Karst are
the caves. The Flint Mammoth Cave System alone
extends for over 230 miles and is the world's longest cave. Numerous other caves are a significant
scenic and recreational resource.

With regard to wastewater management, the unique
topography and resources of the Mammoth Cave area
demand special attention. The caves and passages
along the Green River and under the Karst Plain
are hydrologically complex. As resources, they
are subject to pressures for use or potential
misuse as is any surface terrain feature or watercourse. However, since there are no surface
streams in or conveniently near existing population centers, the options for wastewater treatment and disposal in this area are already limited.
The identification and development of the most
environmentally-sound and cost-effective wastewater management system is the central issue of
this EIS. This effort, however, cannot be carried out independently of other interrelated
issues that must all be considered.

3.

Subsurface Hydrology

The link between existing wastewater disposal
practices and the caves is bes~ understood when
the sub-surface water arrangement is explored.
Other than the Green River, there are few surface
streams in the study area because of the hydrologic conditions associated with the Karst geology.
Surface runoff from the higher elevations flows
north toward the Green River. sinks at the south
and east margin of the sinkhole plain and then
forms cave streams. As these subsurface streams
continue to flow to the Green River. they are also
fed by runoff into sinkholes and direct infiltration. Thus, in the study area there are no surface tributaries to the Green River. The Green
River, in fact. is the hydrological base lev~l for
the region and receives all ground water dis~harges
from the study area.

ISSUES
1. Existing Wastewater Management - For the purpose of the EIS, there are 5 major population centers in the study area. These include the municipalities of Munfordville (1975 population of
1,233), Horse Cave (1975 population of 2,06B),
Cave City (1975 population of l,blB) and Park
City (1975 population 576), and the proposed
staging area of the Mammoth Cave National Park.
With the exception of Park City, these population centers maintain and operate wastewater
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the study area is presently handled locally by
each population center. Potential economic and/or
environmental concerns may, however, encourage two
or more population centers to combine wastewater
for joint treatment and/or disposal. Through the
development and evaluation of alternatives in the
EIS process, eight management alternatives ranging
from a regional management concept of joint treatment/disposal by all population centers except Munfordville to local treatment and disposal of wastewater at each population center have been generated.

The underground drainage in the karst areas follows
well-defined flow paths which could be considered
underground streams. These streams of water can
in some instances be followed for distances of miles
and often appear on cave map~ as "rivers". The continuity of these streams is documented by dye tracing which shows that there are distinct flow paths
connecting the points where. dye is injected and
where it is detected. Extensive dye-tracing investigations by the National Park Service over the past
5 years has resulted in the production of maps detailing subsurface drainage basins.

The basis for the evaluation of these alternatives
is the cost-effectiveness analysis. The costeffectiveness analysis provides a method for gauging the overall resource costs of an alternative
since factors other than monetary cost are considered. The criteria that are involved in the analysis include, net present worth costs, impacts on
the natural and man-made environments and system
operability.

Generally, these investigations have shown that two
of the major basins, the Turnhole Spring Basin and
a portion of the Bear Wallow Basin, the Hidden River
Sub-basin, are of most relevance to the EIS.
Turnhole Spring Basin has its headwaters in the
group of springs and sinking streams south of Park
City, continues in a northwestern direction through
the Park and results in a discharge to the Green
River at Turnhole Spring. The eastern and northern
divides of the boundary are complex and the actual
definition of the boundary and flow or drainage
patterns depends upon the flow stages of the underground stream network. The Hidden River Sub-basin
occupies most of the remaining eastern portion of
the study area. The headwaters of the basin are
the sinking streams south of Cave City and Horse
Cave. The discharge to the Green River is through
a distributary system of approximately 39 springs
at 14 locations over a 5 mile reach.
4.

6.

In August 1979, the range of EIS alternatives was
presented to a local review committee.
It was the opinion of the majority of committee
members that an alternative involving the removal
of existing subsurface wastewater discharges would
be most beneficial to the area and should be selected as the EIS proposed action. During the
meeting, particular attention was given to a regional system which would involve wastewater treatment facilities at Park City, the Park Service's
proposed Staging Area, Gave City and Horse Gave.
Wastewater would be treated at these facilities,
combined and discharged to the Green River. Although this alternative was the most expensive, it
was considered to be an environmentally superior
proposal.

Financial Impacts

Efforts to develop wastewater management systems
that are compatible with the area's sensitive
natural resources must also consider the local
economic condition and the ability of the community to pay for an environmentally sound management system.

Given the direction that was received from the committee, the attention of EPA was then focused on
the regional system alternative. Two major problems immediately surfaced: (1) the higher cost,
and (2)' the lack of. a management agency to implement the plan.

The entire study area has for many years had an
economy dominated by agriculture or agriculturally
rel~ted employment.
However, agriculture as 'a
focal point of employment in the study area has
given way to manufacturing as the major employer.
Although the area has been changing its economic
base from dependence upon agriculture to increasing dependence on manufacturing and tourism related
services, the area continues to suffer from high
unemployment and low per capita incomes. Unemployment data for 1975 and income data for 1969 for
the 3 county study area reveals that the study
area is sub-par with regard to both state or regional and national figures for both areas.

First, with respect to cost, the regional system
alternative was considered to be the most costly
alternative with a net present worth cost of approximately $10.6 million. (The least costly alterna~ive which involved local disposal at each
population center was estimated to result in a net
present worth of $6.5 million.) In order to more
properly describe and understand economic impacts
of alternative systems., it is necessary to translate these costs into user charger -- the monthly
or annual cost to users of the system. In doing
so, it became obvious that costs incurred to provide service to previously unsewered areas (Park
City and along Route 70) were extremely high.
These costs were so high, in fact, that the viability of a regional system was jeopardized.
Even with the application of EPA 75-85% funding
of eligible wastewater facilities," an annual user
charge for the Park City area approximated $800.
Annual user charges for residents of Horse Cave
and Cave City were significantly less than the
estimates for .Park City, although user charges

Income data is a good indicator of a community's
economic status and reflects the income producing
category of an area. The relatively low median
family income of the study area is indicative of
the capital producing ability of agriculture,
manufacturing and tourism related services. Income data is also the yardstick against which a
community's ability to fund a wastewater management system is compared.
5.

Recent Issues

Alternatives

As previously discussed, wastewater management in
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were expected to almost double from current levels.

The Fish and Wildife Service, DeJBr tment of the
Interior issued an advanced notice of a proposal
to list the Kentucky cave shrimp as an endangered
or threatened species. 'The impact of this proposal and any subsequent listing on the EIS is unknown at this time. If, however, the species is
listed as an endangered species other federal
agencies must formally consult with the Fish and
Wildlife Service on all actions taken that may
affect the listed species or critical habitat
that supports the species.

Several mechanisms to minimize the economic impact
of a regional wastewater management system were
explored. Questions concerning funding sources
to supplement EPA and the local shares of the project cost and attempts to amend existing policies
to fund facilities not previously funded through
the EPA 201 Grant Program have not yet been resolved. The viability and successful implementation of a regional alternative may, however, rest
upon the successful resolution of these issues.

The request to the Kentucky DNREP to designate the
subsurface waters of the area as outstanding resource waters is authorized under Section 8 of
Kentucky's Surface water standards (401 KAR 5:
031). This section indicates that any person may
present a proposal to classify certain waters as
outstanding resource waters. The Kentucky DNREP
will evaluate the proposal and consider: (1) existing water quality; (2) current use; (3) aesthetic, biological, morphological and habitat characteristics of the waters; (4) occurrence of individuals or populations, indices of diversity and
well-being, and abundance of species of any unique biota; (5) economic and social cousequences
of the proposed classification; (5) other justification given for the proposed classification.

The second problem associated with a regional system that was quickly identified was that of implementation and management. Several different management approaches are being looked at with application to this area. If necessary, these management approcahes will be discussed locally, following the selection of an alternative.
Another problem that was recognized during this
time frame that has resulted in a substantial delay
involves the very difficult task of developing
wasteload allocations for subsurface discharges
in the area. A waste10ad allocation is the determination of the pollutant load that a wastewater
discharge may contain that would ensure that the
receiving waters would meet instream water quality
standards. In Kentucky, it is the responsibility
of the Department for Natural Resources' and Environmental Protection, to develop wasteload
allocations for waters of the Commonwealth. At
the time of the EIS evaluation of alternatives,
wasteload allocations for subsurface discharges
in the area had not been developed. For the purposes of the EIS, it was necessary to independently
establish treatment levels for the various proposed
facilities in order to evaluate cost, etc. The
EIS evaluation of alternatives did, therefore, contain various treatment levels based on rough assimilative capacity estimates. These estimates,
however, cannot be substituted for the wasteload
allocations which are to be developed by DNREP.
The consequence of this situation is that EPA is
'unable to select an EIS proposed action because
the basis for any decision has not been completely
developed. Stated differently, 'the problem is this:
wasteload allocations for subsurface discharges
need to be ,developed to determine the level of
treatment required to meet in-stream water quality
standards. The level of treatment that is required
is needed to determine the cost of wastewater
management alternatives. The cost of the various
alternatives is the major factor in the costeffectiveness analysis of alternatives. The costeffectiveness analysis, in turn, is usually giveQ
a great deal of weight in the decision process.
The key, at this point in time, to the EIS decision process is therefore the development of wasteload allocations for supsurface process discharges.
As of this date, preliminary wasteload allocations
have been developed and are in the process of being
refined and finalized.

Two questions, with respect to any designation,
are important to the EIA -- (1) what will be the
geographic scope of any designation? and (2)
what use criteria will be established to supplement an outstanding resources water designation?
Again, as of this date, these questions are unanswered and the impact of these actions upon
the EIA selected action and EIS process in general is unknown.
WHAT

HAPPENS NEXT?

As noted above, the key to the EIS decision at

this point is the development of wasteload allocations for subsurface wastewater discharges.
Without this information the EIS will not be able
to proceed. ,The problem of developing wasteload
allocations for these subsurface discharges is
compounded by the endangered species and outstanding resource water actions. The outcome of these
actions will undoubtedly affect any efforts or
decisions concerning wasteload allocations.
Several possible courses of action appear to be
available to resolve this problem -- many of which
will undoubtedly be time consuming. The actions
which must necessarily be t~en prior to EPA's
selection of a wastewater management system are
actions that are occurring outsiQe of EPA's immediate control. EPA is in contact with the Federal and State agencies, organizations and individuals involved in the development of applicable
wasteload allocations for subsurface discharges,
the proposal to list the Kentucky cave shrimp as
an endangered or threatened species and the request and action to designate subSurface waters
of the area as Outstanding Resource Waters. l'he
EIS will be affected by the outcome of one or all
of these activities. Efforts will be made to encourage these activities to be completed expeditiously to allow EPA to fulfill its NEPA responsibilities and the EIS process to reach a successful
conclusion.

Additionally, two recent developments that are
peripherally related to the EIS may eventually become important in the EIS and decisions to be made.
Thes~ developments include:
(1) a request to list
the Kentucky cave shrimp on the U. S. Department
of the ,Interior's Endangered f:pecies List, and (2)
a request to designate subsurface waters in the
study ~rea as Kentucky Outstanding Resource Waters.
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It is evident that many of the decisions to be
made in the Mammoth Cave Area EIS decision process may be beyond the purview of EPA to execute.
Irrespective of decision responsibility, the objectives of a proposed action should not be lost.
The issue at hand is wastewater management. Ultimately, however, the concern is for the protection and preservation of a national resource
through prudent wastewater management planning
and decision-making. In the spirit of preservation and environmental protection, a reasonable
approach that affords the greatest degree of protection and yet is sensitive to local fiscal concerns should be pursued.

This area has already been victimized by poor
wastewater management. Solutions to these problems will take both time and money. However, if
the commitment to resolve these problems is not
made. the potential exists for the unique resources of·the area to be irreparable damaged with
possible repercussions to be felt by the area's
tourist industry and local economy.
The local communities. in concert with the State
and Federal governments. must be able to make the
commitment and investment that is required to protect and preserve the invaluable resources of this
area.
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INTERPRETIVE TRAINING FOR
SHOW CAVE PERSONNEL
*Tom Aley and Cathy Aley

We n.eed :to con.vey .i..detU>, w:t meJl.e.iy
Facts are boring, sleep producing, and tend to
not stick in our minds. Ideas, on the other
hand, can be interesting and contagious. Why
is it, then, that the typical show cave tour
submerges the visitor in facts rather than
ideas?

back somet:!JDe·,. and my friends really ought to visit
here too.
If the majority of visitors to show caves took
these ideas with them after their visit, we believe that show caves would do an outstanding
business. However, visitors to most show caves
leave with neither of these impressions. How, tben
can we implant these ideas in our visitors?

Part of the problem may be lack of time or inexperience on the part of·the guide. The guide
must tie together facts to develop and support
his ideas, and this requires time, effort, and a
good understanding of the cave. We can help overcome these problems through training; ideas can
be developed for, and given to, the guide.

The first thing we need to do is insure that the
entire staff recognizes that giving the visitors
these two ideas is a major objective of the cave's
management. Second, management needs to regularly
reinforce this objective. Third, managelEnt of the
show cave must give visitors an experience which is
truly very worthwhile.

Many guides, even though they have been given
interpretive ideas which they could use, are
likely to be found spieling facts rather than
giving ideas to visitors. An explanation for
this is that many guides .have a difficult time
distinguishing between facts and ideas, and listings of facts predominate over the discussion of
ideas. Ideas are illusive, and they slip away,
leaving us with nothing but facts. If the management of a cave operation is convinced that
their tours should focus on ideas rather than
·facts, then-they need to periodically assure that
this is being done.

Why should visiting this cave, or caves in general,
be a worthwhile experience? Visiting caves gives
people a deeper look at the earth on which they
live. Such a look is relevant to lIIaDy of the water
and enviroIJJDental problems presently facing this
nation. We are convinced that one of the greatest
assets of caves is their display of natural features and natural processes which have significant
impacts on our day to day activities on the surface.
We are convinced that this asset is seldom effectively used at show caves. Both visitors and the
show cave industry are hurt by the failure to use
this resource.

We have run a series of training programs for returning guides at several show caves. We have
found that a good technique to use ip. our "refresher course" is to go in the cave with a group
of guides and ask each .guide to show us at least
one of his stops and to tell us what he talks about.
If we get a recitation of facts, we will usually
respond by asking the group what ideas, in addition to the facts that have been listed, could
guides convey at this stop, and what facts could
be used to develop these ideas. By the end of
a half-day session in the cave, ideas rather than
listings of facts, seem to predominate in everyone's answers. Discussions. often get lively, and
the guides are reintroduced to the concept of coriveying ideas.

Visiting caves is also a worthwhile experience because it is fun. It should be enjoyable, and we
should work to make sure that it is. However, we
believe there is a serious trap for show caves
here; visitors to show caves should not leave with
the idea that caves are worthwhile primarily because they are fun. When this occurs, the visitor
is likely to equate show caves strictly with the
amusement industry. The amusement industry is continually expanding and changing with myriads of
·new things to see, do, and experience. By cOIIIparison, caves are very static amusement attractions.
The static features in a frenzied industry should
be expected to hold an every-decreasing share of
that total industry; it seems to us that this is
exactly what is happening in the show cave industry.

Two critical ideas to convey to visitors at show
~.

1.

Visiting caves is a very worthwhile experience.

2.

~y,

6ac:t6.

Show caves have the potential for blending a learning experience relevant to· our day to day lives
with entertainment. A part of that relevant learning experience is finding out that once you have
seen one cave you have not in effect seen them all.
If show caves can achieve a blending of learning
and entertainment, we are convinced that visiting

this cave is very nice; I'll have to come

*Directors, Ozark Underground Laboratory, Protem,
Missouri 5733
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caves will generally be viewed by the public as
a very worthwhile experience. At present, we do
not believe that this is the public attitude; if
we are right, then a lot of work needs to be done.

We try to insure that the guide appreciates the
cave in which he is working. We openly admire the
features of the cave as we conduct the training,
and we encourage the guides to do likewise when
they are leading tours. Guides need to realize
that most visitors need help in recognizing features worthy of admiration. We also encourage
the guide to always be looking for cave features
which he has never noticed before: discovery helps
combat repetitiveness. And finally, we tell the
guide to look at and admire a feature for a few
moments before he begins to talk about it; this
helps the guide appreciate the feature better.

Guide training
Much of the day to day burden of making show cave
visitation a worthwhile experience rests with" the
guides. Training can make it possible for guides
to make a show cave visit a worthwhile experience.
It is a necessary and important first step, but
we have no illusion that good training alone will
insure that the guide does a good job.

The training dilema
The guide training programs which we conduct are
designed to give the guide ideas which he can use
on his tours. We show how specific facts can be
used to support or fill-out the ideas. With returning or continuing guides, we try and make sure
that his "facts" are technically accurate.

Ultimately, the quality of the experience which a
visitor to a show cave receives is largely a reflection of the interest, skill, and knowledge of
his guide. Training programs can help provide the
knowledge and skill, and can often improve a guide's
interest in his job.

Most guides do not realize how important their job
is. They tend to view guiding as just another job;
a job with about the same status as selling Big
Macs or pumping gas. In our training programs we
impress upon the guide that guiding is not just
another job. We emphasize that the information
they give visitors is relevant to the visitors'
day to day lives, and that well done tours can do
a great deal of good. Guiding can also give people tremendous experience in communicating with
others. Guiding is important work, and the guide
needs to know it: he also needs to have other people recognize the importance of his work.

Unfortunately, the average guide at a private show
cave will spend less than 1,100 hours working underground as a cave guide. Economic considerations
are commonly the reason for providing only very
fundamental guide training. Can the typical show
cave afford to provide good training? The solution
to this dilema is made annually by the management
of show caves: it appears to us that improved guide
training is the trend.
References
Austin, W. T. and T. Chaney. 1977. Boredom in
paradise; a hard look at cave guide training.
Nat'1. Cave Management Symp. Proc. from the Mountain View, Arkansas Symp., Oct., 1976. pp. 54-58.

We also give guides some h1ep in avoiding boredom.
The article by Austin and Chaney (1977) is the crux
of this facet of our training. The reader should
consult this fine paper.
The old platitude that "everybody loves a lover"
is applicable to cave guiding, and we convey this
in our training program. If the guide thinks that
the cave is very nice and the experience very worthwhile, chances are that most visitors will th~nk
the same thing after their trip. One of the best
cave tours we have ever had was from an old woman
who owned Round Spring Caverns. After chasing the
geese out of the garden, she spent four hours in
her cave with us. She went through the cave like
most of us would go through a trunk full of familiar, but long-unseen, heirlooms. It was a totally
marvellous experience.
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GUIDE

TRAINING

AT MAMMOTH

CAVE NATIONAL

PARK

*Lewis D. Cutliff

Introduction

B.

"How wonderful to be wise, to understand things,
to be able to analyze them and interpret them.
Wisdom lights up a man's face, softening its
hardness" Ecclesiastes 8:1.

Introduction Formal Training
1.

Ray Nelson - 1957
a.

Winter training

b.

Introduced to Freeman Tilden and
reading.

c.

New guide manual - examples, etc.

d.

More updated information--Biology-Archaeology--Geology--History

"When people are free to do as they please, they
usually imitate each other." E. Hoffer
For years this is exactly what happened at Mammoth Cave. Sons and brothers, nephews and cousins followed in the footsteps of their ancestors
into the cave, parroting the same stories, jokes
and legends handed down from generation to generation. Training of new guides consisted of
accompanying a seasoned guide on a particular
route or section of the cave for three years before he was permitted to become a lead guide.
This system of training prevailed until the midfifties with little attempt made to change the
standard canned speeches of facts, figures, and
stale jokes. Ray Nelson, who became assistant
Chief Interpreter in 1957, should be credited
with bringing about the first major change when
he compiled a new guide manual and introduced the
guides to Freeman Tilden's writings in the book,
Interpreting Our Heritage. He also insisted on
in-house ·training during slack periods with emphasis on Dramatic Interpretation, or "drammer" as
he called it. This was the fetal stage at Mammoth Cave in formal interpretive training. Feom
it has grown the intensive training courses
which we now hold for our permanent and seasonal
guides.

C.

Training today--how do we attain training
1.

Through HFC or HOAL (SV. TR. CIR.) or
through civil service training.

2.

In-park (geared specifically to our needs,
cave interpretation--using basic communication skills).
1977-Thematic Interpretation - Interpretive Skills
1978-Thematic Interpretation - Interpretive Skills
1979-Energy Interpretation - Interpretive
Skills
198G-Thematic and Energy - Video Package

3.

Every winter since 1977, Mammoth Cave has held
Interpretive Skills or Basic Communication courses,
in-park for all interpreters in the Park and from
other parks as well. They are conducted by a professor in speech communications.
II.

Format
a.

Seasonal-Basic interpretation skills
as well as area orientation and service orientation

b.

Comm. Spec. in sUllllller--continually
working with seasonals

History Mammoth Cave Training
D.
A.

Early training
1.

Families--legends--stories--jokes

2.

Trailed 3 years before guiding

Seasonals
1.

Who are they and how do we get them.
a.

2.
*~~oth

Cave National Park, Mammoth Cave, Ky.

42259
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Changing raw recruit into a communicator (many disciplines-backgrounds)
may be a walking book of knowledge but
unless able to stimulate or provQke
the visitor he is not an effective
communicator. (3 weeks) A workable
product.

Complex Hiring Procedure

when he said, "Interpretation is a voyage of
discovery in the field of human emotions and
intellectual growth, and it is hard to foresee
that time when the interpreter can confidently
say, 'Now we are wholly adequate to our task. ,It

We feel that we are on the right track in our
training program but must also be aware that
there is always room for improvement. I think
Freeman Tilden's statement in the fifth essence
should be constant reminder for those of us
concerned with communicating with the visitor
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INTERPRETATION

AT MAMMOTH CAVE

*Joe Wagoner

Editor's Note: The following outline reflects
the general theme of romantic interpretation currently being emphasized at Mammoth Cave National
Park. In addition, interpretation at Mammoth Cave
includes literature for foreign visitors and activities and programs for special populations such
as the hearing impaired, the blind, and persons
confined to wheelchairs. A special Environmental
Education Team is also active both above and below
ground interpreting park features to children and
special. groups. -- RCW

III.

Classicist (occidental) versus romanticist (oriental).
A.

1•
2.
3.
4.
B.

I.

The underlying form: the basic facts as
they are presumed to be and as set forth
by a supposed authority.

II.

The romantic form: relating to the uninformed the story intimated by one's understanding of the basic facts--and doing so
in such a way as to be as interesting and
entertaining as possible.

Classical versus romantic form.
A.

Classical form.
.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.

A technologist.for technology's sake.
Uses technology to fullest.
Understands technology.
Can cope with technological breakdown.
Knows that technology can and will solve
our problems.
.
Will not readily give up his/her technology.

Romantic form.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Non-technologist; leary of technology
Uses technology because it is thrust on
him/her.
Has no understanding of technology.
Cannot cope with technological breakdown.
Believes technology ~ solve our prob~
lems.
Might give up some forms of technology.

*Chief Interpreter, Mammoth Cave National Park,
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky 42259
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TIlere is no reason.
Things are, just because they are.
Mankind is a partner in nature.
Mankind is an integral part of his
surroundings.

IV.

Organization: ''We trained hard--but it
seemed that every time we were beginning to
form up into teams we would be reorganized.
I was to learn later in life that we tend
to meet any new situation by reorganizing:
and a wonderful method it can be for creating the illusion of progress while producing
confusion, inefficiency and demoralization."-Petronius Arbiter 210 B.C.

v.

Wagoner's hyPothesis: In any given interpretive task, it is the goal of the interpreter
to provide the visitor with one valid and
important point which is relatable to the
visitor's daily life. And, the interpreter
should strive to do so in as interesting and
as entertaining a way as is possible.

B•. The classical form: understanding and
relating basic facts in language(s) understandable when presented to the uninformed.
C.

All things are preordained.
Purpose behind each thing.
Mankind is the master of nature.
All things placed on earth priJllarily
for his use.

Oriental.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The triadic configuration of interpretation.
A.

Occidental.

PANEL

MANAGEMENT

DISCUSSION:

PROBLEMS

OF PRIVATE

CAVES

PARTICIPANTS
W. T. Austin
Mammoth Onyx Cave
Box 572
Horse Cave, KY 42749

Barbara Munson
Cumberland Caverns
Rt. 9, Box 106
McMinnville, TN 37110

David Cale
Laurel Caverns
Box 10, Rt. 1
Farmington, PA 15437

Wes OdIe
Crystal Onyx Cave Park, Inc.
Route 2
Cave City, KY 42127

Tim Anderson
Lake Shasta Caverns
P. O. Box 801
O'Brien, CA 96070

Joe Waggoner
The Lost Sea, Inc.
Rt. 2, Lost Sea Pike
Sweetwater, TN 37874

Clara Heidemann
Natural Bridge Caverns
Rt. 3, Box 515
Natural Bridge Caverns, TX 78218

Steve Fairchild
Boyden Cavern
P. O. Box 959
Murphys, CA 95247

Richard C. Bell
Seneca Caverns
Belleview, OH 44811

Ron Burke
Ruby Falls
Rt. 4, Scenic Highway
Chattanooga, TN 37409

Vernon McDaniel
Diamond Caverns
Route 1
Park City, KY 42160

Munson:

Editors' Note: Austin and Cale submitted written
comments for inclusion here. The remainder of this
discussion was edited from a transcript (by Donna
K. Wilson) of a tape supplied by Harry Heidemann.-R.C.W. and J.J.L.

As you see, we have representatives here from
allover the United States. We are having our
Annual National Cave Association Convention
October 28, 29, and 30, in Tennessee. We will
be in Sweetwater visiting the Lost Sea, .in :Chattanooga at Ruby Falls,in McMinnville for Cumberland Caverns. We would love to have any of you
come join us for all or part of the meeting. We
don't confine ourselves to just showcave problems
and considerations, just as you don't seem to be
confining yourselves just to wild caves. We have
a great crossover of information. Any of you
who would like more information, please see me
and I'll give it to you. Thank you.

Moderator:
. I'd like to introduce Bill Austin, of the National
Cave Association, who will introduce the panel ·for
the discussion we're going to have on Management
Problems of Private Caves.
Austin:
We have a pretty good collection of private cave
operators here. A few are so shy they are in the
audience. I would like to identify Tom and Cathy
Aley from the Ozark Underground Laboratory; Gordon
Smith from Marengo Cave, Indiana; Vernon McDaniel
from Diamond Caverns, Kentucky; Ron Burke, from
Ruby Falls, Tennessee; Dick Bell from Seneca Caverns, Ohio; Steve Fairchild from Boydan, and many
other caves, in California; Clara Heidemann from
Natural Bridge Caverns, Texas; Joe Waggoner, Lost
Sea, Tennessee; Tim Anderson, Lake Shasta Caverns,
California; Wes OdIe of Crystal Onyx Cave, Kentucky;
and David Cale from Laurel Caverns, Pennsylvania.

Austin:
My name is Bill Austin, and I am owner and operator of Mammoth Onyx Cave. I am also owner of
Hidden River Cave, about which you have heard much,
and the former manager of Floyd Collins Crystal
Cave.
I am the fourth generation of a Kentucky caveowning family and the third generation of commercial cave operation by-that same family. We
bought our first cave in 1889 and opened our first
commercial tour in 1916. We have been involved in
many of the cave-related happenings in the Kentucky
cave area -- happenings ranging in scope from the
introduction of the knee-crawler to the sport,
lifting the 150-year-old myth of 150 miles of cave
at Mammoth to the reality of more than 200 miles
of cave in the Flint-Mammoth Cave system, and
other events all the w~y back to the development

The last member of the National Cave Organization,
and the one with a short message for us, is Barbara
Munson, the Sectetary/Treasurer. She is associated
with Cumberland Caverns, Tennessee. Barbara,
could you tell these folks about our meeting coming
up in two weeks?
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of hydropower and hydroelectric production in
Hidden River Cave in the early 1890's.

(NOTE: A November, 1980, survey of cave admission prices at twenty-nine National Caves Association member caves indicates the average admission fee planned for the 1981 season is $4.36.)

What does all this mean? How does it fit into
a discussion of cave management? It means that
I grew up in the cave business, and that cave
management is a way of life for me -- and for
my wife, or wives, and for my children, and for
my employees. My management of my cave also affects others in the cave area for it affects
their income as well. If I screw up I don't
have the privilege of preparing the three envelopesl I damn well have to stay here and work
my way out of the messl So I tend to think a
lot about the management of my cave, and the management of my competing caves as well. I want to
share some of these thoughts with you for possible
discussion.

Admission to the two-hour historic tour is a
dollar and fifty cents.
Low admission fees conatitute a subsidy fra- the
Treasury to the affluent who can afford a vacation -- a subsidy they probably deserve, but is
not really fair to the rest of us who have to pay
it. Why should all the people in this country.
including those of us in the private cave sector,
contribute to assist a few to see a public show
cave operation? Those of us in the private sector have demonstrated that people will pay a
reasonable, profitable admission fee.

Buzz Hummel wrote me early in September asking for
a copy of my management plan. This was my reply,
"We really don't have a formal 1!Ianagement plan -the name of the game in the private sector has
always been 'survival'. Accomplishing this means
that on the average you must spend less than you
earn, or try to earn more than your expense of
operation. It would be safe to say that in the
private sector, management depends entirely on
visitation and the resultant cash flow. The essential bills, including taxes, are paid, staffing
levels adjusted, and any surplus goes into advertising ---- all based on income or promise of
income."

It is my contention that the public sector should
raise their admission fees to at least approximate the private sector industry levels. This
is a necessary step to encourage and foster better
cave management in this country. Without it you
will soon be adding the private cave operator to
the list of endangered species you discuss at
these meetings!
Those of us who have been involved in cave ownership and cave management over a great many years
are very protective of the cave. We have it ~
fore our eyes that we are "in charge of manage-ent"
of this feature for only a fragment of t~ in
its existence. This tends to make us very careful
about the changes we inflict on it. I think we do
a good job when you compare our record with that
of the public sector. We need public sector support in the form of realistic admission prices in
order to continue this effort.

I believe that many of you who have visited private cave operations will think they have done a
very worthwhile job of preserving the caves they
show -- the task that is central to management of
the public-sector caves. You can look at the
events before and after 1961 at Floyd Collins
Crystal Cave, for instance, and get a direct comparison of cave protection under private and public
management. Private cave operation must protect
the resource -- no resource, no income I

I'll leave you with this thought which has been
credited to a Nigerian cheiftan:
"I conceive that land belongs
to a vast family ••••
of which many are dead
few are living
and countless numbers are unborn."

The points I wish to draw from this are these:
1.

2.

3.

Private cave operations, through their management, have had a great deal to offer the public sector over the years. Private cave operations also preserve and protect caves.

Help us save our land, and the caves they contain.
for the countless numbers unborn. Thank you.

Private cave management depends totally on cash
flow which is derived by multiplying the number of visitors times the price of admission.

Jim Goodbar:
What do you think a good fee would be? Five
dollars. three dollars, two dollars and fifty
cents, or is there a general consensus of what
the fee would have to be to make it a lucrative
business or something that would survive?

The public sector, without exception, had traditionally offered cave t~urB at admission prices
ranging from well below the industry average of
the private sector to absolutely ridiculous fees!

At the time Mammoth Cave was removed from private
operation, the. basic admission price was $2.00 per
person. At that time you could buy a new Ford for
650 dollars. In 1980 you can get a tour for one
dollar, the cave admission price for the Frozen
Niagara tour. Those friends of the National Park·
Service, National Park Concessions, Inc., get
another dollar for the ten-minute bus ride -- a
total of two dollars for the one and a half hour
tour. This at a time when the private sector industry average is close to four dollars per tour.

I can speak to that. Some of you might recei.ve
something from Oregon Caves, I know I do. What
they do is target different private operations
(they are a state-owned cave) which they feel
have about the same number of people and the
same size facility. They then write every year.
ask for your rates, and for the information on
the things that you do. Then the State of Oregon
structures the admission fee to that cave on the
consensus of the private fees received. That's
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how they approach the problem.

Cale:

Goodbar(?):

A lot of private caves, private owners, have a
sense of wanting to maintain the atmosphere,
the ambiance of the cave setting. We have to
avoid recommending commercialization in the interest of that mortgage payment. So a private
operation does not necessarily mean that you
will start pulling in motels. Some do, some
have a cave in a setting where it is compatible.
I can think of many caves, and if Roy Davis was
here right now he could certainly address that
quickly. I think that a lot of commercial caves
have avoided that very kind of development intentionally. That is what we don't want, although
our image is that we do.

Are there any kind of guidelines for the private
cave owner for setting his fee, such as the de~
velopment, beauty, or length of tour?
Austin:
I can only speak from personal experience. When
we first got involved in the cave business we
adopted the industry standard, which was two
dollars. That applied not only here, but at
Mammoth and other caves. This was fairly early
on. Following that time we added various taxes
that came along. At one time we had a fifty-four
cent tax on a two dollar admission, so admission
was two dollars and fifty-four cents. We maintained that fee from the very beginning through
1976. Economic necessity forced us to raise it.
I have been in some of these discussions with
other cave operators. I don't know any of them
that are rich or lucrative. In fact, I told the
group at the last meeting, if anybody that was
there still had their first wife and a reasonably
new car, he was probably doing pretty good. So,
we think about this a lot.

Speaker from the audience:
I wasn't talking about what you are doing. I
was just talking about my idea that the most
successful commercial caves had done some of it.
I was talking about doing it in a very professional
and high quality way.
Austin:
Did you ever hear the story about the guy that
went up to the girl in a bar and asked her if
she would go out with him for $500. She said yes.
He went back and talked to his buddy, then went
over and gave her $5. She screamed at him,
slapped his face and said "What do you thing I
am." He said, "We've already established that,
we're just bickering over the price." Now if
you get involved in these ancillary operations,
you get further away from cave conservation with
every step.

Bell:
My opinion would be that unless you make a reasonable profit you are just not going to survive.
My CPA just raises hell with me because I am reluctant to go any higher. With the economy, inflation, taxes, the whole ball of wax increasing every
year 12 to 15%, whatever it is, I have not increased
my fees commensurate with that. I just can't do it.
Consequently, my profit margin has decreased considerably. I am kind of in a destination area with
a lot of other attractions, which is part of it.
Just at the base level, statistically, going back
to my own operation, inflation that is occurring
right now -- and I just use it as an illustration
I am not keeping up with inflation, which from a
basic business sense is wrong. Yet I don't want
to go any higher. I'm charging $3.75 for adults,
at this time, which is not out of sight and there
is almost no customer resistance at the window.

Steve Fairchild:
To answer your question, no I don't think that
the successful businesses are the ones with the
gift shops and car collections. We hope to be
able to maintain the land in an absolutely natural condition. There are no buildings on it.
We permit no gift shops. We don't have lights
and trails. It costs $60 for that tour, and we
just barely break even on It. If I had a government cave down the street taking people through
for $1.50, my land would be a subdivision and the
cave would be under a subdivision.

Speaker from audience:
I was under the impression that since commerical
caves really had not been all that lucrative,
strictly charging an admission fee, that the most
successful ones had tried to add on supplemental
businesses -- restaurant business, various shops,
antique cars, golf courses, motels, and that when
they could do this the cave cave tour was an attraction and really didn't present most of the profit. That profit could be generated from these
other businesses at the same location. Is this
true or this just a narrow view from my part of
the country where this has occurred.

Speaker from the audience:
Does anybody have any information on the amount
that people are-prepared to pay to go into a
cave? I mean, if your prices are going to go
up, does your attendance go down? Or do the
cheap government caves regularly get higher
attendance?
Speaker from the audience:
Seems like to me the whole thing is location of
a cave and the word-of-mouth type reaction that
they get. When you look at Luray Caverns, they
are up pretty high. I don't know what they charge,
7 or 8 dollars, but they have large visitorship.

Austin:
Help us save our land.
that sort of stuff.

Let's not cover it up with
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Speaker from the audience:

it more available to greater numbers of people so
that it wouldn't be prohibitively expensive for
any stratum. Is that correct?

I'd like to make a comment on prices, Joe. Social
scientists will tell you that when people pay more
for something, they tend to enjoy it more. At Mammoth Cave I'm surprised to see they have such a drop.
This is probably a pretty radical idea, but if you're
only paying $1.50, you may be "not appreciating" it
as much as i f you paid $4.25. Sounds like a crazy
idea, but there might be something to it.

Wiggins:
That's correct.
Austin:
Any other questions?

Austin:
Speaker ?:
At Mammoth Cave there is a $1.00 user fee charge
for a cave tour that takes an hour and ten minutes,
and you pay a buck for a 10-minute bus ride.

I'd like to say, in the field of recreation there
have been quite a few studies, and the situation
is no different with caves, campgrounds. river
running, mountain climbing - the whole subsidy
situation. In some places they index the cost of
the campground where you have the KOA outside the
campground and it only costs a buck to camp in
the campground, and $5 in the KOA. In some places
they have already come to the indexing situation.
Is that what you are saying you would like to see
in terms of the National Cave Association?

Speaker from the audience:
And the maximum limit on a tour is 200, in the summertime. In an hour's time you have 200 visitors that
tour for an hour and a half. So how much money is
that? It would be $200 in an hour and a half's time.
The visitors pay more money in a government cave than
they would in Bill Austin's cave. For the wild cave
tour, we charge $4.00 for six hours.

Steve Fairchild:
Austin:
The government recently seems to be into user
fees for their services. As a light plane flyer,
I ge~ a big tax on my gasoline to pay for !.aguardia Airport. They call it a user fee. I'm
not allowed to go in there, but I have to pay a
fee on it. The government is not at all afraid.
to make me pay for things I can't even use and
call it a user fee, and here they have all these
fantastic services that people are willing to pay.
Bear in mind, my customers pay me $60 to go in
my cave. They are willing to pay money to go in
them. Why not let them pay for it and use some of
that money for research on the floodplains. the
sinkhole plains, the things out here. Why not
let them pay for some of those services that they
are getting the benefit of; after all they are
using them.

What does it cost you to run those trips?
Speaker from the audience:
Well, of course, there are other factors; we break
even through the year, I imagine.
Austin:
You imagine? It is my information that you return
about 60% to the Treasury. That was in a good year.
Speaker from the audience:
I'm not sure. There are other factors. That's ~he
usual fee. Who knows if it's too high to too low.
Depends 'on the way you look at it.
Speaker ?:

Why should he have to pay the taxes to support
this place so that this place can undercut him?
That is exactly what is happening.

My question, though, is why is that fee $1.00 and
what is the basis of that. Is that administrative?

Speaker ?:
I'm asking the same question. Why don't you
have a lobby or Congressional relief or something to have an index?

Speaker ?:
The basic reason is that any government operation is
not normally required to operate at a profit. That's
the base line. If they do not make a.profit, they are
just rather incidental, because appropriation that
has no relationship to the amount of money grossed on
the property will take up the slack for the next year.
We do not have that leeway.

Speaker ?:
One comment here. TVA was accused. and again.
that is a "government. operation". of undercutting
on campgrounds and so forth. They took it into
consideration and I think revised their schedule
to be sure that they don't undercut private campgrounds. They are a competitor in some cases.
but not a l'JW competitor. There are different
approache"

Speaker ?:
You're actually encouraged to cut normal prices.
Speaker ?:

Speaker from the audience:
I would imagine that Jim will support me on this.
The National Park Service and the Forest Service
philosophy is to keep the price low enough to make ,

I've got one other comment. A lot of people in
Cave City would love to see us charge nothing,
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free. A lot of pressure from locals. Everything is
free in the park. They make their living on accomedations and food. So you've got that aspect to
worry about, too.

Austin:

Speaker ?:

Cale:

My guess is that your visitation would not falloff

I.

I would like to introduce David Cale who will
take the next segment of the program.

if your prices were higher.

There has been a trend toward declining domes"tic tourism since 1974 due to four basic causes.

Speaker from the audience:

A.

The price of gasoline and, at times. availability concerns have lessened auto tourism.

B.

High inflation rates have gobbled up discretionary income.

C.

Vacations are no longer a prestige thing.
A visit to a famous cave is no longer a
"big deal".

D.

Travel has become more resort - bus tour
common carrier oriented, hurting caves.
which tend to be in rural areas. and favoring cities and highly developed resort
pockets.

You are probably right.

v.

McDaniels:

How much is the half-day tour now?
Speaker from the audience:
I

think it is $3.00.

McDaniels:
There are probably very few private caves in the
country that are less than $3. They offer a
four and a half hour tour and I'm almost certain
that most of your private tours are one hour.

II.

Speaker from the audience:
You are probably right. Most of the private tours
are quality trips, with low numbers, right? How
many do you take on a trip?

Though the good old days were never really
all that good, there has been a comparative
decline in recent years in the American sense
of individual responsibility which has created
four basic problems for show caves.

A.

The old belief that caves should be "free"
("If God made it why should I pay to see
it?") and government owned has been
strengthened by a national decline in public support for the free enterprise ethic.

B.

There has been a comparative increase in
park vandalism and abuse.

C.

A weakening of the work ethic has made the
old problem of finding good help even worse.
even with high unemployment.

D.

The advent of consumerism has led to higher
operating costs, higher insurance costs.
and an upsurge in lawsuits where big bucks
are sought for little hurts.

McDaniels:
Just as many as I can get.
25 or 30.

In the summertime,

Munson:
NCA did a survey 4 years ago. It was right about
$3.00. That was not a survey that was related to
the length of time of the tour or the length of the
tour. But in listening to this discussion, we also
touch on a number of other problems that are men~
tioned here in the Management Problems of Private
Caves. We're talking about admissions, but we want
to talk about other problems.
III.

Caves are having to compete with a great proliferation of leisure time opportunities
since 1960, especially in the following three
areas.

(Note from Bill Austin, Nov. 25, 1980. A November
1980 survey of cave admission prices indicates the
industry average is'weil above $4.00 per tour.)
Ramey:
I personally feel that it behooves the government
Parks Service, Forest Service, or other agencies
who manage the caves and present caves in such a
manner,to be a credit to the others. Visitors come
to Blanchard Caverns and go away enthusiastic e~
nough to go to another cave. And that's really our
objective -- to make the American public aware of
the resource and to develop appreaiation for it.
Not so much how much it costs, because the federal
government is not going to make a profit, that's
not the intent, but to do something right. I thi~k
that's our objective. I hope when a visitor leaves
Blanchard that they do go away with an appreciation
for caves, which is what show cave industry is all
abont.
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A.

The Home: The increase in home swillllling
pools, home games, and home and yard maintenance have worked with inflation to
popularize the "back yard vacation".

B.

Sports: A five-fold increase since World
War II in golf courses, the rise in tennis.
basketball, and handball courts as well as
other community recreation opportunities.
the proliferation of leisure vehicles and
boats. and televised spectator sports have
absorbed much of the American leisure that
used to go to week-end travel.

C.

The Tourist Industry: National awareness
of the potential of the tourist dollar has

put everyone in the tourist business.
Every state now promotes every building
and piece of land it can as a tourist
attraction, diluting the preeminence caves
once had in tourism.
IV.

cave?" or "No one should be allowed to mslte a
profit on nature." I think private caves have
an tmage problem.
Part of the problem may be due to the way a
·number of caves were promoted in bygone decades. In the minds of many Americans the idea
of a private show cave conjures up a shabby
souvenir building and a plethora of gaudy "tourist" signs making ridiculo·us claims for the at- .
traction. NCA member caves have standards far
beyond those I am referring to, yet there stLll
is much some of us might do. Here are same
thoughts along that line:

National environmental concerns and big government have teamed up to increase cave regulation.
A.

Highway signing, the most effective media
for the highway market, has been greatly
restricted.

B.

Most caves are now state inspected and
forced to comply to rules that sometimes
greatly increp-se operating costs.

C.

D.

1. Avoid the use of the word tourist. Fo:: many
it conjures up a sucker image and no one likes
to be called a tourist.

Caves by their very nature are usually not
near public sewerage or in areas suitable
for septic systema. Local zoning and sewerage regulations have hampered development
and raised costs.

2. Refer to your cave property, no matter haw
small, as a park. For instan~e, let your brochure talk about park hours instead of cave hours,
or refer to picnicing or camping in the park.

The threat of radon regulation now looms on
the horizon.

3. Make your on-prem:ise instruction signs similar to those used by state parks. Buy a router
and use earth colors for such signing. Try to
make your highway signs look official by mimicking
state letter style, bordering, and even color as
much as legally possible.

Each one of these areas of concern must be met with
some response from cave operators, either as individuals or as a group. My time allottment at the symposium allowed me to address only one problem. I
chose II-A, the problem of public resistance to pay
for a cave visit and resentment of private ownership.
First of all, the public should be made aware of
what it costs to maintain a cave, a ser~ice building,
a guide staff, and a promotion budget. It might not
be inappropriate for caves to post their annual costs
including capitalization on a small sign in the lobby.
A typical sign might read:
Your admission fee
maintains the cave
and park grounds
and
preserves them for
future generations.
Last year's park
expenses were
$ 226,458.67

4. D::op ·the work "Inc." from your cave name in
all advertising. It serves no promotional purpose and is a turn-off to many.

5. Talk ecology, preservation, and nature in
your promotion. Avoid the "tourist superlatives"
typical of 1930's advertising. Don't tell your
customers that they will be "amazed beyond belief!" Those flowery cave descriptions that have
been in your literature since the year one should
also be reviewed.

6. Use uniformed guides and service personnel as
much as possible. Concentrate more on guide training.
7. Make your grounds park-like. Those old
trailers at your entrance that you've been getting a hundred dollars a month rent for ~y be
costing you ten times that in turn-around customers. Can that ~ile of old boards and salvaged
block be put somewhere else? Customers will
pre-judge your cave by the appearance of your
grounds and buildings.

The cost will probably surprise your visitors. I
have written a child's book titled "The Old Man's
Cave". It will be full color when complete, ·very
brief, and to the point that even an undeveloped
cave costs money. The book makes the case for the
private show caves and the kinds of problems their
owners have, without being heavy about it.

Private cave operators are in the business of education and preservation. Yes, we are also showmen,
but only in the sense that a proper appreciation
of nature's beauty is best achieved when presented
in an interesting way. We are not a bunch of
greedy locals out to make a fast buck off a hole
in our backyard from sucker tourists. We know
this. The question is: does the American public
know this?"

The private caves close to National Park caves have
the added problem of low user fees at the NPS caves.
Of course, the NPS caves have their own problems
with taxpayers who think NPS caves should be free.
I suggest the private caves post, in their lobbies,
the annual budget of the NPS cave divided by their
paid attendance figures. lbe result will be the
true cost per visitor. The ~~S true cost will make
the private cave fee look quite reasonable.

Austin:
Any discussion?

The 1960's nourished an anti-business attitude and
that attitude is still around, though not as strong.
How Gften have you heard: "How can anyone own a
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has free access to our' literature. You can go
to the information center and ask for the literature on Vernon's cave and they will hand you
a Diamond Caverns brochure. You can ask about
Crystal Onyx Cave and they will hand you one of
our brochures. But if you don't ask you're not
going to get it. I think it would only be fair
to offer as much'information on us as they do
on them. So I think our problems are competing
not only with price but with the advertising in
diseminating the information about our caves.
I'm willing to stand with our cave and compete
on the open market as any other business and I
think it's only fair that we could have a reci-,
procating agreement with the National Park.

Wes OdIe:
There is a lot of truth in what he said. I started
to ask a question a while ago on what Bill was saying and not to drag out the fact of money, but all
these caves are in business, basically, to make a
dollar. I'm a real estate broker by trade and somehow I got hooked into being a .cave operator; I'm
not sure I was such a good real estate investor!
If you're going into a restaurant business you're
automatically put out on the firing line to compete
with everybody else. You. try to do something a
little different, better, or for a cheaper price,
and then see if I've got something to take home and
put in the bank. It's no different in the cave
business and as a new cave owner in the area I
expected to have competition. I'm the type of person who can usually meet competition head on and
I'll battle for it. I've never been one to think
much about .these subsidy programs. I guess maybe
I was brought up in southern Illinois the hard way,
my Dad being coal miner. I learned to kind of grovel for existence and when you get into business
for yourself you have to grovel just to survive.
So just as much as a little restaurant man has to
survive, so does a cave operator and there's no
program that I know of set up for subsidy. In
case we don't make it this year, we can't get subsidized to carry us over to the next year. So competition from within the government is something
that is a little hard for me to understand. I
don't suppose there is a place in town you can go
and not pick up Mammoth Cave information. I know
if you come to our cave we will tell you about
every tour, give you a little brochure telling
you what. hours you can come, and how much you have
to pay to go on a tour. But I've been very unsuccessful in getting my information to the public.
So I have a problem that I brought up to some of
the personnel out here at Mammoth Cave that I'd
like to see us have free access to get all of our
business advertised just as much as we hand out
information on Mammoth Cave.

Austin:
The next gentleman is Tim Anderson from Lake
Shasta.
Tim Anderson:
I really don't have too much to say either. I'm
just going to bring up a completely new problem.
We pay workman's compensation. I think everyone
knows that, but for each of your employees you
put so much into your insurance company to pay
in case they have an accident on the job. The
insurance companys have rate tables and depending on the type of job, you pay so much percent
for these people, depending on what the insurance
company considers to be the most dangerous type
of job. About 4 or 5 years age, we got our insurance bill and there was a big difference.
We immediately got on the phone and asked them
what the deal was. They said they just realized
that our employees were working in a mine, that
we were employing mine workers and that happened
to be the highest rate of any insurance you could
pay. Well, to make a very long story short, eventually we got them reclassified as amusement park
workers, which is still very high. The point of
this whole discussion is that the radon question
is not completely dead. I know we've been over
this many times, but it keeps coming back. Its
almost like a zombie. If caves are goi~ to be
classified as mines that will just be one problem
and that problem has been addressed before, but I
thought I would bring it back again.

·I'd like to address just a copule of minutes to
the problem of fair competition. If we can't compete on today's market maybe our cave doesn't deserve to be open. If we don't have something to
s~ow the people, they certainly aren't going to
keep coming back. I've been to every cave around
here that's commercialized, even the man-made one.
I think the natural caves are very beautiful and
I'd recommend you see every one of them. If we
put ourselves out on the open market and be promoted
by the Mammoth Parks System I think we would stand
as good a chance even competing price-wise. Mammoth Cave is a huge cave, it's a long cave, it's
a historic cave, it's something that ~verybody
should see once. But after you've walked the
first hour on a 4-hour trip you're not going to see
much different. The next 3 hours are going to be
pretty close to the same. This cave's shown for
its size. All your small caves are known for their
beauty in the area. They are beautiful and just
as someone sa~d this morning, they are different.
Just because you've seen one, you have not seen
them all. You've still got something to see. So
I think we should have the opportunity to compete
in a fair and equitable manner and I've suggested
to the parks tnat we be granted a bulletin board,
a brochure rack, or some method where the pubilc

Jim Goodbar:
If they were classified as mines would you all
have to be responsible for buying radon monitoring equipment, being able to tell how many working hour level people you should have, and be
under their restrictions also?
Anderson:
There are a lot of horror stories as to what would
happen if caves were classified as mines, and
that's not just private caves, but Mammoth, Carlsbad, or any of the public caves too.
Austin:
Any other questions on this workman's compensation
problem? One of the extra expenses that we have
in private cave operation is the overhead. It can
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get pretty bad. I think of coal mining in Kentucky.
Now 70 or 80 cents is sent to the insurance company
every time a miner is paid a dollar.

Any questions?

Okay. The next gentleman around the table is Mr.
Joe Waggoner from Lost Sea, Tennessee.

I've got a question.

Austin:
What are you doing right?

Heidemann:
Waggoner:
I think probably I~e owe what we have to the
cave and the treatment we give our visitors, more
than anything else, I believe.

The Lost Sea is owned by a corporation, and quite
frankly, a number of people who own part of the
cave went into it as an investment. If you bought
stock in General Motors or AT&T or whatever else
and it was worth less today than when you bought
it, your attitude would be a little shaky. Without
dividends, a privately-owned cave would go down because,of lack of profit. It is hard to tell those
people who own stock in it that the good Christian,
American thing to do is to preserve it. I'm sorry,
but there are a number of those people who would say
sell that thing to a mining company or anything else
to get money out of it. I'm not trying to tell a
horror story, I'm just saying the way it is from a
business standpoint.

Austin:
Steve Fairchild from Boyden Cave.
Fairchild:

We have a small operation, and we don't have experts.
If I know we should have a water expert, I have to
become that person. It bothers me sometimes to
realize how many different areas I have to be an
expert in. People who run small operations need all
the help ,they can get.

They have already talked about everything I
was going to talk about. I have a small town
sitting above my cave system in California. I
have all the problems that government cave managements have plus workman's compensation and
insurance. I have to generate my own electricity
and to be au expert on cities. It is interesting
to know that there is a lot of information out
there, but we have a very d:i.fficult time getting
it sometimes.

We blame declining attendance on the economy, or
inflation, or competition, or whatever, but I'm not
sure that is it. It may be the fact that the private cave owners, in conjunction with the parks and
everyone else, need to go on a major educational
campaign. We do not give the experience that we
should. A major 'campaign should be waged to put
interest into this area. I am sorry I do not have
the answer to it, but I would sure contribute.

For those curious about my cave trip, it is an
experiment. For years I have advocated that
not everyone wants trails and lights in a cave.
We charge $60 for the tour, it is 14 hours. They
keep coming back. Every weekend is packed. About
a third of them are people who have been there
before, so we hit an imaginary connection somewhere. We have had 16 or 20 newspaper articles
and 4 or 5 TV shows. We have certainly turned
on the people in California to the fact that
there is something under the ground besides rock
and oil.

Austin:

Speaker ?:

Clara w~uld you care to comment on the problems
of cave management?

Tom Aley, do yoa have a view on this topic?
Aley:

Heidemann:
I probably don't belong up here on this panel because I don't have any gripes. I p~obably shouldn't
say that, but it's the truth. We do own Natural
Bridge Caverns and we developed the caverns. We
try to employ people who are very enthusiastic and
give them the same love for the cave that we have
and at a reasonable price. We haven't gone up in
our price in four years where most everybody in our
area has gone up. I'd say in the future that we
will have to go up to meet the rising cost of insurance, advertising, and wages, because even though
we do not come under the minimum wage law, we've
got to pay it in order to get good help. After you
have the people a few months they want a raise. We
all want to give them that raise. They've got to
ge~ it somewhere.
But we have been giving an in~rease every year.
We've just spent a lot of time
trying to publicize our cave. We have kept it in
its natural state. We do most of the work ourselves.
It is a family operation, but we have repeat visitors.
Some people say they've come 8 or 12 times. I think
that speaks pretty well for Natural Bridge Caverns.
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I would like to tie several points together here.
One way of protecting some outstanding private
caves is through some sort of economic return.
I don't particularly care how it is you get the
economic return as long as it's not destructive
to the cave. But he has two beautiful caves
there, or he had two beautiful caves, if you
went back to 1849. Cave City Cave was also known
as Mammoth Cave, and was visited by John Muir,
Bret Hart, and 'others. It was a show cave for
a number of years and went out of business. I
think any of us who have ever gone caving have
seen show caves that have gone out of business.
There is hardly anything left in Cave City Cave.
There is a lot left in Cave of the Bells, but
there would be nothing left if you had the subdivision over it. I have the feeling if we
really could total up the damages we might find
that there have been more damages done to caves
by land use than there has by people, beating'
and bashing, and mucking around in them. And,
yet, we put a lot of attention on this. I feel
what is needed is some way to assure that som~

good caves can be protected through commercial
development or whatever. It's always a shaky thing.
Anything can happen. But I think ,whatever it is in
the question of pricing and the impacts of associated
developments, it's a great catastrophe for caves and
for sound cave management when a show cave goes out
of operation. We lose a tremendous resource.
Austin:
Could we move on. We've got about 10 minutes and 3
people left! The next speaker will be Richard Bell
from Seneca Caverns in Ohio.
Bell:
The main thing r would like to say is that I think
this symposi~ is very healthy. There was a time
when there was no intercommunication. The real
benefit of this whole thing is that everybody is
talking to everybody else. Constructive criticism
is extremely healthy for anything, and when we need
help we know who to call. I hope everybody remains
interested and that we keep growing.

If you have the most beautiful cave there is,
whether it be in California, New Mexico, or
whereever, you never forget the guide. It's
very, very important. People see the little
things about a guide and sometimes you have to
give him the benefit of the doubt, but it's hard
for us to hire the very best, and if we did, it's
harder to keep them for very long for what we can
pay them. As an example, they are opening up a
factory on Bowling Green, starting people at $11
an hour. The same people that we hire as cave
guides can go there and do the same thing, so
we're really pinched by that. There are other
things -- signs for example. In this part of
Kentucky, an interstate sign runs you from 10 to
13 thousand dollars.
Speaker from the audience:
I'd like to talk to you about these cave trips.
I have been Region Chairman for about 10 years.
You'd be surprised at the number of requests I
get from people wanting to go into a semi-wild
cave trip for a birthday party. They want their
young ones to go on a "wild birthday party cave
trip."

Ron Burton from Ruby Falls.

Austin:

~:

Did you ever think of sending them to a show cave?

I don't have anything to add. Just if any of you
are down for the NCA this month, we've been doing
some work on our lower cave, which is the original
cave. I'd be glad to take any of you through that.

Speaker from the audience:
Well, really there are a lot of groups that want
more of a wild trip. Yet you need people to lead
them. I think there is some advent for something
along this line. Perhaps something could be worked
out with the commerical cave owners that we could
provide something like this. I've been looking at
it myself and I did take the birthday trip. We had
a good party in the park and then had a pretty rough
cave trip. Everyone really enjoyed it. There
didn't seem to be qualms about even costing any mone}

Austin:
Our last contestant here is Vernon McDaniels from
Diamond Caverns, Park City, Kentucky.
McDaniels:
To summarize just a bit. Bill may probably be doing
this too, but I think what we primarily find is that
to look at a private cave and see an owner is not to
say that he is making a lot of money. We have tremendous overhead.
I was very interested in the things that Tom was
talking about as far as interpretation, I also
realize that interpretation is extremely important.
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Austin:
You've had a chance to get to know these cave operators and hear some of them talk. Vernon McDaniels
from Diamond Caverns, also Wes Oldham from Crystal
Onyx and myself are offering free tours for anybody
that shows up with a nametag or a receipt from the
symposium. The folks at Park Mammoth will also give
you free tours, however, only on Firday and Saturday.
With that, we're going to finish up 15 seconds ahead
of the schedule.
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One 06 :the molLe hnpoll:ta.nt YLUVl. pll.Oduung Mea<> 06 :the Con6edeJtac.y tat<>
ea<>:t and mUldi.e Tenne.<>-I>ee, nolLth Alabama. and nolLthwell:t GeolLgia. Many
06 :the mi.n.i.ng Qpvz.a.:t.,i.oM .in :thi<> Mea wVl.e cLU.covVted and de.<>:tIWyed by
:the .invading FedeJuLt aJIJ7lie.<>, but many wVte no:t cLU.covVted and :the min.ing
06 YLUeIL con:tinued :thJtoughout :the «lVt. A numbVl. 06 :the.<>e cave.<> Iw.ve been
documented by eithrvz. WlLUten lLecoJuU, OIl oltai. :tJtacU.:UOM. The majoJu:tJj,
howeveIL, wrvz.e ob-l>cUlte, -I>mai.l-u.me opvz.a.:t.,i.oM who<>e hi<>:toJtic Il.Ole.<> have
been 601Lg0tien.' To -I>UPPOft.;t :the hypo:the.<>i<> :that :the OMc.uJte loco.:tioM and
entJtance.<> 06 cave.<> con:tJUbuted :to :the -I>ucce.<>-I> 06 :the Con6edeJtate Ml:tpetlle
Opvz.a.:t.,i.oM :the '601Lg0tien' cave.<> have :to be documented. To do :t.hi<> lLequilte.<> :that -I>peu6-<-c 6ea:twr.e.<> OIL a.Jr;t,i6aw Me 60und .in :the cave, <>u.c.h. a6
pic.k maJtk<>, c.leaJted wa.lkJAxly-l> , va.:tt. OIL Ca6U 06 va.:tt., :taUy 1'IIIVl1u., f.a.ddeJt<> ,
OIL :toofA.

During the Civil War saltpetre, or nitre, the major
ingredient of gunpowder, was procured from limestone
caves in the ~outh. Throughout the war saltpetre
was mined in Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia, one
of the more important saltpetre areas. This area
provided twenty-nine percent of the Confederacy's
domestic,supply of the mineral. 1 The purpose of
this paper is to show that Tennessee, Alabama, and
Georgia's success in producing saltpetre for the
Confederacy can be attributed to cave location and
the nature of saltpetre mining.

Frequently, mining operations resumed as soon as
the enemy left the area; in fact, several caves
were captured more than once. 3

Of the 160 or more saltpetre caves in the study
area only eleven were discovered and the mining
operations destroyed by the invading Federal armies. 2
Nearly all of these discovered caves were highly
visible; that is, located near lines of attack or
major transportation routes, and had large entrances.
But the size of the entrance and the location of the
majority of the caves were so obscure and remote
that the chances of discovery by the enemy were slim.
Saltpetre mining was not very vulnerable to attack;
conveniently hidden within the cave it could even
take place behind enemy lines. Because the mining
operation could be conducted with a small labor force,
a few basic tools, and simple equipment, it could be
restored easily after capture and destruction.
*Department of Geography, University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
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Historically, from the fourteenth century to the
end of the nineteenth century, saltpetre was used
in gunpowder. 4 This gunpowder was a mixture of
seventy-five percent saltpetre, twelve to fifteen
percent sulphur, and twelve to fifteen percent
charcoal. Saltpetre is a term usually applied to
certain naturally-occurring nitrate minerals.
Saltpetre leached from the earth of limestone caves
is calcium nitrate that is converted to potassium
nitrate by further processing. S • During the war
the South not only procured saltpetre from the
earth of caves but also from the earth under old
houses, tobacco barns, and animal shelters.
At the beginning of the war the South was poorly
prepared to supply its armies with gunpowder.
There were only two small private powder mills in
the South and these mills produced blasting powder
not gunpowder. 6 The South had little recent e~
perience in making powder, in extracting nitre from
natural deposits, or in obtaining it by artificial
means. The entire supply of gunpowder in the Confederacy was scarcely sufficient for one month of
active warfare.' Thus plans were enacted quickly
to improve the powder mills, to construct a large
powder mill at Augusta, Georgia, and to obtain nitre
from the caves of TE'nnessee, Alabama, and Georgia. 8
The Ordnance Department, with General Josiah Gorgas

at the head, was established, and Colonel George W.
Rains was appointed to take charge of the manufacture of gunpowder. 9
One of the first actions taken by Rains was to initiate a campaign to promote the production of domestic saltpetre. He visited many of the caves in
Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia, sent agents to
make contracts with cave owners, advertised for saltpetre in newspapers, and published a pamphlet, "Notes
on the Making of Saltpetre from the Earth of the
Caves."lO This pamphlet was distributed widely and
was reprinted several times. ll
The production of nitre was slow in getting started
and the Union blockade effectively was limiting imporations. 12 To meet this crisis the Confederate
Congress in April, 1862, organized the Nitre and
Mining Bureau and appointed Isaac St. John as
chief. 13 This was a wise move because within six
months the daily production of saltpetre increased
from 200 pounds to 2,000 pounds, a level of production that St. John was able to maintain throughout
the war. l4 After the autumn of 1862, the South was
always adequately supplied with saltpetre and gunpowder. iS The other ingredients of gunpowder,
sulphur and charcoal, were obtained easily from the
buring of iron pyrites and the burning of wood. 16

The research of saltpetre production during the
Civil War is hampered because the extant, contemporary documents are few and scattered. Most ,
of the records of the Ordnance Department and the ','- "Nitre and Mining Bureau were destroyed by fire
at the end of the war, and their chiefs, Gorgas
and St. John, died before they could write histories of their operations. No contemporary record exists of the number, location, name, or
owner of the caves mined. Only a few caves are
mentioned in the Official Records of the Rebellion,
mainly those that were captured. The cave locations shown on the maps (Fig. land 2) in this
paper were compiled from the published cave surveys, reports in the files of the National Speleological Society, and from the oral and written
accounts of local historians and cave explorers.
To verify that a cave was mined it is necessary to
find in the cave evidence of the operation.
The most conclusive evidence that a cave was mined
is the remains of a vat or other relics of the
leaching process. Leaching vats, in various sizes
and shapes, round, "V", and square were constructed
simply. All vats were made so that the water poure,
over the dirt could percolate through the dirt and
collect at the bottom. One method of construction
was to make the bottom of the vat out of overlapping, lenth-wise halved logs. The sides of the
vat were made without nails, the supports were
dovetailed and the planks were not fastened to the
supports so that they could be reused in another
vat. Troughs to collect the leach-brine were hewn
from large logs. Quite often all that remains of
a vat are a few pieces of wood, a cast of the vat,
or a pile of leached earth.

Half of the Confederacy's supply of saltpetre came
from domestic sources, the remainder was imported
from Europe and Mexico. I? At the close of the war
more than 70,000 pounds of gunpowder and a supply
of saltpetre were on hand at the Augusta Powder
Mill. 18
Through the efforts of St. John, the Nitre and Mining Bureau became known as the most efficient, wellorganized and successful division of the War Department. lS Some of the larger and richer caves were
taken over by the government and mined by conscripts,
other large caves were left in private ownership and
mined by hired slaves,20 but by far the most numerous were the small, two- or three-man mining operations. Everyone in the area was encouraged to mine
saltpetre. The process of making saltpetre, as
Colonel Rains stated," •.. was so simple that anyone ...
can without any expense make at least a few pounds
of the salt every day.,,2l
The first step in the recovery of nitre is to test
the cave earth for it. Nitre is present if the
earth contains small, whitish, needle-like crystals
that taste salty-bitter and feel cool to the tongue,
and that sparkle and promote fire when thrown on
glOWing coals, or if a furrow scratched into a smooth
surface of the earth is again smooth ,two to five days
later. If the earth, contains nitre, the next step
iR to fill vats or barrels with the earth and cover
it with water; the water, after percolating through
the earth becomes a leach-brine of calcium nitrate,
and is drained from the vat and treated with potash
(the ash of burned wood). The potash changes the
calcium nitrate to potassium nitrate. This liquor
is boiled to increase 'the concentration and then
cooled. Cooling causes the potassium nitrate to
precipitate out of the solution. The precipitate,
called grough saltpetre, is sent to the powder mill
for further refining and combining with sulphur and
charcoal to make gunpowder. As Colonel Rains said,
"The making of saltpetre is simple."Z2
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Another indication that a cave was mined is evidence of excavation, such as an obvious change in
the color and texture of the passage walls about
one or two feet above the floor; man-made tunnels,
holes, or fossilized pick marks in the cave earth;
logs propping up the ceiling of an excavated area;
or a pile of rocks holding up a boulder from under
which earth was removed.
Further evidence is improvement in the passageways
of the cave: inclined walkways, rocks piled to
the side of a smooth path, bridges, steps, ladders,
and winches. Some of the ladders were put together
with pegs probably because of a scarcity of nails
or possible because of a need to make it convenient to assemble and disassemble for ease in transporting it through the cave. Bags of earth and
workers were hauled up and down deep pits or crevices with wooden winches. Wooden tramways or
tracks for carts were laid to facilitate the removal of dirt from the cave.
Other evidence of a mining operation are tally
marks, possible recording the number of bags of
earth removed, and names of workers with dates.
Isaac Drake signed his name in 1862 in Hubbard
Cave, as did W. R. Johnaon and E. Grisson in W. R.
Johnson Saltpetre Cave, and found on the wall of
Piper Cave was the inscription, "James Piper worked
this prong 1863."
And, if you are lucky, an abandoned mining tool is
found, or a leaching kettle. Extant are four of
seventeen large cast iron kettles from Sauta Cave,

SALTPETER CAVES

+ CAPTURED
SALTPETER

CAPTURED CAVES
RELATIVE TO TRANSPORTATION ROUTES
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POO'rNOTES

Jackson County, Alabama. The operation at Sauta
was the largest in the area.
In Tennessee, Alabama, and Georg.ia more than 160
caves were mined for saltpetre during the Civil
War. Most of these caves have entrances that are
small and difficult to s~e or find, are located in
rugged, remote, and isolated areas. These features
made caves less vulnerable to enemy discovery and
destruction. One saltpetre cave has a fairly visible entrance that is within a quarter mile of a road,
but since it is near the top of a 300-foot hill in
a sinkhole, it is not visible from tpe road. Another example is an extremely large entrance, but
because it is more than a mile from a road, at the
head of a narrow cove, and approximately 400 feet
above the valley floor, it was not vulnerable to
attack.
Of the eleven known captured caves nine were either
visible from the Tennessee River, a railroad, or a
major road; had a large entrance; or were very near
where the Union army camped for a long time. The
exceptions, Talucah Cave in Morgan County, Alabama,
was accidentally discovered by a raiding party,23
and Meredith Cave in Campbell County, Tennessee,
is thought to have been reported to the Federals
by a Union sympathizer. 24

IThe War of the Rebellion: A .Compilation of the
Official Records of the Union and Confederate
Armies (70 vols. in 128 parts, Washington, D. C.,
1880-1901), Ser. 4, III, 698.
20R, passim.
3Nickajack Cave, Tennessee, and Manitou Cave,
Alabama, were both raided twice by the Federals.
OR, Ser. I, X, Pt. II, 161: XXX, 1t. III, 354:
XXXII, Pt. I, 129; Harper's Monthly, February 6,
1864.
4Burton"Faust, Saltpetre Mining in Kammoth Cave,
(Louisville, Filson Club, 1967), 2.

~.

Sp. Gary Eller, "Saltpetre Chemistry" Georgia
Underground, XI (Fall, 1974), 88-89.
GA. P. Van Gelder and H. Schlatter, History of
the Explosives Industry in America (New York,
Columbis University Press, 1927). 107.
7George W. Rains, History of the Confederate
Powder Works (Augusta. Chronicle and Constitutionalist Print, 1882), 3.
Blbid. 4-7.

Typical of the captured caves is Kingston Saltpetre
in Bartow County, Georgia. Captured by the Union
army in May, 1864, it has a highly visible entrance
that could be seen from the road that was used by
the Union army. Two other captured caves, Lookout
Mountain and Nickajack, were visible from the Tennessee River and the railroad which paralleled the
river. A picture of the entrance to Nickajack
Cave taken a few months after it was captured by
the Union army shows an extremely large entrance,
approximately 100 feet wide and 25 feet high; today it is inundated by the backwaters of a TVA dam.
Lookout Mountain Cave now contains the widely
advertised Ruby Falls.

9.!!>id., 4.
IOIbl.d.
llRains' pamphlet was printed in the Clarksville
(Tenn.) Jeffersonian, Mobile Advertiser and Register
and Huntsville Democrat.
I20R, Ser. 4, II, 291
I3Frank E. Vandiver, Ploughshares Into Swords:
Josiah Gorgas and Confederate Ordnance (Austin,
University of Texas Press, 1952), 106.

The production of saltpetre was successful because
nitre was easy to locate, mine, and refine and it
could be a small or large operation. Mining nitre
was profitable. The government paid thirty-five
cents to one and a half dollars a pound for grough
saltpetre, while the North paid thirteen cents a
pound for imported nitre. 2S

I40R, Ser. 4, II, 222.
ISIbi~.; Rains, Confederate Powder Works. 26.

I6James H. Brewer, The Confederate Negro (Durham,
N. C., Duke University Press, 1969), 45: Rains
Confederate Powder Works, 16.

Saltpetre miners were exempt from military duty.26
This may explain why there are more known saltpetre
caves in Tennessee. Tennessee's loyalities were
divided and some men may have opted to mine saltpetre rather than leave their homes and move to the
North. Of the almost two million pounds of domestically-produced saltpetre, over 500,000 pounds
came from the caves of Tennessee, Alabama, and
Georgia. 27

170R, Ser. 4, III, 698.
I BRains, Confederate Powder Works, 26.
I9Ralph W. Donnelly, "Scientists of the Confederate Nitre and Mining Bureau," Civil War History.
II (December, 1956), 70.
200R, Ser. 4, I, I, 115-16; II, 83, 222-24; Brewer,
Confederate Negro. 44-46.
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22Ibid.

25Rains. Notes on Making Saltpetre. 11; Jonesboro
(Tenn.) Telegraph. February, 1864; Alfred D. Chandler. Jr., "Bupont. Dahlgren. and the Civil War
Nitre S hortage." Military Affairs. nIl (Fall.
1949). 143.

230R, Ser. 1. XXXIX, Pt. I, 463-64.

26 Jonesboro (Tenn.) Express. January 20. 1863.

2~Ibid .• Ser. 1. X. Pt. I. 20.

270R, Ser. 4. III, 698.

21George W. Rains, Notes on Making Saltpetre from
the Earth of the Caves (Augusta, Steam Power Press
Chronicle and Sentinel, 1861), 2.
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MANAG,EMENT OF PREHISTORIC
CULTURAL RESOURCES AT
MAMMOTH CAVE NATIONAL PARK
*Kenneth C. Carstens

ABSTRACT

In addUi..on to e.onta..i.nA:.ng :the wol!i.d'.6 longut cave and having wol!i.d IWWwned
cave 6olUllaU0n.6, the Flint Mammoth Ca.ve SIj.6:tem hM Jr.ee.<uv~d -i~eJr.na.ti.ona.l
ae.ciAim aU 0 6oJr. U.6 e.o ntent.6 06 u.rUq u.e pJr.eh-<..6:toIl1.e. and h-<..6:toJUc. c.u.Ull!U1l
Jr.uoWtC.u. Th-<..6 papeJr. w.LU 6oc.u..6 on :the h-<..6:toJr.1j 06 cave Jr.u~u.Jr.c.e .management
M U peJr.tiUM .to pJr.U eJr.v-ing .the 6Jr.a.gile Jr.ema.,(.Y1.6 06 .the pJr.eh-<..6.toJUc. c.u.Ull!U1l
pMt.

Intro'duction
in recording information on prehistoric remains
of the Ohio Valley. According to Young (1910:18).
Rafinesque claims to have located one hundred and
forty~eight ancient sites (settlements) and five
hundred and five monuments (mounds and forts?)
all from a 41-county area of Kentucky. His study
area included portions of the Central Kentucky
Karst. Rafinesque's entry for the Gentral Kentucky Karst area listed "shellmounds along the
Green River and mummies in caves."

The field of cultural resource management, like
that of cave management, begins with the identi, fication and assessment of the resource data base.
Intended solely for the public good, cultural resource management persists for the protection and
preservation of the non-renewable cultural resources.
To archaeologists of North America, as well as cavers and private cave owners, the protection of
caves containing cultural resources did not occur
until the Federal government enacted the Antiquities Act of 1906. Unfortunately, that act, as well
as several additional laws since passed by Congress,
offers protection to those resources on federallyowned lands only. The management, protection, and
preservation of cultural resources within Mammoth
Ciye National Park could not begin, therefore, u~
til April of 1940--almost four decades after the
1906 Act.

One of the earliest archaeological recordings pertaining to this research area was written by Constantine Sameul Rafinesque (1824). Rafinesque,
a colleague of James Audubon, was deeply interested

Following Rafinesque's initial inquiry into Kentucky's prehistory, there appears to be an absence
of related literature about the antiquities of the
area. This is not to say that interest in antiquities had died; it had not. According 'to Young
(1910), increased farming activity, and in general.
disruption of the land due to population growth,
caused an increasing amount of destruction and
looting of prehistoric sites. By 1870 the collecting, selling, and smuggling of antiquities was a
major profession. This is also true for the Maamoth Cave area. Although known IDOstly for its large
cave system, the archaeological contents of the
Central Kentucky caves, e.g., a variety of artifacts as well as desiccated human remains, and their
collection and selling was a topical pasttiBe. Such
finds as Fawn Hoof in 1813, Scudder's mummy in 1814,
Little Al(ice) in 1875, and Lost John in 1935,
helped make the Mammoth Cav~ area famous (Meloy,
1968). During the mid-nineteenth' and early 20th
centuries, many individuals explored the cave systems looking only for such finds to sell (see Young,
1910). Unfortunately, this dilettantic pastime
has stopped only in those caves which are constantly
protected by the National Park Service (e.g., Salts,
Mammoth, and Lee Caves).

*Assistant Professor of Anthropology, Department
of Sociology and' Anthropology, Murray State University, Murray,KY 42071

The earliest date known from inside Salts Cave is
1809 (Watson, et al., 1969:7). Dates and names
signed on various signature rocks in Mammoth and
Salts caves, indicate that the majority of historic

Only recently has there been a concerted effort
to systematically and scientifically identify and
preserve the cultural resource data b~se in the
Mammoth Cave area. Prior and subsequent to the
Mammoth Cave region becoming a National Park in
1940, the quantity and quality of cultural resources within the Mammoth Cave area have dwindled
through intentional and unintentional mismanagement.
The following paragraphs trace the management of
the cultural resource base in the Mammoth Cave area.
Early Investigations:
Antiquarians

1800-1916 - The Age of
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he found during his surface and subsurface reconnaissance and excavations within the HasDoth Cave
area. Specifically, Nelson describes and compares
his surface finds from the Mammoth Cave and Eaton
Valley fields to similar bifacial chipped stone
materials then being found in the French Paleolithic (Nelson, 1917:16-19). In total Belson
examined through excavation and/or other exam.nation (it is unclear whether or not some sites
were "test excavated") six of nine cave sites;
six of seven open surface sites; and one of four
rockshe1ters (Ibid: 11). The later mmber refers
to the category'"'"'Of""site types he reported for the
Mammoth Cave area. Schwartz (195Sd:1-2) states
that Nelson's main contribution was to "scientifically document the presence in the caves of _ _
classes of material previously only reported by
amateurs" but that Nelson did not make substantial
conclusions about his materials due to the lack of
published reports concerning the antiquities of
the area. However. upon visiting Flint Dome, a
section of Mammoth Cave, Nelson (Ibid:34) correctly
stated:

caving "dates from the last quarter or so of the
19th century to the first quarter of the 20th
century •••• " The vegetal antiquities (e.g.,
textile, sandals, cordage) that could be found
within the dry caves were not normally preserved
in surface or "open" sites. Hence, these items
were especially sought out for collecting, smuggling, and looting.
In 1874 or 1875 Louis Vial and some friends explored extensively in Salts Cave using a "new
side entrance known only to themselves" (Watson,
et al., 1969:7). During one of these cave trips
they found the "Salts Cave Mummy", later nicknamed
incorrectly "Little Alice". More recent examinations by Ro~bins (1971:200-206) has identified the
sex and age of this individual to be that of a
nine year old male, now called "Little AI",.
During the 1890's such men as F. W. Putnam of the
Peabody Museum as well as local Kentuckians such
as Colonel ,Bennett Young, T. F. Hazen, and W. D.
Cutliff, made extensive collections and/or purchased prehistoric materials from Salts and Mammoth Caves. Young (1910:300, 305) states:

" ... the S\DD of the evidence established
beyond reasonable doubt that the Indian
quarried chert in the recesses of the
Mammoth Cave."

"In 1893 Mr. Theodore F. Hazen ... opened a
new entrance into Salts Cave ..• " (and)
"we obtained many interesting relics ... "
about the present entrance (Salts Sink),
numerous spalls, flakes of flint, pestles, axes, and awls, and other implements have been found ... "

One of Nelson's excavations, (a rockshelter near
Bone Cave), gave further evidence that the area
was occupied prehistorically. In his 5' X 7' X
2~' excavation, Nelson uncovered a burial pit
lined with 13 limestone slabs set on edge. Included within the burial detritus were four cordmarked, limestone-tempered sherds and several
flint chips. Nelson was apparently struck by the
mode of ceramic tempering, remarking that it was
odd that they had not been tempered with shell as
had been those recovered from the Fox Farm site
(a Fort Ancient site in northern Kentucky). Nelson concluded that the people who had occupied
this shelter were of the Middle Mississippian period. From what is known about the ceramics of
the Green River drainage, it is more plausible
that the burial's context was Late Woodland. although limestone sherds have been recovered from
both Late Woodland and Middle Mississippian contexts (Hanson, 1960).

Young goes on to describe numerous artifacts taken
from within Salts and Mammoth Caves, such as cords
of bark, hemp, cattail leaves, and grass; basketwork; half-burned cane torches; corn cobs (possibly
modern); an aboriginal ladder; wooden digging implements; cups, dishes, bowls and water bottles
made from gourds and squash rinds; tobacco leaves
and seed pods, as well as many chert implements.'
The large collection of Col. Bennett Young was
eventually acquired by the Museum of the American
Indian, Heye Foundation, New York (Schwartz, 1958e;
Watson, ed., 1974: 167). Later, John M. Nelson,
who was a cave guide from 1894-1907, extensively
collected antiquities both from the caves and from
surrounding surface sites (Carey, 1942; Schwartz,
1958f:3; Watson, et al., 1969; ed., 1974). With
the exception of the John M. Nelson collection,
the other large private collections were either
given or sold to: the American Museum of Natural
History, New York; Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.; or the Peabody Museum of Archaeology
and Ethnology, Cambridge, Massachusetts.
Cultural Assessment and Reorganization:

Nelson's other excavation, inside the vestibule
of Mammoth Cave, is probably his major work in
the Mammoth Cave area. Although Nelson's excavation of the vestibule was exploratory, it was
extremely extensive and thorough. Nelson sank
a series of 10 test trenches that "revealed midden
in two places. One was near the west wall of the
entrance while the other. some 40 feet from the
first, extended 50 feet back over the entire entrance area. Although Nelson's notes are at times
ambiguous, he does demonstrate a strong concern
for the temporal and spatial location or artifacts excavated (personel observation of Nelson's
catalog record on file with the American Museum
of Natural History, New York: April, 1975).

1917-1960

It was the Mammoth Cave Estates collection, donated
to the American Museum of Natural History in 1913,
that prompted Nels C. Nelson (no relation to J. M.
Nelson) to engage in the "only scientific archaeological investigations" of the Mammoth Cave area up
to that time (Schwartz, 1958d). Nels C. Nelson
worked in Mammoth Cave National Park during May and
November of 1916 as an archaeological representative
of the American Museum of Natural History.

Nelson excavated almost all of the vestibule entrance, but the number of artifacts found was
small. As Schwartz (1958d) points out, however,
this was probably due to the extensive looting

Nels C. Nelson's 1917 report described the materials
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During the formation of the Mammoth Cave National
Park
the Mammoth Cave-National Park Association
purchased from Mr. John M. Nelson a collection of
prehistoric, historic, and geological specimens
that were then donated to Mammoth Cave National
Park on January 15, 1942 (Carey, 1942:1). Mr.
Henry A. Carey of the Archaeology Department at
the University of Kentucky was placed in charge
of cataloging the Park's new acquisitions. Carey,
assisted by two park employees, Mr. M. L. Cook and
Mr. R. Skaggs, began the arduous task of categorizing, measuring, and cataloging the John M. Belson
collection. Some photographs were also taken by
Mr. Fred Binnewies. Nelson's collection of archaeological and local cultural materials numbered
over 25,000 specimens. Unfortunately, the majority
of the Nelson archaeological collection was without specific provenience. That is, the materials
comprised, for the most part, items collected and
bought from the local area, but with no note made
as to the exact collecting location. Furthermore,
Nelson kept only "mental notes" for spec:iJlens of
exceptional quality of unusual circumstance of
discovery.

that had occurred earlier. It may also be the
result of Nelson's recovery methods (no screens
were used) and/or extensive subsurface alterations
as a result from cave commercialization or previous
salt petre mining operations. Any of these reasons may help explain the paucity of artifacts_
recovered. In any case, Nelson did find and recog.nize evidence of prehistoric diet in the form-of
animal bone from such species as bear, opposUm,
porcupine, deer, dog, elk, bat, turtle, and possibly crane and turkey, as well as eleven different species of freshwater molluscs (unionids).
Be also found prehistoric tools such as bone awls,
bone flakers, antler points, tubes, stone projectile points, scrapers, and ground stone implements,
and items for personal adornment, such as pendants.
From his findings, Nelson (1917:69) concluded:
" ••. we have here evidence of a type of
culture very similar to that of the
Stone-grave and Mound-building tribes,
but much more iimited in its scope of
development; in other words, essentially more primitive. The primitive
group lived off the natural products
of the land and the advanced group
gained subsistence mainly through the
practice of agriculture."

From the Nelson collection, Carey concludes that:
(1) the Mammoth Cave National Park area vas utilized for an extensive period of time by the aboriginal peoples; (2) a typological sequence could be
worked out for the area using the collection, but
that extreme caution should be used in drawing definitive conclusions due to the lack of controlled
locational data; and (3) that scientific archaeological excavations should be started, both inside
the caves and at selected surface sites within the
Park area, by a trained archaeologist. Unfortunately, due to the "International Eaergency" (World
War II) occurring at the time of Carey's writing,
the collections were not studied again until 1957
when Douglas W. Schwartz examined the Jolm M. Relson collection and attempted to relocate sa.e of
the surface sites _from which Nelson had made his
collections (Schwartz, 1958f). Schwartz also visited several of the major museums in the East to study
the collections acquired from the ~th Cave area
at the turn of the century.

Nelson's reference to two different cultures were
interpreted from two stratigraphically different
-middens. The lower, or more "primitive" group
was identified by Nelson what archaeologists would
define two decades later (e.g., Ritchie, 1933), as
the Archaic culture (Schwartz, 1960:133).
Only one other mention of Mammoth Cave area prehistory appeared in print during the first two decades of the twentieth century. This was a fleeting mention of a series of rockshelter sites near
what is now the western boundary of Mammoth Cave
National-Park. The reference was made by C. B.
Moore who visited the Indian Hill rockshelter complex in 1915 (Moore, 1916). Shallow water conditions on the Green River forced Moore to terminate
his Green River archaeological expedition near Indian Hill as his boat, the Gopher, was too large
to continue the journey upstream.

A rebirth and interest in the surface and sUbsurface archaeological potential of the ~th Cave
area began as part of the National Park Service's
''Mission 66" .program, which was designed to acc__
date park visitors better by enriching, "their
visits with more complete inforaation on the natural
and the human history" of the ~th Cave area.
Douglas W. Schwartz, then with the Depa~t of Anthropology, University of Kentucky, was engaged to
"study all the available artifacts and reIaIlins, including materials scattered in several ausueas",
and "present the complete story of the cave in its
relation to the life of prehistoric man" (Schwarta,
1960:135). Schwartz began work in 1957, thirteen
years after Carey's initial plea for additional
regional synthesis. Schwartz states that this program also called for radiocarbon dating. a thorough
study of the remains of the prehistoric tiner found
in 1935 (Lost John). mapping activity areas utilized by the Indians within Mammoth Cave. and a surface survey of sites within Mammoth Cave National
Park

Since the time of Nels C. Nelson's work until the
formation of Mammoth Cave National Park during the
early 1940's, competition among the various land
and/or cave owners for the public dollar greatly
increased. It was a period of great turmoil and
rivalry (Sides, 1971). A newly discovered desiccated burial within Mammoth Cave, known as Lost
John, brought about additional archaeological publicity (Pond, 1935; 1937). Pond's work and G. K.
NelDDBnn's analysis of Lost John (Neuman, t"938)
constituted the only archaeological inquiry in the
area between N. C. Nelson's work in 1916 and the
formation of the Park in 1940. although several
additional references- to caves and rock.heltersites in and around the present boundary of Mammoth Cave National Park appeared intermittently
(e.g., Fowke, 1922; Funkhouser and Webb, 1932).
With the final acquisition of the lands by the
government on April 25, 1940, it became a federal
offense to remove materials from the cave interiors.
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In 1958, Douglas W. Schwartz produced seven different papers (1958a-g) in which he tried to accomplish the aforementioned responsibilities.
The majority of his work, however, was simply
a summary account of work accomplished by others
before him (e.g., N. C. Nelson, J., M. Nelson, and
H. Carey). Schwartz put this body of previous
data, narrative discussions, and artifactual descriptions into an organized fashion. These seven
unpublished reports were then used as his foundation for the writing of two popular accounts of
Mammoth Cave area prehistory (1960; 1965). Three
of Schwartz's reports (1958a, d, and f) and a
later report by Schwartz and Sloan (1960) provide
some useful discussion of archaeological site locations and probable site locations. After rechecking the majority of Schwartz's (1958f) and
Schwartz, and Sloan's (1960) site locations during
my field research period (intermittent visits from
fall, 1973, through fall, 1975), it became clear
that many of Schwartz's site locations were dubious.
Those sites which were accurately recorded were
those reported by Schwartz and Sloan's predecessors.
Schwartz and Sloan did give accurate interpretations of the materials in possession of the Mammoth Cave National Park library, although these interpretations appear to be drawn mainly from the
archaeological surface collections stored at the
Park's research center and were accomplished wholly
on a typological basis. Schwartz should also be
given credit for pulling together hitherto unorganized archaeological leaflets, letters, and documents.

matter preserved by the dry cave environment) are
highly relevant to discovery of dietary practices
during the Late Archaic-Early Woodland period.
Organic artifacts containing this information are
not generally found at eastern U. S. archaeological sites. Research was expanded in April of 1969
to include, "excavation in the Salts Cave Vestibule, a search for and testing of possible surface sites near Salts Sink, and recording of prehistoric remains in other caves within the Park
(Ibid.). In addition, comparative studies were
made at a cave located outside the park (Wyandotte
Cave, Indiana); a more complete radiocarbon sequence was obtained from Salts and Mammoth Caves;
a stratigraphic column from Salts Cave Vestibule
was floated; pollen and parasitological analyses
from paleofecal specimens were undertaken; and
pollen core studies from nEarby sinkhole ponds
initiated.
Aided in her research by scientists repreoollting
the biological, geological, philosophical, matbematical, social, physical, and chemical fields of
study, Watson was able to approach the archaeological problems of the Mammoth Cave National Park
area in a scientifically-integrated manner. Th1s
approach has led to some answers, and to many Dew
questions, particularly with ,respect to environmental changes and their possible effect on tbe
prehistoric inhabitants of the study area. Watson
has been able to document that the prehistoric pe0ple were mining tl~ cave for minerals (e.g •• gypsum and mirabilite) and chert as well as simply
exploring it. She has also noted similar patterns
in portions of other caves located inside (Lee
and Bluff) and outside the Park boundaries (wyandotte Cave in Indiana and Jaguar Cave in northern
Tennessee). Although Lee, Bluff, Wyandotte. and
Jaguar Caves are not comparable in size to either
Salts or Mammoth Cave, Watson's data clearly suggest that cave mining and exploration were widespread activities in this karstic region which
probably began during the Late Archaic (Watson. ed ••
1974:221-232; personal communication re: Jaguar
Cave). The twenty-nine dates now available for
the ~~mmoth Cave project clearly demonstrate the
widespread prehistoric use of the caves over a
very important and similar time horizon: that of
the beginning of horticulture in the Late ArchaicEarly Woodland period (ca" 4,000 to 2,000 B. P.).
Human remains from the Green River Archaic Sbellmounds as well as 'remains of individuals fro. the
Mammoth Cave area are being studied (Robbins. 1911;
1974; 1976; Barnes, 1974; Molnar and Ward, 1914).
These studies have emphasized the stature. diet.
various osteological characteristics (e.g •• auscle
structure, bone pathology, and masticatory), and
social treatment (e.g., burial practices and cannibalism) of the' extinct Green River populations.
Data concerning the social organization'and general
culture history of the people who ventured into
the Flint Mammoth Cave System is BQch acre speculative, but the data and the suggestions made (Watson, ed., 1974:231) are within the range of 'pTObability when supported by the various strands of
information how available. Pollen analyses of
paleofeeal specimens by Schoenwetter (1974&: 57-58Y
have been interpreted as meaning that the people
who left the feces were not members of a special
work or elitist group. As Watson ~. cit.) states
"The people who went into the caves were ••• s1mply

In 1957 (Schwartz, 1958h) and in 1959 (Schwartz,
1960b; Schwartz, Sloan, and Hanson, 1960), Schwartz's group conducted additional archaeological
surveys in Breckinridge, Grayson, Hardin, Hart,
and Edmonson counties (adjacent counties 'to the
north and west of Mammoth Cave National Park; a
portion of Hart and Edmonson counties lies within
the Park's boundaries). These surveys were part
of the inter-agency archaeological and paleontological salvage program for the Rough and Nolin Rivers.
Additional archaeological sites were located during
the surveys. Archaeological test excavations, however, took place at 16, sites. With the exception
of site 15 Gy 12, only two to four short descriptive paragraphs were written explaining the cultural
content of these test excavated sites. Hence, the
significance of this geographically similar data
sample and its relationship to the Mammoth Cave area
was minimal.
.
A New Era: 1960-1980
Prehistory.

Interpreting the Area's

Patty Jo Watson~s archaeological work in Mammoth.
Cave National Park began in 1962 when, in conjunction with the Cave Research Foundation, the Illinois
State Museum, and MammOth Cave National 'Park, she
initiated an archaeological reconnaissance of.the
large caves within the Flint Mammoth Cave system
(Watson, et al., 1969). Watson's initial work was
carried out primarily in Salts Cave but more recent
research has expanded into'other caves (Mammoth,
Lee, and Bluff), and to archaeological surface reconnaissance. One reason for studying the archaeological deposits. and artifacts within the rece~ses
of the caves is that data derived from the paleofecal materials and vegetal fibers (cultural organic
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individuals who wanted or needed cave minerals
for personal or family use." This hypothesis also
fits information derived from human and non-human
remains found in both Salts and Mammoth Caves, such
as 'the presence of child-sized slippers in Salts
Cave (Young, 1919:307), hanks of raw materi~l that
might be associated with female work and/or clothing
repair, and the bodies of an sdult male from'MsmmOth Cave (Lost John), and a preadolescent boy from
Salts Cave (Little AI). Physical pathological evidence suggests that both individuals died while pursuing exploring and/or mining activities in the caves;
neither seems to have been deliberately placed in the
respective caves following their deaths.
Most, importantly, dietary information suggests that
the individuals who visited the caves not only relied
heavily upon a steady plant-food diet (hickory nuts,
sunflower, sumpweed, chenopod seeds, and occasional
fruits; Watson, ed., 1974:234), but also utilized
plants which were domesticated. Meat from deer, turkey, and small mammals was also consumed, but to a
lesser degree than the vegetable materials. The nature of the food remains suggests that the people
who ventured into the caves utilized food sources
which were light weight, yet nutritious (e.g., sunflower seeds and/or hickory nuts in the whole, or
pemmican when ground and dried).

October, 1975.
In addition to these excavations and surface collections, one week during April, 1975, was spent
in the American Museum of Natural History, New
York, examining material obtained during the surface collections and excavations conducted by Rels
C. Nelson (1917; much of this material was unpublished). The interpretation of these exeavationa, surface survey and collections made by the
Green River Survey personnel, as well.. as observations made on the John Nel..son and Rel..s C. Nelson
collections have proved sufficient in dete~iniag
the cultural history of the Central leDtuclty Karst
(Carstens, 1980).
Since the time of Nels Nel..son' s work in the earl,.
twentieth century, i t has taken archaeolofP.-tB
more than six decades to piece together the area's
prehistoric culture history. Much of this delay
is the result of significant prehistoric sites being destroyed by vandals. Stronger .easures of
resource protection are urgently needed if we are
to continue to identify, interpret, and preserve
the cultural resource base. Without adequate eoforcement, resource protection by legislatioa is
meaningless.
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ABSTRACT

,u, one on the m04t bnpo!l:taYLt aJLc.heo£.<Jg~ 4LtU .in the .!lOuthUnU:ed Statu. It utt6 dec1.aJl.ed a na.t<.onal monument .in 1961 ol.6.teJl.
a 4vUU on excava.U.on6, e.ovvUng 25% 06 the. cave intvW:Jlt, doewnented
OVeJl. 9, 000 ljeaM 06 inten6e plteh-Wtoltie. human. oc.c.upa:tWn and an aJLt<.6ac.t
a44emblage in exe.U4 06 250,000 .6pewen6. Sine.e:that .ti.me, a c.omp!U'hen4ive c.uUwta-e ItUOUlte.u management pltOgltam Juu, been deve£.<Jped at the 4Ue
which ,u, e.o n6ideJte.d heJl.e in de.ta...i1.. &v., ed 0 n the .in6 oJrma.:ti.D n nltO III RUM ell
Cave, a numbeJl. on 4uggUti0n6 aILe pltOP0.6ed ltegaJtding pItOblem.6 and :the goa..f.6
on c.uUwta-e ltuoUlte.e management at cave .6Ltu in the nutUlte.
RUMeU. Cave
ea4teM

Introduction
Russell Cave (lJA 181) is located in Jackson
County, northeast Alabama. The site is situated
approximately 40 miles west of Chattanooga, Tennessee and 6 miles west of Bridgeport, Alabama
(Figure 1). The site is located in Doran Cove, a
narrow valley 6 miles long and 0.5 miles wide.
Physiographically, the valley is bounded by steepsided mountains rising over 1,300 feet above the
valley floor. To the southeast, Doran Cove valley
forms a corridor, to the Tennessee River valley and
to the northwest, it extends into the uplands of
southern Tennessee. Geologically, Russell Cave is
. situated on the ,southwest edge of the Cumberland
Plateau of northern Alabama and is developed in an
oolitic 'limestone of Mississippian age.

feet to the backwall (Figure 2). Tbe roof ranges
from 17 to 25 feet above the present occupational
surface. Large surface rockfalls are located on
the southern portion of the cave interior and on
the outer margin of the dripline (Figure 2).
The site is situated in dense woodlands dominated
by oak, hickory and maple. The laver vegetation
layers consist of shrubs and herbs that are sparsel)
distributed throughout the site area.
Russell Cave was initially recorded by amateur
archeologists in 1951. Exploratory test excavations were conducted by the amateurs along the
north wall of the site from 1953 to 1955. A description of the excavation procedures was published by Bro\o71l (l954). The resultant collection
of materials was catalogued and a brief report vas
published by Broyles (1958). The amateurs reported
this important site to ~~tthew W. Stirling. Director of the Bureau of American Ethnology at the
Smithsonian Institution, in 1955. Carl F. Hil1er.
a Bureau of American Ethnology archeologist. was
-dispatched to inspect the site and. based on his
enthusiastic report, the Smithsbnian solicited
financial support from the National Geographic Society and jointly, under Miller's direction. conducted exploratory excavations at the site from
1956 to 1958. Miller's excavation grid supert.posed and expanded the test trench opened by the
amateurs (Figure 2). This research was designed
as a preliminary endeavor and the excavations were
based on one foot arbitrary levels. Miller's excavation unit measured app~cximately 20 feet by. 20
feet and was stepped down toward the north backwall
to a maximum depth of 32, feet. A series of brief
notes and accounts of this research were published
by Miller (l956 , 1957, 1958, 1960, 1962. 1965).
In addition. brief reports of the research were

Russell Cave is an exposed part of a subterranean
drainsae system. Prior to 9,000 years ago, the
roof of this cave system collapsed, forming a large
"sink" and exposing a two-chambered cross section
of the drainage system. The two chambers are separated by a substantial pillar of limestone. One
chambe~ subsequently began filling with roof fall,
sediments and eventually occupational. debris. The
adjacent chamber is fed by a perennial spring and
has remained clear of rock fall and debris. The
stream travels some 4.5 miles through Montague
Mountain where it emerges and forms Widows Creek
which eventually flows into the Tennessee River,
7 miles from the site.
The present occupation surface of Russell Cave is
625 feet above sea level and the floor is 33 feet
above the stream at the base of the site deposits.
The cave aperture is 100 feet wide and extends 150
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published in the Bureau of American Ethnology
Annual Reports (Stirling 1957, 1958; Roberts
1959, 1960). Unfortunately, a final report has
not been published. However, radiocarbon dates
from Miller's excavations document over 9000 years
of prehistoric human occupation at Russell Cave.
The deposits contain fantastically well-preserved
artifacts numhering well over 200,000 specimens.
They include stone tools and debris, ceramics,
bone tools, faunal and floral remains, as well as
burials and fire hearths and storage pits. The
variety of cultural materials and features suggests that a wide range of activities were conducted by human inhabitants at the site.
Considering its archeological significance, the
National Geographic Society wisely purchased
Russell Cave and its contiguous areas (310 acres)
in 1958. The site and land were donated to the
"American people" and given to the National Park
Service (Grosvenor 1958). In 1961, President
John F. Kennedy officially established the "Russell Cave National Monument". In 1962 the National Park Service conducted excavations at
Russell Cave under the direction of John W. Griffin. The purpose of this research was "primarily
aimed at preparing for the development of an inplace exhibit of the stratified deposits within
the rock shelter" (Griffin 1974:5). Griffin's
excavations yielded another rich assemblage of
cultural material which was comparable to that
recovered by Miller.

Figure 1.

Russell Cave. Northeast Alabama. and ad.1acent South Central
Tenn.ssee (From Criffin 1974 :2) a
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FIGURE 2-PlAN OF AREAS EXCAVATEO AT RUSSELL CAVE
AND "IN PLACE" EXH IBIT. (MODIFIED FROM GRIFFIN 1974)

In 1979, the author conducted a detailed analysis
of some of the archeological materials recovered
during the 1956-1958 excavations at Russeal Cave.
Of special interest is the faunal assemblage,
which includes over 105,000 elements. The preservation of bone and shell materials is extraordinary. Over 50 vertebrate species and 27 invertebrates (11 mussels, 6 freshwater snails and
10 terrestrial snails) have been tentatively identified. Deer, turkey, raccoon, squirrel and box
turtle were the species most important to human
groups throughout the occupational sequence. After
about 500 B.C., a variety of freshwater fauna, including fish, turtles, mussels and snails, was
intensely exploited. Habitat characteristics of
some of the freshwater species indicate they were
(are) indigenous to the Tennessee River, documenting the economic importance of both local and
non-local resources. Overall, the preliminary
evidence indicates that riverine and midland hardwood forest biomes were the principal resource
areas exploited by the inhabitants of Russell Cave.
The chipped stone assemblage consists of over
24,000 specimens. Of these, 16,400 are flakes
(14,200) and blades (2,200) exhibiting distinct
striking platforms. Other debitage (6,186) types
include chunks and smaller fragments. There are
1,414 finished implements, including 58 types of
projectile points (827 specimens), 14 other types
of bifacial implements (472), and 7 types of unifacial tools (121). The high incidence of projectile points and other.bifacial implements, in
addition to the great size of the faunal assemblage,
suggest that the site was used as a hunting and
food processing locality. The large concentration
of chipping debris implies that stone tools were
manufactured at the site. A portion of the limestone
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formation above the cave contains abundant chert
nodules, which undoubtedly constituted an important source of raw material for stone tool manufacturing.

Overall, the cul~ural resource management program
at Russell Cave has been focused on protection,
preservation and public information. The cave
exhibit, resource trails, mu~um, literature, and
park service personnel provide comprehensive information about the archeology and natural environment of the site. The cave systell a also
an important part of the management aySteli. The
cultural resource management aystea at the site
18 unique because the cave has substantial deposits, 60? of which are UDdaturbed, over 9000
years of human occupation, over 500,000 artifaets
exhibiting extraordinary preservation, and a l0cated within an undisturbed natural settios_

The ceramic assemblage from Russell Cave consists
of plain and decorated wares. The earliest ceramics are plainware and "twine" impressed wares
tempered with crushed limestone. Later, a wide
variety of decorated types were introduced, including check-stamped, block-line and concentric-circle
designs. Crushed limestone is the most common
tempering agent. During the latest occupations,
vessels tempered with pulverized shell were common.
Overall, the excavations conducted by Miller and
the National Park Service have recovered over 500,000
artifacts and hundreds of cultural features including
burials, fire pits and storage pits. In addition,
over 60% of the site is undisturbed.

Cultural resource management at the site baa provided the public with a better understandlOS of
prehistoric archeology and the relationship betweeD
hwnan groups and the env1r~ut. It also elIphasizes the need for the protection and preservation of cave sites, excavations, and cultural deposits. Last, the preservation of the uodisturbed
cultural resources enhance the potential for future
archeological research at the site.

Russell Cave has been preserved because it represents a valuable archeological resource. It represents one of the oldest sites in the eastern
United States. The monument was created to protect
the remaining prehistoric cultural deposits as well
as the adjacent natural cave system. As noted
above, the site has been maintained by the National
Park Service since 1958. The site is administrated
by Mr. John Mapel, director. and a number of highly
competent Park Service personnel. A small museum
houses an exhibit that includes diagnostic artifacts
and a description of the prehistory of the site, as
well as a history of excavations. From the museum,
a path winds through the woods to the site. On the
cave interior, an elevated wooden platform leads to
Griffin's excavation unit, which has been converted
to an open "pit" exhibit. Two concrete retaining
walls form one corner of the exhibit (Figure 2).
A third wall, parallel to the aperture of the cave,
consists of a profile showing the occupational sequence at the site with corresponding C-14 dates.
The fourth side of the exhibit consists of a set of
wooden stairs leading down into the "pit". A tape
recording explains the prehistory of the site as
well as the history of excavations. According to
Mr. Mapel, the site averages 25,000 visitors a year.
The cave and the interior "excavation" exhibit are
the main features at Russell Cave National Monument.
The National Park Service has developed a.number of
protective measures for these resources. At any
cave site, roof collapse is a potential .problem.
The interior of the site is constantly monitored for
cracks, etc. Elevated walkways into the cave prevent
disturbance and destruction of the existing cultural
deposits (Figure 2). Lights and cameras are used
~~riodically to monitor activ.ities inside the cave.

Future Goals
The most important problem is recognition aod
subsequent evaluation of cultural deposits at
cave sites. This requires increased collaboratioa
among cave owners, speleological societies, aod
archeologists. Furthermore, archeologists are
interested in both cultural and biological data
which provide information on envirau.ental aod
cultural reconstruction and thus, necessitates
collaboration with biological researchers. ca.e
sites need protection via legislation or ~.ate
ownership. At present, cave sites are beiaB destroyed at an alarming rate. A cave site, sada as
Russell Cave, represents an educatiooal device
which provides the general public with iafo~tioa
for understanding the necessity for cave p ~ ~
tion and thus education should he a _jor COIK:erD
of any cave management progra-.
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THE RECOGNITION-, EVALUATION, AND
MANAGEMENT OF CAVE BONE
DEPOSITS
* Ronald C. Wilson
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Effective management requires recognition and
evaluation of the resource being managed. Potentially important paleontological sites located
in caves often are neither recognized nor evaluated.
This results in mismanagement that may lead to destruction of the sites and loss of the associated
paleoecological record that the sites contain. Most
caves contain bone deposits. These can range from
fossil vertebrates in the parent strata to remains
of a recent explorer's lunch.

to obscure them from the untrained observer. Recognition often requires techniques similar to
those used by archeologists. Careful examination
of cave fill is required to detect small or fragmentary remains. Mineral coatings may cause bones
to resemble rocks. Teeth of small mammals and
vertebrae of salamanders and snakes may be as
small as the head of a pin. Screen washing or
floatation may be required to detect such items,
but it is small bones such as these that are most
useful in reconstructing environmental conditions
during the period of deposition. Discovery of all
but the most obvious bone deposits requires careful observation. Areas in danger of disturbance
should be carefully examined for any type of organic material: small bones, teeth, snail shells,
seeds, or other fragments of plants or animals.
If any organic remains are found, small test pits
and screen washing are indicated to determine the
extent and importance of the site.

The most significant bone accumulations are those
that represent a large number of species in stratigraphic'context or unusually well preserved specimens of poorly known species. Such accumulations
most frequently occur in cave fill as a result of
natural pitfall traps, woodrat nests, roosts of
raptorial birds, or carnivore dens. Each of these
situations can produce large accumulations that
may be several feet deep and may represent several
thousand years of deposition. Long term preservation of such sites requires geologic stability
that results from a lack of major environmental
fluctuations in the local environment of the site.
Caves act as buffers that shelter the interior
from such fluctuations, making caves the most important paleontological sources in many areas.
Sites most often are found near present or past
cave entrances.

Evaluation of any teeth or bones recovered usually
requires the skills·of a vertebrate paleontologist.
Bones can sometimes be identified from photographs,
but it is usually preferable to have the. actual
specimen in hand. Direct comparison with a comparative osteology collection is frequently required, especially if the item is incomplete or if
it is from an animal with several closely related
species of similar morphology. Collection of
specimens for identification should be selective,
choosing those that are most likely to be identifiable: skulls, jaws, teeth, and major limb bones.
If you are dealing with a complete skeleton, a
single jaw or major limb bone will probably be
enough for identification. If the deposit is a
jumble of bones, several of the most distinctive

The same depositional and post-depositional processes that produce the bone sites may also serve

*Department of Biology, University of Louisville,
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elements should be selected for referral to a
specialist.

the management objective should be protection of
the site from unauthorized collecting and from
damage due to heavy traffic in the area of the
site. The value of the site lies in the information it contains on past animals and their environments. Stratigraphic relationships as revealed by
proper excavation and preserved in field notes and
publications are therefore required in order to
obtain the most information from the site. Fossil
specimens and the information associated with them
provide an often overlooked basis for interpretation of the geological history of the cave and of
the ecological history of the region in which it
occurs. The details will be different for each
site. Assistance from the National Speleological
Society Vertebrate Paleontology Study Group should
aid cave managers in obtaining maximum benefits
from the paleontological resources of their caves.

The National Speleological Society has recently
formed a Vertebrate Paleontology Study Group to
serve as a clearing house for reports of cave bone
deposits. The addresses of founding members are
available in Table 1. Any of these individuals
may be consulted for advice on how to deal with
specific discoveries, for identification of specimens, or for referral to the nearest specialist
or institution.
Once a site has been recognized and evaluated,
its management should be similar to that preferred
for archeological sites. Excavation should be
under the direction of a paleontologist. If a
qualified supervisor is not immediately available,

TABLE 1
Members of the National Speleological Society Vertebrate Paleontology Study Group
Address
E. Ray Garton

P. O. Box 200, Barrackville, WV

Frederick Grady

1201 South Scott, #123, Arlington, VA

Oscar Hawksley

Department of Biology, Central Missouri State
University, Warrensburg, MO 64093

Allen McCrady

Section of Vertebrate Fossils, Carnegie Museum
of Natural History, 4400 Forbes Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15213

H. Gregory McDonald

Department of Vertebrate Paleontology, Royal
Ontario Museum, 100 Queen's Park, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada MSS 2C6

Ronald C. Wilson

Department of Biology, University of Louisville,
Louisville, KY 40292
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THE ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT
AND THE REGULATIONS DEVELOPED
BY THE u.s. FISH AND WILDLIFE
SERVICE TO PROTECT ENDANGERED
'SPECIES
*Robert R. Currie
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man.

The Endangered Species Act, in approximately its
present· form, was enacted in 1973. It has been
amended several times since then but, with the
exception of those passed in 1978, these amendments have been minor. Congress states in Section 2 of the Act that its purposes are to "provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which
endangered and threatened species depend may be
conserved," and "to provide a program for the
conservation of" these species.

the responsibility of both Services. While the
sea turtle is in the water, it is onder the jurisdiction of the National. Marine Fisheries Service.
but when it comes ashore to nest. it is under our
jurisdiction.
There are five sections of the Act which are of
special interest. These are:

The Fish and Wildlife Service and the National
Marine Fisheries Service are charged with the
_administration of the Act •. The National Marine
Fisheries Service is primarily responsible for
the species found in the marine environment
such as whales, while we are responsible for
the species found in terrestrial or freshwater
environments, such as the bald eagle, gray bat.
and Alabama cave fish. There are a few species.
iike the threatened loggerhead turtle. which are
*Fish and Wildlife Biologist, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 50 South French Broad Avenue, Plateau Building, Room AS, Asheville. NC 28801.
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1.

Section 4 which establishes the mechanism used
in determining which species are endangered or
threatened;

2.

Section 5 which authorizes the purchase of land
expressly to protect or enhance the status of
listed species;

3.

Section 6 which sets up a program for cooperating with the states in meeting the purposes of
the Act;

4.

Section 7 which directs al.l Federal. agencies to
cooperate in the protection and conservation o~
listed species; and.

5.

Section 9 which outlines activities that are

prohibited when dealing with listed species.
I will now review each of these sections in a
little more detail. But first we will need to
define three important terms.

An endangered species is a species which is in

The Act requires that the Service hold a public
meeting in the Area to be designated critical habitat or if critical habitat is not designated, to
hold a public meeting if one.is requested by anyone.
Basically this means that very few additional species will be listed without holding a public meeting.

danger of extinction throughout all or a significant portion of its range. .

As I am sure many of you are aware, adding a species to the list is not a simple task. The procedures which must be followed are time consuming
and costly to carry out. The process includes:

A threatened species is a species which is likely
to become endangered within the foreseeable future
throughout all or a significant portion of its
range.
Critical habitat is a specific area within the
geographical area occupied by the species on
which are found those features which are essential to the conservation of the species and
which may require special management or protection. Specific areas outside the present range
of the species can be designated critical habitat if they are judged to be essential for the
conservation of the species.

2.

An environmental assessment of the impacts of

3.

A determination of what constitutes critical
habitat;

4.

An economic assessment of the impacts of designating critical habitat;

5.

Consultation with local and state governments,
Federal agencies, private individuals, and
organizations which may be affected by the
listing of the species;

6.

Notice in the Federal Register of the proposals to list the species and determine critical habitat;

7.

Distribution of copies of the Federal Register
notice to local newspapers, scientific journals,
local governments, state governments, and others
if appropriate.

The present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or
range;

8.

A public meeting to gather information, and if
requested, a more formal public hearing on the
proposals; and finally,

Over utilization for commercial, sporting,
scientific, or educational purposes;

9.

Notice in the Federal Register of the disposition of the proposals.

This section and the regulations developed under
it state that a species may be determined to be
endangered or threatened for any of the following
reasons:

2.

A status review of the species based upon the
best information currently available;
listing the species;

The listing responsibilities under Section 4 have,
until fairly recently, been with the Office of
Endangered Species in Washington. Within the recent past some of the duties have been delegated
to our Regional and Area Offices, such as the
Atlanta Regional Office and the Asheville Area
Office.

1.

1.

3.

Disease or predation;

4.

The inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; or

5.

Other natural or man-made factors affecting
its continued existence.

Section 4 also directs the Service to develop and
implement plans designed to conserve and insure the
survival of listed species. These are referred to
as recovery plans. Dr. John Brady, team leader of
the Indiana/Cray Bat Recovery Team. will give you
some perspective on how these plans are developed
in his presentation on the Indiana bat.

At the time a species is listed as endangered or
threatened, the Service must also determine what
constitutes critical 'habitat for the species.
The only way a species can now be listed without
designating critical habitat is when.such a designation is judged not to be prudent. This exception
would only be used in cases where publishing information about the exact location of a species would
increase the threat or be of no benefit to the
species. This was the case with the recently
listed Green Pitcher Plant in Alabama. The Green
Pitcher Plant is very popular as a novelty plant
and as an unusual addition to home gardens. Since
there is no restriction in the Act on taking or
collecting listed plants, it was judged that it
was not prudent to provide information about where
the few remaining individuals were actually located.

Section 5 of the Act authorizes the purchase of
lands specifically for listed species. Examples
of caves which have been or are in the process of
being acquired for this purpose include Sauta Cave
and Fern Cave in Alabama. Both caves are of utmost
importance to the gray bat. The Morgue section of
Fern Cave is a major hibernaculum and Sauta Cave is
an extremely important maternity site. In addition
to the summer use of Sauta Cave by the gray bat.
several thousand Indiana bats also hibernate there.
Section 6 of the Act authorizes the Service to enter
into Cooperative Agreements with qualifying states
for the study. protection. and conservation of endangered or threatened plants and animals. This
cooperation takes the form of at least two-thirds
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Federal funding of most of the state's endangered
species activities. At the present time, 36
states have entered into cooperative sgreements
with the Service for fish and wildlife while six
states have agreements covering plants.

construction projects are treated differently.
Agencies are not required to formally request
lists of species which may occur in the area, nor
are they required to prepare a formal biological
assessment. However, they must still determine
if the proposed action will affect, again in a
positive or negative way any listed species. Usually to get enough information to make this determination an agency must perform an analysis sillilar
to that required for a biological assessment. If
a listed species will be affected, consultation is
required.

We now come to the extremely important and occasionally controversial section which requires
other Federal agencies to cooperate in the protection and enhancement of listed species. Section 7 of the Act states in part that all Federal
agencies shall:
1.

Carry out programs for the conservation of
listed species;

2.

Insure that their actions do not jeopardize
the continued existence of a listed species
or destroy or adversely modify a species'
critical habitat (unless of course the agency
has been granted an exemption from Section 7
by the Endangered Species Committee); and

3.

The formal consultation process is the procedure
by which the Service issues a Biological Opinion
on what effect the project will have on listed
species. The conclusions which may be reached in
a Biological Opinion include:

Consult with the Sertice on the effect of
proposed actions on listed species or criti~
cal habitat if it is determined that an action ".!!!!X. affect" a listed species.

There are two broad categories of actions which
may require consultation with the Service to determine their effect on listed species. The first
of these are construction projects. A construction project is an action which is conducted,
authorized, or permitted by a Federal agency which
involves "construction" of some type, and which i.s
a major Federal action. That is one requiring
preparation of an environmental impact statement
under the National Environmental Policy Act.

1.

That the project will enhance the conservation
of a species;

2.

That the project is not likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of a species;

3.

That the project is likely to jeopardiZe the
species continued existence; or

4.

That the agency cannot insure that their actions will not jeopardize the continued existence of a species. This type of opinion would
be issued in those cases where there is not
enough information available to form a aore
explicit opinion and agreement cannot be reached
on extending the consultation period.

The Act prohibits a Federal agency from doing anything which would jeopardize a species. Although
the Service has no enforcement powers under Section
7, agencies which ignore this directive are subject
to suit by private individuals or organizations in
Federal court.

When a Federal agency is involved in a construction project, they must first ask the Service if
there may be any listed species or species proposed for listing within the impact area of the
project. These requests for lists come directly
to the Area Offices in most regions. vfuen such
a request is received, the distributional information available is reviewed and the Federal
agency is provided a list of species which ~
occur in the area. At the same time, the agency
is informed of its responsibility to prepare a
biological assessment of the effects of the proposal on these species and their critical habitat
(if critical habitat has been designated within
the project area).

In 1978 Congress instituted a mechanism for resolving conflicts of this nature. This was accOllplishec
by the establishment of an Endangered Species ~
mittee. This committee can review the merits of a
project and weigh them against the merits of project alternatives (including not completing the
project) which would not be likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of the species. They can
either rule that the project as proposed or some
alternative to the proposal is in the public interest.
It is only after the committee has issued an exemption from the Act that a project which is likely
to jeopardize a species can legally be completed.
It should be pointed out that this is the next to
the last resort for the most difficult conflicts.
In the past almost all controversies have been
satisfactorily resolved well below the Endangered
Species Committee level.

After preparation of the biological assessment,
the agency determines if the proposed action .!!!!X.
affect in either a positive, or negative manner a
listed species. If the agency believes that a
listed species may be affected, it must request
a formal consultation with the Service. If it
believes that the species will not be affected,
consultation is not required unless requested by
the Service. For species which have been proposed for listing but have not yet been formally
added to the list, the Federal agency must confer
with the Service if they determine that the proposed action may jeopardize the continued existence of the proposed species.

As I stated, the Endangered Species Committee is

the next to the last resort. The last resort is
Congress. Congress can specifically exempt a project from all provisions of the Act. This was
done with the Tellico Dam project in eastern Tennessee.

Federal actions which do not meet the criteria for
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ommission which creates the likelihood of injury
to wildlife by annoying it to such an extent as
to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are not limited to,
breeding, feeding, or sheltering."

Section 9 of the Act deals with the prohibition
of certain activities which would adversely affect listed species. Plants and animals are
treated differently under this section. There
is no prohibition against taking or possessing
a listed plant while these acts are prohibited
when dealing with animals.

Harm means "an act or ommission which actually
injures or kills wildlife, including acts which
annoy it to such an extent as to significantly
disrupt essential behavior patterns, which include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding,
and sheltering; significant environmental modification or degradation which has such effects is
included within the meaning of harm."

The following are prohibited unless specifically
authorized by a permit from the Wildlife Permit
Office in Washington:
1.

Importing or exporting the species;

2.

Possessing, selling, delivering, etc., the
species;

3.

Taking the species;

4.

Selling or offering for sale in interstate
commerce any listed species; and,

5.

Violating any special regulation developed
when the species is listed.

The penalties for violating any of these prohibitions are fines up to $20,000 and a year of
imprisonment.
If the Endangered Species Act is conscientiously
implemented, we as a Nation can fulfill the goal
outlined by Congress of conserving endangered
and threatened species as well as the ecosystems
upon which they depend. If t is not, then we
will continue to lose elements of our diverse
fauna and flora at an alarming rate. It all depends upon us. We must support the goal of preserving these species if we are to succeed. We
should also all be prepared to pay the costs
which will be required to do so.

We should note that "take" is defined in the
regulations to include harming or harassing a
species.
Harass means "an intentional or negligent act or
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THE STATUS

OF

THE

INDIANA BAT

sodalis)
*John T. Brady

Introduction

be other major hibernating caves, especially in
the southeast, that have not been located.

The Indiana bat has been designated an endangered
species by the U. S. Fish ,and Wildlife Service,
and is protected under the Endangered Species Act
of 1973, as amended (U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1978). A recovery plan was prepared in 1976
(Engel, et a1., 1976), and the Indiana/Gray Bat
Recovery Team is in the process of revising this
plan.

Habitat Requirements
1. Hibernating. - Depending on local weather
conditions, Indiana bats are in hibernation froa
October to April (LaVal, et al., 1977). Indiana
bats have specific requirements for hibernation,
generally choosing roost sites within cavesoor
mines which have stable temperatures of 4-8 C allowing the bats to maintain a low IEtabOUSW aDd
conserve fat reserves until spring (Humphrey,
1978). The bats usually hibernate in large, dense
clusters of about 300 bats per square foot (Ball,
1962; Engel, et al., 1976; Clawson, et al., 1980).

Distribution and Numbers
The Indiana bat is found in the midwestern and
eastern United States from northern Arkansas and
eastern Oklahoma, north to Iowa and northern Michigan, to eastern Vermont and New Hampshire, southeast to northern Florida. The winter range is
primarily in Missouri, Indiana, Kentucky, and
Tennessee:

2. Maternity Period. - Very little vas known of
Indiana bat summer habits until recently. Current
studies indicate that females fOnl nursery colonies
mostly in riparian and floodplain areas of a.all
to medium sized streams (Humphrey, et al., 1977;
Cope, et al., 1978; Sparling, et aI., 1979; Gardner and Gardner, 1980), but sa.etiBes even in
tree-lined drainage ditches (Brack, 1979). The
few nursery colonies found have ranged froa SO to
100 individuals including young, (HUllphrey, et al.,
1977; Cope, et al., 1978). Humphrey, et aI. (1971
found a nursery colony under the loose bark of a
dead butternut hickory tree (Carya cordifoZ'frria).

Table 1 shows hibernating population figures from
the most recent available sources. Missouri has
the largest hibernating population, accounting
for 66.4 percent of the total. Indiana has the
next largest hibernating population with 20.4 percent. Ninety-one percent of the known Indiana bat
hibernating population is found in ten locations
(nine caves and one mine) with eight in Missouri,
one in Indiana, and one in Kentucky. There could
Table 1

Estimated hibernating population of Indiana bats (MYotis sodaZis)

State
Missouri
Indiana
Kentucky
Tennessee
West Virginia
Arkansas
Virginia
New York
Illinois

Population
Size

Percent
of Total

Date

342,100
104,824
55,782
7,554
1,757
1,700
580
500
194

66.4
20.4
10.8
1.5
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.0

1980
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975
1975

514,991

99.9

*Team Leader, Indiana/Gray Bat Recovery Team,
U. S. Army Crops of Engineers, 210 Tucker
Boulevard, North, St. LouiS, Mo. 63101
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Source
Clawson (1980
Humphrey (1978)
Humphrey (1918)
Humphrey (1978).
Humphrey (1978)
Humphrey (1978)
Humphrey (1978)
Humphrey (1978)
Humphrey (1978)

The colony occasionally used a living shagbark
hickory tree (Carya ovata) as an alternate roost.
The bats were observed foraging in air space from
2 to 30 m above the ground under riparian and
floodplain trees (Humphrey, 1977). Excellent
foraging habitat has been described as mature trees
that overhang rivers by more than 30 m on one or
both sides; streams without riparian vegetation do
not appear to be suitable (Cope, et al., 1978).
Indiana bats were found to feed primarily on Lepidoptera in Missouri (LaVal and LaVal, 1980). Population estimates for nursery colonies ranged from
60 to 90 bats per km of suitable stream with an
average figure of 75 per km. Riparian habitat was
found to be occupied by Indiana bats from mid-May
until mid-September (Humphrey, et al., 1977).
The location of males during the breeding period
is not well known, although a few have been found
in caves (LaVal, et al., 1977; Hall, 1962). They
have been observed feeding in flood plain, hillside, and ridge forests in the Missouri Ozarks
(LaVal, et al., 1977).
3. Mating. -- Between early August and mid-September, Indiana bats arrive in the vicinity of
th~ir hibernacula and engage in swarming and copulation. Swarming is described as " ... a phenomenon
in which large numbers of bats fly in and out of
cave entrances from dusk to dawn, while relatively
few roost in the caves "during the day." (Cope and
Humphrey, 1977). Swarming continues into October,
and it is during this time that fat reserves are
built up for hibernation.

FIGURE 1. Warning sign for Indiana bat hibernacula
by the Missouri Department of Conservation (photo
Credit, St. Louis District, Corps of Engineers).

Reasons for Decline

Other sources of decline include indiscriminate
handling of bats by biologists, especially in
hibernacula; commercialization of hibernacula;
exlucsion of bats from caves by poorly designed
gates; changes in cave microclimate by opening of
additional entrances or blocking of air flow by
poorly designed gates; flooding of caves by reservoirs, butting of forests necessary for summer
roosting; and pesticide poisoning.

1. Natural Hazards. -- Indiana bats are subject
to a number of natural hazards. In Bat Cave in
Mammoth Cave National Park, an estimated 300,000
skeletons were found, apparently victims of flooding from the nearby Green River. A few other cases
of hibernacula being flooded have also been recorded (Hall, 1962).
Bats hibernating in mines are vulnerable to ceiling
collapse. This has occurred in Illinois (Hall,
1962) and is presently a serious concern at a mine
in Missouri that is the largest known India~a bat
hibernaculum. Another potential hazard exists be~
cause Indiana bats hibernate in cool portions of
caves that tend to be near entrances. Some freeze
to death during very severe winters (Humphrey, 1978).
2. Human Causes. -- The most serious cause of Indiana bat decline is human disturbance of hibernating
bats. The bats enter hibernation with only enough
fat reserves to last until spring. When a bat is
aroused, it uses a portion of these reserves, as
much as 10 to 30 days of fat supply per average disturbance. Cavers or researchers passing near hibernating Indiana bats cause arousal (Humphrey, 1978).
If this happens very often, the bats likely will die.
Vandalism also has been documented. In 1968, an
estimated 10,000 Indiana bats were killed in Carter
Caves State Park, Carter County, Kentucky, by 3 boys
who tore masses of bats from the ceiling and trampled and stoned them to death (Engel, et al., 1976).
There are many examples of such tragedies. Bats
seem to have a bad reputation and are viewed by
~rtny people with fear and repugnance.
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Management
1. Protection of Hibernacula. -- The U. S. Fish
and Wildlife Service has designated 13 caves and
2 mines, which are used by about 453,600 hibernating Indiana bats, as critical habitat under the
Endangered Species Act of 1973. Eight of these are
in public ownership. This represents 88 percent of
the total known population. There are a number of
other hibernating caves which probably qualify as
critical habitat. The Recovery Team needs cooperation from the caving community to locate hibernating caves which are not known. Protection of these
caves does not exclude cavers since the caves can
be entered during the summer months when the bats
are not present.
A number of measures should be taken to protect
these important hibernacula, Usually, the first
recommendation is to purchase the cave and place
it in public ownership. After purchase, a decision
must be made on how best to protect the cave from
human disturbance.
If the cave is remote and
never visited, the best course of action probably
is to do nothing. The next level of protection is
to erect a sign. An example of a sign from Missouri
is shown in Figure 1. The most secure level of

FIGURE 2. Photograph of a gate used on an Indiana bat hibernaculum by St. Louis District. Corps
of Engineers (Photo Credit - St. Louis District, Corps of Engineers).
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FIGURE 3. Drawing of a gate used on an Indiana bat hibernaculum by the St. Louis District. Corps
of Engineers.
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"cage" gate, similar to that shown in Figure 4.

protection is to place a gate at the cave entrance,
or a fence around the perimeter of the entrance.
A gate is considered the most effective, but the
choice may depend on the physical setting. Figure
2 shows a photograph of a cave gate constructed by
the St. Louis District, Corps.of Engineers, on a
critical habitat hibernaculum in Missouri. This
gate has proven to be effective in keeping:.most
. people out and has been acceptable to the·bats over
the last 3 years. Figure 3 is an engineering drawing of this gate, A gated cave should also have a
sign explaining the p~rpos~ of the gate and penalti~s invQlved if the cave is entered.

It is al~o important to restrict access to important Indiana bat caves. Few people find caves
without the aid of trails and roads. Obliteration of jeep and foot trails may greatly reduce
human traffic to the caves (Indiana/Gray Bat Recovery Team, in manuscript) •
There are a number of caves with blocked entrances
caused by poorly designed gates restricting air
flow, which have caused Indiana bats to abandon
them., These blocking structures should be removed
so that the bat populationa can recover (Humphrey.
1978)

Gates must be used· only with extreme care to avoid
detrimental effects. They should not be horieontal
or used on entrances smaller than six feet in diameter. Gates on small entrances are most likely to
restrict air flow or increase bat vulnerability to
predators (Tuttle, 1977; Tuttle and Stevenson., 1978),
leading to abandonment of the cave by t~e,baes.,

After the important caves are protected, a periodic
(not more than one per year) census should be made
to mdnitor the· hibernating populationa. These will
be indicative of the effectiveness of protective
measures. Censuses should be done with a minimua
of dist~rbance by a qualified biologist, and bats
should not be handled. Recreational cavers need
not be excluded from Indiana bat hibernacula during the ~eriod when bats are not present (I May
to 1 SeptembeT) (Humphrey, 1978).

Welded steel bar gates provide the most secure means
of preventing human entry into a cave. Even the
best designed and well-built gate can be vandalized.
Routine inspections will identify damage so that repairs can be made promptly.

Cave gating recommendations presented here for
the Indiana bat do not necessarily apply to the
gray bat (My otis gTiseseens). In general, gray
bats are much less likely to use gated caves.
A recovery plan' should be released late.in 19aO
for the gray bat explaining cave gating procedures for this species. The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the Indiana/Gray Bat Recovery
Team should be contacted before attempting to
gate either an Indiana or gray bat cave.

Each gate must be designed specifically for the cave
to be protected, considering numbers of bats, air
flow, and entrance size and shape. In spite of the
number of variables involved, certain generalizatiorts
about gate design can be made.
Gates should be constructed of steel bars, of sufficient size and hardness to be invulnerable to bolt
cutters. Round steel bars 3/4 to 1 inch in diameter
(American Society of Testing Materials A242) are
recommended. 'All welds should be made carefully,
using arc welding equipment.

rhe following agencies have had the most experience in bat cave management and are recommended
as sources of information:

Access openings in gates should be constructed to'
the same standards, with the most durable hinges,
hasps, and locks. In a situation where vandalism
seems likely~ weak-link design may be employed.
.The lock, hasp, or some other easily replaceable
portion of the gate should be relatively weak so
that vandals will not try to breach the main body
of the gate. Locks should be chosen with care, as
many common types are extremely easy to force open.
Free ends of all bars should be grouted into 'solid
rock. In some caves it may be necessary to pour a
concrete footing (although it should not rise above
original ground level), or to dig through a deep
clay or gravel fill to reach the underlying floor.

(1)

The Indiana/Gray Bat 'Recovery Team

(2)

U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Region 4,
Atlanta, GA

(3)

Missouri Department of Conservation, Columbia,
MO

(4)

Tennessee Valley Authority, Norris, TN

(5)

U. S. Army Corps of-Engineers, St. Louis, HO

(6)

u.

S. Army Corps of Engineers, Kansas City,

MO

Openings in gates through which bats are expected
to fly should be approximately 6 inches vertically
and at least 24 inches horizontally. Lengths greater
than 24 inches between vertical bars increase the
probability that the bars can be spread by use of
hydraulic jacks.
Unfortunately, a simple vertical gate seldom can
be constructed at a cave with a sinkhole entrance.
Horizontal gates have two serious drawbacks: (1)
bats are reluctant to fly up through such a gate;
(2) a horizontal gate may become blocked with debris,
preventing entry and exit by bats, as well as blocking normal air flow. A solution is provided by a
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2. Protection and Restoration of Riparian Habitat-Within t~e summer range of the Indiana bat, riparian and flood plain forest should be preserved
wherever pqssible. It is especially important to
preserve old large trees and recently dead trees
which still have bark and-may become a nursery
tree. In case~ where streams are diverted or
channel~zed, ripari~n forest should be replaced.
Trees planted along new drainage ditches could be
used when they become mature.

FIGURE 4. Photograph of a "cage" gate used on an Indiana bat hibernaculum with a horizontal entrance
by the Missouri Department of Conservation (Photo Credit - R. Clawson).
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THE SURVIVAL OF THE ENDANGERED
GRAY BAT (Myotis grisescens). A
CONTINUING DRAMA
*Alan Rabinowitz

ABSTRACT
The gltalj bat -iA one 06 orr1.y a 6ew bat ,6peuu which U6U cavu yea/I.-lWund.
Colon.i.u will mi..glta-te ,6eMonaUy between waJun (14-25 0 C) I7I4t:.eJmUtj cavu
dwUng ,6umtneJt montJu. and cold (6-71°C) hi..bVlnating cavu duMng wi..nteJL
month6. Gtr.alj ba.:t4 6eed pJUmaM.i.y oveJt tU{ua:ti..c hab.U:.a:a and tiuL6 ,6W1111eJt
cavu, paM;.i..cui.aJtl1j :tho,6 e U6 ed by rna-teJtrU.:ty col.on.i.u, fVl.e m.aJI1.tj aiJAkttj,6
l.oca.:ted wUJU.n 1-2 1U.1.0me:tVL4 06 Jti.vVL4 ott ILueJtvoill. GlWwth JLa:tu and
,6UlLvival. 06 newllj volant Ijoung Me invVL4el.tj PlWpo.lL:t.i..ona.e. -to :the cLi.J.l:tanc.e
-to :the neMu:t oveJt-wa.:teJt 60l!aging habi.:ta:t. In W-i..ntett, CDl.on.i.U hi..beJr.nate in deep, cold, veJLt.i..cal. cavu. TheJLmolLegui.a.:to.lLlj and o:thVl h.a.b.U:.a.t
ILequVtement6 necu,6Ua.:te l.Mge aggILega.tion.6 06 g.lLatj ba.:t4 -in orr1.y It 6w
hi..beJtna.:t.i..ng cavu :thJwughout :the.i...IL JLa.nge.. ApplWJWna.:tel.tj 95 pVlCent 06
:the ent.i..JLe ,6peuu hi..bVlna.:tu in orr1.y 9 cavu each w.i..ntVl IAJi:th moILe :than
hal.6 in a ,6.Lngle cave.
V.ILM:t.i..c declinu 06 glLalj bat popufutWn.6 p.lLobabl.tj began M eaJLl.tj a4 :the
19:th centUlLtj 61LOm inten.6ive MUpe:teJt mi..n.i..ng and cave expl.oJuLtion and
COrmJVlUa.e..i..za:t.i..on. PILU e.n.t ILate-~ 06 decline have been accel.eJr.a:f:J!.d by
addi.:t.i..ona.e. 6actoM 4Uch M lL6e 06 pu:t.i..udu, chemical. Ai.U:.a.Uon, pollu.:t.i..on, and .i..mpoundme.nt 06 wa.:teJUAXLlj.6, na.:tuJLal. c.a1mni..t-rl.'A ,6ueh a4 cave 6lood.Lng, and -inCILeMed popui.aJL.U:y 06 ,6pel.unlUng. 06 aU 06 :thue 6act:.oM,
human cLi.J.l:tuJLbance w.i..:thi..n occupi..e.d calJU appeaM -to be :the plLi..maJuj CJ1LL6e
06 decline 06 :the glLalj bat. Cl.o,6e ILel.a:t.i..On.6hi..p,6 have been demon.6:t:JuLted
be:tween lta-tu 06 decline and 6ILequence 06 cLi.J.l:tuJLbance. st:w:li.et. -in TennU,6ee - Alabama, MiMOwU, and Kentucklj -indi..ca.:te declinu 06 76%, 72%, and
88%, ILupewvel.lj, when compMing p.lLuent col.ony ,6.i..zu -to pa4:t IIIIVWnum
pqpufutWn u:t.i..matu. Si..nce g.lLatj ba:tA ILequVte l.Mge co.e.on.i.u 6011. ,6UCCU,66ul. ILeaJti.ng 06 Ijoung, :the6e :t.ILend4 indi..ca.:te :that unl.e.6~ JLeCDVe!Ltj ac:t.i..on
-iA :tak.en .i..mme.di..a.:tel.tj, blj:the yeM 2000 :the :tow. popu1.a:t.i..on may no:t be
able -to .6U6:ta.i..n .<.uel.6. Cl.eaJLl.y:the pJt.i..rrrvuj objec:t.i..ve CDnceJtnin.g :the 1I.ecOVVllj 06 g.lLatj bat popui.a:t.i..On.6 en:tail.t> :the 1I.educ:t.i..on 06 human ~:tuItba.nc.e
-in occupi..ed cavu. AUhoug h:th-iA bUlLden ha4 come -to 1I.u:t pJriJtrJJtil.y IAJi:th
goveJtnment agenUu, coopVla:t.i..on among pJti.vate cave ownVL4 and l.oCJJl.
CDn.6Vlva:t.i..on and cav.Lng glLOup~ could play a ClLUUal. ILOle. SeCDndtvLy obj ewvu .6 hould -incl.ude pubUc educa:t.i..on, p.lLo:tec:t.i..on 06 cJri.;tiCJJl. ha.b.i:to.:t
60IL glLay bat 60JLag-ing awviliU, and mon.i.t:.oJti.ng 06 pu:t.i..c.i..de concen:t.lLa:t.i..o n.6 -in g.lLatj bat popui.a:t.i..o n.6 • Recent p.lLoglLu~ by :the U. S. F-iA h and
Wildli6e SeJtv.i..ce and :the Indi..ana/G.ILatj Bat Re.CDVe.ILIj Team maku :the 6u:tu1le
hope6ul.. HoweveJt, much mOILe ne.ed!> :to be done.

The rapid expansion of man's recreational and commercial activities has seriously threatened many
important cave faunas. Among these are numerous
bat species that have shown marked declines over
the past 20 years (Cockrum, 1970; Mohr, 1953, 1972).
The gray bat, Myotis gI'isescens, a monotypic species
which occupies a restricted range in the southeastern
United States, is perhaps the most seriously threatened of all cave bats. Eleven years ago Barbour and

*Graduate Program in EC0logy, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37961

and Davis (1969) predicted that the gray bat
probably faces extinction unless protected. and
recommended its inclusion on the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife endangered species list. Thisprotection finally came about in 1976 (Federal Register 28 April 1976) after drastic declines reduced
the total population number to a dangerously low
level. Since that time progress has been made
towards recovery of the species, however, much
more needs to be done before extinction no longer
remains a possibility. Among the many actions
that will have to be taken to protect this species.
the foremost must include substantial and continuing
effects towards public education. With this in mind
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avoidance (Tuttle, 1979). It is also used by
young gray bats during their first week of flight
when they are weak and clumsy fliers.

the purpose of this paper is fourfold:
(1) To reiterate the causes of decline of the gray
bat.

Other factors that are known to cause declines of
gray bat populations include increasing use of
pesticides (Clark et al., 19,77, 1980), cave c0mmercialization, impoundment" of waterways (Tuttle,
Stevenson, and Rabinowitz, in manuscript), and
natural calamities such as flooding. However,
despite all of these threats to the existence of
the gray bat, the primary cause of population declines has been the human disturbance at occupied
cave sites. A close relationship has been demonstrated between overall population decline and
frequency of human disturbance at cave sites (Tuttle, 1979).

(2) To ascertain its current population status.
(3) To specify recovery actions that are underway
or needed in the future.
(4) To make a public appeal to a group of individuals, in whose hands the future of a species
lies.
The gray bat is one of the few bat species which
is virtually restricted to cave environments yearround. However, due to its highly specific roost
requirements, less than 5 percent of all available
caves could ever be occupied by this species
(Tuttle, 1979). Colonies of gray bats move seao
sonally between warm (14-2s C) caves in the summer
0
and cold (6-11 C) caves during winter. Their
specific thermoregulatory and other habitat requirements force them to seek only caves with
definite structural configurations (Tuttle, 1976a;
Tuttle and Stevenson, 1978). Thus, summer maternity caves are large warm air traps while winter
hibernating caves are usually deep, vertical,
voluminous cold air traps (Tuttle, 1975;. Tuttle
;md Stevenson, 1978). During winter, large colonies
oi gray bats congregate in fewer hibernating caves
than any other North American vespertilionid bat.
Approximately 95 percent of the entire known species population hibernates in only nine caves each
winter, with more than half in a single cave (Tuttle, 1979). This is one of the real threats to
their survival (Mohr, 1972). Continued disturbance
at these sites and subsequent arousal from hibernation depletes fat reserves that cannot be replaced
before spring emergence. Calculations for similar
species indicate that each arousal causes an expenditure of 20-30 days fat reserves. Clearly,
repeated or prolonged visits to hibernacula within
a single winter can result in high levels of mortality. During summer, disturbance at maternity
sites can be equally detrimental. From late May
through mid-July flightless young bats are present
at the roosts and may be dropped upon a single
disturbance. Any loss of young is serious since
females do not reach sexual maturity until their
second season and then bear only one young each
year (Tuttle, 1976a).

Although estimations of gray bat colony sizes are
difficult, techniques have been developed that
cause minimal disturbance to colonies, yet give
good comparisons between past maximum population
numbers and present colony sizes. These techniques
are based upon measurements of ceiling stains and
guano accumulations at maternity sites, and are
carried out only after the colony has vacated the
cave (Tuttle, 1979). Using such methodology at
caves throughout the specie~ range, we are left
with a gloomy picture concerning rates of decline
and present population numbers. In three separate
censuses carried out at maternity caves in Tennessee and Alabama (Tuttle, 1979), Missouri (laVal,
1980), and Kentucky (Rabinowitz and Tuttle, 1980),
there were reported declines from past maximum
population levels of 76%, 72%, and 88%, respectively. In Tennessee and Alabama, 22 colonies
surveyed in 1970 and again in 1976.showed a 54%
reduction during the six-year period (Tuttle, 1979).
In Missouri, 27 maternity colonies censused in the
early 1960's and again in 1978 showed an 80% reduction over the IS-year period, with 16 of the
original colonies totally abandoned (laVal. 1980).
In Kentucky. of 20 randomly chosen gray bat sites,
12 were totally abandoned (Rabinowitz and Tuttle.
1980). With these kinds of trends it can be speculated that if populations continue to decrease at
the current rates of decline. serious proble.s
could arise in the near future. Since gray bats
require large colonies for the successful rearing
of young (Tuttle. 1975), consistent declines in
population numbers tend to have a snowballing effect. The total population number that would be
scattered over six states by the year 2000 might
not be able to sustain itself. However. there is
hope for the future. Since the gray bat was listed
on the Federal endangered species list in 1976.
government agencies have been compelled to attempt
the reversal of past population declines. So far.
encouraging progress has been made. The Federal
Indiana/Gray Bat Recovery Team has made major
strides in the documentation of critical habitat
for the species. As a result, several major caves
have been purchased and/or protected. through the
construction of proper gates or fences. In addition, the team has outlined future priorities for
recovery of the gray bat. These include, among
other things, the acquisition and protection of
additional caves, the control of foraging habitat
destruction, and public education. Although all
of these actions will be needed to help curtail
present rates of population decline. only a strong

In addition to their specific cave requirements,
adult gray bats feed almost exclusively on insects
over aquatic habitats (Tuttle, 1979; laVal et a1.,
1977). This makes it necessary for summer caves,
particularly maternity colonies, to be located
near water and in fact the majority have been found
within 1-2 km of rivers or reservoirs (Tuttle,
1976b). Unfortunately this type of foraging habitat and fts asso~iated insect fauna can be very
suscep~ap1e to chemical pollution and siltation
of waterways. Tpese occurrences, particularly in
areas of increased strip mining, are possible
factors in the furt~er decline of the gray bat.
Additionally, deforestation of areas near cave
entrances and between caves and over-water foraging habitat could affect gray bsts detrimentally.
Forest habitat is used by adult gray bats for
foraging during inclement weather and for predator
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public education program will solve the long term
problems. The role of public education cannot be
taken lightly. The time and money spent in protecting'the gray bat could all be fruitless unless
we seek to obtain cooperation and understanding
between government agencies, private cave owners,
caving clubs, conservation groups, and the general
public (Rabinowitz, in press). An expensive, wellconstructed gate designed to protect bats is worthless if subjected to vandalism by individuals who
feel their rights are being infringed upon. We
can never totally solve the problems caused by
individuals who will vandalize caves for no reason,
but we can minimize such occurrences. In some instances particular caves which harbor endangered
gray bat populations could be open to the public
during certain non-critical times of the year.
Properly worded signs and naturalist talks could
go far in giving the public a better understanding
of a creature that has been maligned by so many
for so long. Much of the future of the gray bat
as well as all other cave bat species will be in
the hands of many people at this symposium today.
The strongest platform for bat conservation can
come through the caving community. Cave owners,
cavers, government officials, and naturalists can
play a major role in disseminating information
regarding the need to protect bat species as well
as dispelling long standing rumors concerning
bats (i.e., bats as major vector of rabies).
As a biologist, I can study bats and pass on
my information to you. The future of the species, however, is in your hands.
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THE FUTURE OF CAVE MANAGEMENT
IN RELATION TO BAT CONSERVATION
*Alan Rabinowitz

a recent survey to establish the status of maternity colonies of the gray bat in Kentucky,
I found that only one of the twenty caves surveyed was owned by individuals who willingly
kept people out of the cave and did their best
to protect the bats from harm. This cave showed
a 74% decline in numbers of bats from past .aximum population levels. Although tlds is a large
decline, it was the third lowest of the caves
surveyed. The only other caves showing lower declines were more structurally complex and be~ter
suited as gray bat maternity colonie~(Kabinowitz
and Tuttle, 1980).

Recent legislative action concerning endangered
species has brought to light the rapid decline
of many temperate cave bat populations in the
United States. At the present time, 2 bat species and 2 subspecies are listed on the Federal
endangered species list, the Gray bat (MY otis
grisesaens) , the Indiana bat (M. sodaZis), the
Ozark Big-Eared bat (PZeaotus townsendii ingens),
and the Virginia Big-~ared bat (P. t. virginianus). Consequently, federal and state agencies have been willing to commit increasing sums
of money for the purcha~e and gating of caves
that harbor endangered populations. This is a
worthwhile endeavor which is necessary for the
important maternity and hibernating caves that
have histories of human disturbance. However,
this1type of action should not be considered as
the only means of bat conservation; it is unnecessary and unfeasible in many circumstances.
A broader concept of bat cave management needs
to be established by federal and state agencies
which takes into account changing economic situations and low priority caves that harbor bat
populations not yet endangered. In other words,
proper cave bat conservation should involve
"strategic management" as apposed to "crisis
management" (Devereaux, 1977).

Many landowners have indicated a willingness to
protect their caves if there was some input from
federal or state agencies. Another cave that was
surveyed in Kentucky showed a past maximum population of 94,000 gray bats. perhaps one of the
largest maternity colonies in the state at one
time. However, the current population is 6.800
bats, a 93% decline. The owners of the cave were
horrified to learn of such a decline and felt that
if the government sent them a letter recognizing
the importance of their cave, as well as a sign to
post at the cave entrance. they would do their best
to keep people away during critical SeasODS. Due
to the caves's location it would be difficult for
individuals to get into the cave without permission from the owners.

In addition to the increasing costs for caves and
their associated lands, there are many difficulties involved with constructing proper gates or
fences to protect the caves. The potentially
disasterous effect that may result from improper
gate design is well documented ~elbourn, 1975;
Tuttle, 1977). Although this type of bat cave
management has been shown to yield excellent results when carried out properly, its prohibitive
cost makes it available to only the most important caves containing large numbers of endangered
bats. Thus, we need to consider channelling
additional time and money into alternative efforts that will protect other bat populations as
well. Such protection efforts should include
public education and the involvement of private
cave owners and local conservation and caving
groups. Experience has led me to believe that
there is often immediate attitude and behavioral
changes in many individuals with whom I have taken the time to discuss bat biology and the importance of bats. Furthermore, I have seen a
willingness by many cave owners and caving clubs
to protect many of their own bat caves once they
realize their biological importance. This kind
of protection can be more valuable than the
strongest gate and is much less expensive. In

Minimum amounts of time and money spent on cooperating with local caving clubs in 'll.ennessee and Kentucky have also been productive. My attendence
at local cave club meetings to give slide presentations concerning bat biology has greatly bridged
the gap between science and local cavers. The
cavers were generally intelligent and eager to
learn about cave biology and the general feeling
seemed to be that we were working towards a coumon
goal, the preservation of caves and cave fauna.
The education of the general public is not as easy
to deal with as with people interested in caves or
in conservation. Federal and state governments.
however, have ideal outlets through which to accomplish this goal. Better and more numerous interpretive programs could be established in state
and national parks, and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife agency could set up environmental education
programs to provide lectures to schools and community groups. The impact of such work may not
always be immediately obvious but it would be far
reaching and long term.
Unfortunately, personal experience with government
agencies has indicated an antipathy for this type
of public relations. In the past, actions taken
by many agencies have been aimed at curing symptoms,

*Graduate Program in Ecology, University of
Tennessee, Knoxville, Tennessee 37916
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two endangered bat species, the Indiana and gray
bats, have public education as their first priority. However, we must realize that public education does not solve the illllU!diate problems. We
need more extensive efforts by government agencies
and recovery teams to involve bat cave owners and
local cavers in protecting their own cave resources.
Through such efforts it is my belief that we may
not only remove many species frOlll endangered or
threatened status but we may curb the decline of
other cave bat populations as well.

not establishing long range goals. The National
Park Service and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service have been willing to spend large sums of money
in complying with legislative guidelines for endangered species but they have done little or nothing in regards to establishing more and better
interpretive programs concerning cave related fauna.
~~ny caving groups have become frustrated and angry with government agencies because they feel
they have been snubbed and cheated. Local cave
clubs have been responsible for many important
bat cave locations, only to find a favorite sport
cave purchased and/or gated without their prior
knowledge or input. Now, many cavers feel they
must keep their caves secret so that it will not
be taken away from them. Much of their frustration is warranted and could hurt future bat conservation efforts. Unless public education and
cooperation accompanies the purchase, gating, or
posting of caves, illegal entry and vandalism
will continue. For example, despite the fact
that Blowhole Cave, a major Indiana bat hibernaculum in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park,
has a sign restricting entry this Lave had the
greatest number of known unauthorized visits of
any of the eleven caves in the park (Rabinowitz
and Nottingham, 1979). Recent designs for cave
gates include a deliberate weak link so that
forced entry does not destroy the entire gate
(Hunt and Stitt, 1975). If enough antagonism
among local cavers is aroused through the gating
of certain caves, forced entry would be relatively simple and might result in the deliberate
destruction of large bat populations. This action would make the land purchase and gate construction virtually worthless.
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The view that public education and cooperatio~
is crucial to the protection of any species is
not a new idea. However, it has rarely been a t-·
tempted due to the difficulties of implementing
such programs as well as the lack of observable
results. Despite these problems, the idea must
be pursued particularly in regards to bat conservation. With increasing numbers of species
being put on the endangered species list and
critical habitat taking last place in many instances', sufficient money for protecting bat
species and cave environments will become more
difficult to obtain. Evidence of this can be
seen in a 1980 letter to Tennessee state representative T. ~1eeler by federal congressman
John Duncan. Referring to the purchase of a
cave considered to be critical habitat for both
gray and Indiana bats, Duncan states:
"First of all, Federal funds to purchase
habitat for endangered species of wildlife are extremely limited, with most
of the recent expenditures having been
made for the benefit of species which
have greater public recognition and appreciation. I am afraid that the elimination of a species of bat would cause
much less of an outcry than would, say,
the elimination of an eagle species."
With this kind of attitude prevailing in our society, public education and cooperation will be
our only hope for long term protection of cave
bats. Fortunately, the latest recovery plan for
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THE ENDANGERED KENTUCKY
BLIND CAVE SHRIMP
*Edwsrd A. Lisowski

ABSTRACT
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Rel.i.c.t pOpu.£.a.t.i.OM 06 the 6hMmp Ite.ma..tn .in hablta.t6 wh-ic.h Me 110t Iteadily
c.et16 u~ e.d•
the pools by winter floods provides a propitious
nutrient source for microorganisms, which are a
critical link between organic material that is
washed into the cave and the shrimp and other
aquatic cave animals. This veneer is less well
developed in the cave rivers because the organic
sediments are continually mixed with the inorganic
sediments in the main river channel. Second, when
isolated in pools, the shrimp are protectdd from
their predators, the three species of cavefishes
and the two species of cave crayfish.

The Kentucky blind cave shrimp, PaZaemoniaa gante~i Hay, was first observed by William Perry Hay
in 1901 •. While searching a series of pools in the
Roaring River passage of Mammoth Cave for crayfish,
he noticed a small object swimming near the surface.
Hay (1902) described,his attempts to capture it:
"After a most exasperating chase, during
which my specimen seemed more than once to
have eluded me, it was captured, and I saw
immediately that another animal had been
added to the fauna of the cave. I then set
about finding others, and, knowing what to
look for, they were found quite easily ...
All their movements were unmistakably
shrimp-like and very different from those
of any of the other crustaceans in the

The seasonally replenished pools near the base
level rivers in Mammoth Cave have been a reliable
locality for observing shrimp for over half a century whenever biologists visited the cave. Hay
collected twelve specimens there in 1901. When
the prominent European biospeleologists Candido
Bolivar and Rene Jeannel (1931) visited Mammoth
Cave in 1928, they observed 30 shrimp in a pool
near Echo River. Giovannoli (in Bailey, 1933)
reported another sighting in 1929. No biologists
visitpd the cave rivers between 1930 and 1950, but
cave guides reported occasionally seeing shrimp
in a pool near Echo River (Barr, 1967). During
the 1950's and until 1967 the Kentucky blind cave
shrimp reliably could be found in the Shrimp Pools
of the Roaring River passage. Also, in the early
1960's, the shrimp could be found in small pools
near the Golden Triangle, a·portion of the base
level river under Flint Ridge. Since the shrimp
were not seen again between 1967 and· 1979 despite
repeated searches in their prime habitat. they
were feared extinct.

cave. u

Resembling a small crayfish without pincers, the
Mammoth Cave blind shrimp is delicate and transparent. Its antennae are about half again as long
as the body, which ranges up to 25 mm, or about
one inch, in mature shrimp. What little is known
about the life history of the shrimp suggests that
they live one or two years. Females carry eggs
from late spring to fall. Although the young have
not been found, they apparently hatch during the
fall when the water is least turbulent and when
the microorganisms on which the shrimp feed reach
their peak abundance. The seasonal winter floods
that wash the shrimp from the quiet pools into
the large cave rivers also recharge nutrients in
the pools. As the flood waters recede in the
spri.ng, the shrimp are again isolated in the pools
until the following winter's floods.

Many of the disturbances which have drastically
redur.ed the population levels of the shrimp come
from 20 to SO miles away. To understand the nature
of these impacts we need to review the hydrology
of the Mammoth Cave Region (Figure 1). Five sources
contribute water to the base level river.s of Mammoth Cave. At least SO stnking r.reeks terminate
in swallow holes, And water from some of these flows
northwest underground IS miles on a straight line to
large springs on the Green River. Precipitation that

Quiet, silt-bottomed pools associated with seasonal
sediment deposition are the prime habitat for the
Kentucky blind cave shrimp for two reasons. First,
the thin organic veneer deposited on the bottom of
*Department of Entomology, University of Illinois,
Urbana, Illinois.
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FIGURE 1. Sourc~- of water in the base level rivers of ,;ammoth Cave. Five sources contrib~te water
to the hydrologic system in the Mammoth Cave Region: sinJ:ing creeks, sinkholes on the Sinkhole Plain.
karst val1ey~ between the sandstone-capped ridges, ver.tical shafts which conduct water downward from
the edges of the ~idges and backflooding from the Green River. For clarity, only the Styx, EchoRoaring and Hawkins -rivers are shown. Hydrologic connections during high water are shown as dotted lines.
falls on the sinkhole -plain sinks qU:l.ckly underground to the base level cave streams as does the
precipitation that falls on the karst valleys separating the three major ridges over Mammoth Cave.
Precipitation that £a118 on these caprock protected
ridges is -cond~cte4 d~ard at the edges of the
ridges to base level' through a complex of verticn}
shafts. Finally. an.'i~nse amount of water is
backflooded f~r'into the base level 'cave passage~
during the ~sonal winter flooding of the Green
River. which has flood crests up to sixty fee~.
Each of tbese s~urces of water. if p'olluted, can
adversely affect the .Kentucky blind cave shrimp.
Hidden Iliver. Cave, in the -nearby town of Horse Cave,
is a priDe example of the effects of pollution on
cave biota. 'J'bis cave. once a dJunicipal water supply ~ a cOllllierci81 show cave, was so pollutetl by
residential. creamery. -and industrial wastes, that
it was closed and all the 'cave life in it was destroyed. Forty years later,. many of the major
sources of polluti~.have abated, but much of the
pollutIon still persi.sts and the cave animals have
not recolonized Bi4deri. River CAve.
For.tunately, none of this polluted water regularly
fl~s through the shrimp's prime habitat in Mammoth·
Cave. However, during 1979, a massive crayfish kill
occurred in Joppa'Ridge's Hawkins River, a major
underground strea that receives water from the sinkhole p~in._ Pollution, a~d in particular petroleum
contamination, is the most likely cause of the crayfish ki~l, since iarge'dollops'of a petroleum-based
sludge were seen fl~ating on Hawkins River.. Possible
sources of this'. pollution ar.e a fuel oil tanker-truck

which overturned earlier that year near Cave City,
g~soJine spills that are hosed off serv:l.ce station
driveways and flow in Sinkholes, or a storage tank
that· was leaking large quantities of gaRoline until the leak was discovered.
_A similar disaster, larger in magnitude, was narrowly avoided :l.n June 1980. A fiery collision
between two trucks, one of which was carrying
pr:l.nters ink and cyanide, forced the evacuation
of portions of Cave City for a day and a half.
Only luck and immediate ac.tion by EPA and NPS
off:l.aials prevented large quant:l.ties of cyanide
from entering Hawkins River and killing all its
aquatic life downstream to the Green River.
Durfng high flow condit:l.ons, some Hawkins River
water, which occasionally is contaminated by'pollution, crosses underground drainage divides and
flows into Roaring-Echo River. Fortunately for.
the shrimp, during low water conditions, Hawki~
River water does not flow into Echo-Roaring Riv~r
or Golden Triangle, the only two known localiti~s
for the·Kentuckv blind cave·shrimp.
Since, during low flow conditions, the water at r
these two localities comes primarily from sources
within Mammoth Cave National Park it is not heavily
polluted. However, the Great Onyx Job Corps Conservation Center's sewage lagoon on Flint Ridge
has contaminated cave streams. The shrimp were
last seen· in the Golden Triangle area of Flint
Ridge just before the first of a series of overflows of the.iagoon into the cave.
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Under certain.hydrologic conditions surfacp. water
from the Green River also enters the shrimp's known
habitats. When the Green River is higher than the
cave streams, the hydrostatic pressure forces surface water through the springs and far into the
low-gradient base level passages. When polluted,
this surface water can adversely affect aquatic
cave ecosystem. Beginning in 1958, a considerable
amount of brine pollution, high in chloride ion
concentration, was discharged.into the Green River
from the Greensburg oilfield upstream from Mammoth
Cave National Park. This brine pollution continued
for several years until stopped by enforcement of
disposal regulations. By monitoring the chloride
ion concp.ntrations, Hendrickson (1961) was able to
trare the movement of water from the Green River
into the Styx River Spring, through Styx and Echo
rivers and finally out the Echo River Spring. Hp.
calculated that during the period B-12 March 1960
"about 40 percent of thE' water discharged from
Echo RivE'r at this time rame from the Green River
and abont 50 percent came from loral !:roundwater
runoff." A reduction in sighting~ of CaVE' fish,
crayfish and shrimp occurred just after th~ contamination of the Creen by these oilfield hrine~
and relat~d hydrocarbons.
Strict enforcement of environment~l protection
laws ;lnd ImplemE'ntation of a regional sewage treatment plan will improve the quality of both the surface and sub-surface watE'r in the Mammoth Cave
Region. The reduction in water pollution will enhance the chances of survival for the shrimp. However, another serious threat to its survival remains in the form of adverse modifications of the
prime habitat by dams on the Green River.

FIGURE 2. A comparison of pre- and post-Lock and
Dam Six maps of the baselevel river passages of
historic Mammoth Cave. The Hovey and Call maps
are redrawn from sketches, and the Cave Research
Foundation map is from a compass and tape survey.
dry areas such as Hanson's Lost River and a section of the Echo River passage between Echo River
and Silliman's Avenue now contain four to five
feet of water. Written accounts of early visitors
and explorers are also revE'aling. Hovey, in 1897,
wrote: "The Great Walk i.s only five fe"t above
low water mark." Later in 1909, he stated: "The
Great Walk for four hundred yards used to be admired, but now its beautiful yellow sand is covered
by the back-water from the rivers." Also, freeflowing cave streams, with alternating riffles and
pools, have become perennially backponded pools.

Lock and Dam Six, completed in 1906, was constructed
as part of a series of navigational improvements to
the Green River. Its primary purposes were to encourage development of minE'ral resources along the
Nolin River and to permit navigation on a year
round basis a~ far upstream as Mammoth Cave FE'rry,
near Echo River Spring. A gE'neral declinE' of shipping on the upper Green began in thE' 1930's, and,
.in 1951, the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers, which
constructed and administered the structures, deactivated Locks and Dams Five and Si.x due to a lack
of traffic. Subsequently, Lock and Dam Four collapsed in 1965, ending all shipping upstream from
that point.
The abandoned Lock and Dam Six is located immediately downstream from the boundaries of Mammoth
Cave National Park. The impoundment artifically
backponds water on the lower 17 miles of the Green's
26-mile course through the park. Although the lower
cave streams of Flint Ridge (e.g., the Golden Triangle), upstream from the impoundment, remain freeflowing at low Green River flows, they are backflooded
during high flows more frequently than before construction of the dam. The lower cave passages of
Joppa and Mammoth Cave rldges that Rr€ within the
impounded area are parkponded at all times.
Backponding from Lock and Dam Six considerably rethe available cave habitats in the base level
passages. A comparison of pre-190b and post-1906
mapfl of the lowest levels of the historiC". sections
of ~~mmoth Cave reveals that several dry passages
are now perennially flooded (Figure 2). Previously
duce~

Perennial backponding increases siltation at the
interface between the backponded waters and the
free-flowing cave streams. These silt deposits
act to retard the flow causing additional siltation immediately upstream. Thus, additional aquatic habitats become silted over as the interface
between the perennially hackponded cave waters and
the free-flowing waters migrates upstream.
Because of siltation, the diversE' stream hahitat,
with patches of silt, sand, gravel, rocks, and
boulders, has become a nearly uniform habitat of
silt-bottomed pools. In Echo and Styx rivers of
Mammoth Cave,. this simplification of the aquatic
ha~itat has resulted in a documented reduction of
the areas where aquatic cave animals, in particular, the cave fishes and crayfishes, are seen. It
has also reduced the overall numbers of each species
According to the Corp's figures, the minimum water
surface at Echo River Spring will be five feet
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lower after removal of Lock and Dam Six. Furthermore, the Styx River Spring, which is almost continually flooded. by the impoundment, will experience
free-flow out of the cave 45 percent of the time.
Removal of Lock and Dam Six will restore the freeflowing conditions in the lower levels of Mammoth
Cave. This will flush out the ~ilt as well as restore the diversity of the aquatic habitats and increase the population density of the cave species.
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In addition to reducing the area of suitable habitat for the Kentucky blind cave shrimp, Lock and
Dam Six is also altering the seasonal flooding regimes. Flooding normally occurs from early winter
through late spring. A drier period, extending
into the fall when the water table generally is at
its lowest level, follows.
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Lock and Dam Six increases the occurrence of unusual summer and fall flooding of the shrimp's prime
habitat. Because of the increased Green River level,
surface water now enters the River Styx Spring during the summer months, whereas this occurred rarely,
if ever, before the construction of the dam. This
adversely impacts the aquatic cave organisms in
three ways. First, summer backflooding forces warm
surface water into the cave streams. On 30 May
1960, Hendrickson (1961) observed anoabruptorise
in temperature of Echo River from 54 to 70 F.
Aquatic cave animals are physiologically less able
to tolerate warm water than the cold water that is
backflooded during normal winter floods. Second,
organic pollution, with attendant algal blooms,
gives a temporary competitive advantage to the nontroglobitic short-lived opportunists that occasionally enter caves at the expense of troglobitic
long-lived specialists, which are adapted to the
normally. low food supply. This simplifies the
community and is called the paradox of enrichment.
Third, increased summer and fall backflooding increases the likelihood that toxins will be washed
into the cave when they are concentrated due to
low Green River flows. Summer and fall releases
to increase winter storage capacity from the Nolin
River Reservoir, starting in 1963, and from the
Green River Reservoir, starting in 1969, aggravates
these impacts.
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Because Lock and Dam Six increases the water levels,
on the average, the seasonal winter flooding of the
shrimp's prime habitat occurs earlier in the shrimp's
life cycle. The young shrimp hatch in the early fall
when chances of flooding are minimal and prey density is maximal. Modifications of the timing of
winter flooding affect the young shrimp by either
diluting their food supply or washing them into unfavorable habitats before they can cope with the
large rivers. Fall releases from the Nolin River
and Green River reservoirs ,have a similar adverse
impact (Figure 3).
The combination of habitat modification or destruction and unnatural floods during the critical
fall hatching and growth period most assuredly keeps
the population size of the shrimp at a very low level.
The continued survival of the Kentucky blind cave
shrimp· depends on steps that will raise the population
level so that the species will be able to withstand
the uncertainties of its limited and food-poor environment and will restore the natural rilk-Ipreading
mechanisms.
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FIGURE 3. Altered Seasonal Flows. The monthly
mean flows of the Green River at River Mile 181.7.
200 feet upstream from Lock and Dam Six, for the
water years 1965 to 1978 (U.S.G.S. data), Monthly
mean flows regulated by the Nolin and Green River
Reservoirs are indicated by an "X". Monthly mean
flows adjusted from the changes in contents of the
reservoirs are indicated by an "0"
Floods of
short duration as well as extremely low flows can
occur anytime during the year. Without releases
from the two reservoirs, the average flows would
be lower in the summer and fall and higher in the
winter. For example, during November 1970, the
natural flow of 2871 cfs was increased to 5661 cfs
by releases of 1284 cfs from the Nolin River Reservoir and by releases of 1506 cfs from the Green
River Reservoir. Removal of Lock and Dam Six will
not alter these flows but will lower the elevation
of the water during low flow by nine feet to the
elevation of Pool Five at the site of Lock and Daa
Six. The low water elevation at Echo River Spring
will be lowered by five feet.
A species spreads its risk of total extinction when
its individuals are in different patches of a habitat or in different types of habitat. A species
that utilizes habitats that are both large in number and size is better able to survive major disturbances than a species that utilizes habitats
that are small in either number or siae (Figure 4).
Not all populations will be equally vulnerable to a
local disaster, so, some will survive. Once the
surviving populations build up in siae, some individuals may recolonize areas where the rest of the
populations went extinct.
Becau.e the .hrimp have highly specialiaed habitat'
requirement., restricted geographic range, and poor
power. of recoloniaation, all the adverse impacts
discus.ed above are eepecially detrimental to the

flooding when the newly hatched shrimp are most
vulnerable. More importantly, removal of Lock
and Dam Six will restore free flow out of the
cave into the Green River. This free flow will
flush out silt deposits, restore habitat diversity,
and increase the size and numbers of optimum pool
microhabitats, which will make the shrimp population more stable by restoring the natural riskspreading mechanisms. The shrimp, as an indicator
species, mirrors the condition of the entire base
level aquatic ecosystem. To restore conditions
needed by the shrimp is to restore overall habitat
diversity and thus the biotic diversity of the
ecosystem. This restoration is critical for the
survival of the endangered Kentucky blind cave
shrimp, PaZaemonias gantepi Hay.
lJPDAT!':; SCUBA divers observed six Kentucky b Ilnd
cave shrimp near the Fourth Boat Landing on Echo
River on 29 November 1980. The shrimp was examined,
photographed, and released in its original habitat.
On 10 January 1981, Cave Research Foundation biologists observed three shrimp in the Golden Triangle
of Flint Ridge during a period of unusually favorable water conditions.
References
FIGURE 4. Spreaoing the Risk of Extinction. Each
type of geometric figure represents a type of habitat
for a different species, and the size of the figure
represents the size of the patch. The area of the
stippling is proportional to the number of individuals
in the patch. If a disturbance eliminates populations
in some of the patches, individuals from other patches
can recolonize. The "circle" species has become extinct since all of its populations were eliminated by
the disturbance.
Kentucky blind cave shrimp compared to the cave fishes
and crayfishes in Mammoth Cave. Even in the absence
of the man-made adverse impacts, the shrimp lead a
precarious existence. A petition to nominate the
shrimp for Endangered Species status was submitted to
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service on 12 January 1977.
'To comply with the 1978 Endangered Species Act Amendments, the USFWS withdrew the petition on 10 December
1979.
Although many people were convinced that the shrimp
was extinct since none were seen for twelve years,
Cave Research Foundation investigators began an intensive search for it during 1979. On 1 September
1979, a single dead specimen was found in the Shrimp
Pools. It was probably killed by an unusual summer
flood, which occurred during the previous week. The
discovery of the dead shrimp provided crucial evidence
that the shrimp is not extinct and constituted sufficient new information to warrant a new petition to
list the species. Dr. Raymond Couchard, Chairman,
Freshwater Crustacean Specialist Group, International
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources,
submitted the petition on 12 December 1979. The
USFWS agreed to repropose listing the Kentucky blind
cave shrimp as an Endangered Species, and will conduct a public meeting on 10 December 1980 in Bowling
Green, Kentucky.
In summary, removal of Lock and Dam Six and modifications in the summer and fall releases from Nolin
River and Green River reservoirs are necessary for
the survival of the Kentucky blind cave shrimp.
thiA will prevent unnatural summer and fall back-
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THE HART'S TONGUE FERN • AN
ENDANGERED PLANT IN CAVE
ENTRANCES
*A. Murray Evans

ABSTRACT

(PhyZZitis saoZopend~ium VaA. ame~iaanum)
popuiatioM in nolLthea6telLn and 60uthetUteJLn
NolLtlt Alne~ca. In «6 nolLtl,e.JI.n cU6:t~bution .u OCCW!.6 in 6catteJteti popuWioY16 on ca.lceJ[oU6 out~oP6 bt cen:tJtal New Y01L~ State, thr. 8Jwce 'Perrin6ula ILegion o~ OntalLio and the UppeIL Penin6(da 06 Michigan. In the 6outhetUte1LYl United State6 « wa6 ~nown hi6to~.cally ~ltom two location6 .in
Tennu6ee. one 06 which i6 noW de6:tltoyed. AttempU by botan.uU to Mnd
new populatiOIt6 have not been plLOductivC!, but in the lMt thJtee yeo.M
tloo new population./) Ilave been cU6coveJted by 6pelunkeM .in Alabama. The
thILee e~tant popu.l~tion6 alte in pU6, Olt ./){nk6, with 6upeJt~ic.ially qu..i:te
di66ewtg ecological l,aWat6, ~ILom lte£afAvellj C!xpo6ed and dJty to ect1Lemely
daJtk and hwn.i.d. TIle6e 60utlteJtn POpu.£o.tiUH6 Me pltC!.wmed -to be Ple.u-tocene
ILeli&6 06 tlll~n lui.duplLead bOJteal 6lolta6. ri,e C!colagic.a.l adaptation/) 06
tlte6e 6VtM to tilC!.6e ILe6fucted envilLOnmenn need ;to be. betteJt undeMtood.
The taxon ItM been plt0p06ed ~o!t. l.i6ting a-6 Fc.dr.ltaUy Endal1ge!t.ed by tile
U. S. Fi61t and W.<.idU6e Seltv.<.ce and -i.6 uYldelt 6.tudy and !t.ev.<.ew. AteJLting
6pelunkeM and othe!t. inte!t.Mted cave!t.6 appeQ1t6 .to be a 6igni6icaftt IUly
to help p!t.otect and 6tudy Imown popu.,(atA..an.~. and to aid -<.n locating new
onu.
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The current interest in our "rare plants" has provided us with opportunities to investigate certain
aspects of the natural history of some of the critical organisms in our flora.

research into the ultimately most important question of what makes particular types, or groups,
of organisms "rare". What causes certain taxa to
become restricted to particular scarce or fragile
habitats? Is it because the habitat itself provides some positive environmental ingredient. or
is it a more negative force in which the organism
may actually be more broadly adaptive. but lacks
aggressive qualities to compete successfully in
ruore favorable sites. There is general agreement
that our concerns with protecting "rare" organisms
usually boil down to a question not of preserving
the biota, but of preserving the appropriate habitats in which they naturally exist. Often the
habitats themselves are unique and/or fragile and
predictably we find that these localities harbor
more than one. and sometimes s~veral. of our designated rare organisms. For example. in the ceda]
barrens of middle Tennessee we have listedcspecies
in the genera Petalostemum and Leavenworthia.
Along the narrow margins of the rough and tumble
rivers of the Southern Appalachians we have Conradina verticiZZata (Cumberland Rosemary) and Heterotheca ruthii (Ruth's golden-aster) which be
grown easily in cultivation. and on Roan Mountain
and other high elevation outliers of the southern
Appalachians we have LiZium grayi (Gray's Lily)
and Geum radiatum. to name just a few ramdon examples. We can find these plants and we can make
inferences as to why they might be where we find .
them. However, hard data on habitat adaptation is

The early stages of our concern with protection
of fragile elements of our flora inevitable revolved around the philosophical questions of what constitutes "rarity" and which of the various proposed
categories should be applied to any given taxon.
Categories have become relative~y well-established.
and we are not fitting these biota into convenient
man-made categories of "endangered", "threatened",
"extirpated". etc. - a novel. thought-provoking,
and often amusing verbal and philosophical debate.
We are also primarily in the inventory phase of this
process. Individuals and agencies are putting considerable effort into attempting to inventory localities. describe habitats, search the literature
for historical records and information. and provide
management proposals for designated plants. This
has providEd an impetus for much-needed field
studies into some very worthwhile fragile and unusual habitats and organisms. but one is constantly
reminded that the next step in the process is

*Department of Botany, University of Tennessee.
Knoxville, TN 37916. Contribution from the Botanical Laboratory of the University of Tennessee.
N.S. no. 532.
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largely lacking. I expect ·that the next or
eventual ph••e of search and recov.ry efforts will
produce
quality r ••••rch into the dynamics
of the life cycles of the organisms involved and
the o~ganiam-habitat interrel.tionship••

.ome

But in the present context. the di.cu.eion n.ed.
ultimately to r.lat. to c.ve.. To the .pelunker
and geologist. and .ven the .oologiet. the interior of the eave is fair ground, if not the f.rtil.
ground; to the botanist the cav. mouth may b. of
major int.r••t •• the int.rior is rath.r aterile.
It would .ppear th.t the combination of geology and
climate control produced by c.rt.in caves in this
region have produc.d a situation which is of interest here.
The American Hartis-tongue fern (PhyZZitis scoZo-

pendM:WIl (L.) Newm. var. amel'icanWll Fernald)
(Fig. 1) occurs in few widely disjunct populations in northeastern and southeastern North
America. ·In its northern distribution it occurs
in scattered populations on limestone and dolomite
outcrops in central New York State near Syracuse,
and along the Niagara escarpment of southern Ontario (Soper, 1954) and the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan (Futyma, 1980). The plants occur primarily.on moist cool talus slopes below cliffs
usually shaded by forest and often associated with
streams and waterfalls. On the Upper Peninsula of
Michigan, the plants are more exposed, occurring
on low-lying drier and less shaded limestone outcrops. In the southeast the situation is fascinatingly different. The plants have historically
been known from two populations in Tennessee. It
was first discovered at Post Oak Springs in Roane
Co., TN in 1849 about a "dry cave" with a northwest exposure at the base of the escarpment of a
large sinkhole basin (Maxon, 1900; McGilliard,
1936). There have been several reports in the
literature since the turn of the century (Shaver,
1954) that this population has disappeared, and
I also searched th'" locality abont ten years ago
without. success. Lbe extant Tennessee locality
was first discovered in 1879 in a·small pit just
northwest of South Pittsburg, on the Alabama border, west of Chattanooga in Marion Co. (Maxon,
1900). This pit is about 25 m deep with a teardrop-shaped opening about 20 m long by 10 m wide.
The walls are undercu~ so the interior is permanently shaded by the walls. A permanent stream
enters from springs on the slope above the lip
and spray from the waterfall into the pit keeps
the humidity extremely high year around. The
Hart's-tongue fern grows on the walls and ledges,
but in very low numbers and with heavy competition
from· liverworts (ConaaephaZum sp.) which sometimes
overgrow the plants. Over the past ten years, I
have ~i~ed the locality during various seasons,
and the number of plants have dwindled from 18 to
12.' It.was only this summer that I saw the first
mature fertile plant -- heretofore the plants
have been perennial juveniles with leaves only up
to ca. 5 em long. As older reports have cited a
gradual decline .in numbers of plants from an early
high of about 200, I believe that this population
has been under severe stress and is probably in
its last stages of decline and extinction.

FIGURE 1.

PhyZi.itis scoZopendritJll (L.) Newm. var.

ame:l"~!]an,um

Fern.

Habit, X "l/8.

for new populations. There has been little doubt
in· my mind that this taxon existed in this one
remaining knolYn population as a distant outlier
population of a once wide distribution during the
glacial period. Whereas many examples of disjunct
boreal plant pupulations have "hung on" to our
southern Appalachian mountain tops, it would appear that the habitat requirement of cool moist
shaded limestone has driven this particular species
into the caves rather than to the mountain tops.
With the high number of cave systems in this region additional populations should turn up eventually, but the logistics of searching suitable
~aves have turned back much of the efforts of field
botanists.
It was therefore delightful, and not altogether
surprising, that two new populations of the Hart'stongue have recently been found in pits in Alabama by botanically-inclined spelunkers, specifically Merilyn Osterlund. What is particularly interesting, however, is. how different these two new
populations appear to be from the Tennessee population and from each other.
In 1979, Short reported the first Alabama station
in Jackson, County, in "The Morgue", part of the
Fern Cave system on the west slope of Nat Mountain.
The locality is quite different from the Marian
County pit in Tennessee. The Morgue is an open,
barrel-shaped pit with relatively straight sides,
with two cavern entrances at opposite side and a
high talus ridge across the middle bissecting the
sink into two flat-sided funnels leading into the
caverns. The pit is about 20 m deep at· the two
passage entrances but, from the low side of the

I have sporadically searched the caves and sinks
of Tennessee without success over the last decade
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lip, only ca. 12 m deep at the top of the ridge
across the middle. The ferns are not sheltered
along the walls, but are on and about small boulders on the north-facing slope of the ridge bisecting the pit. They are quite exposed, growipg
with the Glade Fern (Athyriwn pycnocarpon), the
walking fern (ABpZenium rhi20phy 7,Zum) and several
species of mosses carpeting the rocks. They are
exposed.to direct sunlight during mid-summer except for the tree cover surrounding the opening.
The surrounding forest has recently been lumbered
almost to the pit. Increased exposure to sunlight, drying in summer and probably increased
wind flow caused by this logging may have some
ecological effect on the microclimate within the
pit and it will be interesting to follow this
change over time. But the most visible difference between this and the Tennessee pit is that
this'one is dry, with no water flow except rainfall. Humidity is maintained by cool moist air
flow out of the cave.rns keeping the temperature
significantly below ambient outside the pit, and
by fogs formed within the pit ...here the cool cavern air meets with warm air from above.

a wet sheltered clay bank. There is a waterfall
into the pit, so that this one is more moist
than The Morgue. But here the most strf.1du8 aspect of the situation is that the fern poPulation
is a very vigorous one. There are over 100 plants
in all stages of development from tiny juvenile
sporlings to substantial mature plants with leaves
up to 40 em long. This is the most vigorouS population of the three in the southeastern United
States, and is what one would expect to find in a
healthy, well-adapted population of actively reproducing plants. This populat1on suggests that
this species is still adapted to appropriate environments in the southeast, and gives me substantial confidence that other populations exist
in this region.
The major thrust of ttds paper is to bring this
situation to the attention of cavers, perhaps stir
some botanical curiosity, and hopefully come up
with additional finds which can be compared to the
three we know of so far. These three are so different in so many fascinating ways. Although they
can be studied, and hopefully protected, additional
localities can present us with better means of analysing and predicting what might be the norws for
PhyZZitis scoZapend:Pium var. arneriaanum in the
southeastern United States.

The fern population is also strikingly different
from the Tennessee population. The plants are
large, mature and vigorous. growing not as single
individuals but as c~umps of several connected
by short branched rhizomes. There are only ten
clUlllps. which are probco,b.'.y quite old. No small
or juvenile plants occur. and no signs of reproduction were apparent.
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Recently, a second Alabama population was found,
again by Marilyn 08terlund, which I ~isi~ed in
Augu8t, 1980. This one is in Peterson Pit, Newsome Sinu, ~organ County, Alabama, and it·has
801118 striking departure8 from the other two. The
habitat is intermediate between the previous two,
at least in ap?srent ecological features. It is
an open pit 8imilar to The Morgue, with a sloping
floor to a single cavern. The pit is ca. 25 m
deep at the cavern mouth, and about 20 m in diameter, more or lese round, and more or less
straight-sided, but with a conspicuous ledge about
half way down, in which the Hart's tongue ferns
grow. This pit i8 open and exposed to, at least,
shaded forest daylight. The fsrns are on the
northwe8t to 80uthwest side, with an east exp08ure,
but probably far enough into the pit that they
rarely have direct sunlight. The wall above the
ledge is undercut, providing a crawlspace shelter,
and the ferns are growing under this overhang on
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ABSTRACT
The. ge.ol.og.i:c.aU.y yOWLg tMp.<.ca.t H~ MC.Mp~O .u the. mOIl~ .uo,fa:te.d.
gltOup 06 h-lgh oc.eM<.c. .utand6. ItA native. 6auna JLe.6.uw that -uo,f.a,tLcn,
46 JLebJ:).vehj 6e.w c.on.tine.n.tal gltOupll, paJLt(.~y JLe.PJL~e.n:ta.tLvu ~6 con.tine.n.tal cave. 6aLlM.6, manage.d :to c.olotU.ze. HawaM.. Yet ~ 1971, a ¥~e.JL.6~
46/le.mbtage. 06 highly /lpe.e-i.aUze.d cave. tVtthltopod6 wa.4 d.uc.ove.JLe.d. UVA.ng A.n
Hawa.Uan caVe.6. Thue. e.volve.d. 6JLom JLe.pJLue.nta:t.<.vu 06 the. Ilpe.c.ia.:Ung na..tl.ve.
6auna.. by the. plLOC.U/l 06 adapUve. 1lfU.6tA. The deep cave zone., wheJLe the
tMgl.obUu Me. 60Wld,
a M.goltOUIl OIl htVtIlh env.uwnmen:t :that .l.1l peJtpe.:tuaihj doJr.k, tJJi:th a JLebJ:).ve.ty C.Onll:tan:t :tempeJLa.:twt.e, wUh a u.ttteJL Il~d.
atmo/lphe.JLe and tJJi:thou.t many 06 the tempoJLa.t c.u.U UIled by .6U1L6ac.e. .6peuu.
The mo.6t cJrLti.ca.t env.uwnme.n.tal 6ac-t:0Il dete.Jtm.[tWtg the d.u.tJrA.bu.:U.on 06
tMgl.obUu w.U:h.i.n .inho.bUab.te cavu
the .6:table .6a.twt.ated atmo.6pheJLe.
YOWLg b46a.U;.(.C. tava. hall nume.JLOU6 vo.i.d6 wfU.c.h allow .i.n:te.JLcave and .l.n:te.Jl1ava
6low d.uPe.JLIlal 06 tMgl.obUu. In 6a.c-t: the ltVtgut poputa..ti.Onll 06 .:tIto~l.o
bUu Me be.t.l.eved to .inho.bU thue vo.l.d1> , and only whe.JLe 6IJod and env~n
ment a.t.tow, dtJ they en:te.JL and c.olotU.ze the £.aJLgeJt cave p46.6agU. ,The mun
eneJtgy .6OUILc.e .in the H ~ cave. ec.o.6y.6tem
tlLee 1W0tA. Feed.i.ng on
thue 1W0tA Me tlLogl.ob.i.:ti.c. c.bild pR..anthoppe.JLll, noci:J.Li.d moth ltVtvae, and.
Dirns'l'OgonU8 rniUepedu. S.l.X.6 pec..i.u 06 .:tIw.e c.JrA.c.k.w, GJLyWdae, tVte OlntuVOJLOU6. A bUnd "teMu.tM.a.e." u.ttte.JL tlLeadeJt .6cavenge.6 on dead tVtthMpodJ.
The b.t.i.nd PJLedatoJLll .inc1.ude a. thJLead-legg e.d bug', a £.aJLge e.aJtWi.g, and Z ,JLelIICVl1utb.te wol6 IIp.<.de.JLll. 1t.u. wU:h hOme tlLep.i.dation that 1 made the ex,u,tenc.e 06 th.i.Il 6auna k.nown, 601l the .i.nc.JLeMe .i.n pubUc. C.u.JrA.O.5Uy mean/l
.inc.JLe46e .in cave v.u.Ua.:ti.on. Cavu Me pctlltic.ui.aJLf.y LlenllmVe to phy,6-<.c.al.
d.u:tUltbanc.e. Yet.i.6 the. ex.i.lltenc.e 06 thue. JLemaJLkable an.i.ma.t& .i.6 not made
pu.bUc., then theiJr. habUat6 may be dutILoyed thltough .i.gnoJLanc.e du.JrA.ng c.hange!l
.in land U6 e.

.u.

.u.

.u.

m:

The Hawaiian Archipelago is a string of young
oceanic islands stretching more than 1500 miles
.across the northern tropical Pacific. They are
isolated from other high islands and continents
by more than 2000 miles, and relatively few terrestrial animals and plants managed to disperse
to and colonize the islands naturally. However,
many of those that won the dispersal sweepstakes
evolved into many new species, giving Hawaii a
. bizarre and unique flora and fauna. Given the
relative youth of the eastern high islands in
general and the extreme youth of Hawaii's lava
tubes in particular, it had long been assumed
that specialized cave animals did not exist in
Hawaii.
Thus it was quite surprising to discover in 1971
a relatively diverse community of native arthropods specialized to live in young Hawaiian lava
tubes (Howarth, 1972). To date, more than 30
terrestrial troglobites have been discovered.
The cave ecosystem is rigidly defined by the geological setting. Thus, if we have an understanding
*B. P. Bishop Museum, P. O. Box 19000-A, Honolulu,
HI 96819

of the geology of cavernous rock, we can better
understand the adaptations of cave animals to
their environment as well as the functioning of
the cave ecosystem. Although some controversy
concerning their formation still exists (see OIlier
and Brown, 1965; Greeley, 1971; and OIlier and Zarriello, 1979), I follow Peterson and Swanson (1974)
who vividly described the formation of lave tubes
from actual observations in Hawaii •
Basaltic lava flows, the main building material of
oceanic volcanoes, generally flow in 2 forms called
the a'a and pahoehoe, differing mainly only in heat
and gas content. A'a is cooler, contains less gas.
and flows more sluggishly than pahoehoe. A'a flows
advance much like a caterpillar tractor tread with
a molten interior and a solid but irregularly broken surface crust that moves forward, breaks, tumbles in front of the flow. and is buried by the advancing flow. Pahoehoe, on the other hand, is hotter, has a highe: gas content, is more fluid. and
flows as a river. These rivers tend to crust over
by crystallization as the surface cools. The crystals grow along the leading .upstream edge and also
inward fr~m the sides. This crust may grow quite
fast over the flow. Eventually, if the flow is' continuous, the crust may thicken enough to support
itself and become a roof. Overflows of lava through
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skylights also may thicken and atrangthan the roof.
When the lava level aubaidea, aecondary roofs often
form below skylighta. Thia natural healing of
breaks keeps the pahoehoe moving, .ince the roof
of basalt acts a. a good inaulator for the flowing
lava beneath. This roofing and healing process is
actually responsible for carrying pahoehoe great
distances from the vent. The formation of lava
tubes is one of the ma~~ factora in the formation
of oceanic shield volcanoea. in contrast to the
cone-shaped volcanoes of the continents. which are
.largely composed of andes1tic lavas. AndedUc
flows are more sluggish than a'a and generally pile
up around the vent. thus the cone shape.

diameter, in order to increase aeu.itivity, and
a amall plaatic di.c
an umbralla to divert
the almoat con.tant ceiling drip. An analytis
of these data will be publiahed elsewhere, but
the result. of the evaporation study are meaningful here.

a.

When mean potential evaporation rate for the 4day period from 28-31 August, as measured by the
piche atmometers, is plotted agaiu.t di.tance
from the entrance of Charcoal Cave, the evaporation rate follows a nearly hyperbolic curve on
its way into the deep cave. The rate of evaporation at the deep cave zone station was 0.15 cc
per day or only 36% of the rate at the transition
zone station and only 8% of the rate at the twilight zone station. Compared to the surface environment outside of the cave entrance, the twilight zone was still quite humid. Although not
measured during the same period, the comparable
evaporation rate outside of the cave was certainly
over 9.0 em 3 per day or over 5 times the rate of
the twilight zone station. On 31 August 1979,
specialized cave animals were found only beyond
165 m from the entrance. Thus, the boundary between the transition zone and the deep cave zone
has a calculated evaporation rate of 0.16 em 3 per
day.

Other voids sometimes large enough to be considered
caves may also form in lava. Overflows of pahoehoe
spread out as thin layers. Degassing can swell the
still plastic upper crust and form large gas bubbles.
Also shrinkage during cooling may separate layers of
lava, or cause extensive systems of cracks, creating
voids. Gas vesicles form in the cooling lava from
trapped bubbles. These may form extensive porous
layers of vesicular basalt within a flow. Other
voids. such as tumuli and buried tree molds also
occur.
The cave ecosystem can be divided into 4 environmental zones. These are (1) an entrance zone where the
surface and underground environments meet; (2) a twilight zone where light progressively diminishes; (3)
a transition zone that is in complete darkness but
where some outside environmental effects are still
felt; and (4) a deep cave zone where the specialized
terrestrial cave animals are found. The extent of
the different zones depends on the size, shape, and
location of the entrance(s), on the configuration of
the cave passages, and on the subterranean moisture
supply. The most critical environmental factor determining the distribution of troglobites within
habitable caves appears to be the saturated atmosphere (Howarth, 1980). In order to confirm this
observation.I have been studying the microclimate
of selected Hawaiian caves and correlating the data
with the distribution of cave animals (Howarth, in
press).

The rate of evaporation at each station varied
during the study. However, there was a constant
pattern of decreasing evaporation deeper within
the cave. During the study the mean evaporation
rates were 1.88 cm 3 , 0.35 cm 3 , and 0.11 em 3 at the
twilight, transition, and deep cave zones, respectively. The cave animals vary somewhat in their
response to evaporation rate among different species. Significantly, some cave animals, notably
the wolf spider, Lycosa howarthi, the rock cricket
Caaonemobius varius, the centipede, IIi thobius sp.,
and the cave planthopper, Oliarus polyphemus,
migrated towards the entrance during the periods
of less evaporation. There was a good correlation
between the measured evaporation rate and the distribution of specialized cave animals. These measurements were made about 25 em from the wall and
1.5 m above the floor. The evaporation rate, of
course, would be much lower next to the moist substrate where the animals are living.

Charcoal Cave near Hi~ina Pali in Hawaii Volcanoes
National Park at ca 800 m elevation is a large passage lava tube which trends downslope from its single
large e~trance. Kempe and Ketz-Kempe (1979) mapped
and described .the cave. Charcoal Cave appears to
fit the type 1 category of Tuttle and Stevenson
(1977) since its greatest volume is below the elevation of its large main entrance. However, the environmental data indicate that the passage has a
small downslope entrance (Howarth, in prep.).

Food Webs:
The main energy source in Hawaiian caves is tree
roots which penetrate the young lava to a depth of
10 m or more. The 2 other energy sources are cave
oozes, i.e., organic and mineral colloids deposited
by percolating ground water, and accidentals, i.e.,
surface and soil animals that blunder into the cave
but cannot survive there (Howarth, 1973).

Preliminary reconnaissance indicated that Charcoal
Cave had a very long transition zone and would be
ideal for determining the climatic factors defining
the transition/deep cave zone boundary. For 15
consecutive days from 21 August to 5 September, 1979,
I gathered climatic data simultaneously from the twilight, transition, and deep cave zones. The stations
were approximately 45, 110, and 185 meters, respectively, from the entrance. The maximum penetration
of light into the cave is 70 m. A Weather Measure
H311 hygrothermograph and 2 piche atmometers were
set at each station. The piche atmometers were modified by using a larger filter paper disc, 5.5 em

Feeding directly on the roots are 2 species of
blind cixiid planthoppers. All stages are found
only underground. The adult is the dispersal stage
and is quite distinct from its surface relatives
which also feed on roots as nymphs, but their adults
live and disperse above ground.
Several species of apparently troglobitic moth
larvae also feed on tree roots. The best known of
these is an undescribed noctuid which has a blind
caterpillar, flightless female, and weakly-flying
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male. A cave millepede and a remarkable blind terrestrial amphipod feed on both living and dead rootl
and occasionally other organic matter.
A blind terrestrial water treader Icavengel on dead
arthrJpods in the cave. Six Ipeciel of omnivorou~
crickets are restricted to Hawaiian caves. Thele ere
true crickets, Gryllidae, and are not at all related
to the continental cave crickete. One group, which
ie closely related to the native Hawaiian tree crickets, prefer to walk upside down on the ceiling. The
other group belongs to the ground or rock crickete.
These prefered thefloor, and have close surface relatives which scavenge on wet rocky substrate, such ae
unvegetated lava flows (Howarth, 1979), and sea coaltl.
The predators include a thread-legged bug which prefers to sit and wait for prey on the ceiling, and a
large blind earwig which prefers to remain in cracks
and smaller voids in the lava and only rarely is
found in cave passages. It is quite closely related
to native surface species.

relative humidity reachel equilibrium at laturation, and the evaporation rate, il negligible.
At thele humiditiel inlect blood il hygrolcopic
(Edney, 1977) and would therefore be ~ontinuously
drawing moilture out of the air.
I believe that the major populations of cave animall live in the Imaller interconnected voids
within the lava below the variable temperature
zone, and colonize the larger cave passages only
where food and evaporation rate allow, and it is
here that they have been studied. Therefore,
cavel are only a window to view the fauna within
the voids in the rock. But it is an imperfect
window, for it is a fragile one and gives the
illusion of a food-poor environment. In few
other habitats is man 80 clearly an intruder than
in the subterranean world.
Conservation

At the top of the food chain and perhaps the most
exciting Hawaiian cave animals are th~ blind wolf
spiders. The members of the family Lycosidae are
characterized by the large, headlight-like front eyes
and are called the big-eyed hunting spiders. Hawaii
has a large and interesting surface lycosid fauna.
It seems axiomatic that no member would become caveadapted. However, on the Island of Hawaii there
lives the cave-adapted, small-eyed big-eyed hunting
spider. This species is common in low to mid-elevation lava tubes. But, even more remarkable, there
exists in a small area on the older Island of Kauai
another cave-adapted lycosid. This is the rare and
endangered, no-eyed big-eyed hunting spider. This
species perhaps represents the epitomy of adaptive
shifts on oceanic islands.
Organic food energy is continually being washed into
subterranean voids by percolating ground water and
sinking streams. Other energy may be introduced
by deeply penetrating plant roots and by dispersing
animals. In non-cavernous areas this loss is probably not significant because the voids are small.
But where there are extensive systems of interconnected subterranean voids such as one finds in
basaltic or karst areas much of this energy is carried out of reach for surface detritivores. To be
sure where the debris is trapped or concentrated
such as near entrances some of it may be harvested
by migrating surface animals. However, the rest
is probably unobtainable to opportunistic surface
species either because the resource is too diffuse
to allow adequate harvestable energy to maintain
their lifestyle, because of their inability to
locate the scattered resources in perpetual darkness, or because they cannot cope with the constantly hydrating atmosphere. Some preadapted species and their associates, i.e., predators, etc.,
have made the adaptive shift to exploit this resource
which I believe is relatively rich. Evolution has
made them finely tuned to efficiently exploit the
resources.
Basaltic lava, particularly pahoehoe, is so porous
from gas vesicles, cracks, lava tubes, and other
voids that there exists within the younger flows
an extensive system of interconnected channels and
air spaces. In the deeper zones of this system
where the temperature is relatively stable, the
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Continental caves are often viewed as islands and
their ecosystems share an apparent fragility-in
response to perturbations. Cave ecosystems on
islands, i.e., island-like habitats within islands,
may be in double jeopardy, and several of the
newly discovered arthropods are candidates for endangered species status. What then is the future
of this unique ecosystem, not even recognized before 1971? If perturbations had caused its demise
sometime during the last 200 years, biologists
would have continued to believe no such fauna had
ever existed in the Hawaiian Islands.
On Hawai'i Island there are'still many avenues of
dispersal between lava tubes, and continual new
flows can be expected; therefore, one can expect
the survival of most of the cave fauna, barring
any major catastrophies. On the older islands of
Maui and Kaua'i the caves are eroded remnants.
many of the avenues of dispersal are closed through
erosion, and the cave animals lead a tenuous.
threatened, or endangered eXistence.
Certainly caves fill and erode as natural processes,
but man hastens the process. For example, a lava
flow on Kaua'i was covered with 5 m of sugar cane
bagasse in an effort to build up soil on the surface. The cave under the field became filled with
fermenting molasses. The ecosystem and its specialized lIfe was presumably destroyed. The destruction of the native forest and the life-giving
roots destroys the hidden and still largely unknown
cave fauna beneath. Unfortunately, caves and sinkholes are often used as garbage dumps. For example,
in Offal Pit, which was used by a local slaughter
house, there are hundreds, perhaps thousands of cow
skulls and bones, and the downslope section is a
mess of rotting tallow and bones. Only one native
cave animal survi~es in this rotting soup and that
is the native rock cricket, Caconemobius howarthi.
Even human visitation disturbs the fragile ecosystem. Caves share with other discrete habitats
such as montane bogs and sand dunes a vulnerability
to trampling and physical disturbance. Tobacco
smoke contains a powerful insecticide which certainly challenges, if not kills, many cave animals.
The smoke from torches and cigarettes also lowers
the relative humidity and may jeopardize the ecosystem. Heavily visited caves are often lacking
many specialized species.

Many arthropods recently introduced by man, such as
cockroaches, centipedes, millepedes, isopods. and
spiders, have successfully colonized lowland caves.
Some.of!these exotic, i.e., non-native animals have
surely altered theeecology of the caves, but it is
unknown whether any replaced ~~ive species in the
cave ecosystem, since this is also the region most
disturbed by man.

Howarth, F. G. 1973. The cavernicolous fauns
of Hawaiian lave tubes. 1. Introduction. Pac.
Insects. 15:139-151.
__~~__~__• 1979. Heogeoaeolian habitats on
new lava flows on Hswaii Island: An ecosystem
supported by windbourne debris. Pac. Insects
20(2-3):133-144.

Lastly, caves are somewhat dangerous to the uninitiated. Recreational cave visitation by the
public should be discouraged until adequate protection of sample caves and ecosystems is assured.

1980. The zoogeography of specialized cave animals: A biocl1matic model.
Evolution 34(2):394-406.
1981. Hawaiian cave insects:
Some bioclimatic and geologic factors governing
their evolution snd distribution. Entomologies
Generalis. In press.
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ABSTRACT
Mi6t>0uM. c.o~ oveJl 4000 known C4Ve.6. A t>,[gni6-t-C4nt numbeJl 06 :the.6e
C4VU aJl.e. 60Wld on UMted Sta:tu FOIle.6t SeJlv,[c.e and Mi6t>0uM. VepaJLtment
06'\ COnJ>eJlvaUon .landt>. Management ILe.6P0nJ,,[b.LU.ti.e.6 601l the C4ve ILe.60WLC.e.6
on t>t:a-te and 6edeJtal tandt> plLorrqoted the MU,t>0uM. VepaJLtment 06 COnJ>eJlvat.i.on, :the MaJtk Twa..i.n NaUonal FOIle.6t and :the NoJLth Cen:tlLal. FOIle.6t ExpelL.i.men:t Sta:t.i.on-ColwnO<.a, MU,t>0uM. to enteJl ,[nto a c.oopeJta.t.Lve C4ve ,[nvento/l.Y
aglLeemen:t ,[n Oc.tobeIL, 1978. Corrqole.Uon 06 :the 6.i.Mt two yeaJL6 06 t>:tu.dy
lLevealed :that t>tate and 6edeILaUy managed c.ave.6 c.on:ta.i.ned cUVeMe Mt>emblagu 06 6awta and many o:theIL t>,[gni6,£.c.ant C4ve 1Le.60WLC.e.6. Many 06 :the
C4ve.6 c.on:ta.i.n popu1.a.UonJ> 06 6edeILaUy w:ted endangeILed and :thILeatened.
t>pec.,[u. They c.ou1..d thlL6 be c.ancUdate.6 601L cM-Uc.a.t habU.a:t du-ignation.
OVeIL 230 c.avu have been ,[nventolL.i.ed on MU,MwU VepaJLtment 06 COnJ>elLvalion and U. S. FOIle.6t SelLv,[c.e .ta.n.d6 :to date. The ma.joJvUy 06 :thue c.avu
lLeplLUen:t VMt ILueaILc.h potentiw. AUhou.gh a. b,[olog,[c.a.t anaty.6-U ~
the 60c.a.t po,[nt 06 :the ,[nventolty, many IUnd6 06 C4ve Ite.6Ou.tr.c.u aile c.on.6,[deILed when management plant> Me deve..toped. WUh a Itec.en:t.t!j awatr.ded.
20-month eUe.n.6,[on and the ,[nc..e.w.,[on 06 c.ave.6 on IvUAMwU VepaJLtment 06
Na.tuItaJ. Ruou.tr.c.e.6, V,[v-U,[on 06 PaIL/u, and H-UtolL.i.c. PltueILvaUon (.6t:a-te
paILfu) pltOpelLti.u, t>,[gni6,£.c.a.nt adcUUol'lal c.ave 1te.60u.tr.c.e.6 aile expected.

to be cUt>c.ovelLed.
INTRODUCTION
and enhancement of any environment cannot be
accomplished without first identifying the
elements of that environment. Cave resources
require some very special considerations.

caving as a sport activity has greatly increased
in Missouri in recent years. This fact, combined
with the almost inevitable deterioration of cave
resources resulting from heavy uncontrolled usage,
indicated a need to assess and evaluate cave resources on public lands. In October, 1978, the
Missouri Department of Conservation, the Mark
Twain National Forest, and the North Central Forest Experiment Station-Columbia, Missouri, entered
into a cooperative cave inventory project. It is
the responsibility of the U. S. Forest Service
and the Department of Conservation to direct their
program activities toward managing and enhancing
the environment for the widest range of beneficial uses without its degradation, .risk to health
or safety, or other undesirable consequences.
Cave resources are undoubtedly an intrinsic part
of our environment, but responsible management

OBJECTIVES AND CONSIDERATIONS
Although a biological inventory of caves on U. S.
Forest Service and Department of Conservation
lands was the initial objective of the study, it
soon became evident that many products would be
realized from such a comprehensive undertaking.
Some primary objectives of the inventory were to:

*Wildlife Biologist, Natural History Section,
Missouri Department of Conservation, P. O. Box
180, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
**Project Assistant, Natural History Section,
Missouri Department of Conservation, P. O. Box
180, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102
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1.

Determine the name and exact location of caves
on the properties of the Mark Twain National
Forest and the Missouri Department of Conservation.

2.

Complete a comprehensive inventory of all known
caves on the properties of the above-mentioned
agencies.

3.

Compile vertebrate and invertebrate species
data gathered during the cave inventory. Published data will also be included with the information.

4.

Place special emphasis on gathering information on the status of federally listed endangered and threatened speciea and atate rare
and endangered species and their possible
critical habitats. Emphaaie waa aleo'placed
on gathering data on apecies which are not on
the federal or the state lists but have particular scientific. management. local or national interest in some epecific location
(1.e •• !I'yphUphthyB Bubu~UB. southern
cavefishi !I'yphZomton 8p.1.aeUB~ grotto salamandeq and Euryoea 1,WJif\lga~ cave salamander).

5.

Provide information on present and potential
recreational usage of caves on public lands.

6.

Develop a cave claasification system baaed on
all data obtained by the cave inventory.

7.

Provide recommendations for the management
of cave resources on a per-cave basis to the
responsible managing agencies.

At the present time. there are over 4000 known
caves in Missouri that have been recorded and
entered into'a comp~ter system by the Missouri
Speleological Survey and the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources. Division of Geology and
Land Survey. With the cooperative sharing of
this stored information. we determined that approximately 282 caves could be found on U. S.
Forest Service lands and approximately 70 caves
were owned by the Department of Conservation.
Since a considerable proportion of caves in
Missouri occur on state and U. S. Forest Service lands. they must undoubtedly represent
significant natural resources. However. previous information concerning resources on U. S.
Forest Service and Department of Conservation
caves was virtU$lly nonexistent. It was not
evident that these caves contained unique and
diverse resources until the completion of the
first two years of the cave inventory project.
Our goals are to further evaluate and identify
cave resources on public lands and to develop
a responsible management program to enhance
cave resources.'
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Although objectives of the cave inventory were
broad in scope. primary emphasis was on gathering
biological data. Small collections of invertebrates were made by hand collection-search methods.
Previous cave-collecting experience and consultation with experts on different faunal groups
greatly reduced the possibility of harmful collections. thereby minimizing impact. Attempts
were made to examine every conceivable habitat
in each cave visited. Vertebrates were not collected but were examined and identified in the
cave. The collections of invertebrate specimens
were sorted. catalogued, labeled, and shipped to
taxonomists for identification.
There are over 32 invertebrate taxonomists throughout the United States and Canada cooperating with
identifications of cave fa~na. The taxonomic
groups of invertebrates and the cooperating professionals for the groups are given in the acknOWledgements. Our catalogue of cavernicolous

matedala. volU1118 1 and 2, bas oyer 2200 .pacimen entrie. to date. A total of 219 spacia. of
invertebratee have been identifiad. However,
only approximately 60% of the materials have been
examined. Over SO apeci.. of vertebrat.. have
been obaerved and identified, including rare and
endangered apeciee.
Many invertebrate epeciee rap resent important zoageographical record.. Fifteen iuvertebrata apeci.. collected repre..nt new, unducdbed aped....
In most ca.ee, enough .peciman. were collected to
allow the cooperating .cienti.ts to publi.h DeW
epecies de.cdptionl. Additional materials of previouely known, undescribed .pecies were also collected and have in some caeea stimulated continued
taxonomic work on certain taxa. Greatly needed ioformation collected on invertebrate species bas
provided valuable information on their distribution
and population status.
PALEONTOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Missouri has been noted for bone deposits since
Dr. A. K. Koch's visit in 1839. The ar.ost coostant cave environment is an ideal.storage place
for the remains of extant and extinct an1llals.
Significant Pleistocene deposits have been unearthed in Missouri with a substantial percentage
being discovered in caves. During the survey,
nine U. S. Fores t Service caves and eleven Department of Conservation caves contained materials of _
paleontological significance. One department-owoed.
cave contained a deposit of the extinct flat-faced
peccary (PZatygOTiUB aompre88UB), and still another
cave contained remains of the extinct dire wolf
(Aenoayon dipus). Remains of species which are DO
longer indigenous to Missouri have been identified
from some survey caves and are also valuable to
paleontologists.
ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
A nwnber of U. S. Forest Service and Department of
Conservation caves in Missouri contained significant archeological materials. Although SOlE state
and federally managed caves have been examined by
professional archeologists, the majority have not.
Already many of these potentially important sites
have been ruthlessly plundered by relic seekers
and amateur archeologists, resulting in the loss
of valuable data. Some surface artifacts were discovered in caves during the survey and several pOtentially important sites have been identified.
GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Few caves on U. S. Forest Service and Department
of Conservation lands contain outstandingly rare
of beautiful speleothems. It is truly unfortunate
that most caves which once. contained unique speleothems have been irreversibly vandalized. Only
those areas of the cave which are not easily reached
or are simply not known about have retained their
pristine beauty. The few remaining caves which contain sigDlficant speleothem deposits will undoubtedly be protected for future study.
With such a large nwnber of caves managed by the
U. S. Forest Service and Department of' Conservation.
there are many excellent opportunities for the study
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of karst geomorphology, stratigraphy, apeleoganeaia,
and mineralogical and sedimentological atudiea. The
many spring caves and cavea with deep lakea and
streams scattered throughout the atate provide a
variety of study for hydrologists and geologiata.

RECREATIONAL RESOURCES
Recreational use of caves on public lands in Missouri has been phenomenal in recent years... The
.obvious vandalism and destruction of cave features
and cave habitats (including cave fauna) has been
extremely detrimental to non-renewable cave resources. There 'is, perhaps, a glimmer of hope
with the recent passage of a cave protection
law. House Bill No. 1192, known as the "Cave
Resources Act", becomes effective on January 2,
1981, and provides for the protection of all
natural cave features and cave gates and supports
the Missouri Clean Water Act (in the form of ground
water pollution). It is a Class A misdemeanor for
each violation of the new law. Unfortunately, provisions for the· protection of indigenous cave life
were deleted.
Recreational use of caves is recognized as part
of the multi-use philosophy employed by the U. S.
Forest Service and Department of Conservation.
How,ever, both agencies are also responsible for
wise management of natural resources. When the
cave classification system and management recommendations are implemented, it is inevitable that
certain caves will be closed to recreational use.
For example, gray bat (Myotis grisescens) nursery
caves are closed to public usage from April 1
through October 31, and Indiana bat (Myotis sodaZis) hibernacula are closed from September 1
through April 30. Six Department of Conservation caves and one U. S. Forest Service cave
have been closed because they are important to
the survival of the two endangered species of
bats.
Some caves will be opened only on a permit basis
because of serious, unavoidable hazards. It is
. the managing agencies' responsibility to institute
adequate warning procedures. It is reasonable.to
say, however; that the majority of the caves will
remain open year round for recreational usage.
Efforts are being made to encourage the cooperation of sport cavers in the conservation of cave
resources. Plans. for.simply-worded signs are
being made and implemented. These signs will be
placed· near, or just inside, cave entrances and
state briefly the cave visitor's responsibilities,
safety and caving ethics. Educational publicawareness efforts in the form of television programs, public speaking, newspaper and magazine
articles, public displays and narrated slide programs have been a part of the cave survey. With
the cooperation and volunteer help of concerned
individuals of' the Missouri Speleological Survey,
two caves have been cleaned up, and there are
plans for more clean-up activities in the future.
PROJECT EXTENSION
As of October 1, 1980, the cooperat~ve cave inventory agreement between the Mark Twain National
Forest and the Missouri Department of Conservation

wa. givan a 2o-month extenlion. Inventoria. of
approximataly 115 more U. S. Fore.t Service cave.
and elevan Department of COnleivation cavea are
.chedulad to ba completed by May 20, 1982. Additionally, the Millouri Department of Natural Baaourcea, piv1.ion of Parka and Biatoric Pre••rvation (atate park.), .ucceaafully negotiated with
the Department of Conservation for inclusion in
the cooperative inventory. The Milloud State
Parks agreement should become effective in the
fall of 1980. The additional inventory of approximately 70 caves on state parka lands, remaining
U. S. Forest Service caves, and Department of C0nservation caves is expected to greatly increase
knowledge of Missouri cave resources. Cooperation
between these three agencies has greatly enhanced
speleo-conservation efforts in Missouri and should
continue to.do so in the future.
SUMMARY

Since the initiation of the cooperative cave inventory project in October, 1978, inventories of
174 U. S. Forest Service caves arid 59 Department
of Conservation caves have been completed. There
remains approximately 115 U. S. Forest Service
caves and eleven Department of Conservation caves
to be found and inventoried.
Biological information gathered on such a vast
number of caves scattered throughout Missouri provided important data on the occurrence and distribution of cavernicolous animals. Although only
about 60% of the specimens collected from caves
hav.e been examined and identified by taxonomic
specialists, 219 species of invertebrates have
been identified. With the anticipated identification of the remaining materials, additional cave
species will more fully complete the distribution
and occurrence of cave fauna in Missouri. Fifteen
new, undescribed species of invertebrates have
been collected. A total of 54 species of recent
vertebrates have been observed arid identified in
the survey caves. Comprehensive. biological data
on such a broad scale has provided needed insight
into the conservation and management of cave fauna.
A cave classification system based on resource
content and hazards will be devised. and will determine management recommendations. Caves important to the survival of rare and endangered species
and caves containing extremely fragile ecosystems,
or other unique fragile resources, will be recommended for closure to publi~ use. Other caves will
be closed seasonally or access will be granted
through a permit system. The majority of the' caves
will remain open for nonconsumptive recreational
usage.
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ABSTRACT
v..tamond CJr..a..teM, a 16, 656 aCJl.e.. blUl a..U.Lc. un,.L:t 0 n public. .eand wfUc.h ~ ma.nag ed
by .the. BU/li1.6 V~VUc.t 06 -the. BWl.e.a.u 06 Land Management: (ELM) ~ LL6e.d IUl alt outdoOlL chuMwom and .eaboJr.a..tOlty by an uiUmat:ed 7,000 v,u,UOJr,6 peA yeM who Me
inteAellte.d i.n blUla..U.Lc. volc.an,U" m, and/ Olt .tnVUg ued by :the "" Wl.v.tval 06 b.tot:a
i.n l>enK.-aJrJ..d e.nv,uwnme.nt:l>. V~UOJr,6 .tnc..e.ude Meld VUp gltOUp.6 and .6.tgh-t-UeM
towU.ng the. adjac.ent: Ma1'..heWl. NaUonal W.tldU6e. Re.6uge. and o:theIL alte.a..6 06 the.
HalUte.y BIUli.n, ll-tudent:.6 :ta.JUng dIU>.6 ell at: the nealtby MatheWl. F.teld St:ation and
l>&~U 6tudyi.ng VaJrJ..OM pItOble.m6 06 -the NolttheJtlt Glteat: BIUl.tn.
AUhough
V.iAmond CJr.a..teM «Xt6 .tdentiMed IUl eo.JrJ:./j IUl 1902 IUl exfUbU-tng .6.i.gn,iMc.ant: 6eatwlu, U hIU> only Itec.ent:.e.y bec.ome known all a mLL6 eum 06 bMa..U.LC. volc.an,U"m
whic.h rrr1.y c.ont:a..<.n :the glteat:ell:t d.<.veM.t:ty 06 bMa..U.LC. vo.tc.a.n.i.c. land60Jun6 00 any
alte.a 06 i l i ll.i.ze .tn NoJvth AmWc.a. Among :thelle 6ea.t:Wl.ell alte. llma.e..e but .6.i.gn.i.6.ic.an,t c.a.Vell wah unMu.al Un.i.ng.6, IUl we.U. M ItMe and oJul.g.tle .eava .6peleothem6 w#Uc.h Me' valuable :to 6:tu.d.<.e,~ 06 .eava c.ave ""peleogenell,u,.
The. BWl.e.a.u 06 Land Management: hM lega.U.y pJtO:tected V-iamond CJr.a..teJU>, 6-i.M:t·
undeIL a R6P? c.la.l>.6.t6-ic.ation (1956-1980) and c.uAJtel~y undeA a pend.<.ng plto:tec.Uve wahdJr.aJatt (1973-1991). Many 06 :the mO.6t .6-ign.i.Mc.an.t 6ea.tWl.ell, e. g. ,
c.aVU, ClULteM, dJt-i.blet .6p.tJtell, ",,'pa:tt:eIL c.onell and ItClJnpaJt.t.6, 6.tow Ul1ell, etc..,
Me. MM&a.ted wah Olt paJLt..i.aUtj c.on.6.tJtuc..ted 06 ,s.eab .eava - the loMe. :top
one. .to n0Wl. -inc.h tfUc.k .eaYeIL 06 -the pahoehoe 6loW6. TfU,~ .ta.yeIL ,u, de6.t!Led by
pe.JU>On.6 601t Me. M dec.oJta.t:.i.ve veneeIL build.<.ng .6tone. Un delL :the p.ta.nn.<.ng pM. C.Ull, V.i.a.mond CJr.a..teM hIU> been pJtOpo.6ed:
( 1) 601t dell.i.gna.Uon M an Out.6tand.Lng Na.tWl.a.e. Me.a (ONA) -to be managed 60lt .t:t.6 .6ue.ntiMc., educ.ational, M.e-n.i.C.
and Jte.CJl.e.aUonal Ir.UOWl.c.v.,; (2) 601t dell.tgnaUon M an Mea 06 CIt.t:t.<.c.a.e. Env.tJtonme.nt:a..e. Conc.eJtlt lACE) :to plr.ov.tde fUgh pJUotU.-ty .6.ta.tLL6 .Ln management: dew.ton.6;
and (3) 6olr. pvuna.nent: wdhd/tfWXl..f. :to bait, wahou..t qUellUon 0It 6Wl.:theIL .tegal
pltOc.eed.<.ng.6, appltOplt-i.a.Uon 06 the 'land by min-Lng .toc.aUon.
INTRODUCTION

approximately 50 miles southeast of Burns, Oregon,
in an important speleological resource. Not only
does it contain nearly every type of lava cave in
miniature and unusual lava speleothems and linings,
but cavers have joined BLM in the effort to protect
the area.

Hundreds of dark holes exist at Diamond Craters
but the known cave passages are very short -they can be measured in only hundreds of feet.
Few cavers visit the area. Why, then, is Diamond
Craters being discussed at a National Cave Management Symposium? Because Diamond Craters, located

The ilureau of Land Management is proposing to protect and preserve the 16,656 acres of public land
within Diamond Craters with two complementary designations and a protective withdrawal. The Outstanding Natural Area (ONA) designation would recognize the presence of important natural resources
at Diamond Craters, while the Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) designation would commit BLM to protect these important resources on a
long term basis. The withdrawal, pending since
1973, would bar without question or further legal
proceedings, appropriation of the land for mining.
The Diamond Craters Outstanding Natural Area, as
it would be named under these designations, would
be managed for its scientific, educatipnal, scenic
and recreational resources.

*Ecologist and Diamond.Craters Coordinator,
Burns District, BLM, Burns, OR 97720; Department of Biology, Pacific University, Forest
Grove, OR 97116; Oregon Grotto, National
Speleological Society, 13402 N. E. Clark Road,
Vancouver, Washington 98665.
**District Geologist, Burns District, BLM. Burns,
OR 97720
***Range Technicial/Botanist, Burns District, BLM,
Burns, OR 97720 and Oregon Grotto, National
Speleological Society, 13402 N. E. Clark Ro~d,
Vancouver, Washington 98665.
****Drewsey-Riley Resource Ar~a Manager, Burns
District, Burns, OR 97720
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HISTORY OF MANAGEMENT

it provid•• analog. to lava tuba. in other places
where expo.ure. are not a. good. The surface lava
rock at Diamond Crater. that is de. ired by some as
building Itone il the ssme rock thet is needed intact and undi.turbed in order to provide a basi.
for the Itudy of lavs cave•• "

a.

Diamond Craters has long been known
an area with
significant geologic landforms including miniature
lava caves (Russell, 1908. Piper et al., 1939.
Peterson and Groh, 1964. Benedict, 1979a, 19aOb.
Gruber et al., 1980. Walker and Nolf, in press).
The significance of the area was first officially
recognized by BLM when the Oregon State Park System (OSPS) made a study of Diamond Craters along
with other young basaltic areas in Oregon. The
aSPs Superintendent stated:

When slab lava is cru.hed or removed, much valuable scientific data are lost and scenic resources
destroyed. Damage to these surfaces cannot be repaired. Therefore in 1972, BLM initiated a protective withdrawal to segregate the land at Diamond Craters from mineral entry more effectively
than the existing R&PP classification.

"Since the use is not great at this time and may
not be for a number of years, it would appear
that the most satisfactory way to administer the
area and preserve those features of public interest would be through your administration that
new cinder cones not be opened or permits issued
that would allow the destruction of the peculiar
formations created in the lava flow" (letter of
October 3, 1956).

The path to protection, however, haa been slow and
tortuous. An Environmental Analysis Record and a
Staff Report were prepared during 1972 and forwarded to the State BLM Office. The withdrawal
application was filed on March 23, 1973, and the
notice was published in the Federal Register on
April 26, 1973. The case file, however, was returned to the District on April 4, 1977, for updating and revision in accordance with section 204 of
the new Federal Land Policy }~nagement Act (FLPMA)
which has been passed by Congress in 1976. Under
FLPMA a withdrawal of over 5,000 acres must be submitted to Congress. FLPMA also required public
input and integration of such actions into the
planning system, i.e., the Management Framework
Plan (MFP). The Burns District prepared the MFP,
for the resource area which included the Diamond
Craters and presented it for public input at a meeting in Burns on March 13, 1978, and a meeting in
Portland, Oregon, on }furch 15, 1978. The MFP recommended that Diamond Craters be designated as an
Outstanding Natural Area and that 16,656 acres of
land be Withdrawn. The notice of withdrawal was
republished in the Federal Register on March 26,
1978.

In November, 1956, the lands administered by BLM
at Diamond Craters were classified under the
Recreation and Public Purpose Act (R&PP) to retain land
"in its present status and allow sufficient time
for appropriate officials of the Bureau, the State
of Oregon, and the National Park Service to examine
and consider whether a portion or all of the land
can be leased or sold to a qualified applicant,
or held in withdrawal status and administered by a
Federal Agency.for recreational purposes."
The R&PP classification was revoked in March 1980.
During the early 1970's, the Bureau of Land Management began having problems with trespassers who
removed slab lava in commerical quantities from
Diamond Craters to use as decorative veneer stone.
"Slab lava" is- the loose, exposed upper one to four
inch thick layer of basalt whi.ch separates easily
from the main body of a pahoehoe flow. "Pahoehoe
lava" forms from a very fluid basaltig magma which
is highly charged with dissolved gases and sometimes forms crusts over channels, making lava
tubeS (Harter, 1970; Harter and Harter, 1980).
Slab lava flows in the_western United States are
often vast rubble fields of low diversity, mostly
lacking in significant and interesting volcanic
landforms. At Diamond Craters, however, the slab
lava areas comprise less than 10 percent of the
total area and are generally of high diversity -many of the most scenic and/or scientifically significant landforms, e.g., lava flows, spatter cones,
driblet spires, pit and collapse craters, caves,
etc., are surrounded by or partially formed of
slab lava. Frequently, this slab lava exhibits
an intricately intermeshed pattern of flow lines
which is vital to the study of the geological
history of Diamond Craters. The slab lava areas
are also important to the study of lava caves.
According to Russ Harter (1979), a volcanogeospeleologist from the Southern California Grotto
of the National Speleological Society (NSS):

During this same period, the winter of 1977-78,
commercial stone interests removed, without permission, many tons of slab lava from the public land.
Environmentalists who had supported designation
and withdrawal under the MFP process strongly protested and demanded that BLM protect Diamond Craters by designating it as a Research Natural Area
(RNA) (Hayse, 1978). The stone interests, on the
other hand, demanded that BLM allow them to mine
the slab lava. Before any decision could be made,
BLM needed more information about the r~sources of
Diamond Craters. It was only natural that cavers'
would get involved because several Oregon Grotto
members had been exploring the caves there off and
on since before 1961 (Anon., 1961; Benedict, 1973,·
1974, 1976, 1979a, 1979b, 1979c, ·1979d, 1980a,
1980b; Benedict and Gruber, 1980; Larson 1977, Nieland, 1976; Pope, 1978, 1979; Smolen, 1979).
Several significant events occurred during 1979 and
1980. BLM and independent researchers continued
inventorying resources at Diamond Craters. On July
13, 1978, Diamond Craters was identified as an ACEC
under the new guidelines published in the Federal
Register. In the meantime, the state-and federal
natural area committees became interested in Diamond Craters and requested a report (Brown et al.,
1979). Also, BLM personnel were invited to discuss·
Diamond Craters at the Far West Cave Management Symposium held in Redding, California during October'

"The surfal=e lava associated with lava tubes at
Diamond Craters is not only valuable for understanding caves there, but it is valuable because

iSS

I <)7'J (GrubeI' et a1., 1980). On November 15, 1979,
che state natural area committee recommended ONA
Jesignation for Diamond C'raters and the preservation of -She "complete suite of geologic forms";
ONA ~e~8nation was recommended rather than RNA
designation because the former would permit compatible recreational use such as student field trips,
hiking, etc.; on April 10, 1980, another milestone
was passed when the federal natural area committee
unan~mously endorsed the estab~ishment of a Diamond
Craters DNA for the "16,000+ acres." Cavers also
voted to support this action. At a Seattle, Washington, meeting of February 17, 1980, the Northwest Region of the NSS voted to support designation
of Diamond Craters as an DNA and the withdrawal of
the area from mining. The Board of Governors of
the NSS endorsed the same actions at their August
1980 meeting in St. Paul, Minnesota. In the meantime, BLM hired a Diamond Craters Coordinator to
work during the 1980 field season -- to assist
field activities at Diamond Craters, give tours
there and slide programs, prepare documents and
live at the Craters. The documents included a
new Environmental Assessment, a Land Report, and
an ACE Plan Element.

Diamond Craters is in a land dominated by volcanism •. During the Miocene, between 16 and 12 million years ago, more than a hundred separate
basaltic flows flooded over vast areas of southeastern Oregon. Gradually some of these basalts
were uplifted and tilted so that the Steens Mountain, a 50 mile long fault block mountain, to the
south'of Diamond Craters, now rises about a mile
above the general land surface. About nine million years ago, rhyolitic ash-flow tuffs. began
erupting in glowing avalanches from large magma
chambers, located to the north of Steens Mountain-a broad undrained structural and erosional basin,
the present Harney Basin, is believed to be the
remnant of the obscure, buried calderas which resulted from these eruptions. The Harney Basin
formed along the Brothers Fault Zone, "one of the
fundamental structural elements of Oregon" which
extends more than 250 miles between the Steens
Mountain and the Cascade 'Mountains to the west
(Walker and Nolf, in press). During the Pleistocene, glaciers formed in the mountains and a vast
lake occupied the Harney Basin. This lake rose
and fell, and at times the lakebed was nearly dry.
Diamond Craters probably formed during one of the
drier periods.

WHAT ARE WE PROTECTING?
Bas~lt

is the most common rock on earth -- it
abounds in the western United States and elsewhere. We have been asked if we really need to
protect still another basaltic volcanic area when
we already have the Craters of the Moon National
Monument in central Idaho and the Lava Beds National Monument in northern California? The answer is emphatically YES!. To quote George Walker
(1979), geologist for USGS, Menlo Park, California:
"Diamond Craters exhibits some of the best and
most diverse basaltic volcanic features in the
U.S. and all within a comparatively small and accessible area. The diversity of volcanic features makes it unique within the U. S. -- perhaps
within the Western Hemisphere."
G~OL~ICAL

RESOURCES

Diamond Craters, a naturally interrelated geologic
unit of Pleistocene volcanic landforms, illustrates
a sequence of extrusive, intrusive and pyroclastic
activity which produced six unusual, localized lava
domes and the entire range of eruptive and collapse
features that can be formed by basaltic volcanism.
The complex eruptions ranged from very quiet, fluid
flows extruded from fissures to violent, highly explosive confined steam explosions which produced
tephra ranging in size from ash to truck-sized blocks.
Som~ of'the individual features are: kipukas of
country rock; ash flows; pahoehoe flows with a variety of surface textures and microrelief, pres~ure
ridges, lava toes, collapse structures and sinks,
trenches, semi-trenches, and lava caves and tubes
of diverse origins which contain exciting lava
speleothems and.linings; driblet spires and cones;
spatter cones and ramparts; a variety of craters,
vents, cinder cones and maars; and a group of elongate domes with diverse summit features including
deep fissures, grabens, calderas, vent tube linings
and pahoehoe moats. The. great diversity of VOlcanic
features can be explained by following sequence of
events in the NortPern Great Basin.
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According to Bruce Nolf, the volcanologist who has
studied Diamond Craters for· more than a decade,
Diamond Craters formed in two stages: (1) flood
basalts, and (2) injection of basalts. The Diamond
Craters flood basalts spilled out from fissures
located near the southeastern margin of. the Harney Basin, forming a nearly circular layer almost
six miles in diameter and less than 350 feet thick
on top of the lake sediments and the nine million
year old ash-flow tuffs. While this initial basaltic layer cooled, basaltic magmas injected up
into the layer from a number of localized, high
level magma chambers -- six lava domes bowed up.
Their predominantly northwest orientation was controlled by the direction of the Brothers Fault
Zone. The domes variously collapsed as the supporting magmas withdrew either internally and/or
through extrusive eruptions. Some of the vents
erupted quiet pahoehoe flows, forming caves, spatter cones, driblet spires and collapse craters,
etc. Other vents erupted more violently producing spatter cones and explosion craters which
ejected material ranging in size from ash to trucksized blocks. Now most of the land area of Diamond Craters was covered by this ejecta (i.e.,
tephra). No wonder Diamond Craters exhibits so
much geologic diversity with its domes, craters,
lava flows and tephra covered areas.
'
BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
"Diamond Craters is a nat!al classroom on public
land for those interested in the processes of
volcanism, andlor those intrigued by the survival of biota in harsh environments." (Benedict,
1979a).
Diamond Craters is located in the Northern Great
Basin at elevations between 4150 and 4700 feet
above sea level. It occurs at the ecotones between the Desert Shrub, and Shrub-Steppe and the
Western Juniper-Big Sagebrush Zones and contains
both unusual and representative species and communities of the Uplands and the Wetlands. Over

240 species of vascular plants have been identified
from Diamond Craters; four species are being considered for listing on the proposed Oregon State
List (Siddal et al., 1970; Gruber et al., 1979) and
two species, formerly listed on the Federal Threatened List, are currently being reviewed'. The wide
diversity of geological substrates and landforms in
combination with the very diverse vegetation, provides abundant' nesting, resting and feeding habitats
for wildlife, both vertebrates and invertebrates.
Nineteen species of amphibians and reptiles, 52
species of mammals and 189 species of birds are
known or suspected of occurring at Diamond Craters.
To date, no rare or endangered species of animals
are known from the Craters. However, Gruber has
discovered a highly unusual mite inhabiting a deep
fissure in Northeast Dome -- the fissure is 40
feet deep,eight feet wide and several hundred feet
long. .Similar fissures in Arizona contain "cave
adapted" invertebrates.

MANAGEMENT PLAN FOR DIAMONI' CRATERS
One of the documents prepared during 1980 by BLM
was an ACEC l'Jan Element for the proposed Diamond
Craters Outstanding Natural Area. An ACEC Plan
Element :., ., management plan for a proposed Area
of Grit!, .1 Envirc'1.mental Concern based on the
guidelinc~ published in the Federal Register on
August 27, 1980. The Plan Element includes:
(1) a proposed name, (2) a statement of the specific management objectives, (3) a description of
the environmental resources, (4) a statement of
the special management measures, and (5) a summary
of public participation and record of public response. Most of this information had already been
included in either the HFP or in the New Environmental Assessment and Land Report, which made it
fairly easy to draw up the ACEC Plan Element for
Diamond Craters. What are the specific management
objectives and the special management measures
which are listed in the Diamond Craters ACEC Plan
Element?

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RESOURCES
Although Diamond Craters is not known for its cultural resources, one or two lithic scatter sites
have been discovered. Even more important, however,
is th~ sediment record deposited beneath the waters
of Malheur Maar, a freshwater lake 200 feet in diameter and 6 feet deep, which is located in one of
the explosion craters of West Dome. According to
Peter Mehringer, Jr., an anthropologist from Washington State University:

SPECIFIC MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES
Manage the natural resources of the approximately
16,656 acres of public land within this natural
geologic unit, known as Diamond Craters, to insure
that the unique assemblage of geologic features
and ecosystems is preserved so that present and
future generations may benefit from the exceptional
scientific, educational, scenic and recreational
values.

'~lheur Maar is the only low elevation desert lake
between Canada and Baja which contains an unbroken
sedimentary column which spans the past 6,000 years;
the lake is especially significant due to its rapid
rate of deposition, its permanency and its location at the shadscale-sagebrush ecotone."

Pursue approval of the pending protective
drawal.

wit~

Increase public awareness of the significance of
Diamond Craters by desi.gnating i t as an Outstanding Natural Area.

Mehringer and his graduate students,as part of the
Steens Mountain Prehistory Project (Aikens et al.,
1979), have removed a IS-meter core of sediments
from Malheur Maar. The core from Malheur Maar and
amber rat samples from Surprise and Spatter Cone
Caves along with materials from sites outside
Diamond ,Crater are being studied in order to reconstruct the ecological history and the movement
of humans in the Great Basin since the end of the
Pleistocene.

Develop a meaningful interpretative and i.nformational program as followup of the 1979 and 1980
slide programs and field tours.
SPECIAL MANAGEMENT MEASURES

NATURAL AREA VALUES

According to the ACEC guidelines, the specific
management measures for Diamond Craters fall into
two categories. Measures (b) through (g) will be
carried out by BLM and measures (a) and (h) are
the responsibility of others.

An estimated seven thousand persons are attracted

(a)

Recommendation by the state and federal natural area committees of Diamond Craters as
an Outstanding Natural Area -- already accomplished.

(b)

Designate Diamond Crater as an Outstanding
Natural Area (ACEC).

(c)

Develop and implement a boundary sign program
to warn trespassers that the area is not available for mining or rock collecting.

(d)

Restrict or exclude public use, if necessary,
to protect specific geologic, botanical or
zoological sites that are extremely fragile
and unable to withstand heavy use pressure.

to Diamond Craters annually despite the fact that
almost no printed information is available to them
which describes the natural resources there. Visitors include field trip groups and sightseers touring the adjacent Malheur National Wildlife Refuge
and other points of interest in the Northern Great
Basin. Some of the visitors are students and faculty from the nearby Halheur Field Station, an
educational institution operated by Pacific University in cooperation with a consortium of 21
other colleges and universities in Oregon and Washington. Still other visitors are scientists studying various problems of the Northern Great Basin.
Visitors are of every age group and come not only
from all parts of Oregon and the rest of the United
States, but from foreign countries as well.
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(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Restrict all vehicle use to established and
designated roads; close and reclaim all existing roads and trails which are not necessary for the scientific, educational and/or
recreational management of Diamond Craters
as an ONA.

Benedict, E. M. 1979a. Diamond Craters 8S 8
speleological resource: A preliminary technical
report to BLM, Burns District, Oregon, Nov. 1978.
Speleograph 15:13-18.
Benedict, E. M. 1979b. Diamond Craters: A
museum of basaltic volcanic features. Speleograph
15:111-114.

Prohibit the development of any new roads
and trails unless they are necessary for the
scientific, educational, and/or recreational
management of the area for its natural values.
Continue to provide information, slide programs and field tours within the limits of
the District's other commitments. If necessary, develop an expert volunteer program to
help carry out this objective.

Benedict, E. M. 1979c. Diamond Craters:
System. ,Speleograph 15: 125-126.

Wingo

Benedict, E. M. 1979d. Diamond Crater:
deep earth cracks. Speleograph 15:128.

50-foot

Benedict, E. M. 1980a. Diamond Craters: A possible Outstanding Natural Resource Area. Prog.
NWRA Symp. on Cave Science and Technology, Feb.
16-18. Seattle, WA. p. 12.

Withdraw Diamond Craters from mineral entry-only Congress can approve a protective withdrawal of over 5,000 acres--the reports are
being prepared by BLM.

Benedict, E. M. 1980b.
NSS News 38:104-107.

Now that you know what an ACEC is, you should be
aware that any person can nominate an area for consideration as an ACEC provided the land is managed
by BLM. Since BLM manages more land than any other
federal agency, no doubt, at least one of your
favorite caves will be on BLM land. If this is
the case and you wish to nominate the area as an
ACEC, just write to the Manager of the District
where the cave is located and identify the area.
Then keep track of what is happening to the area
through the ACEC designation process.

Facets of Diamond Craters.

Benedict, E. M. and E. H. Gruber. 1980. Diamond
Craters recommended as an Outstanding Natural Area.
Speleograph 16:23-26.
Brown, G. B., E. H. Gruber, and C. E. Wright. 1979.
Proposal for Diamond Craters Research Natural Area,
BLM, Burns District. 23 p. (District file).
Gruber, E. H., G. B. Brown, and C. Bacon. 1980.
Use of volunteers at Diamond Craters. Proc. 1979
Far West Cave Management Symp., Oct. 23-25, Redding, CA., p. 58-59.

WHERE ARE WE WITH DIAMOND CRATERS?
The paper work for Diamond Craters is almost done-at least for this round! You remember that BLM
has been working on the project since 1956. Anyway, we have gathered a large body of supportive
data indicating that Diamond Craters is indeed an
unique area worthy of protection and preservation.
We have strong public support for the proposed
action--we have received endorsements from the state
and federal natural area committees, the National
Speleological Society, the Oregon Wilderness Coalition and numerous other individuals. The fate of
Diamond Craters now rests with the higher levels
of BLM and the Congress of the United States.
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OF THE KENTUCKY
NATURE PRESERVES COMMISSION
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IN

ROLE

CAVE

MANAGEMENT

-Wayne C. Houtcooper

ABSTRACT
The. Ke.ntu.cky Na.tuJte. PIteJ>eJtvu ComW.6.ton wa..6 u.ta.bwhe.d by the. 1976 Ge.neJta.£.
M.6e.mbly .to condu.ct a .6.ta..tew<.de. .tnventOlty 06 natUlUtl Mea.6, and to devdop
a na.tuJte pJleJ>eJtve..6 .6y.6te.m.
The Corrrn.i..6.6.<.on .<..6 an .<.mpoJt.tant ItUOWLCe. ava.t.ea.ble. :to aid the. pItOCU.6 00
eJ>.ta.b.U.6h.<.ng cave management .6.tJta.teg.<.u thJtough :the. appUcalion 06 1)
the. Na.:tuJr.a1.. HeJtilage me.:thodology 00 e.nv.<.JtoY!11le.n.ta..e. in ventolUj, and ZI laW6
.to pltOtect the '<'de.n.t.tMed na.tUlUtl 6ea.tWLU .
The inve.nt.olUj pltOcedWLu Me. U.6e.d :to a.6.6e..6.6 management p/tioltiUe..6 ba.6e.d upon
1) the numbeJt and ltMdy 06 e.lement.6 06 natWLal dive.Mi:ty, ZI the. de.glte.e. 06
thlte..a.t :to :the. .6y.6:te.m and/ Oil. i:t.6 compone.nt.6 and, 3) :the. le.ve.l 00 plte..6e.nt pltOtect.ton a060ltded tho.6e na:tUlUl:l oea.tWLe..6.
The amount 00 legal pltote.ct.ton that may be. appUed .t.6, .i.I1 pMt, dependent
upon the. .6pe.c.to.<.ca.t.e.y de.oined le.vel.6 06 peJtm.t.6.6ible. U.6e muttLa.t.e.y agltee.able
:to the. owneJt(.6) and to the CommW.6.ton.
An Mea 00 na.tuJta.e. .6igni6icance may be. identiMed a.6 a Regi.6:teJted Na:tUIUl:l
Mea Oil. mo.y be dedica.ted a.6 a Kentucky Na.tWLe PIte..6eJtve. Both act.toJ1.6 Me
attemp.t.6 to pJlotect and plte..6eJtve .tmpor...:tant .6egmen.t.6 06 OWL /tich na.tWLal
heJtilage 00lt plte..6ent and 6u.:tuJte geneJta.t.i.oJ1.6 :to e.njoy.

*Kentucky Nature Preserves Commission, 407 Broadway, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
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ABSTRACT
The TVA Reg.<.onal. Na.tuJu1.£. HeJtilo.ge PJr.Ojee-t ,u., wOIe./Ung :to .I.denti6y and pIW.tee-t
na..tuJ!O.£. 6ea-tWtu oc.c.Wl.Jvi.ng .I.n tile -62.ve.tb~.ta..te Tennu.6ee Vail.ey
Jt.eg.<.on. The HW-tage PIWjee-t meu.n.tMYL6 a da.ta. ba.-6e wfuc.h c.on.tMYL6 .I.n601UTla.tien on :thJt.ea.tened and endangeJt.ed p£a.n.t and an.I.ma£. -6peuu, S.ta..te and FedeJLa1. rrrJJ'tIl8ed Mea.-6, .6eYL6ilive hab.I..ta..t-6, c.hamp.I.on btee6, and wU.iiue geolog.[cai. 6e.a.tu1l.u, WMc.h .I.nc1.u.du c.a.vu. The da.ta. management: -6Y.6.tem (tIU developed
by.the Na.twr..e. COYL6eJt.vanc.y, and .I.nce.udu c.Jt.oM-ILe6eJt.enc.ed map, manual., and
c.omputeJt. 6il..u. The da.ta,u., Med 60IL env.I.Jt.onmen.ta1. a.-6-6U-6ment: and .to -<.denti6Y -6.(.gM6'<'c.a.n.t na..tuJu1.£. Mea.-6 .I.n need 06 pILueILva..t.[on. E660JtU Me -then
rrnde .to pIW.tee-t -thu e Mea.-6.
~.i.gMMc.a.n.t

Env.<.!Wnme.nta1. a.-6.6U.6ment: c.a.JtJt.I.ed out by .the HW-tage PJt.ojee-t C.0YL6,u.,t:6 06
Jt.ev.<.wWg pIWpoud pIWjec.t:6 loc.a.ted tu{;thA.n .the TenneMee Vailey .tha.t will.
a66ee-t TV'!, R.a.nd.6 OIL Jt.I.VeM, OIL ILec.uve FedeJta1. 6u.nd-6. Thue pIWpMW Me
Jt.ev.<.ewed .to de.teJun.i.ne whe.theJt. Ole. not .the pJr.O j ee-t w£ll c.on6lie-t wah a -6.i.gM6.<.c.a.n.t na..tuJu1.£. 6ea-tWte, Mc.h a.-6 a c.ave. Th.I.6 .tec.hrUque ha.-6 pILevent:ed
adVeMe -i.mpa.c.t:6 .to c.a.vu .to .I.de.nti6y.I.ng c.on6lic.t:6 pJt.I.olL .to c.on-6.tJt.uc.Uon
ac.Uviliu.
TVA bec.a.me ac.Uve .I.n c.a.ve management: by eo 60JtU .to pJr.O.tee-t .the FedVUI.t.e.tj
endangeJt.ed GMy and Ind.I.o.na beLa. Th.Jl.ee c.a.vu - HambJt.I.c.lUl, N.i..c.k.a.jac.k,
and No~ Dam - have been gCLted .I.n oILdeJt. .to pILevent: fu.tuJtbanc.e 06 .the.I.Jt
bat: populLLtWYL6. Ten o.theJt c.a.vu on TVA R.a.nd.6 c.on.tMn .i.mpoJt..tan.t bat: e.o£.OMU, but bec.a.M e 00 .the.I.Jt .I.nac.c.u.6.I.b.I.lity Me no.t a.-6 vu£.neJt.ab£.e .to du.tJt.uc.Uon and fu.tWtbanc.e. SeveJta1. 0.theJt. c.a.vu on TVA R.a.nd-6 CLlLe bung
plLo.tee-ted by du.i.gna.t.I.on a.-6 Smail. Wild AlteM.

*Tennessee Valley Authority-Regional Natural
Heritage Project, Division of Land and Forest
Resources, Norris, Tennessee 37828
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INTRODUCTION

louthl.ltlrn It.t.1 -- Kentucky, Miaaia.ippi,
North Ind South .C.rolin., T.nn••••• , .nd Wa.t
Viraini. -- .1.0 h.v. th.ir own Harit... proJrama.

The Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA), which il
known primarily for ita chain of lakea and ita
generation of inexpensive electricity, il charged
with the responsibility of furthering the proper
use> conservation> and development of the natural
resources of the Tennessee Valley Region. 1 The
TVA Regional Natural Heritage Project was created
to assist in meeting this responsibility. The
core of the Heritage Project is a dats base of
significant natural features> which includes
caves. This data base is used to locate and prevent conflicts between sensitive natural resource
features and proposed development projects. The
Regional Heritage Project has also been involved
in the protection of caves through cave gating,
has supported cave-related research. and participated in cave management symposiums.

N.tur.l Herit.gl d.t. il .torad in three cro••raferenced fill •• 'E.ch alament, a.J., cava, ia
aSligned a uniqua indax code which idantifiaa it
throughout the data man.gement .y.tam. All information pertaining to a particular alament ia
atored and retrieved using tha index coda for that
element. The data is stored a. follows:
1. Toposraphic Map File - Thie file conaiat. of
a set of approximately 1600 U. S. Geological Survey topographic quadrangle map. which cover the
201-county TVA region. Each element occurrence
is plotted on the appropriate topo map. The index code and latitude/longitude coordinates for
each element appearing on the map are listed in
the map margin.

THE TVA REGION
2. Manual Files - Information about each element
is transcribed on to standardized daca sheets.
These sheets are stored in three differer.t files.
The geographic file groups data sheets by topographic quadrangle. The element manual file contains a folder for each element, e.g., species.
and may also contain distributional information,
life history studies, and management information.
The third file contains boundary, ownership. and
management information for each designated managed area.

The Tennessee Valley region includes 201 counties
within seven southeastern states: Tennessee,
Virginia. North Carolina. Georgia. Alabama. Mississippi> and Kentucky. This region encompasses
the Tennessee River watershed, plus other areas
that receive TVA electricity.
HERITAGE PROJECT METHODOLOGY
Regional Natural Heritage files contain data on
the locations of threatened or endangered plant
and animal species as defined by State and Federal
agencies; managed areas such as national parks,
national natural landmarks> and state wildlife
management areas; champion trees; important biological areas such as heron rookeries and species
type localities, and significant geological features such as caves and other karst features.
Heritage Project data is gathered from current
literature> museum and herbarium records, contacts with professionals, and field survey reports.
Cave data has been collected from publications such
~s books by Barr (1961) and Matthews (1971) on the
caves of Tennessee. Another major source of information regarding caves is the various state cave
surveys such as the Alabama and Western Kentucky
Cave Surveys. At present. these surveys are the
best sources of information about caves in the
TVA region. Other sources include contacts with
cavers and professional speleologists. and occasional discoveries by TVA staff in the field.

3. Computer File - This file serves as the bookkeeping system for the Heritage Project. Through
the use of this file it is possible to rapidly
retrieve specific subsets of the data base. e.g.,
all the Gray Eat (~~otis gPisesaens) localities in
Fentress County. Tennessee. This feature is especially useful in the study of distributions of particular species. The computer file can also be
used to generate maps depicting occurrences of
elements.
HERITAGE PROJECT APPLICATIONS
Data from Regional Natural Heritage files is used
primarily in envi.r.onmental assessment. This process will be described in detail in the following
section. Significant natural areas can also be
identified and protected through the use of Heritage data. For instance, Heritage files can be
used to enumerate occurrences of a particular
species and thus aid in determining its relative
rarity. Heritage data can also be used to locate
areas where many different significant natural resource features are concentrated. Areas that represent examples of particular habitats such as
heronries. or cedar glades. can also be located.
Heritage data makes it possible to determine preservation. priorities on the basis of sound data
rather than subjective judgements. Areas on TVA
land determined to have high priority for preservation. may be designated as either an Ecological
Study Area. a Critical Habitat Area> or a Small
Wild Area. Heritage data is also provided to State
and Federal agencies responsible for the listing/
delisting of threatened and endangered species.
Serious researchers dealing with threatened and endangered species are also allowed access to Heritage
data. Maps of Heritage data showiug the distribution

The methodology for storing data was developed by
the Nature Conse~~ancy. a non-profit organization
whose goal is the preBervation of natural diversity
through the acquisition and management of lands
containing significant natural f~atures. The TVA
Regional Natural Heritage Project was established
through a cooperative agreement between TVA and
the Nature Cons'rvancy on June 1. 1976. Six
J Congress has defined this responsibility in
three acts: (A) Tennessee Valley Author~ty Act
of 1933, 48 Stat. 58-59. (B) The National Environment31 Polic Act of 1959, 42 U.S.C. 4321
et seg .• 83 Stat. 852. Pub. L. 91-190. (C) Endangered Species Act of 1973, 15 U.S.C. 1931 et.
seg.
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FIGURE 1.

Sign placed at the entrance of each cave gated by TVA.

FIGURE 2.

Gate at entrance of Norris Dam Cave.
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(Photo by Linda Parrish)

(Photo by Bob Curr~e)

FIGURE 3.

Gate at entrance of Norris Dam Cave.

FIGURE 4.

Gate at entrance of Nickajack Cave.
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(Photo by Bob Currie)

(Photo by Ralph Jordan)

of a particular speciea can be uaed to identify
areas in need of further reaearch.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND CAVE PROTECTION
Heritage data ia ua~d in the protection of all
caves in the TVA region rather than thoae jUlt on
TVA land, through the environmental aalealment and
review process. Environmental alsellment involvel
the identification of significant natural rElource
features on a site proposed for development and
then determining potential conflicts between the
proposed project and the natural resource featurel
in the proposed study area. For example; when a
power plant site is proposed, Heritage staff examine the site to determine whether there are caves
or other significant natural features present. If
such features are found, the project may be.modified or mitigation may result. This review process
is geared to id~ntify and resolve potential environmental conflicts in the earliest possible stages of
a project.
There are three types of project proposals that
TVA's Regional Natural Heritage Project reviews.
These include any proposed project in the Tennessee
Valley region that will receive Feaeral money or
affects TVA lands, lakes, and rivers. These three
types of projects are:
1. TVA Projects on TVA-owned and Private Lands -This category includes projects dealing with the
generation of el~ctricity such as power plant sites
and transmission line routes, and 0 her TVA projects such as parks and solar home sites.
2. Non-TVA Projects on TVA-administered Lands
This includes any project that affects TVA waterways. Most of these are small projects such as
the building of boat docks, rip-rapping of shorelines, and dredging for gravel. Occasionally TVA
will sell, lease, or give away lands for va~ious
purposes. These actions must aJ.so be reviewed and
approved.
3. Non-TVA Projects on Private Lands -- This category includes any project in the Tennessee Valley
region that receives Federal money. This includes
such projects as subdivisions that receive ~oney
fr.om the Department of Housing and Urban Development (BUD), sewer systems that receive money from
the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and any
Federal, State, or County roads that are totally
or partially funded with Federal money.
These projected proposals are typically submitted
for Heritage Project review as one of three types
of documents. The most detailed are Environmental
Impact Statements (EIS's), which are done for major
projects affecting many people or a large area of
land. Environmental Assessments (~4's) are similar to EIS's but are for minor projects. 26a's,
the name of which refers to a portion of the TVA
Code, are small projects that affect waterways in
the TVA region. Most project proposals include
a short description of the project and a map of
the affected area.
Project proposal review consists of each Heritage
staff member locating the project site on the appropriate to po map from the Heritage Topographic

Map:

·Pil.,. and then ch.ckina to a.a if there are
any poaaible conflicta within their field of trainina, e.a., cavaa, rare plant., rara animal•• If
thara are no recorded occurrence. in the .tudy area
than tha projact i. approvad or further field inva.tiaation. are initiated. If thera are conflict.
batwean a propoled projact and a known location of
a significant natural relourca feature, the aroup
initiating the project propo.al i. infor-ad. Haay
project propolafl offer primary and .everal alternata project .itel. In such ease., Heritage project review includes identification of the .ite or
sites with the least potential for adverse impact••
If no alternate sitee are provided and enviroameutal
conflicts are identified, Heritage ataff member. may
field-check the proposed 6J.te to determine the nature and magnitude of conflicts and suggest po.sible
mitigation measures.
CAVE MANAGEMENT

Through most of TVA's history, caves on TVA land.
were either passively managed or ignored; the agency's main dealings with caves consisted of flooding
them when TVA reservoirs were built. This was
often done because the agency was unaware that caves
existed on TVA lands. Through the data collection
efforts of the Heritage Project, it is DOW known
that at least 34 caves are located on TVA properties.
Others are sure to exist but their location, which
is eften known only by local cavers, has not been
provided to TVA.
TVA became involved in the active management of caves
through its efforts to protect threatened and endangered animals such as the Gray and Indiana (MYotis sodalis) Bats, the Tennessee Cave Salamander
(Gynnophilu8 palleucus), and the Alabama blind cave
fish (Speoplatyrhinus poulsoni). There are 13 caves
on TVA land that are known to serve as habitat for
Gray and Indiana bats. TVA's Heritage Project bas
worked with the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service to
gate three of the caves which were determined to
be extremely vulnerable to disturbance. TVA agrees
with many leading bat experts that gating should be
used only as a last resort method of cave protection.
The remaining ten caves are protected by other agencies andlor by their inaccessibility. Cave gates
were constructed so that interference with bat movements would be minimized and the temperature. humidity, and airflow in the cave would not be altered.
The gates were also built ~th a "weak link" so
that people who were determined to breach the gate
could do so without totally destroying the gate and
cave entrance. Each entrance has a sign explaining
why the cave is gated, the penalty for entering andl
or damaging the cave, plus an address where more information can be acquired (see Figure 1). The three
gated caves are described below.
Norris Dam Cave
Norris Dam Cave formerly contained a Gray Bat maternity colony and presently harbors a bachelor colony
of approximately 7000 individuals. This cave is
located on a nature trail approximately 300 feet
downstream from Norris Dam. The entrances are large
and inviting, and very accessible. The cave is large
and offers relatively easy caving, making it popular
for local children and tourists who have come to see
the dam. One entrance has been gated with horizontal
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bars, apaced far enouah apart to allow the bata
to enter and exit without interference (aee 'ilure 2). The other entrance, located about 20 feet
from the firat entrance ia lated by a fence topped
with barbed vire.' The fence contain. a late to
allow ~raffic durina the months when the bat. are
not present. (aee Fiaure 3). The.e late. are policed by TVA Public Safety Officera end the Tenneasee Wildlife aeaource. Alency. In the half
year that the gate. have bee~ in place, very few
unauthoriaed people have entered the cave.

In tha recant pa.t, TVA b.came involvad with the
national,cava manalamant community throulh participation in ralional and national ~av. man.lament
aympo.iuma. TVA i. workinl to lath.r information
about activ. cava manalament t.chniqua. throulh
tha.. .ympo.ia and by .upportinl r ....rch on cava
fauna. In 1980 TVA ••rvad a. hoat of the Ia.tern
Regional Cave Manalamant Sympoa1um and the Ifational Cave Management Sympoa1um. In 1981 TVA
will be .upporting the International Cave Management Sympo.ium and Cave Camp, and the 8th International Congre•• of Speleology.

8aIIlbriclta' Cave
Bamhriclta' Cave contains a Gray Bat colony of approxiaately 10,000 individuals. It is located on
Guntersville Lake, and is accessible only by water.
The entrance ia small, not particularly inviting,
and only one of many cave entrances located in that
particular bluff. The gate is constructed of chain
link fencing which extends 15 feet beyond the entrance and a few' feet below the water surface.
This gate is monitored through an informal agreement
with the Alabama Department of Conservation.
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Nickajack Cave
Nickajack Cave houses a Gray Bat bachelor colony of
approximately 50,000 individuals and provides habitat for the Tennessee Cave Salamander. It is located
on Nickajack Reservoir in the area where the states
of Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia converge. It is
accessbile only by water but it is easily seen from
the road and lake and is subject to large amounts of
traffic. It has a large, spectacular entrance which
can easily be entered by boat. The entrance has
been and still is a favorite place for fishermen to
take shelter during storms. The fence, built of
chainlink , is suspended just inside the entrance
and extends both above and below the water (see
Figure 4). The cave entrance is monitored by TVA
Public Safety Officers and the Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency.
Other Critical Caves
Blythe Ferry Cave houses a transient colony of Gray
Bats and provides habitat for the Tennessee Cave
Salama der. It i!3 located in Chickamauga Reservoir
near Chattanooga. The Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency has primary responsibility for monitoring this
cave.
Key Cave contains a Gray Bat maternity colony of
approximately 24,000 individuals and it is the only
known habitat for the Alabama Cave Fish. It is located in Pickwick Reservoir, near Sheffield, Alabama.
The cave and its surrounding area have been designated
Critical Habitat, and are included within the proposed
Seven Mile Island Wildlife Management Area. TVA and
the Alabama Department of Conservation will share the
responsibility for monitoring the area.
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ABSTRACT

peJt.khLt, Cave, cU..t.c.ove.Jr.ed by oJrgan..i.zed caVeM '<'1'1 the late 1960' ~, ~ one
06 the mold; ~e.M.u<.ve cavu .<.n the ea6te.Jr.n UnUed .s.ta..teA. ?e.Jr.IUM Cave

~ l.oc.a..ted .<.n Wa6lWtgton Cou.nty, Vbt.g.<.n.<.a..

The cave ~ '<'1'1 middle OJr.dcv.<.Ume..6tone and c.on.ta.i.n.6 OVe.Jr. 53,000 6ed 06 mapped pM~age c.onc.en:tlta.:ted
.<.n a c.omplex maze-Uke ~tJw.c..twr.e oc.c.u.py.<.ng an Mea. ei?u..<.va.te.n..t .to a ~qlUVl.e
m~UIlhtg 2, 000 6ed on a ~'<'de. The cave C.On..ta..<.M an abu.ndanc.e 06 wftUe.
60JtlllQ.t(.oM JLan.g.<.ng 61LOm ~ma.tl. hOda ~~ to ma.4~.<.ve 61.owo.tone.

c..<.an.

The cave htu. been. known. .to l.oc.al ILu'<'dent6 ~.<.nc.e the eaJti.y 1900'1.>. At the
dme 06 rU..6c.ove1L1j by the cav.<.ng c.onrnu.nUy, luI.> thM 0lte-hal6 m<.le. 06 pM.6ag~!I had been. e.n..te1Led.

In l.D;te 1914, :the cave
fAXU

aftempted blj them.

fAXU Pu.ILc.htu.e.d by btdependent caveM
T~ management wa.6 .<.ne66ecti.ve.

and manageme.n..t

In 1911, :the cave fAXU aga.<.n hOld, t~ time to an NSS meJnbe1L who -Urrne.d-i.o.:te..ty
plLOc.eeded to I.>d u.p a ~:tILu.au.ILe , Pe1LIUYl!.l Cave COYl!.le1Lva.U.OIt and Management
Soudy (PERCCAMSl,to plLOtea and manage the c.ave. TlU-6 pape1L a.dd1LU.6U .the
1La.t-i.on.a..te and mdhodology ~ed. The management 11M been e66ecti.ve and ~ one
06 :the mo~t .6u.c.c.~~6u..e. mode.t.6 06 pJUvate c.ave mal'lil.9ement .6Y.6te1l16.
The Perkins Cave Conservation and Management
Society (PerCCams) is the most recent cave management organization in Virginia. The organization, governed by a board of directors, has approximately 20 members, who are veteran cavers of the Virginia region. These people have a wide variety of
experience and expertise in cave management and conservation. They have elected to apply the most
rigid and systematic control methods, some both
unique and non-traditional, ever developed to conserve and manage a privately owned cave.

was discovered by organized cavers, less than
one-fourth of a mile of passageway was known.
The cave is developed on several levels in a
complex maze and contains over 53,000 feet of
known passageway. The cave is highly decorated,
contains many low crawls, several streams and
many long passageways, the longest being 1,400
feet in length. Despite its size, the lateral
extent of the cave is only 2,200 feet.
The entrance is located on the southeast side
of Clinch Mountain at an elevation of 2,200 feet.
Development of the cave is joint controlled and
the passages are developed along strike joints
trending NNE and SSW.

In an evaluation of managed caves in the Virginia
region (Wilson, 1978) PerCCAMS ranked highest of all
managell!ent groups.
Perkins - The Cave
Perkins Cave, located in Washington County, Virginia,
was unknown to the caving community until March, 1958.
The cave had been known to local residents, however,
for over 100 years.
The traffic that the cave received over the years
was light beacuse of its rural location and the fact
that it was considered to be a very small cave.
Cribb Cave, which was very large and located near
Perkins, received most of the traffic. When Perkins

Perkins is developed in upper Silurian limestone
of the Tonoloway formation whicn has a shallow
dip to the southeast (Holsinger, 1975).
The vandalism which has occurred to the cave has
been moderate to heavy but has been restricted
mainly to the front of the cave. Fortunately,
the majority of the sensitive formation areas lie
beyond and have experienced little-or no vandalism.
Management History
With the discovery of Perkins by organized cavers,
interest of the current owner increased. He, of
course, had access to the information that the
cavers were collecting and, as a result, aroused

*Conservation Chairman, Virginia Region, National
Speleological Society, P. O. Box 7007, Richmond,
VA 23221
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the interest of local residents. which re.ulted
in an increase,of traffic in the cave. Thi. could
have had disasterous effect upon the cav., exc.pt
for a cave owner dispute which ca~••d the cava to
be closed except to the parti.s mapping the cav••

2.

To taka what.v.r

mea.ur•• n.c•••• ry to mini-

mi•• , to the Ir••t •• t .xt.nt humanly pOllibl.,

unint.ntion.l damal. to the c.va by paopla who
to .nt.r.

Cave Ownership - The Firat Attempt
In 1974. Perkins vas purcha.ed by unaffiliated cavers
who attempted management of the cave. This first
attempt was well thought out but poorly executed
and resulted in management that was only partially
effective. but vas better than no management at all.
In early 1977. the cave was again put up for sale
and management ceased. During this period. the
cave was again subject to vandalism.
Caver Ownership - The Second Attempt
In November of 1977. the cave was purchased by John
Wilson. a caver who was determined to successfully
manage the cave. Wilson. a member 6f the Bulter Cave
Conservation Society. had experience in cave management and was well acquainted with the problems of
cave conservation and cave management. Wilson immediately set about organizing PerCCAMS. An organizational meeting, open to all members of the caving
community who were interested in managing Perkins
Cave. was held. Officers were elected, by-laws
written. goals established, and membership requirements defined.

In ord.r to achi.v. thil 10.1, Itrinlant rulal
were .nacted to inlur. th.t e.ch c.ver w.. properly equipped to caul• • 1 little imp.ct upon
the cave and it. environment •• po••ibla, aquipment or practices which might have .n advar.a
effect on cave formation. and cava life were
banned; ratios of PerCCAHS member. to non~bar.,
procedures and routes for moVing through the cava,
were established; certain sen.itive area. of the
cave were closed for normal traffic; trip. were
required to be planned and organized in advance;
valid reasons for trips were e.tabli.hed; .cientific collecting required prior approval by the
board of directors; and accurate record. of each
trip were required.
3. To use the cave as a demonstrative project
on how to manage a sensitive cave, thu. contributing to the advancement of knowledge in this
area.
Achieving this goal is an ongoing project by the
members of the organization. Data is being compiled and papers have already been published concernin~ the methodology used by PerCCAMS.
4. To allow the use of the cave in ecologicallysound ways that may serve to demonstrate the value
of caves in promoting the quality of life.

The Goals of PerCCAMS
Four goals of the organization were clearly defined
and methodology established (see Appendix i).
1. To secure the entrance and all future entrances
so effectively that ordinary means will be inadequate
to enter the cave without authorization.
In order to achieve this goal, the cave was gated.
The gate was deliberately made massive to prevent
entry by ordinary means. The gate itself was made
in the form of a grid constructed of heat-treated
steel. The gate was hinged from the bottom by loops
of half-inch steel bars set into reinforced concrete.
The locking arrangement consisted of a sliding 3-inch
stainless steel pipe, which slides into sleeves set
in concrete monoliths on either side of the gate.
One-inch steel pins slide through the sleeves and
pip at each side of the gate and heavy-duty padlocks were inserted through the ends of the pins
to prevent boltcutters from being used to cut the
locks. The locks are protected by stainless steel
boxes which are welded to the bottom of the sleeves.
A rubber hood keeps moisture from the locks.

In order to achieve this goal, uses of the cave
have been clearly defined. Several uses, such
as tourism, have been banned. Each trip must
be approved in advance and those not conforming
to established uses require the advanced approval
of the board of directors.
Conclusion
In the two years that PerCCAHS bas been managed,
Perkins cave traffic has been reduced, broken
formations restored and the cave bas been cleaned.
New techniques and procedures have been developed.
Data and information concerning cave management
and conservation has been generated.
Literature Cited
Holsinger, J. R. 1975. Descriptions of Virginia
Caves. Department of Conservation and Economic
Development, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Wilson, J. 1978.
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Since the gate was installed in mid-1978, there has
been no forced entry into the cave and the gate
has sustained no damage even though at least one
breech of the gate was attempted.

Cave Management - The Virginia

APPENDIX i

It is the full intention of the society to prosecute,
to the fullest extent of the law, anyone attempting
illegal entry of the cave. All members of the society have been designated by Wilson as his agents
and may bring charges against anyone violating the
cave.
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PERKINS CAVE CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT SOCIETY
(PerCCAMS) PURPOSES
Purpose
Perkins Cave is of such significant value that it
merits extraordinary measures to preserve it. For
this reason, the PerCCAMS shall be founded.

10)

A.

B.

C.

D.

To prevent all people who would vandalize or
otherwise harm the cave in any manner, from
getting into the cave.
To take whatever measures necessary to minimize,
to the greatest extent humanly possible unintentional damage to the cave by the people who do
enter.
To allow and encourage the publishment of information about PerCCAMS and its finding in order to
contribute to the advancement of knowledge of
cave management.
To allow the cave to be used in ecologicallysound ways that may serve to demonstrate the
value on caves in promoting quality of life.

Methodology and Regulations
A.

1)

2)

3)

B.

1)

2)

3)

4)
S)
6)

7)

8)

9)

11)

12)

Petl snd other animal. not indi.enoUi
to the cave, .hall not be allowed in the
cave except with prior approval of the
]oard of Directorl and then only for
scientific purpolel.
All trips into the cave .hall be prearranged to record vilitation to the cave
and all perlons entering the cave ~t
complete the cave ule questionnaire, on
each trip.
Smoking is prohibited in the cave.

APPENDIX 11
PERKINS CAVE CONSERVATION AND MANAGDlENT SOCIETY
LEGAL RELEASE AND INDEMNIFYING AGREEMENT
LEGAL RELEASE FORM: ALL PERSONS MUST SIGN THIS
FORM BEFORE RECEIVING PERMISSION TO ENTER PERKINS
CAVE. IF YOU ARE MARRIED, YOUR SPOUSE MUST ALSO
SIGN ..• READ BEFORE SIGNING.

To secure the entrance, and all future entrances, so effectively that ordinary means
will be inadequate to enter the cave, without
authorization.
To make whatever efforts necessary to bring
to justice anyone who illegally trespasses
and enters the cave.
To set up sufficient procedures to limit the
non-members of PerCCAMS so that they can be
completely supervised while underground and
to eliminate most people whose behavior might
have undesirable effects on the cave.
That PerCCAMS require all who enter the cave
to have a primary light source that is reliable, and provides consistently bright light
to minimize the possibility of unintentional
damage to the cave due to poor visibility.
That PerCCAMS require that all cavers who
enter Perkins Cave be equipped with hard
hats and three reliable sources of light, and
whatever other equipment is necessary and
prop~r for the planned trip and what is generally recognized as being appropriate for
safe caving.
That PerCCAMS ban any equipment or objects
whose use or presence in the cave, over an
extended period of time, could harm the cave
or the CAve life.
To limit access to Perkins Cave to PerCCAMS
members and to require that a PerCCAMS member be on every trip into the cave.
To require that should a trip be subdivided,
that a PerCCAMS member must be in each subgroup.
That on all trips into the cave the ratio
of PerCCAMS members to NSS members not members of PerCCAMS, should not be less than
one to two.
That on all trips into the cave the ratio of
PerCCAMS members to non-PerCCAMS members who
are not NSS members, shall not be less than
one to one.
That all trips into the cave, PerCCAMS members should maintain line of sight contact
with the non-members except when line of
sight is not a safe procedure of moving
through a given passage.
Should an exception in these caving regulations be needed for .reasons that promote
caving and cave conservation, exceptions may
be made by the PerCCAMS Board of Directors.

Name (Please Print)
Age:

_

Date: ________ Phone:

Address:
City:

S ta te :

_

In consideration of the permission ~xtended to me
by the Perkins Cave Conservation and ~~nagement
Society in entering Perkins Cave and for other
valuable consideration, I do hereby, for myself,
my heirs and assigns, forever release and discharge
the Perkins Cave Conservation and Management Society, their officers or their membership and
agents, ',hether ac ting of ficially or otherwise from
eny and all claims, demands, clauses of action,
suits of liabilities arising out of entering Perkins Cave, caving trips and speleology, transportation to, during, and from caving trips, or caving areas, and operation incidental thereto.
I fully realize that when I enter Perkins Cave or
otherwise participate in caving trips I may suffer
injuries or death, and knowing this, I hereby voluntarily sign this legal form. I understand that any
caving trips that I make in motor vehicles owned
or operated by members of the Perkins Cave Conservation and Management Society, their associates
or under the auspices or tutelage or control of
any Perkins Cave Conservation and Management Society is made completely at my own risk.
I do hereby release and forever d~scharge the
Perkins Cave Conservation and Management Society.
their officers, or their membership or any other
persons acting by or through the Perkins Cave
Conservation and Management Society either directly or indirectly of any responsibility or liability of any nature whatsoever to me or to others
for personal injury, death, or property damage
which may occur either directly or indirectly as
a result of my activities associated with cave
exploring or speleology.
I make these convenants, releases and waivers to
bind myself, my executors, assigns and other persons.
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"

I further promise to bind myaelf. my heirs. administrators and executora to repay to the Perkin.
Cave Conservation and Management Society and any
and all members or persons acting in connection
therewith their heirs and succe.sors and as.isn.
any sum of money, that they or any of them may
hereafter be compelled to pay for any reason becau••
of my participation in such activi~y.

Nam.
Addu••

I further state that I have carefully read the foregoing release and indemnifying agreement and know
the contents thereof and I sign the aame aa my own
free act.
Given under my hand and aeal thia _.....,.."....__ day of
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 19
_
Caver (sign)

,

.

NSS Ye.

·No

NSSi}

Name
Addu..

NBS Yes

No

NSSi}

Name
Addre..

NSS Ye.

No

NSSi}

Name
Addreu

NSS Ye.

No

NSSi}

Name
Address

NSS Yea

No

NSS(J

All of the above (& those listed on the previou.
page) must have signed a release form in the past
2 years or the trip will not be approved. Please
enclose all necessary release forms.

_

Spouse (if married, sign)
In Presence of:
Witness (sign)
Address

_

Witness (sign)
Address

_
_

The following person has been·informed of the
details of this trip and will be called or visited
upon our return'from this cave trip, by approximately:
Time

AM PM

~Day

---'Month

Name

Office Phone

Address

Home Phone

Year

APPENDIX iii

Perkins Cave Conservation and Management
(PerCCAMS)
P. O. Box 7007
Richmond, VA 23221

City

Please mail the Perkins Cave Gate Key to the following
PerCCAMS member:

Address

Home Phone

City

_ State

The trip is planned for

Day

with

_
_

Zip

_

Month

Year,

_______PerCCAMS Member

_

->-_.<.-

.-.CPerCCAMS }1ember ...,('-----'-)

_

_

___Day, ___--:Month.
Purpose of this trip:
this trip.

Check all that apply to

A. Mapping - State area of cave to be mapped:

Name
Addre-s-s---------------------Name
AdJre-s-s----------------------

B. Cave Conservation
1. Clean Up - Describe methods to be used
and in what area of the cave:

Name
Addre-s-s---------------------Name
Addr:e-s-s---------------------The following non-PerCCAMS members will be on the trip:
NSSII

_

or Cave Rescue Communication Network (CReN) at
(804)924-7166,
if he or she has not been contacted by
Time,

as Trip Leader.

No

_ _ _ _ _ _--'PerCCAMS Member (._-2.

_

The following PerCCAMS members will be on the trip:

Name
NSS Yes
Addr"-s-s-------

Zip

John Wilson (804)355-5203
(804)252-8252

Send two copies of this form to the above address.
One copy will be returned to you with the key.

Office Phone

.State

This person will commence rescue procedures by
calling, in the following order:

TRIP AND KEY REQUEST FORM

Name

_

Soci~ty

_
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2. Restoration - Describe the restoration
project, area of cave and methods to be
used:

C. Familiarization - Trips mUlt be 100%
PerCCAMS memberl. Give area of cave I

APPENDIX iv
P.O. Box 7007, Richmond, VA 23221

D. Photosraphy - Photographer I mUlt be PerCCAMS memberl. All photo tripl ar. to
support the purposes of PerCCAMS. D•• cribe
the goall of the trip and placea to b. photographed:

PERKINS CAVE TRIP REPORT FORM
Dat.

_

Trip Leader (Plrlon respon.ible for the conduct
of the party):
Trip Members (if actual trip member. were different in any way from tho.e li.ted on the trip request form, li.t here):

E. Rescue - Complete this form as time allows.

F. Scientific - No specimen collecting. Describe

This person is an addition__or deletioD__
(check one)
Name
Address
City

G. Exploration - All trips must have 100%
PerCCAMS Members. Give area of cave to be
explored:

NSS (I

Zip

State

This person is an addition__ or deletion
(check one)

H. Environmental Impact Studies - Evaluation of
vandalism or study the potential effects of
people and their activities upon the cave.
In the event of gate violations, this form
may be filled out after a short cave examination trip. Describe:

Name
Address
City

NSS II

This person is an addition
(check one)

or deletion

NSS II

Name
Address
City
I. Cave Management - Trips must be to carry out
the purposes of PerCCAMS. Describe:

Zip

State

State

Zip

Actual purposes of trip, if different than the
purpose stated on the trip request form.

J. Community Relations - Requires board approval.
Areas of cave actually visited:

Describe:

___

Time first person entered cave:
Keys to the Farm gate
and the house
are
----- desired. (Sometimes these keys will be same as
cave gate)
I understand that as trip leader of this trip
into Perkins Cave, I am responsible for seeing
that the intent of all rules and regulations established by PerCCAMS are carried out completely.
I will see that each person on this trip complies with all PerCCAMS rules and regulations
including posting the time in and out of the
cave in the Cave Register. I will complete a
trip report from within 14 days after the trip.
Signature

_

Time last person in group emerged from cave:__,

__

Results of trip (attach report if necessary):

__

Observations that might be useful to PerCCAMS
(attach report if necessary):

__

Enclosed is the Perkins Cave Key(s): Yes
Signature

The use of the fann house and other facilities by
PerCCAMS members is available upon request. These
facilities are being made available by John Wilson at
no charge to PerCCAMS members, provided that each
trip leader takes responsibility in seeing that the
house and building are left in at least as good a condition as they were found.
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No
_

THE EVOLUTION OF THE
CAVE

VIRGINIA

COMMISSION

*John Wilson, Robert W. Custard, Evelyn W. Bradahaw, Philip C. Lucaa, and John R. Hollinger

ABSTRACT
The V.iJlg.<.M.a ConmU~.ion on the COIl4eJl.va.tl.on and U"e 06 Ca.v~ pubfMhed a.
llepoJl..t .to the GoVell.nOll and the GeneJtal M~embly .in lu~ than a. yea.ll. wUh
no dUtec..t a:ppllopM.a;t).on and then c.eMed to ex.iA:t.
The Ca.ve PllOtec..t.i.on Act c.on.ta..i.ned ~eveJtal majolr. .t.mplt.OvemeitU oveJl. :the old
t..aJJJ .inc..tud.i.ng:the banMng 06 ~peleo:them 4a.e:u and UmUa.tl.on 06 cave cwneJl.

.uab.i..uty.

Some 06 :the. 1le.c.omme.nda.tl.oM 06 :t1W. c.omm.iu.icn Me. duiVUbe.d .in

:thU. papeJl..

The. st:u.dy ConmU4.i.on Ir.e.c.omme.nded .that a pVllTlane.1t.t Cave. Col7llni.44.i.on be. u.ta.bUAhe.d. Th.i.4 came. about .in a two-4.te.P pllOC.U4. AMell. muc.h nego.ti.a.tLng wUh
.the. .te.adeJl.4Mp 06 the. V.i.lr.g.i.n.i.a Ge.neJtal M4 embly, .that body appllcve.d a one.-YeaIL
c.onmU4.ion w.Uh $8 000.00 .in 6und4. TIW. budget made. U p044ible 601l ac.c.ompUAhing many thing4 on o. 4c.a.e.e ne.vell. be.601le. done. in the cave communUy.
The Ca.ve. PIlO:te.c..t.i.on Act «xu. applr.ove.d oVe.JuVhe.lm.i.ngly by .the. Genell.al M4embly
wah .f.1;Uf.e OPP04.uton but 4e.vell.al ame.ndme.itU :tha.t pltO.tec.t the tUght 06 the
cave. o"-ttell. :to U4e IW. all hell. cave a4 he Oil 4he 4eu nU.
In 1980 :the. Cave. Comm.i.Mion «xu. made a pVllTla.nent st:a.te Agenc.y M pMt 06 :the
VepM.tme.lt.t 06 COMeIl.vaUon and Econom.i.c. Vevelopment. Howevell., no add.i.tiona.t
6und.t.ng «xu. pltOvided. Since no opell.a.t.i.ng 6un~ Me ,now available nOll. :the
c.ormt.i..64.<.on, .the .<.ntell.u.ted caveJl.4 60llmed the V-Utgbua. Cave COYlJ.lell.vancy .to pIWvide. a mean4 On 6und.<.ng, not only the c.omm.i.4¢.<.on, but al¢o nolr. encounag.<.ng
:the. OWl1eJl.4Mp and management 06 cavu. The pUllP04U 06 a c.oll4e1l.vanc.y Me
UA.te.d .in :the Appendix..
Th.i.4 cave c.oMVtvanc.y would ¢ee/l. :to !r.a..i.¢e 6u.nM 6/Lom pubUc. MUc.Ua.Uon 6undThe6und¢ would go to 4u.ppO!L.t
cave. a.c.qu..i.¢ilion and management a4 well M to M¢.i¢t o!l.fja.n.i.zaUOYlJ.l ¢uch a4 :the
V.iIl.g.<.M.a Cave. Comm.i44.<.on.

Jta.i.l..i.ng PllOje.e.u Mc.h a4 bingo and duu, etc..

atSTORY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE VIRGINIA COMMISSION ON THE CONSERVATION AND USE OF CAVES
I first suggested the idea of a cave commission in
1970 to a caver in Richmond. He did not agree that
getting the state involved with caves and caving
would be a good idea. However, within several years,
I did £ind a few cavers who agreed that a cave com~,
mission would be a desirable thing and by 1975, I
had set the wheels in motion through Virginia State
Delegate Bill Axselle. Together we .set up a committee to study the problems of cave conservation
and the role of the state in dealing with cave conservation.
The new committee was composed of cavers, a legislator, representatives of several appropriate state
agencies and representatives of commercial caves in
Virginia. After two meetings, it became apparent
*Virginia Cave Commission, P. O. Box 7007, Richmond,
Virginia 23221
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that the state agencies were not in favor of adding additional duties to their agencies. This,
apparently because they felt that the General
Assembly would not fund anything of this nature,
and they did not wish to have any additional work
without additional fundings.
So, the cavers were told by the representative of
the agency that before their agency could support
anyon-going state activity to protect caves, we
would have to thoroughly document almost everything
about caves in Virginia. This request was beyond
our resources to accomplish in any reasonable length
of time. They were informed of our limitations.
but said they could not help. other than to supply
us with a copy of John Holsinger's book, pescriptions of Caves in Virginia. Up to that point, the
commercial cave representatives had not, in any'
significant way, opposed what the cavers were trying to do.

Since the current route appeared to be unproductive,
I made the decision to go straight to the General
Assembly with our ideas. I asked Delegate Axselle
to draft a preliminary resolution, Joint House Resolution 10. I sent draft copies to everyone on
this committee: commercial cave owners, agency
heads, etc., plus all the NSS chapters in Virginia,
and asked for their support and suggestions. No
suggestions came in.
.

majority of laws in Virginia go the route of either
Legislative Study Committee or Commissions. I had
to convince cavers that ultimately the goal of protecting caves would be better serVed not solely by
cave protection laws, but by on-going structure,
commission, agencies whose purpose is to protect
caves, educate people, and even manage some caves.
It is unlikely that punitive laws alone can adequately protect ceves.

As a result, Axselle set up a public meeting with
the Rules Committee prior to the start of the 1977
session of the General Assembly in order to get any
input from the Rules Committee and other interested
people. Several changes were suggested at this meeting, including the deletion of the word "overcommercialization; from the whereaees. We agreed to that,
and after that hearing, representatives of commercial caves never again spoke publicly against any
of our ,resolutions at any hearing over the next three
years.

It is desirable to have people within state government who will come up with positive solutions to
problems and be able to react quickly when threats
to caves become apparent. This process of working
for the support of cavers began to get results in
late 1977, when numerous cavers began to contact
their delegates. But, ultimately the Commission
was passed because Delegate Axselle was able to convince John Warren Cook, Speaker of the House and
chairman of the Rules Committee to give the commission a try. I believe that 1978 was the first
year that the commission could have established
under the circumstances.

The 'one commercial cave representative who spoke
against the resolution at that hearing in 1975 opposed the concept·of commissions in general. He was
opposed to any cave commission because he believed
that it would lead to government regulation of commercial cave operations, even though this was prohibited by the resolutions. This individual continued to oppose the commission to the end and tried
unsuccessfully to get the Virginia Chamber of Commerce
to oppose the resolution. I do not think that early
opposition of the one commercial cave representative
had any eventual effect on how long it took to get
the resolution passed.
In Virginia, many legislators believe that bad laws
and bad resolutions are worse than no laws at all.
So, when there is a new concept proposed, the General
Assembly tends to take its time while considering all
aspects of the proposed law. Three or four years is
typical for bills and resolutions of this type to be
passed in Virginia. This was particularly true for
this commission since it. was not only a new concept
for Virginia, but, to the best of my knowledge, it
is the first commission ever established in the United
States to study the overall use and conservation of
caves.
The cave resolution was carried uver in 1977 and then
passed in 1978. The vote in the House was 67 to 7.
It was amended by the Senate (funds deleted) and passed
40 to 0; the House then passed the Senate version.
Resolutions do not require the governor's signature
so the committee was approved as of the final day of
the General Assembly in March, 1978.
We anticipated difficulty in getting the resolution
passed and had planned an effort of several years to
get the General Assembly used. to the idea of a cave
commission. I also planned to educate cavers as to'
the reason why such a commission was needed, and what
the roles of commissions are in the process ot establishing agencies and passing law. One of the things
. that help get bills and resolutions passed is to have
an articulate group of citizens who can convince their
delegates of the need and desirability of proposed
legislation.
I found that many cavers did not understand the concept of commissions in general, even though the vast
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The several years waiting did give us the opportunity to develop a list of strong potential commissioners and make the necessary contact within
the political framework. Most of the members on
the list I suggested to Axselle were accepted by
the Governor. Tne Governor appointed three commissioners who were suggested by other sources.
The passage of this resolution is only a start.
I believe that a permanent commission or agency
will be necessary and our study commission has
recommended this. I would estimate that it could
take anywhere from three to ten more years to have
this goal realized in its entirety, although we
have been able to achieve some of our objectives
already by 1979.
WORK AND RECOHMENDATIONS OF THE VIRGINIA COMMISSION ON THE USE AND CONSERVATION OF CAVES
The Virginia Commission on the Conservation and
Use of Caves was to make a report to the Governor
and the General Assembly; do this in less than a
year with no direct appropriation and then cease
to exist. That is what happened; its 43-page report was published and went to the Governor and
the General Assembly with three major recommendations and extensive background material.
The Cave Protection Act contained several major
improvements over the old law, including the banning of speleothem sales and limitation of cave
owner liability. Some of the recommendations of
this Commission are described on the next few pages.
Sale of Speleothems
A major recommendation of the Commission is that
Virginia join West Virginia and Maryland in banning the sale of speleothems or their export from
the Commonwealth for sale elsewhere (see proposed
Virginia Cave Protection Act, Appendix). Byeliminating this incentive for removing these mineral
formations from caves, much vandalism should be
stopped. Information on the provisions of the
State cave protection law should be widely disseminated, perhaps by signs posted in cave entrances, to warn vandals that their activities are
unlawful.

Generally speaking, there are two markets for speleothems -- souvenir hunters and serious collectora of
mineral specimens. A ban on speleothem aalea will
primarily affect the souvenir hunter who buys a small
speleothem for a dollar or two from a wayside rock
shop or souvenir stand. These souvenir speleothems
are usually not particularly attractive once removed
from their natural surroundings and have little laating value. Souvenir hunters will probably never notice their disappearance if the sale of speleothems
is prohibited. The potential economic loaa to owners
of rock shops and souvenir stands will be negligible
as speleothem sales usually account for only a'minute
percentage of their business. Further, moat of the
souvenir hunters who would buy a speleothem if they
were offered for sale probably will end up buying
some other trinket if speleothem sales are banned.
For the serious collector of mineral specimens, a
ban on the sale of speleothems will not prevent the
legitimate collection of speleothems from caves
simply by obtaining the prior written permission of
the cave owner. With the profit motive for collecting removed, collecting of speleothems is expected
to become limited, selective, and professional in
the way it is done. Indiscriminate collection by
profiteers operating without the cave owners permission hopefully will be eliminated.
Limitation of Cave Owner Liability
As recreational caving has become increasingly popu-

lar over the last decade, there has been a corresponding rise in the number of caving accidents. Undoubtedly this trend will continue as the sport of
caving grows and increasing numbers of inexperienced
and ill-equipped individuals enter caves.
For the cave owner, cave accidents represent a source
of potential liability with which it is difficult for
him to deal. Few cave owners can objectively evaluate
the caving abilities of persons wishing to enter their
cave. Further, few cave owners have ever been in
their cave, and thus cannot evaluate the difficulty
of their cave or the risks involved. Many cave owners
, are absentee land owners and, therefore, have little
effective control over access to their cave. Thus,
unless a cave owner closes his cave to all persons
by gating it or posting it, he has little chance of
limiting his potential liability.
The Commission, therefore, recommends that cave o\~ers
be absolved from liability in the event of an accident
in their cave. Persons entering a cave would then
have to do so at their own risk except at commercial
caves where an admission fee is paid. The provisions
of the proposed Cave Protection Act (See Appendix)
will,permit the use of caves for recreational and
scientific purposes without imposing unwarranted liabilities upon the cave owner.
'
Proposed Permanent Cave Commission
The Commission recommends establishing a permanent
Virginia Cave Commission composed of eleven members,
serving three-year staggered terms (see proposed
legislation creating Commission, Appendix). Most
of the members should be persons active and knowledgeable in the management, exploration, study,
and conservation of caves. Expertise in the fields
of cave biology, geolog , archeology, paleontology,
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hiatory, and racr.ation may be reprs••nted.
It became claar during the Commi•• ion'. work that
there i. a role in the Commonwealth tor a permanent Virginia Cave Commi•• ion to provide con-,
sultative .ervic•• to .tate agencie. on problem.
related to the uee, managemont, prot.ction, and
sciantific interpretation of cave. and kar.t
landforms. (See appendix for documantation on
past interaction between speleologi.t. and Stata
agencies.) This proposed permanent Cava Commi.sion could aleo prOVide con.iderabl. a••i.tance
to state agencies by coordinating programs or
activities that involve cave. and' kar.t with
federal agencies, regional parka, local governments, and private citizen••
Caves on Private Property -- The propo.ed permanent Cave Commission can play an important role
in assisting private land owners in conserving
and managing caves on their property. The leg18lation creating the proposed Cave Commission will
specifically charge that body with studying w~Y'
the proposed Cave Protection Act can be more effectively enforced. Further, the proposed Cave
Commission will be charged with studying the
rights of the property owner under Virginia law
in order to clarify who owns a cave when the surface rights and the mineral rights are separately
o~~ed.
Lastly. the proposed Cave Commission will
seek to identify significant privately awned caves
in danger of being destroyed and will rec~lld
steps which can be taken to protect these caves.
Emphasis will be placed on ways the Commouwealtll
can encourage private individuals and groups to
save these threatened caves. Purchase of significant caves by government agencies in order to
protect them ;'hould be considered a measure of
last resort.
Caves on Public Property -- The number of Virginia caves on public property is presently unknown. Several cities and counties as well as
two regional parks own caves. There are ten
caves in the Jefferson National Forest and twenty
caves in the Cumberland Gap National Historic
Park. Caves are also lnown to exist in the George
Washington National Forest and on State land
owned by the Department of Highways, Divisi(.:< ,.,f
Parks, and Commissior. of Game aud Inland Fisheries.
Only a handful of these caves are managed so as
to protect the cave from vandalism and visitors
from injury.
The proposed Cave Commission could be instrumental
in assisting public agencies which own caves in
Virginia in formulating and implementing management plans for their caves. An inventory of publicly owned caves in Virginia would be the logical
first step in this endeavor. Further, the proposed Cave Commission would be able to put public agencies in touch with trained speleologists
when cave-related problems arise.
Civil Defense -- In the past, a number of Virginia caves have been designated as civil defense
shelters. In many cases the caves selected were
no~ suitable for this use (see Appendix for fuller
discussion of civil defense and caves.) Typically
caves are cold and damp, usually are remote from
urban population centers, and occasionally are

subject to flooding. Many have vertical pitl or
amall,tight p••••g... The propo.ed Cav. Commillion
could prepare • li.t for uae by State .nd federal
civil d.fenae .gencie. of Virginia cave. luit.bl.
for u.e •• civil defenae .heltera. Thi. would prevent po••ible dia••ter. ariaing •• a result of the
designation of inappropriate caves as sheltera.
It ia recommended that signs now identifying inappropriate c.ve. as civil defense shelter. be removed.

ESTABLISHMENT OF A TEMPORARY CAVE COMMISSION AND
PASSAGE OF THE CAVE PllOTECTION M:.T

The Study Commi'lion recomm.nded that a permanent
Cave Commiuion be eltabli.bed., Thi. came .bout
in a two-.tep proce... After much negoti.ting
with the leader.hip ~f the Virginia General AIlembly, that body approved a one-year Commi••ion
with $S,OOO.OO in fund.. Thi. budget made it
pOlsible for accompli.hing many thing. on a .cale
never before done in the cave community. A.ummary of these accomplishment. follow. on the next
few pages.

Advisina .nd Assisting Public Agencies -- A major
function of the proposed Cave Commission will be to
advise .nd assist public agencies. There presently
exists, due to the efforts of the Virginia Speleological Survey of the National Speleological Society,
a wealth of d.ta about Virginia caves, but this information is not generally accessible. The proposed
cave Commission will study ways and means of making
these data more readily available to State agencies
for their us~ in construction siting, land use planning. and environmental impact statement review.
As previously mentioned, an electronic dsta storage
and retrieval system maintained by 'an appropriate
State agency seems to be the most logical way of
providing ready access to these data. '

The Cave Protection Act was approved overwhelmingly by the General Assembly with little opposition but several amendments that protect the
right of the cave owner to use his or her cave
as he or she sees fit.
The caving community is indebted to the Commonwealth of Virginia and its General Assembly for
establishing the first permanent Cave Commission
in the United States, thus providing the framework for more effective attempts to protect Virginia's unique speleological resources.

The proposed Cave Commission will be able to act as
a liason between caving organizations, cave scientists. public agencies, and the general public.
For example. the proposed Cave Commission may be
able to help local rescue squads obtain the assistance of experienced cavers to help them cope with
the unique problems posed by cave rescue situations.
Similarly. the proposed Cave Commission could' assist
in gathering input from interested parties if a
State cave recreation plan is ever developed. (The
need for and desirability of a cave recreation plan
will be studied by the proposed Cave Commission.)

The work of the Commission was also facilitated
by the cooperation of the Virginia Speleological
SU1~ey, established in 1975 as the successor to
the Virginia Cave Survey, which had been founded
in 1954. We also appreciate the support of the
more than six hundred members of the National
Speleological Society residing in Virginia.

Lastly. the proposed Cave Commission will be able to
play an important informational role by providing
State agencies with general information about caves
and by assisting these agencies in providing information about caves to the public. The scientific,
recreational. and aesthetic value of Virginia's
caves is not ,widely recognized. The proposed Cave
Commission would attempt to generate an increased
awareness of the value of Virginia's caves and the
legal protection these caves are given under Virginia law. In ,this connection, the proposed Cave
Commission could prepare or assist other State
agencies in preparing publications on caves or caverelated problems.

During the year the Commission held seven meetings for the purpose of coordinating activities.
Minute3 of these meetings have been deposited
with the office of the Department of Conservation
and Economic Development, for whose interest and
cooperation Commission members are grateful.
Threats to Virginia's Caves
A large number of Virginia's significant caves
are rapidly deteriorating as a result of vandalism
and heavy traffic incident to the recent growth
of recreational cave exploration as a sport. As
a result, a large portion of Virginia's non-renewable cave resources are in danger of being destroyed within our own lifetime.
Significant Caves
A major accomplishment of the Commission in the
year 1979-1980 was the designation of 200 caves
and seven karst areas in the Commonwealth as "significant". EleNen'criteria were used in evaluating which caves qualified for inclusion on the
list: archaeologic, biologic, economic, aesthetic, geologic, historic, hydrologic. paleontologic, and recreational significance. length. and
depth.

Conclusion
Virginia's caves represent a unique, limited, and
non-renewable natural resource of great scientific,
historic. educational. economic, and recreational
value. Vandalism and pollution are rapidly destroying this resource. In order to prevent Virginia's spelean wilderness from being destroyed
within out lifetime. immediate steps need to be
taken to protect Virginia's significant caves.
The Commission recommends that a permanent Cave
Commission be created to assist State agencies
dealing with cave-related problems, that a new,
more comprehensive Cave Protection Act be enacted,
and that the Virginia Research Center for Archeology be granted a special appropriation for the
1980-82 biennium to conduct a two-year arcneologic
survey of Virginia caves.

Carrying out this project entailed extensive review of available literature as well as canvassing all the members of the organized caving communi ty in Virginia an d issuing calls for information in the NSS News (organ of the National Speleological Society). Virginia Wildlife. and Virginia Minerals.
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were written for the media by Commission members,
including ones in Virginia Minerals and Virginia
Wildlife, which resulted in several inquiries
about caves from· the general public. Another
Commission member collaborated on an artiele on
bats in the nationally-circulated Nature Conservancy News.

Publicly Owned Caves
Another accomplishment of the Commission was to
determine the number of caves located on publicly
owned property in Virginia and their location.
With the assistance of the Virginis Speleological
Survey and through correspondence with many public
agencies, a list was derived. A total or 92 caves
were found on publicly owned land: 45 on federal
property, 39 on state owned lands, and 8 owned by
cities or towns. The Commission recommends that
this list be reviewed and updated after· two years,
and every five years thereafter.
The Commission has identified approximately ten
percent of all known Virginia caves as significant
because of rare features, animals found therein, or
unusual conditions. .of all caves located on public
property, 29% belong to' this significant category,
representing 12% of all Virginia's significant caves.
Many publicly owned caves contain evidence or artifacts of historical importance. Some were mined for
saltpetre, which was used in the manufacture of gunpowder in the Revolutionary and <livil Wars. Only
one, owned by the City of Staunton, is currently
being utilized for storage. The City of Waynesboro
has purchased a cave containing a deep underground
lake for a potential water supply. At least one
publicly' owned cave contains an endangered species
of bat.

Letters were written to several state agencies
and to all the public school systems in the Commonwealth, accompanied by a brief descriptive
flyer, "Ten Questions about Caves and the Virginia Cave Commission." Members of the caving
community in Virginia were canvassed to assess
human resources available to give talks about
speleology and assist the Commission in other
ways •. Signs were printed to inform the public
about the Virginia Cave Protection Act. Private individuals' inquiring about caves were usually referred to recognized local caving organizations, since this promotes both the safety
of the individual and protection of the caves.
Cave Rescue

Accessibility of Gave Data
Modern electronic data processing methods make
possible the storage and easy retrieval of specified data on caves as they may be needed by state
agencies or others for, for instance, environmental
impact studies. Arrangements were made with the
Virginia Speleological Survey, which possesses extensive files of cave data, to transfer the information into a computer format. The initial phase of
setting up these computerized records was completed
during the year, with the cooperation of the Division
of Mineral Resources.
However, much more remains to be done in future.
years. While there are now over 2500 known caves
in Virginia, there is also good scientific evidence
to conclude that there may be hundreds, perhaps even
thousands, of unknown, unreported, or undiscovered
additional caves in the Commonwealth. Also, new
information on known caves is constantly being received as the result of current investigations by
the caving community.
Also related to this data collecting effort was a
search to locate cave owners so that they might be
informed of the aims and operations of the Commission
and of the hope of the Commission to ~ork cooperatively with them on cave protection. Because of
the time required to ascertain the owner of a given
cave, the main effort of the Commission to date has
been with regard to ownership of the "significant"
caves. Completing and regularly updating this list
of cave owners will be one of the ongoing functions
of the ~ommission.

The Commonwealth is fortunate with respect to
cave rescue. In this region caver. have, for a
number of years, operated one of tHe most highly
organized and effective cave rescue networks in
the country. One of the Commission members is
currently part of the team heading the cave rescue network for Virginia and West Virginia.
Periodic training is provided for cave rescue
workers, and the call-down list is constantly
being updated. The network is also affiliated
with the National Cave Rescue Commission, formally established by the National Speleological
Society in 197 1 ,
Rapport with the state Office of Emergency and
Energy Services has existed for some time.
Legal Questions about Cave Ownership
In investigating legal problems that may arise
in connection with cave ownership, the Commission
notes two precedent-setting cases from Kentucky.
The first is Cox v. Colossal Cavern Company (210
Kentucky 612, 1925), in which the principle of
cave rights was established. In 1883, Mary Proctor, the owner of the land around Colossal·.Gave.
sold the land but retained the "cave rights" for
her own use. Her heirs inherited the cave rights
and later sold them to the Colossal Cavern Cam-pany. In 1925, W. Perry Cox, the owner of the
land around the entrance and all land above the
cave, brought suit against the Colossal Cavern
Company, seeking to gain control of the cave.
The court held that although the owner of the
surface normally owns everything down to the center of the earth, it was perfectly legal to separate the "cave rights" from the surface estate,
just as had long been accepted practice for water
and mineral rights. The Colossal Cavern Company
was awarded all caves under Cox's land, access to
the caves, and'the right to show the caves to
the public.

Publicizing the Commission and its Services
The second case was Edwards v. Sims (232 Kentucky
791, 1929), in which the notion of cave rights
was further refined. The legal question in this

To disseminate information widely about the existence of the Commission and its services, articles
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{l)·ntISCAVEIS

. PROTECT D BY

VIRGINIA STATE LAW
(CODEO"VIRGINIA 1()'150.11 at. seq.)

Caves are unique sensitive environments.

Help preserve this cave for future generations to eqoy.
IN VIRGINIA IT IS ILLEGAL TO:

• Write o'r marX upon the cave walls or surfaces. • Disturb, harm, or remove any bats or other
• Break, deface, or remove any natural material
living organisms in the cave,
or mineral formation.
• Disturb or remove any historic or prehistoric
• Utter or dump spent carbide or other waste
artifacts or bones.
materials,
THANK YOU.
THE VIRGINIA CAVE COMMISSION

FIGURE 1.

Signs intended for placement at cave entrances are designed to educate the caving public.

case was whether the circuit court of Edmonson
County, Kentucky, had the power to order a survey
of Great Onyx Cave. Edwards owned the cave entrance and was operating the cave commercially.
Lee, a neighbor, believed that parts of Great Onyx
Cave extended 'under his land and therefore belonged
to him according to the ancient common law doctrine
(that whoever owns the surface also owns to the sky
and to the depths below), and that Edwards was therefore guilty of trespass. The Court decided that
although Edwards owned the entrance to Great Onyx
Cave, any parts of the cave extending under Lee's
property belonged to Lee. Since the only means of
determining whether trespass was occurring was to
survey the cave, the court ordered a survey begun.

Other conservation groups, especially within the
organized caving community, also may be potentially willing and able to acquire s gnificant
privately owned caves to insure their preservation.
In fact, two of the Commonwealth's largest ''wild''
caves, Butler Cave in Bath County and Perkins
Cave in Washington County, are presently owned
and/or managed by conservation groups established
specifically to preserve them.
The Commission may be able to play a role in bringing together cave owners for whom cave are primarily a nuisance and those groups or individuals
interested in cave protection, for the purpose of
working out mutually acceptable terms for some
type of transfer or shared responsibility.

Protection of Significant Caves Through Acquisition
Law Enforcement
Where especially significant privately owned caves
are in imminent danger of being destroyed, the Commission can' encourage their conservation by interested individuals or conserv~tion groups who might
be willing to acquire rights to the property through
purchase, lease, or easement.

An early task of the Commission was to study ways

The Nature Conservancy (TNC) may be mentioned in this
connection. TNC is a national conservation organization dedicated to the preservation of natural diversity through the protection of lands containing the
best examples of the natural world. TNC has helped
preserve over 1.5 million acres of land through some
2,200 individual projects. TNC is funded by donations
of land and money and through grants and membership
fees.
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that the Cave Protection Act could be more effectively enforced. The Commission concluded that
the effectiveness of the Act could be enhanced by
using two basic approaches -- informing the public
about the law and the value of caves, and by assisting cave owners in formulating management plans
to protect their cave property.
As part of its effort to assist cave owners, the

Commission had three hundred signs made (Figure 1)
which briefly outlined the provisions of the Cave
Protection Act. These signs, made of aluminum,
will be installed in significant caves around Virginia by cave owners and members of the caving

community. While they may not deter malicious
vandals, these signs should help prevent the kind
of damage to caves that results from carelessness
and ignorance.
In its role of informing the public about caves'and
the Cave Protection Act, the Commission has carried
out an active program. Information about the law
has been widely disseminated ~hrough caving circles.
In November. for instance. a full length article on
the Cave Protection Act appeared in Virginia Minerals. More recently. the Commission had several
thousand small brochures explaining the Cave Protection Act printed for distribution to recreational
cavers. Presently. a number of informative exhibits
on cave conservation are being built for display at
Virginia's commercial caves.
Through additional publications, press releases,
and a speakers' bureau currently being set up. the
Commission intends to continue its efforts to educate the public ,about caves and the laws that protect them. It is anticipated that the Commission
will also work closely with other state agencies
such as the Virginia State Library and the Division
of Mineral Resources. which also provide information
about caves to the public. For example, the Commission is presently investigating possible sources of
fil~s or slide shows on caves which could'be acquired
to add to the present collection at the Virginia
State Library. As other opportunities present themselves. the Commission undoubtedly will take the initiative in order to continue to provide the public
with information about caves through a wide spectrum
of media. Only an informed and concerned public can
ensure the protection of Virginia's speleological
resources.
Civil Defense
The Commission has not ruled out the use of caves
as divil defense shelters. although a study of this
undertaken in several western states by the National
Speleological Society some years ago concluded that
,caves in their natural and unimproved state are unsuitable shelters for people during a nuclear attack.
Storage of materials in caves is less expensive than
using the cave as a shelter for people; but both are
expensive propositions in that initial modifications
are usually extensive and the ongoing monitoring of
access to the shelter is essential.
Recreation
Any position taken by the Commission on the development of the recreational potential of caving should
be consistent with the basic principle for which the
Commission was established: the conServation of caves
witlrin the COmmonwealth.
In our opinion, visiting one of the several commercial caves in the Commonwealth is the preferable way
to introduce the general public to the beauties and
fascination of the underground world. The Commission
should always be ready to provide guidance and information to commercial cave owners to aid them in enhancing the attraction of commercial caves to tourists from within and from outside the Commonwealth.
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Because "wild" caves are used by both public and
private groups for recreational purposes, the
Commission should provide these groups with guidelines based upon the provisions of the Cave Protection Act. For individuals and groups who have
not been provided with more inclusvie guidelines,
signs summarizing ,the Cave Protection Act will be
posted in most of Virginia's significant caves.
Conclusion
As public interest in outdoor recreation continues
to grow and land development accelerates in the
intermontane valleys west of the Blue Ridge, increased pressure will be put on Virginia's limited·
and fragile cave resources. In order to preserve
the unique educational, recreational, sci~ntific,
historic, and economic value of Virginia's caves
and karst areas, the Commonwealth needs to make a
continuing commitment to safeguard this spelean
wilderness. A permanent Cave Commission, composed
of concerned citizens., working in conjunction with
other agencies of the Commonwealth, appears to be
the most effective vehicle' for focusing the attention of both government and the public on this goal.
It is anticipated that future efforts of the Cave
Commission to conserve Virginia's cave resources
will fall primarily into four broad areas -- collecting and maintaining a complete data file on
cave resources within the Commonwealth, providing
information to the public about caves, their value,
and the laws protecting them, advising and assisting public agencies and private landowners making
cav~ management and land use decisions, and studying those aspects of cave ownership and management
that are directly affected by public policy.
The Commission lIas already made great progress in
collecting and maintaining a cave data file. The
establishment of the Virginia Significant Cave
List and the inventory of publicly owned caves
were great milestones in the assessment of Virginia's cave resources. The development of a
computer data storage and retrieval system in
cooperation with the Division of Mineral Resources
has put a wealth of easily accessible cave data at
the disposal of engineers and planners throughout
the Commonwealth. A list of Virgi.nia cave owners
is currently being compiled. As more data becomes
available, the Commission will add to and update
these data files on a continuous basis.
In its ongoing role as a source of information
about caves and their protection, the Commission
has published several articles and brochures as
noted above. In the coming year, the Commission
plans to erect signs at significant caves stating
the provisions of the Cave Protection Act and
place displays at several of Virginia's commercial
caverns. A continuing program of publishing articles and brochures on caves, their value, and
their protection is also envisioned. The Commission's speakers bureau on cave-related subjects
is expected to become a fully functioning entity.
Cooperative efforts with other public agencies
which. provide information on caves to the public
are anticipated as well.

The study functions of the cave Commission will
diminish significantly with the publication ot this
report. While some aspects of cave conservation
such as cave ownerahip law and the ettectiveness
and enforcement of the Cave Protection Act will require further study, the basic studies establishing
the value and extent of Virginia's cave reaource.
and the threats to these resources have been completed. The principal focus of future annual reports by the Commission will be on the changes in
the state of the Commonwelath's cave resources and
on the Commission's ongoing efforts to conserve them.
In its advisory capacity, the Commission has been
actively developing its ability to sssist public
agencies and private landowners engaged in making
cave management and land use decisions. For example,
data on.the location and significance of csves along
the proposed route of US #58 in Lee County was provided to the Department of Highways so that destruction of significant caves could be avoided. In
another instance, the Commission notified the Virginia Research Center for Archeology about an important find of Indian inscriptions in a Bath County
cave and arranged permission for a James Madison
University archeologist to visit the cave to evaluate the significance of the find. With the new
computerized data base developed by the Commission
and the unusual speleologic expertise of the Commission's members, an expanding role is foreseen
for the Commission in the development of cave management plans, the protection of significant caves, and
the study of land use in karst areas. It is hoped
that the Commission can continue to provide the focus
for cave conservation efforts in the commonwealth
and to serve as the source of authoritative information on all aspects of cave use from recreation to
civil defense.

Approved March IS, 1979.
Be it enacted by the General Aalembly ot Virginia:
1. That the Code of Virginia il amended by adding in Title 10 a chapter numbered 12.2, consisting ot sectione numbered 10-150.11 through 10-150.18
as follow.:
CHAPTER 12.2

VIRGINIA CAVE PROTECTION ACT
§10.150.11. Finding. and policy.-- The General
Aaeembly hereby finde that caves are uncommon
geologic phenomena, and that the minerals depolited
therein may be rare and occur in unique fOrm8 of
great beauty which are irreplaceable if destroyed.
Also irreplaceable are the archeological resources
in caves which are of great scientific and historic value. It is further found that the organisms which live in caves are unusual and of limited
numbers; that many are rare and endangered species;
and that caves are a natural conduit for groundwater flow and are highly subject to water pollution, thus having far-reaching effects transcending man's property boundaries. It is therefore
declared to be the policy of the General Assembly
and the intent of this chapter to protect these
unique natural and cultural resources.

Virginia Cave Protection Act
Chapter 252

910-150.12. Definitions.--.4B sed in this chapter,
the following words shall have the meanings stated
unless the context requires otherwise:
A. "Cave" means any naturally occurring void,
cavity, recess, or system of interconnecting passages beneath the surface of the earth or within
a cliff or ledge including natural subsurface
water and drainage systems, but not including any
mine, runnel aqueduct, or other rr~n-made excavation, w~ich is large enough to ermit a person to
enter. The word "cave" includes or is synonymous with cavern, sinkhole, natural pit, grotto,
and rock shelter.
B. "CoDunercial cave" means any cave utilized
by the owner for the purposes of exhibition to
the general public as a profit or nOD rofit enterprise, wherein a fee is colle~ted f01 entry.
C. "Gate" means any structure or de,,-ice located to limit or prohibit access '1 cutr~ to
any cave.
D. "Sinkhole" means a closed topogTaphic depression or basin, generally draining undetgrouna,
including, but not restricted to, a doline, \1vala,
blind valley, or sink.
E. "Person" or "persons" means any individual,
partnership, firm, association, trust, or corporation or other legal entity.
F. "Owner" means a person who owns titl-e to
land where a cave is located, including a person
who owns title to a leasehold estate in such land,
and specifically including the Commonwealth and
any of its agencies, departments, boards, bureaus,
commissions, or authorities, as well as counties,
municipalities, and other political subdivisions
of the Commonwealth.

An Act to amend the Code of Virginia by adding in
Title 10 a chapter numbered 12.2, consisting of
sections numbered 10-150.11 through 10-150.18, and
to repeal § 18.2-142 of the Code of Virginia, the
added and repealed sections relating to the conservation and protection of caves; penalty.

G. "Speleothem" means a natural mineral formation or deposit occurring in a cave. This includes or is synonymous withstalagmite~ 9talactite
helectite, shield, anthodite, gypsum flower and
needle, angel's hair, soda straw, drapery, bacon,
cave pearl, popcorn (coral), rims tone dam, column.

EStABLISHMENT OF THE PERMANENT CAVE COMMISSION
In 1980, the Cave Commission was made a permanent

State Agency as part of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development. However, no additional funding was provided. Since no operating
funds are now available for the Commission, the interested cavers formed the Virginia Cave Conservancy
to provide a means of funding, not only the Commission, but also for encouraging the ownership and
management of caves. The purposes of a Conservancy
are listed in the Appendix.
This Cave Conservancy would seek to raise funds
from public solicitation fund-raising projects
such as bingo and dues, etc. The funds would go
to support cave acquisition and management as well
as to assist organizations such as the Virginia Cave
Commission.
APPENDICES
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palette, flows tone , et cetera. Speloethems are co~
monly composed of calcite, epsomite, gypsum, aragonite, celestite, and other similar minerals.
H. "Speleogen" means an erosional feature of
the cave boundary and includes or is synonymous with
anastomoses, scallops, rills, flutes, spongework,
and. pendants.
I. "Material" means all or any part of any archeological, paleontological, biological, or historical
item including, but not limited to, any petroglyph,
pictograph, basketry, human remains, tool, beads,
pottery, projectile point, remains of historical
mining activity or any other occupation, found in
any cave.
J. "Cave life" means any life form which normally
occurs in, uses, visits, or inhabits any cave or subterranean water system, excepting those animals and
species covered by any of the game laws of the Commonwealth.
§1Q-150.13. Vandalism; penalties.--A. It shall be
unlawful for any person, without express, prior,
written permission of the owner, to:
1. Break, break off, crack, carve upon, write,
burn, or otherwise mark upon, remove, or in any
manner destroy, disturb, deface, mar, or harm the
surfaces of any cave or any natural material which
may be found therein, whether attached or broken,
including speleothems, speleogens, and sedimentary
deposits. The provisions of this section shall not
prohibit minimal disturbance for scientific exploration.
2. Break, force, tamper with, or otherwise disturb a lock, gate, door, or other obstruction designed to control or prevent access to any cave,
even though entrance thereto may not be gained.
3. Remove, deface, or tamper with a sign stating
that a cave is posted or citing provisions of this
chapter.
B. The entering or remaining in a cave which has
not been posted by the owner shall not by itself constitute a violation of this section.
C. Any violation of this section shall be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor.
§1Q-150.14. Pollution unlawful; penalities.--A.
It shall be unlawful for any person, without express, prior, written permission of the owner, to
store, dump, litter, dispose of or otherwise place
any refuse, garbage, dead animals, sewa~e, toxic
substances harmful to cave life or humans in any
cave or sinkhole. It shall also be unlawful to
burn within a cave or sinkhole any material which
produces any smoke or gas which is harmful to any
naturally occurring organism in any cave.
B. Any violation of this section shall be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor.
§1Q-150.15. Biological policy; penalties for violation.--A. It shall be unlawful to remove, kill,
harm, or otherwise disturb any nautrally occurring
organisms within any cave, except for safety or
health reasons; provided, however, scientific collecting permits may be obtained from any cave commission established for such purpose or from the
appropriate State agency.
B. Any violation of this section shall be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor.
§10-150.16. Archeology; permits for excavation;
how obtained; penalties for violation.--A. In
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order to protect the archeological resources not
covered by the Virginia Antiquities Act (§10150.1 et leq.), it'shall be unlawful to excavate,
remove, deltroy, injure, deface, or in any manner
diaturb any burial grounds, historic 'or prehistoric rllourcel, archeological or paleontological
lite or any part thereof, including =elics, inscriptions, saltpatre workings, fossils, bones,
remains of historical human activity, or any other
such features which may be found in any cave,
except those caves owned by the Commonwealth or
designated as Commonwealth archeological sitea
or zones, and which are subject to the provisions
of the Virginia Antiquities Act. Any violation
of this subsection shall be punished as a Class 3
misdemeanor.
B. Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
A. hereof, a permit to ~xcavate or remove archeological, paleontological prehistoric, and historic
features may be obtained from the Virginia Historic
Landmarks Commission. The Collllllissio:\ may issue
a permit to conduct field investigations if the
Commission finds that it is in the best interest
of the Commonwealth, that the applicant meets the
criteria of this section and the applicant is an
historic, scientific, or educational institution,
professional archeologist or amateu~, who is
qualified and recognized in the areas of field investigations or archeology. Such permit shall be
issued for a period of two years and may be renewed upon expiration. Such permit shall not be
transferrable; provided, however, the provisions
of this section shall not preclude any person from
working under the direct supervision of the permittee.
C. All field investigations, explorations, or
recovery operations undertaken under this section
shall be carried out under the general supervision
of the Commb .. ioner of Archeology of the Virginia
Research Cente~ for Archeology and the Virginia
Historic Landmarks Commission and in a manner to
insure that the maximum amount of historic, scientific, archeologic, and educational information
may be recovered and preserved in addition to the
physical recovery of objects.
D. A person applying for a permit pursuant
to this section shall:
1. Have knowledge of archeology or history
as qualified in subsection B. hereof.
2. Provide a detailed statement to the Comiosion giving the reasons and objectives for excavation or removal and the benefits expected to
be obtained from the contemplated work.
3. Provide data and results of any completed
excavation, study, or collection at the first of
each calendar year.
4. Obtain the prior written permission of the
owner if the site of the proposed excavation is
on privately owned land.
5. Carry the permit while exercising the privileges granted.
E. Any violation of subsection A. hereof shall
be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor. Any violation of subsection D. hereof shall be punished
as a Class 4 misdemeanor, and the permit shall
be revoked.
F. The provisions of this section shall not
apply to any person in any cave located on his
own property.

§10-150.17. Sale of speleothems unlawful; penaltiesrIt shall be unlawful for any person to sell or offer
for sale any speleothems in this Commonwealth, or
to export them for sale outside the Commonwealth.
Any violation of this section shall be punished as
a Class 3 misdemeanor.
§10-150.18. Liability of owners and agents limited.-Neither the owner of a cave nor his authorized agents
acting within the scope of their authority are liable
for injuries sustained by any person using the cave
for ~ecreational or scientific purposes if no charge
has been made for the use of the cave, notwithstanding that an inquiry as to the experience or expertise
of the individual seeking consent may have been made.
Nothing in this section shall be construed to constitute a waiver of the sovereign immunity of the
Commonwealth or any of its boards, departments, bureaus, or agencies.
2. That § 18.2-142 of the Code of Virginia is repealed.
HOUSE BILL NO. 1800
A BILL to amend the Code of Virginia by adding in
Title 9 a chapter numbered 24.1, consisting of sections numbered 9-152.1 through 9-152.5, creating
the Cave Commission its powers; duties; and the
conduct of a cave study; appropriation and expenditure of funds.
Patron-Axselle

Referred to the Committee on Rules

Be it enacted by the General Assembly of Virginia:
1. That the Code of Virginia is amended by adding
in Title 9 a chapter numbered 24.1, consisting of
sections numbered 9-152.1 through 9-152.5, as follows:
CHAPTER 24.1
CAVE COMMISSION
9-152.1. Cave Commission established; compensation -A. There is hereby established in the office of the
Department of Conservation and Economic Development
the Cave Commission whose purpose shall be to implement the policy set forty in this article and to make
recommendations to interested State agencies concerning any proposed rule, regulation or administrative
policy which would directly affect or bear upon the
use and conservation of caves in this Commonwealth.
Members of the Cave Commission shall meet as necessary and serve without compensation but shall be reimbursed for their reasonable and necessary expenses
incurred in the performance of their duties as Commission members.
B. The Cave Commission shall consist of eleven
members who shall be appointed by the Governor on
the basis of merit and shall be active and knowledgeable in the conservation, exploration, study, and
management of caves.
C. Each member must be a citizen of Virginia.
The members of the Commission shall serve for a term
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of one year commencing July one, nineteen hundred
seventy-nine.
D. The Commission shall annually elect a chairman, vice-chairman and recording secretary.
9-152.2. Meetings. -- the Cave Commission established pursuant to 9-152.1 shall keep a complete
and accurate record of all Commission meetings,
such record to be available for inspection by the
public in the office of the Department of Conservation and Economic Development during normal
work hours. Six members shall constitute a
quorum for the transaction of business.
9-152.3. Functions of Cave Commission. -- The
Cave Commission may perform the following functions:
A. Serve as an advisory board to any requesting State agency on matters relating to caves
and karst.
B. Conduct an inventory of publicly owned caves
in Virginia.
C. Provide cave management expertise and service to requesting State agencies including the
perparation of management plans for nonca.aercial
caves on publicly owned property.
D. Identify all significant caves in Virginia
and report any real and present danger to such
caves.
E. Provide cave data for use by Scate and
other governmental agencies which prepare or review environmental impact statements and land use
plans.
F. Publish or assist in publishing articles,
pamphlets, brochures or books on caves and
cave-related concerns.
G. Facilitate data gathering and research
efforts on caves and perform such other functions
as may be deemed necessary in keeping with the
general purposes of this article.
9-152.4. Cave Commission to study and report on
cave matters of sp~cial concern. -- In addition
to all other duties of the Cave Commission, it
shall be the responsibility of the Commission to
study the- following areas of general and special
concerns and prepare a report to the Governor and
General Assembly not later than June thirty,
nineteen hundred eighty:
A. Ways in which State agencies can assist
local authorities in obtaining the assistance of
experienced cavers to help them in cave rescue
situations .
B. Ways in which the State can encourage private individuals and conservation groups interested in cave conservation to purchase and protect significant caves in dangel: of being destroyed
C. Virginia laws relating to cave ownership in
order to clarify ownership rights and determine
potential liabilities.
D. Ways and means of making cave data available
through an electronic data storage and retrieval
system in order to assist public agencies in making decisions directly or indirectly affecting
caves.
E. The need for and desirability of a State
cave recreation plan.
F. Ways in which the Virginia Cave Protection
Act can more effectively be enforced.
G. The use. present and future, of Virginia
caves as civil defense shelters.

the registered office of the Corporation.

H. Ways in which the State can advise the public
about the legal protection given to caves under the
law and the penalties for violations of those laws.

ARTICLE VI -- The number of directors constituting
the initial Board of Directors is twelve (12) and
the names and residence addresses of the persons
who are to serve as the initial directors are:

9-152.5. Expenditures and funding. -- The Commission
may accept any gift, money, security or other source
of funding and is authorized to expend such funds
as are necessary in order to effectuate the purposes
of this chapter.
2. That there is hereby appropriated from the general
fund of the State Treasury to the Cave Commission the
sum of eight thousand dollars in order to implement
the provisions of this act for the 1979-1980 fiscal
year.
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF THE VIRGINIA CAVE
CONSERVANCY

John M. Wilson, President
7901 Dalmain Drive, Richmond, Virginia, 23228
Mail: 2908 Idlewood, Avenue, P. O. Box 7007,
Richmond, Va. 23221
Home: (804)262-8262, Office: (804)355-5203
Robert W. Custard, Vice'President
2628 Jefferson Park Circle, Charlottesville,
Virginia, 22903. Phone: 293-2060
Evelyn W. Bradshaw, Secretary
1732 Byron Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 22303
Horne: (804)765-0669 Office: (202)547-4343

ARTICLE I -- The name of the corporation is the
Virginia Cave Conservancy.
ARTICLE II -- The purpose of the corporation shall be
A. To promote the conservation of caves in Virginia
and contiguous states.
B. To acquire the management rights of caves in
need of protection and management when feasible
and appropriate to adequately protect and conserve
these caves and their contents; and to manage these
caves in the best way possible to serve the public
interest and protect the caves.
C. To promote the science and technology of cave
management;
D. To promote the scientific study of caves;
E.
To promote the quali ty of life in Virginia in
so far as appropriate cave conservation and use
can contribute to this.
F. To serve as a fund raising organization on a
non-profit basis to help achieve the above purposes
and to provide grants to other organizations which
are devoted to accomplishing these same goals.

Patricia J. Stephens, Treasurer
4655 Selwood Road, Richmond, Virginia, 23234
Home: (804)271-4619

Dr. Robert C. Anderson
6140 Chesterbrook Road, Mclean, Virginia
Home: (703)356-6494
Roy Clark
4164 S. 36th Street, Arlington, Virginia, 22206
Henry T. N. Graves
c/o Luray Caverns Corp., P. O. Box 748, Luray,
Virginia, 22835, Phone: (703)743-6551
John R. Holsinger
Dept. of Biology, Old Dominion University,
Norfolk, Virginia, 23508, Office: (804)489-6281,
Home: (804)625-0327
Rev. John M. Kettlewell
Blue Ridge School, Dyke,

ARTICLE III -- Membership in the Corporation is open
to all interested persons coming within the purview
of Article II above, who are approved for membership
by the Board of Directors. All members of the Corporation shall be entitled to vote for the dire~tors
of the Corporation and shall be entitled to all of
the privileges of membership.

Philip C. Lucas
320 Crestfield Court, Charlottesville. Virginia.
22901, Home: (804)973-8143. Office: (804)977-7400.

ARTICLE IV -- The affairs of the Corporation shall be
managed by a Board of Directors which shall consist
of the President, the Vice President, Secretary, the
Treasurer and such other members as may be determined
by the Board of Directors.

Dr. Virginia M. Tipton
Biology Department, Radford College, Radford.
Virginia, 24142, Office: (703)731-5191

Virginia. 22935

Roy D. Powers, Jr.
Rt. 1, Box 153, Duffield. Virginia. 24244

INCORPORATORS:
One-third of the members of the Board of Directors
shall be elected each year at the Annual meeting of
the Corporation. Terms of Directors shall be for
three years. The officers shall be elected by the
Board of Directors.

John M. Wilson, President
Patricia J. Stephens, Treasurer

ARTICLE V '-- The address of the initial registered
office is 2908 Idlewood Ave., in the City of Richmond, Virginia.
The City in which the initial registered office is
located is Richmond. .The name of the Corporation's
initial registered agent is John M. Wilson, who is
a resident of Virginia and a Director of the Corporation and whose business office is the same as
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palLUupant<l. The caving pJWgJta.m wi.££ C.OntiltUe. M pa..u 06 ou.Jt Ou.tJte.ac.h PJtogJUIm blting.<.ng the. thltill 06 caving and an undVUltandA ng 06 caVel.l to thOM. who
might otheJUA0,e ne.veJt e.nteJt a cave..
The purpose of this presentation is to describe an
adventure caving program conducted as part of an
outreach program at Rock Bridge Memorial State Park.

for the park's cave resources.
Our first consideration was the resource. The
dominant geologic features are the sinkholes
and caves of the Pierpont karst.

Points covered include 1) Rock Bridge Memorial State
Park and its cave resources; 2) outreach program
philosophy and concept; 3) how a management scheme
was developed; and 4) examination of the adventure
caving program.

The Pierpont area is well dotted with sinkholes
which funnel water into the area's cave system.
Only a few of the sinkholes, however, open into
a cave.

Rock Bridge Memorial State Park, with an area of
730 hectares, is located in Boone County about 6
kilometers south of Columbia, Missouri.

Devil's Ice Box cave is accessed by a large
sinkhole and is the most extensive cave in the
area. With over 10 km of passageway the Devil's
Ice Box underlies almost all of the Pierpont
karst. Many side passages, domes, interesting
formations and challenging passageways make the
Devil's Ice.Box an interesting cave to explore.
Most challenging are the first 800 meters of
passageway that are premanently flooded. The only
access is via a boat or canoe.

Devils' Ice Box is the principal cave in the park
and is associated with the Pierpont karst. The
pierpont karst area is now partially in state ownership as part of the-park.
Two of the primary goals of the park are protection
and preservation of the caves and of a massive rock
bridge for which the park is named.

Polly's Pot is the second largest cave in the park.
Polly's Pot has about 800 meters of passageway and
although not overly blessed with formation is still
a very interesting cave. Entry is by a slender
vertical shaft, a natural opening where the top
of a dome has opened to the surface. The shaft
drops about 15 meters straight down; ropes or cable
ladders are needed to get in or out of the cave.

Before we initiated the adventure caving program
at Rock Bridge we carefully considered the situation and developed an overall management scheme

*Superintendent, Rock Bridge
Columbia, Missouri 65201

~~morial

State Park
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Bridge for work on

Another important resource of the caves is the life
that is found within. Associated with caves, of
course, are bats, and the Devil's Ice Box is no
exception. Most cave bat species of the area have
been sighted in the Devil's Ice Box. The eastern
Pipistrille bat, Big Brown bat and Little Brown
bar are commonly seen in the cave. Two that are
on the endangered species list, the Indiana bat
(~otis sodaZis) and the Gray bat (MYotis grisescens) also often visit the cave. MYotis grisescens uses the cave while migrating and a guano pile
suggests that the cave may have been used as a maternity colony site in the past.

var~ous

research problems.

Also to be evaluated was the impact an adventure
caving program would have on the resource.
Rock Bridge Me~orial State Park has been conducting a pilot outreach program for about two
years. The philosophy behind the program is that
a state park could be more than a static entity
not just a place where people come to recreate.
We felt that by offering nontraditional programs
we could provide experiences which would develop
and reinforce the· values embodied in the state
park concept.
Our goal was to develop appreciation and understanding of natural resources and
to teach the skills needed to participate in various outdoor activities. Orienteering, backpacking, canoeing, cross country skiing, kayaking,
winter camping, survival skills, nature study and
. cave exploration are some of the programs offered.
The programs are offered to the public through
the Columbia public school adult education program
and to groups that ask for specific programs such
as the Sierra Club, Girl Scouts, 4-H and university groups. These programs differ from traditional park programs in that while using the park
as a resource base we offer these programs externally and are not limited to using the park as
the program site. Through our outreach programs
we are taking the park and experiences to the people

Other cave life includes salamanders that find their
way into the cave. Many invertebrates such as amphipods and isopods are found in the water. Insects
and spiders can also be·found in the cave. Neither
cave fish nor cave salamanders have been found in
the cave; but another creature, the pink planaria
(Macrotyta gZanduZosa) , is found only in Boone
County, Missouri and perhaps only in Rock Bridge
State Park. This flatworm has been found and identified only in the Devil's Ice Box and a spring in
the park. The species has also been reported from
Bolten's cave (also in Boone County), but the identification has not been confirmed. Because the pink
planaria is listed on Missouri's rare and endangered
species list, we are very concerned with the study
and protection of this animal. It will be recommended for inclusion on the Federal Rare and Endangered Species list.
Another consideration in developing management strategy for the caves was the demand put on the resource.
In addition to park tours, recreational cavers visit
the caves. This type of activity is not heavy and
results in about 15 to 25 trips per year to park
caves. Most cavers are experienced and are members
of speleological organizations. Another impact on
the cave resources is development of the sinkhole
plain that drains through the caves. Impact on the
caves may be experienced through water pollution due
to development and land use practices on those portions of the Pie~ont karst that are not protected
by state ownership. The area is rapidly shifting
from primarily agricultural use to residential development.

Because of the park resources, caving was considered to be a natural for inclusion in the outreach
programs. Impact could not be overlooked and careful consideration was given to how the program
could be compatible to the park's role in carrying
out the mission of the Department.
As a state park, Rock Bridge Memorial State Park
is administered by the Division of Parks and
Historic Preservation of the Missouri Department
of Natural Resources.
The role of the Division is twofold: preservation
and recreation. Interpretation is a method used
to assist in the preservation of our natural and
historic resources as well as conducted in such a
way as to be recreational for those taking parx
in a program. Within these guidelines a low impact caving program was deemed to be appropriate
for Rock Bridge.

Studies conducted in 1971 and 1973 were inconclusive
regarding pollution effects to the cave stream system. Further studies have not been done. However,
observations of stream organisms, which are good
indications of water condition, does not indicate
severe problems at this time.

A final important item to be considered in the
overall management scheme is the caves was safety.
Both Devil's Ice Box and Polly's Pot are dangerous.
The long water passage in the Ice Box and the vertical entrance to.Polly's Pot exceed the usual
hazards expected in caVing.

Another more direct development consideration was
a proposal to develop the Devil's lee-Box for easy
access and to conduct interpretive tours within
the cave. Development was to include a shaft opening into the cave upstream of the water passage and
a boardwalk within- the cave.

In summary, we assimilated all of these factors
into a management scheme for the park's caves.
The Resource

A third use of the cave 'is that of scientific research. Columbia is the location of three universities including the University of Missouri. There
is also a federal fish research facility and the
research facility of our sister agency the Missouri
Department of Conservation. All of these facilities
on occasion have reason to visit the caves at Rock

Demand - actual and projected role of park
safety.
The manner in which we are operating the caves now
consists of the following items:
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on having a trip or not. If the likelihood of
flooding is significant we cancel or postpone
the trip.
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Once beyond the water passage; ,the group or
groups (groups of 8 or mOre are-usually divided
into 2 groups) are allowed to determine how or
what they want to explore. Laminated sections
of cave maps are provided and the park leader
outlines various possibilities. A group may
choose to explore on their own with the park
leader providing information as requested, or
they may choose to have the park leader show
them various features of the cave, guiding the
way and interpretfng as they proceed. This openended approach seems to be well received and prevents the leader from adopting a "canned" presentation: Throughout i~s length the Devil's
Ice Box is interesting to explore. Large and
small formations, domes, 'side passages, water
crawls, wades, tight passages, a chimney climb
and wildlife all are new and exciting for the
first- or second-time caver. They also learn how
to eat lunch with mud. The impact of total darkness is emphasized as they try to manuever a
short distance ~~th no light. After exploring
for 4 to 6 hours it is back to the boats and out
to the surface world. Intense heat in September
or freezing cold in February come as a shock as
they emerge from the world to which they have
become· accustomed.
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Raving outlined our basic cave manag~merit program
and the reasons behind it, I will now describe
·the adventqre '~aYini prog;ams we conduct at Rock
Bridge.
'..' - . . . .
..,' .
The initial': pr~blem was to. ~et the word out and
develop an interest in our programs. Through
trial and error we found that the adult education program offered by Columbia public schools
was the ideal mechanism for promoting and registering our program. Their brochure, which included our courses, went to some 60,000 people
in central Missouri. The adult education staff
also handled registration and provided classrooms when needed and took care of getting educational materials.
For both cave trips we provided the basic caving
equipment needed -- a caving helmet and a Justrite
electric headlamp for each person and a waterproof
flashlight. We started the program trying to use
carbide lamps because of the lower operating cost,
but soon found that the carbide lamps were temperamental for inexperienced users and even in the best
of conditions were a real time waster. Now we provide the headlamp and the flashlight and participant has to provide the batteries for those lights
and an additional third source of light. We also
provide the boats and climbing gear needed for the
caves.

With a'll trips we conduct there is no free ride.
The participants do not just leave the cave and
wave goodbye. They return to the shop and assist
in the tiresome task of cleaning all the gear
that has been used. Every piece is individually
cleaned, 'then insepcted by park personnel as it
is readied for the next user. Throughout the trip
we emphasize respect for the resource,' the cave,
and the equipment. When they leave, everything
must be in as good or better condition than before
they came.

Devil's Ice Box trips are one-day affairs that
start about 8:30 a.m. and finish about 10-12 hours
later. Boats and gear are picked up at the park
office and transported to the parking lot nearest
the entrance. From there the gear and boats are
hauled about 300 meters to the cave entrance,
lowered down the Devil's Ice Box sinkhole and the
trip is started. From initial meeting time to
actually getting into the cave takes about an hour.
Everyone is required to wear a coast guard-approved
type III or better personal floatation device in the
water passage. These are provided by the individual. Group sizes are kept to a total party size
of 12 or less. Boats stay in visual contact of
each other in the water passage and contingency
plans are discussed 'prior to 'embarking on how a
capsize rescue would be conducted. The water passage has several low spots and portages. Because
of the awkward portage and long carry to and from
the cave, we use plastic boats which are durable
and relatively lightweight. Inflatable rafts are
useful but deteriorate rapidly in the hands of uncaring users. The Devil's Ice Box can flood
easily and we are very cautions about allowing
entry when threatening weather is predicted. In
~imes of doubt we consult with the National Weather Service, which has been most helpful in providing specific information needed for deciding

Polly's Pot Trips
Polly's Pot workshops are for two days instead of
one day as in the Devil's Ice Box trip. First
on the agenda is a one-hour slide show introducing the people to caves and caving.
Next comes rope training. Rope work is necessary
to get in and out of Po~lyfs Pot and is also needed
in Angels Roost passageway.
The first day (Saturday) is used to train in the
safe use of rope work including rapell1ng, ascending and belaying.
We have chosen the rack and brake bar as the device we use for rapelling. We like the amount of
control it gives us over varying loads and ropes.
Used properly, we feel that it is safer. We
generally use more bars than would be used by an
experienced climber. We do this so that it is
very easy for the new caver to slowly and easily
control his descent. It is not our purpose to
teach the excitement of a long, fast rappel.
Rather, we want the participant to be able to go
down the rope safely and in full control. A
belay is always used.
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In the afternoon we go to a training tower of the
Columbia fire department for actual experience in
rappeling, belaying, and ascending.

Getting out of the entrance is also not easy
but most have little trouble and enjoy the experience of ascending the rope. Those that find
it too difficult can be pulled out using pulleys
rigged to a rope. We prefer to provide this backup rigging rather than screening participants.

While this tower is not ideal, we prefer it rather
than natural bluffs as a training site because of
the extra control we have in observation of all
operations. Care is taken to insure that all actions are safe and correct.

Screening would be difficult to do with fairness
and accuracy. Many people are pleasantly surprised to find that they can do more than they
thought. Also, being able to provide this type
of backup prepares us for emergencies where rescue might be needed.

The next day (Sunday) we go into the cave. Not
very long or especially attractive, Polly's Pot
is nevertheless popular because of the novel
entrance and the difficult passage at Angels
Roost. Because of the logistics of getting in
and out of the cave, we start with a group of
15 or 16 people and divide them into three
groups. The groups arrive an hour apart and start
their trips into the cave. Park personnel rig the
ropes at the entrance and control the rappels.
This takes about an hour per group. Meanwhile,
one or two park employees proceed to Angels Roost
and rig ropes there for the groups.

Both our caving programs are well attended and
are a successful addition to our outreach program. If success is measured by satisfaction of
those that have participated, there is no doubt
that the program is worthwhile.

Each group is given a map and instructions, then
they are on their owo. They explore the cave and
find their way on the map, arranging to be at certain points at certain times ·so that the groups
remain separated.
Angels Roost adds a little excitement to the trip.
At this point·the cave seems to end, but there is
a small tunnel about 4 meters above the cave floor
which provides access to the rest of the cave.
The problem is that the opening is above a pool
of water. To reach dry passage without getting
wet calls for different strategies depending on
the individual~ Some get wet. Getting back out
of Angels Roost is even more difficult and those
that are out of shape sometimes find it impossible
without assistance.
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ABSTRACT
The Pettibone KaJL6.t 06 we.t>.teJtn Ma.6Mc.hU6e..tt6 it, bo.th a ~ue ~uJta£. Mea
tlYt .i:mpoJLto.n;t. hbJ.toJUc. h,{;te .to .the Na;Uonal Speleolog-<.c.ai. Soc.-<-e.ty.
On
Vec.e.mbel!. 1, 1940, a gJWup a6 New England c.ave explO!tel!.h meA; -Ln. Pettibone
Fai..e.h Cave 601t .the pUltpOhe 06 Jta;U6y-Lng .the pltopOhed c.on.!>titu.t-i.on 06 .the
NSS.

and

The kaJu,;t Mea it, loc.a.te.d In an outc.Jtop 06 Pai.e020-Lc. malLb.tu, and Itepltehenth
a c..e.ahh-Lc. example 06 hubdued malLble kaM.t. The Mea hM a c.omplex geo.tog-Lc.ai. hJJ,.toIttj, a wUque ec.ology, and a long heJUU ~6 even.th -Lnvolv-L~g ~uman
amv,{;ty. Rec.ent amviliu have plac.ed .the Pe.t.Ubone Fai..e.h Mea -<-n JeopaJuiy, ltehuUlng -Ln .the 601U7l<Lt.<.0n 06a Con.!> el!.va;Uon TMk Foltc.e by the NSS
.to plteh el!.ve .thJJ, Mea 601t i l i natUltai. and hbJ.toJUc. vai.ue. FutUlte ut.i.l..<.zawn 06 .the Mea will lnvolve i l i value 601t ltec.Jtea;Uon, lteheaJLc.h tlYtd educ.a.tJ.on. The c.Jtea.tJ.on 06 a "Pe.t.t-i.bone KaM.t PltUeI!.ve" it, bung ltec.ol7l7lended .to
.the NSS .to c.aJt!ttj out .thehe obj emVeh.
1.

and Thunder Brook. The most noticeable physical
feature in the karst valley is 'the abandoned Farnams Quarry. Drainage throughout much of the
karst valley is captured by this quarry and routed
through Farnams Tunnel which runs easterly under
the ridge some 2500 feet. A short distance north
of the Farnams Quarry is the old Dean Quarry. Both
of these quarries provide excellent geological
cross sections of the karst's bedrock structure.
Old quarry roads and several trails provide both
vehicular and foot access to most areas of the
vaHey.

THE PETTIBONE KARST

Description -- (Geography, Geology and Ecology).
The term "Pettibone Karst" (Figure 1) has been
proposed (Plante, 1980) as the place name for a
small upland valley located in the town of Cheshire, in northern Berkshire County, Massachusetts.
This karst valley is largely located within a 1500acre tract of land known as the Farnams Property,
owned by Mr. Harrold Schacter of Mt. Kisco, New'
York. The karst valley encompasses slightly less
than 200 acres, of which approximately 140 acres
is on the Farnams Property. The remaining 40 to
50 acres are on two smaller parcels of land, described in deed descriptions as the Luther E. Wood
Farm and the Dean Property. With the exception
of a line of sinkholes extending northeast onto
the Dean Property, all of the significant features
are located on the Farnams Property.

Recent investigations (Plante, 1980) have shown
that the Pettibone Karst is significant in its
natural and historical aspects. The area is an
outstanding example of karst and cavern development
in a geologically complex setting. The bedrock is
Bascom Formation marbles, lower-Ordovician in age,
which comprise the uppermost member of the Stockbridge Marble Group (Herz, 1958).

The Pettibone Karst is bounded on the south and
southwest by Pettibone Brook, which once followed
a course through the southern half of the valley
but has been rerouted by man. It is bounded on the
east by a ridge rising from a watergap at Pettibone
Brook and running northeast to Thunder Brook. On
the west it is bounded by the southern ridge of the
Mt. Greylock mountain range, from which Pettibone
and Thunder Brook descend. To the north, the boundary is the drainage divide between Pettibone Brook

*8 Highland Avenue, Adams,

~~

The Pettibone Karst has several points which reccommend it as a natural area worthy of preservation,
including its unique example of bedrock influence
upon plant communities, the existence of a rare
species of fern, and the overall diversity of communities in the valley. The major community in the
valley is transitional low and mid-slope red oak
(Jorganson, 1978); Portions of the valley support
what appears to be a transitional mixed mesophytic
community. Well developed karst topography exists
in a stand of mature second-growth white pine.
Along the eastern side of the east fault is a strand
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of mature second-growth hemlocks some 50 to 75
yards wide and over a mile long. With the exception of a few stray individuals, this stand grows
over schist bedrock and does not cross the fault
onto the marbles - where the soil is more alkaline
and apparently not as conducive to hemlock growth.
In the vicinity of the marble knoll above Pettibone Falls cave this bedrock influence becomes a
textbook example (S. O'Neill, pers. comm.). The
ground cover species on the knoll are largely those
which prefer limey soils, including dense colonies
of both sharp-lobed hepatica and wild ginger, and
dense colonies of both Maidenhair fern and Christmas fern. The understory and canopy on the knoll
consist largely of transitional hardwoods such as
red maple, ash, birch, and hop hornbeam. While a
few yards to the east, across the fault, the limey
soil species and transitional hardwoods on the knoll
are largely replaced by ground cover species which
prefer more neutral to acid soils, with the canopy
of mature hemlocks mentioned above. The transition
is relatively sharp, easily seen when walking through
the area.
The single most significant species found in the
karst is Walking Fern, Camptosorus rhizophyZZus,
which is listed as both a rare and local species
that is very choosy of habitat (Cobb, 1963). The
main colony in the karst is located just within the
northern Farnams Property boundary. Smaller
colonies and individual plants are found in and
around the sinkholes further south. There are only
two other stations known for this species in the
state. Only one of the three co~firmed stations is
protected. This is Bartholomews Cobbles, a property
of the Trustees of Reservations. Two other interesting species in the karst are the Showy Orchid
and the Ebony Spleenwort.
Other, more common species which have been found
in the Pettibone Karst include Rattlesnake Fern,
Sensitive Fern, Yellow Clintonia, Jack-in-the-Pulpit,
Columbine, and some two dozen other ferns and wildflowers which have been identified. The list of
fauna noted in the Pettibone Karst is long, and includes at least two species of bats, red-tailed
,hawk, raven, sandpiper, wood duck, swallow, warbler, woodpeckers, owls, porcupine, osprey, bald
eagle, transient Virginia deer, black bear, great
blue heron, and numerous other birds and mammals.
Caves of the Karst
There are presently ten known caves in the Pettibone Karst, ranging in size from 10 feet long,
Will's Wiggle, to 636 feet long, Pettibone Falls
Cave.
Pettibone Falls Cave is the longest known cave in
the state. Investigations (Plante, 1980) have
shown that it is a remnant of what was once a much
larger cave system, which included Powderhouse Cave
and may have been integrated with caves under the
karst north of the Farnams Quarry. Pettibone Falls
Cave is a distal portion of the paleo-system. Passages in it range from small solution tubes to walking height joint passages. Though the cave is best
known for its role in the founding of the National
Speleological Society (NSS), it is also unique in'
the Northeast for its mineralogical content. Moon
milk coats walls and ceilings in quantities unheard

of elsewhere in the state, perhaps in New England.
Areas of the cave are also heavily decorated with
flows tone draperies, flowstone .cascades, rimstone
terraces, and several varieties of speleothems including helectites, soda straws, cave "coral", cave
"popcorn", and the ubiquitous stalactites and stalagmites. Pettibone Falls Cave is in fact the most
beautiful cave in the site. Fortunately its narrow entrance is protected by a sturdy gate to prevent vandalism.
Pettibone Falls Cave originally provided a subsurface drainage route to the Powderhouse Cave
master conduit of the paleo-system. The west wall
of this large solution tube is heavily scalloped,
indicating that it once carried a high volume of
water moving slowly north, probably towards the
hugh'joint caves north of the Farnams Quarry.
Plumber Canyon Cave and Phantom Canyon Cave are
large joint-oriented caves on the northern side
of the Farnams Quarry. They are both developed
on N200W joints, with ceiling heights upwards of
100 feet - which gives some indication of the extent of cavern development under the karst. Entry
to Plumber Canyon Cave is gained through an old
mine tunnel (not the Farnams Tunnel) which is now
largely silted in and flooded beyond the cave.
Phantom Canyon Cave is entered high in an inside
corner of the quarry wall. On the wall just below and outside of the entrance is the remnant of
a large solution tube. This tube's orientation
and elevation suggest that it is a segment of the
Powderhouse conduit. If it is, then some 1400
feet of the passage has been removed by quarrying,
which provides a further indication of the extent
cavern development has reached in the Pettibone
Karst.
Harbor Cave is located in the northern corner of
the Dean Quarry. Though its entrance portends a
cave of considerable size, most of it has been removed by quarrying. What remains of the original,
natural entrance is across the quarry to the southeast along the top of the wall. There is also a
small dome in the wall there, on a direct line
with remaining passage of the cave. Harbor Cave
is now more of historical interest than geological.
Will's Wiggle Cave and Foxhole Cave, located near
Pettibone Falls Cave and Powderhouse Cave, are
disconnected portions of the paleo-system. Will's
Wiggle is a short length of crawlway opening on
a ravine formed by the collapse of the upstream
end of the Powderhouse master conduit. Foxhole
Cave is developed on a N350E joint between passages
on joints of the same set in Pettibone FallS Cave
to the east and Powderhouse Cave to the west. This
cave is now closed by fill.
High on the wall in the northeastern corner of the
Farnams Quarry, Pocket Cave is found -- which is
believed to be a disconnected segment of Phantom
Canyon Cave. Northeast of the quarry there is a
small cave in one of the sinkholes on the eastern
fault. This is 'Bobcat Den Cave, which has never
been fully explored due to the instability of its
entrance, developed largely in fault gouge. The
name stems from evidence that it actually has been
used as a den by bobcats. Further northeast along
the fault, on the Dean Property, is the:recently
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or the Farnams Tunnel was used as the hideout.
Since the Farnams Tunnel did not exist before
the 1900's it most certainly was not the place
used and it is rather unlikely that Pettibone
Falls Cave was the place either. Its low, wet,
muddy, breakdown-jumbled and porcupine-inhabited
passages would not recommend it as a hideout,
however temporary, particularly if a better spot
was available. Since the Dean Quarry was already
in operation the odds are that the cave there was
well known, and more readily at hand. What is
left of that cave indicates that it was fairly
spacious, and probably relatively dry near its
entrance. It has been named Harbor Cave on the
suspicion that it, rather than Pettibone Falls
Cave, was the hideout. (It has also been suggested
(J. Moore, pers. corom.) that Pettibone Falls Cave
wasn't actually discovered until the early 1930's
when the U. S. Gypsum Company bought the property.)

At least tgree more caves are suspected to exist,
all on N20 W joints. Overall, the degree to which
cavern development has taken place in the Pettibone
Karst is interesting. Cavern lengths and especially
passage sizes are exceptional for this state. The
evidence that a cave system of perhaps half a mile
or more in length once existed here makes the area
the most highly developed karst in the state by a
long measure. Put simply, the caves of the Pettibone Karst are outstanding -- each in its own right
and when viewed as a part of the larger setting.
History

There is a long laps~ of time between use of the
cave(s) as a slaves' hideout and the next known
visits to the cave(s). It was during the mid-1930's
that Clay Perry came to the karst while doing field
research for his first book on caves: "Underground
New England". He and several other New England explorers spent some time in Pettibone Falls Cave,
exploring and taking specimens of speleothems for
study.

The history of exploration, visitation and use of
the Pettibone Karst. is largely known through oral
accounts passed down through the years. Little
could be found to document claims about the area,
though a more detailed search may find documentation. The following has been pieced together from
oral accounts and what documentation could be found.
It is subject to verification.
Legend has it that Pettibone Falls Cave was discovered by Daniel Pettibone in the early 1800's
(J. Moore, pers. comm.). This man was an early
explorer and settler in the area. His grave is
located in the old Farnams Cemetary. It is possible that he did discover one or more of the caves
in the karst. Whatever the truth may be, knowledge
of the cave(s) has been passed down through the
years since the early 1800's.

It was because of Clay's familiarity with Pettibone Falls Cave that it soon came to playa major
role in the birth of the National Speleological
Society (Perry, 1946; Stephenson, 1969; Lincoln,
1960; Hill, et al. 1966). When Clay learned of
the newly organized D.C. Speleological Society
he contacted Bill Stephenson. The D. C. explorers
and New England explorers set about organizing the
NSS. On December 1st of 1940 the New England group
held a meeting in Pettibone Falls Cave to ratify
the proposed Constitution. They formed the New
England Spelunkers' Grotto,appointed a nominating
committee for officers, and then journeyed to
Bakers Quarry Cave in Lanesborough, where Clay
Perry was elected President, Ned Anderson as Vice
President, and Leo Lincoln as Secretary-Treasurer.
Minutes of the meeting were transmitted to Washington D. C., and on January 1st of 1941 the NSS
was chartered. The New England Spelunkers' Grotto
was accorded the status of Grotto HI of the Society.
Thus does Pettibone Falls Cave hold a prestigious
place in the history of the NSS.

It was shortly after Daniel Pettibone moved into
the area that quarrying of the marble in the karst
began. Several different individuals or families
operated small quarries for building stone and
agricultural lime through the 1800's (Voelher, 1952).
The original quarry sites are located where the Dean
Quarry is now and on what is now called the Dean
Property. It wasn't until the early 1900's that
the Deans became owners' and operators of the quarries, and started quarrying where the Farnams Quarry
is now. The U. S. Gypsum Company bought the area
around the Farnams Quarry in the 1930's and stepped
up operations considerably, working the quarries
until 1968 -- when the economics of modernizing
the plant had to be faced and they decided to close
down instead, probably due to the fact that the
quarrying operation wasn't paying off well since
they were quarrying Bascom Formation marbles and
not~Shelbourne marbles as they had thought.

The area was only visited sproadically by explorers from that time up until 1975. In the 1960's
people working on the guidebook:. "Caves of Massachusetts" (Hauer, 1966) undertook a rudimentary
survey of the front part of Pettibone Falls Cave,
publishing the map in the guide and listing the
cave as only 120 feet long.

The Pettibone Karst played a noteworthy role in
American history during the mid-1800's. At this
time a spot in Cheshire was being used as a stop on
the famous Underground Railway.used to move runaway slaves north to new homes as free men and
women. To this day this place is known as tiThe
-Harbor". When authorities were afoot searching for
the runaways, they were taken to one or more of the
caves in the karst to be hidden until the authorities stopped looking for them. Clay Perry refers
to this rather vaguely in one of his books (Perry,
1946), indicating that either Pettibone Falls Cave

In the summer of 1975 a loosely organized group of
area explorers working on a survey of caves in the
country began investigations of the· Pettibone Karst.
What had been intended as a couple of weekend trips
stretched into five years of surveying, studying,
researching, landowner negotiations, and finally
the formation of the Pettibone Karst Conservation
Task Force (CTF) of the NSS.

*************
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It is vital to the purpose of the Pettibone Karst
CTF at this point to stress the historic significance of Pettibone Falls Cave to the NSS and to
stress the role of Harbor Cave in American history.
Combined with the natural merits of the Pettibone
Karst, these historic events should make it imperative to the NSS to undertake whatever measures
which may prove necessary to preserve the Pettibone Karst.
II.

an eye towards protection. This last was seen as
a two-way street: the CTF would primarily be engaged in protection of the karst, receiving aid
from other groups -- and would, in return, aid
other groups in any efforts they might undertake
to protect other portions of the property.
The following paragraphs outline the findings of
the CTF since January of 1980, emphasizing the
severity of the problems involved.

THE OONSERVATION PROBLEM
The Conservation Dilemma

The Pettibone Karst Conservation Task Force (CTF)
In December of 1979 it was learned that the present
owner of the Farnams Property was advancing plans
to sell and harvest all marketable timber on the
property, prior to selling the property. The original cutting plans gave a figure of 1.5 million
board feet of timber to be harvested, roughtly 50%
hardwoods and 50% softwoods. A revised cutting plan,
was filed later which reduced the harvest to about
.75 million board feet, still roughly 50-50 hardwoods and softwoods. Under either of these cutting
plans two stands of softwoods were to be harvested,
which stood to endanger the integrity of key areas
of the karst. These stands include the white pines
in the area of best developed karst topography
northeast of the Farnams Quarry, and the portion
of the hemlock stand to the east and southeast of
the knoll under which Pettibone Falls Cave lies -with an estimated four to six thousand board feet
of timber involved in these two areas.
Members of the Berkshire County Cave Survey, having
spent the five years investigating the karst and its
caves, became concerned that the harvest of these
two key stands would do irreparable damage to the
sinkhole plain northeast of the quarry, and to Pettibone Falls Cave. 'Immediate steps were taken to find
a course of action which would prevent the damage
from being done -- and which would hopefully lead to
preservation of the karst and certain other parcels
on the property which are thought to be valuable
natural or historic areas. One of the steps taken
was to request Conservation Task Force status·from
the NSS Conservation Committee Chairman. Emergency
action took place in January of 1980, confering provisional CTF'status upon the group after discussion
with the NSS Executive Vice President. Then, at the
March 1980 meeting of the NSS Board of Governors
(BOG), the new CTF received official confirmation.
At the CTF',s request, BOG earmarked $500 from the'
Save the Caves Fund for the CTF to use to purchase
timber rights in the two key areas of the karst
should it become necessary to do this in order to
protect the sinkhole plain and Pettibone Falls Cave.
An additional $100 was allocated to help defray the
expenses of the CTF.
The Pettibone Karst CTF then saw, and still sees,
its purpose as four-fold: 1) to stop the harvest
of timber in at least the two key areas of the karst;
2) to investigate preservation options 'which the NSS
might undertake to preserve the karst and its caves,
particularly Pettibone Falls Cave; 3) to document
claims of the Pettibone Karst's natural and historic
importance, and 4) to work with any other conservation organizations which migh appropriately be asked
to aid in preservation of the karst or the other
areas of the property which merit looking into with
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The present owner's interest in the Farnams Property is as a business investment. The property
was purchased in 1970 from the U. S. Gypsum Co.
as a speculative venture, both as a means to getting seven years of long-term investment tax
'
credit, and with some hope of either developing
the property or selling it to another development
group. The seven-year period of grace ended in
1978, and since then the owner has been seriously
looking for a buyer -- asking $1.5 million for
the entire 1500 acres (it was purchased for about
$370,000). A prospective buyer was found in the
fall of 1979 -- Green River Trust of Nashua, New
Hampshire. The owner then began advancing the
plans to log the property before the sale went
through. A purchase option was filed in February
of 1980, with a rider attached which allowed the
owner to carry out the timber harvest. The sale
to Green River fell through, they dropped the
option in }fuy 1980, but plans for logging were
well underway. Logging began in May, after an
original starting date of Feb~uary, which was abandoned due to delays. (The CTF likes to think
that it had something to do with that.)
Obviously, there is a basic incompatability be-'
tween the owner's interests'in the property and
those of the NSS. The courses of action open to
the NSS are severely limited as far as the CTF
has been able to determine. We do not have any
legal grounds to interfere with the owner's use
or sale of the property so long as·use or sale
are within the law and any environmental regulations which apply. All we can do is to keep our
eyes open to be sure that'laws and regulations
are not breached -- which we are doing as best we
can. Other approaches to the problem have been
tried, and have not met with success for the most
part.
The owner was approached with the offer to buy
the timber rights to the two key areas. He refused this offer, as it would place an incumberance upon the land that might hinder sale. But
he did give a verbal promise at that time that
the trees would not be harvested, which was better
than nothing. The problem of creating obstacles
to the sale ~f the property eliminates both the
possibility of obtaining any conservation restrictions from the owner or of actually purchasing the two key parcels and the required rightsof-way. Purchase is impossible because the two
parcels and rights-of-way would be so situated as
to effectively divide the northwest quarter of
the 1500-acre tract, or worse, divide the entire
northern third depending upon the' rights-of-way
location{s) •

The promise that the trees in the two key areas
will not be harvested is a small "victory", if
you will; but a verbal ass~rance is not exactly
binding. Though we really expect that the owner
will keep his promise as long as it does not cause
him undue financial loss, we must always be prepared for a change. Presently, the owner has refrained from harvesting the softwoods -- ostensibly
to leave them as a selling point for the property.
But should the market value of softwoods go up sufficiently, or a buyer be found who is not interested
in the softwoods, then it is possible that they
could be harvested, including those in the sinkhole
plain and near Pettibone Falls Cave. Nor do we
have any assurances that a ~ew owner would be any
more receptive to conservation concerns. In short,
the prospects for preservation do not look good so
far as any stop-gap measures or minimal resource
efforts go.

Proposal for a "Pettibone Karst Preserve"
For reasons outlined in the section of the paper
which assessed land use, the CTF believes that
the Pettibone Karst can be clearly shown to be a
"white elephant" on the owner's hands. So long
as any prospective buyers for the Farnams Property
continue to be made aware of the uselessness of the
karst valley the odds for sale of the property are
greatly reduced. Therefore, it is quite likely
that the owner will see the business sense of selling the karst valley to the NSS, thus ridding himself of one of the major obstacles to sale of the
rest of the property.
Approaching the problem from this angle, the CTF
has determined what it believes to be a minimum
acreage of land in the karst valley which the NSS
might be able to get the owner to part with and
which would create a preserve encompassing the
salient geologic and biologic features of the valley. This minimum area is approximately 112 acres,
including an access corridor to Lanesborough Mountain Road. From the owner's viewpoint the proposed preserve boundaries would create a subdivision which would not leave any land-locked parcels
or divide ~he remainder of the property in such a
way as to hinder its sale. Nor would it remove
from his ownership any significant amount of valuable property. Also, creation of the preserve would
actually raise the value of the property surrounding it, making it more desirable for development
or resource management. From the NSS's point of
view, the preserve would encompass all of the significant karst features presently on the Farnams
Property, including nine of the ten known caves in
the karst, greatly facilitating access development
for the preserve.

Other Conservation Organizations
The CTF has been in contact with several other
organizations: The Nature Conservancy, The Wilderness Society, The Massachusetts Audubon Society,
The Trustees of Reservations, The Berkshire Natural
Resources Council, The Cheshire Historical Commission, and The Massachusetts Applachian Trail Committee. Each of these organizations has been willing to offer aid in the form of advice, and in a
couple of cases the help of their experts, which
has been greatly appreciated. But, for varying
reasons, none of these organizations can take any
concrete action towards preservation of the karst,
or of other. portions of the property which we feel
should be preserved.
Future Problems - An Assessment
Aside from harvesting timber, there are few uses
which the Pettibone Karst might be put to, whether
by the pres~nt owner or any future owner. The nature
of the karst valley is actually almost self-preserving
in some respects. It is basically undevelopable land,
classified "sub-marginal" for most uses (Barlowe,
1978). The uses which might be considered are: renewed q'uarrying, use of the quarries for waste disposal
sites, industrial or housing development, and agriculture or forestry. Each of these, including forestry, meet with obstacles which appear to make them
unfeasible for the present and probably the forseeable
future.
III.

COURSES OF ACTION

Short-term Measures
There is little which the CTF or NSS can do to protect the Pettibone Karst so' far as stop-gap, watchdog measures go. The courses of action available
are all measures which cannot be expected to assure
preservation. They would involve appeal to regulatory agencies, such as the EPA, and would undoubtedly
lead to litigation in court, with no assurances that
court decisions would prove favorable. Though some
action along these lines may become necessary, this
approach cannot be considered as a viable means by
which the Pet~ibone Karst can be protected in perpetuity.
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There are four major points to be considered in
deciding whether or not to take on a project of
this magnitude: 1) costs and funding; 2) landowner liability; 3) title; and 4) management.
Preserve Development and Management Recommendations
The CTF recommends that responsibility for management be placed in local hands, either with a committee such as the McFails Cave Committee or
with a group of local directors of an educational
corporation such as the Northeastern Cave Conservancy. We further recommend that, at least initially, key members of the management group be
drawn from this CTF. Our people are presently the
"resident experts" on the Pettibone Karst, and are
in the best position to direct proper development
and management of the preserve:
We recommend that the preserve be maintained as
a day-use facility under a "pack it in - pack it
out" policy, clearly posted and reiterated in any
brochures. The same reasons which make the land
undevelopeable for other uses hold true for camping -- lack of sufficient water and difficulties
with disposal of human waste~. Camping simply
cannot be allowed here without adverse effects.
We recommend that the preserve be made a complete
geologic and biologic sanctuary. posted against

Beyond the proposed developments mentioned above,
the CTF recommends that the preserve be maintained
as a primitive area. Any further work should be
limited to routine yearly maintenance -- road and
trail upkeep, replacing signs, gate rep~irs, etc.
Activities allowed on the preserve should be noninterference forms of recreation and study.
Vehicles should be prohibited, including snowmobiles. Only things like hiking, cross-country
skiing, perhaps ice, climbing, (no rock climbingl),
and, of course, cave exploration should be allowed.
The area is simply not suited to intensive use or
development.

hunting. trapping. and rock collecting. The flora
and fauna found in the valley should be strictly
protected. and rock collecting should be prohibited
lest it lead to the collection of speleothems by
people who are not fully aware of NSS conservation
policies.
We recommend that the NRO be charged with carrying
out the proposed developments which are needed'or
desirable, working on a voluntary basis and under
preserve management direction. The following paragraphs outline the developments which the CTF recommends and the reasons for them.
The first priority should be fencing the quarries.
We believe that this project should be carried out
as a general public safety project, irregardless of
whether or not there is any question of liability.
It can be acconiplished cheaply and adequately using
heavy pole-size timber, which is available in quantity on the property. There is sufficient large
stone for building stone walls should manpower be
available. This might be a good way to go about
it in open areas such as the south rim of the Farnams Quarry. The fences and/or walls should have
warning signs posted along them informing people
of the danger and telling them not to go beyond the
barriers. Finally. we recommend that this project
be completed before the preserve becomes open to
the public.

Finally, the CTF highly recommends the development
of an educational program at the preserve for
local schools and groups. Volunteer guides can
be used to introduce students and their teachers
to the many and varied natural features of the area.
as well as providing them with the historical background of the caves and quarries. We also recommend that a brochure be printed giving information
for a self-guided tour of the preserve, with stops
designated by numbered posts a~ the various points
of interest. Above all, the educational value of
the Pettibone Karst should be exploited in any and
every way available that will do no harm. It is
too rich an area to hoard or to simply go unused.

A road will have to be built from Lanesborough Mountain Road into the quarry road in order to provide
access for maintenance vehicles. We recommend that
this be accomplished by obtaining a temporary access
agre~ent from the Farnams Property owner to use
the present quarry road for moving vehicles onto
the preserve, and there building the road out to
Lanesborough Mountain Road, using the large volume
of quarried stone available at the quarries. There
is more than sufficient stone available to build a
crushed stone road 15 feet wide with a two-foot thick
bed and grading where necessary. The bridge which
must be built ~ver Pettibone Brook can be constructed
from available tim~er and stone. Water bars along
slopes can be provided to prevent erosion.

The Pettibone Karst of western Massachusetts is a
unique and valuable natural and historic area.
Its geologic and biologic features and historic
background highly recommend it as a place for people to go, whether to learn or to simply enjoy
themselves.

Conclusion

We recommend that use of the road be limited to
maintenance vehicles and that a parking lot be provided at Lanesborough Mountain Road for the public.
Again, this project can be accomplished using available crushed stone. The access road can be sturdily
gated at the parking lot, perhaps simply a sturdy
register box which contains literature on the preserve and the NSS', and a lock compartment for donations.
The present system of trails in the preserve should
be expanded to include access to more of the significant featuves. Where the old Pettibone Brook
channel crosses the western fault there are both
geologic and biologic features of interest. A trail
is proposed here so that people can see the swallow
holes along the fault as well as enjoy the interesting transitional plant communities 'in the area. The
present trail leading to Pettibone Falls Cave should
be extended to traverse the knoll and circle through
the hemlock stand across the fault there, prOViding
the public with a view of the striking example of
bedrock influence upon plant communities.
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Though preservation of the area will not be easy
to accomplish, the obstacles are not insurmountable. A viable plan has been worked out and forwarded here. The NSS is now faced with an important decision -- whether or not to undertake a
major project to preserve the Pettibone Karst, the
birthplace of the society. The Pettibone Karst
Conservation Task Force stands convinced that the
society can undertake the project successfully and
would be working in its own best interest to do so.
We are ready and willing to go to work on the project, and will do everything within our power to
see the "Pettibone Karst Preserve" become a reality
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MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES
WILDERNESS CAVES

FOR

*James R. Goodbar

ABSTRACT
TIUA papvr. dea1.t> wi.:t.h Mme cave management .tec.h~~u in y.6e .to~y .tha:t
can be applied .to wildeJmU6 cavu, altd Mme 6pee<.6-<.c. act<.olt6 whic.h may
be .tak.e.n by cave manageJL6 in olLdeA .to be..t.teA p/tO.ted .the wUdeJmu.6 c.ave.
the human impacts which will occur within the cave
environment. This can be done with the aid of a
cave inventory. Such factors as critical environmental habitats, delicate formation areas, pristine passageways, and other wilderness characteristics for which the cave was designated should be
the basis for determining these acceptable limits.
Certain management techniques may be used in order
to help retain wilderness characteristics. One of
these techniques would be to establish carrying
capacities for each cave. A valid system for determining carrying capacities has not yet been developed though the concepts and usefulness in relation to cave management has been discussed in
previous symposia (Aley, 1976; Brucker, 1976; Forssell, 1977; Middaugh, 1977). Until a valid system
is developed, the establishment of carrying capacities must be a subjective decision made by the
cave specialist. Carrying capacities may vary from
one section of a cave to another depending on the
delicateness of the environment. Likewise, they
may vary with time of year in respect to a hibernating or nursery bat colony or other such seasonal
limitations. Carrying capacities may be set according to number of cavers in each group and also
the number of groups allowed per month or year.

INTRODUCTION
Basic to the management goals set forth in the
1964 Wilderness Act is the development of a managem.ent plan which will retain a cave's wilderness characteristics within acceptable limits.
Specifically, these management goals are to ad,minister the land "for the use and enjoyment of
the American people in such a manner as will
leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and so as to provide for the
protection of these areas and the preservation .
of their wilderness character .... " (Wilderness
Act, 1964).
Taking the bold step to assume that certain caves,
portions of caves or cave-bearing areas under federal control will be designated as wilderness,
guidelines need to be set concerning the specific
actions and techniques which the manager should
take in order to reach the stated management goals.
The purpose of this paper is to outline a set of
steps, actions and techniques which may be used
in managing a federally designated underground
wilderness area.
STEP ONE:

HIRE A SPECIALIST
Another method of helping maintain the acceptable
limits of human impacts on an underground wilderness is to develop a system of access controls.
One of the most effective means of access control
is the installation of a gate. Another means of
access control is through the design of surface
trails and paths (Gallagher, 1978). A third technique available to the manager to controll access
is the type and number of permits issued. The
number of permits issued relates directly to carrying capacity. The type of permit issued for certain caves may vary depending on the contents and
fragilness of the individual cave. There are four
basic types of cave permits. (1) The blanket permit would allow access to all parts of the cave
on an unrestricted basis. Some caves may have multiple gates which would require the applicant to
have prior knowledge of the cave and request the
combination for each specific gate. (2) The trip
leader permit would require at least one member of
the party, the trip leader, to have visited the
cave before. (3) The guided tour permit would allow a group to enter an otherwise closed cave or
portion of a cave when accompanied by a representative

The first step an agency should take when managing a resource such as caves is to hire ~~
cialist. This one action has the potential to
do more for the resource than any other. A competent cave specialist could add the expertise and
insight necessary to avoid crisis management which
is so often the case. It would be his job to develop management plans, conduct inventories and
classifications for each cave, issue premits, patrol the cave area, act as liasio~ and public
relations man for local caving groups, and a myriad of other tasks all of which come under the
heading of cave management. The following steps
would be the responsibility of the cave specialist.
STEP TWO:

DETERMINE ACCEPTABLE LIMITS OF IMPACTS

The first objective of an underground wilderness
manager should be to set the acceptable limits of
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of the managing agency. This type of permit may
be restricted by the availability of manpower and
money. (4) The research-only permit would be issued to groups who entered the cave to conduct
authorized scientific research.

Other information may be requested on the returned
permit or in the form of a questionaire such as
the purpose of the trip, number of hours spent in
the cave, distance traveled to visit the cave,
likes and dislikes of the caving trip or management policies, and other questions which might
provide valuable information to the manager for
use in future decision making.

One other aspect of access control that may be
considered in a wilderness cave is the establishment of low impact trails within the cave. The
term wilderness cave might give the idea that one
can run wild throughout the cave and go wherever
he wants. It is obvious to the educated caver
that the opposite is true. If acceptable routes
are not provided) the imprint of man's foot will
rapidly degrade an otherwise virgin floor. This
trampling would not only, degrade the scenic quality of the cave but would also damage the scientific value.
STEP THREE:

STEP FOUR:

MANAGEMENT EVALUATION

In order to determine the degree of success or effectiveness of management practices these practices
must be measurable. One method of measuring or
evaluating management is by the initiation of a
photomonitoring system. With strategically located
photo points the cumulative impacts of visitor use
can be documented. The monitoring system can be
of good use in determining excessive use, vandalism)
and changes in surface and can guide the manager in
making decisions concerning use restrictions and
passage closures (Stout, 1978). The use of photography as a management tool when used over a long
period of time can serve as a guide to future managers and provide insight to the changes which
have taken place over the years. A well planned
documentation system should also include a written
narrative to explain the changes which have taken
place and should be correlated with a map to show
location within the cave (Larson, 1978). This
threefold method would allow a manager to ascertain
the cumulative impacts on the cave environment and
relate them to cave use pattern. This could also
be used to add validity to the development of carrying capacities and eliminate the subjectiveness
of "gut feelings".

USER EDUCATION AND INVOLVEMENT

The development of a user education and involvement program is probably the most valuable tool
available to the cave manager. By properly informing the cave user as to the fragile nature
of the cave environment and how to protect the
cave from unnecessaDy damage, the manager initiates a preventative type of management instead of
courting crisis management. A number of techniques are available. The most ideal way would be
to have personal contact with each group prior to
their entry. This is not always possible. An
alternative is to send a conservation message out
with each permit issued, though this is somewhat
less effective. Specific instructions as to certain areas of the cave to avoid or to use special
caution in due to hibernating bat colonies or
endangered species should also be included.

Another means of measuring the effectiveness of
wilderness cave management would be to conduct an
annual biota inventory. This could make use of
hibernating or roosting bat colonies, or number of
beetles per given area, or other biologic communities as indicators of the amount of human encr~achment and degradation to the troglobites' natural habitat. This would, of course, require a
baseline for the assessments of the findings.

Another method of educating the cave user is to
notify each applicant that a bibliography of cave
information is available upon request from the
issuing office. This would aid in the selfeducation of the user but would require that such
a bibliography first be compiled and made available.
Another opportunity to add to the public education
of caves would be to develop a slide-tape series
which could be loaned to schools or other interest
groups. The education of the cave user can be increased substantially by organized caving groups
such as the National Speleological Society, and
various conservation task forces. The large majority of cavers are independent of groups such as
this and would be informed of a cave conservation
message when permits were issued.

The proper use of a management evaluation system
should be to determine if management goals are
being met. If it is determined, through the use
of management evaluation techniques, that excessive damage is occuring, the manager should then
return to step two and adjust carrying capacities
or initiate new means of access control.
This step would complete a set of management actions which should then be repeated on a regular
basis to add to the accuracy of management decisions and the attainment of management goals.

Th~

second part of this step would be to involve
the user with the protection of the resource.
This can be accomplished by soliciting the help
of the user in detecting new vandalism, graffiti)
or break-ins and requesting or requiring the trip
leader to submit'a short report when he returns
the signed permit. This technique could serve a
threefold purpose: (1) to place the visitor in
a position of fellow guardian and protector'of the
cave, (2) serve as feedback to the manager of the
condition of the cave which would aid in the
monitoring of the cave system, and (3) serve as
an indicator of responsibility of the user.

SUMMARY

The management goals for areas designated as
wilderness are to manage the resource for the
protection of its wilderness characteristics and
for its use as wilderness by future generations.
The first step of an agency charged with these
goals should be to hire a specialist. The special~
ist would then be responsible for establishing the
acceptable limits of human impacts on the cave.
Techniques available to aid in retaining wilderness
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characteristics of the cave would be to determine
carrying capacities, develop a system of access
controls, and initiate a user education and involvement program. The final step would be to
implement a management evaluation system ~y the
use of photomonitoring or biological monitoring.
If management goals are not being met then an
adjustment of carrying capacities and access controls should be made.

Stout, D. L. 1978. A photomonitoring system for
Horsethief Cave Wyoming. National Cave Management
Symposium Proceedings. Adobe Press, Albuquerque,
New Mexico. pp. 104-107.
Wilderness Act. 1964. 88th Congress of the United
States, Vol. 78, Public Law 88-577.
Aley, T. 1976. Cows, caves and carrying capacity.
National Cave Management Symposium Proceedings.
Speleobooks, Albuquerque, New Mexico. pp. 70-71.
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THE UNDERGROUND WILDERNESS
CONCEPT PRACTICAL?
IS
*J.
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ABSTRACT
FltOm a phil.o40Ph<.C.a1. vie£IPoin.t mOot c.avu Me de6ac..to wUdeJtnu.6. TI1A.-6
~-paJt.t papeJt de.al..6 ~h
pJta.c.Uc.ab..UUy 06 du.<.gnated wtdVlflItOWtd

-0e

wUdeJtnuo 61tOm a leg.u,.ea.u.ve and manageJt.<.a1. viewpoin.t. The.6 ec.oltd ptVtt
06 .tJt.,U, pl:tpeJt dioc.u.6.6U aUeJtnalive and in.teJt.<.m meano 06 .teg.<..6.ea.u.ve and
a.r.Im.<.n.<..6:tJuLtJ..ve plr.otec.Uo It.

Question:

What type of designation is used to
protect federal lands from misuse and
degenerative development.

Answer:

Ahh ... Well you can ~ake areas wilderness or all ... well.

Wilderness Act. The size criteria states that
an area must be 5000 acres in size or is of
sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition.
Areas smaller than 5000 acres were generally
thought to be islands, isolated small canyons
and mesas.

This is the case with most Americans. Outside of
wilderness they are not aware that other protective
statutory measures exist for federal lands.

The concept of wilderness underground is valid
only if the surface area above the cave can also
be managed in a manner which would protect and
preserve the cave resources. This would mean
either designating the surface as Wilderness or
some other type of statutory preservation. If
.this was done then there would be no real need
to designate the cave as Wilderness for it will
be protected by the surface designation.

This is the main reason the environmental community
has come to use "Wilderness" as a catch-all measure
to protect natural resources from misuse and/or
development which may destroy natural values. Now
cavers are doing the same thing, using Wilderness
as a blanket protective measure to "save the caves".
First of all we should take a look at the concept
of Wilderness and compare it to the new notion of
"underground Wilderness". Individuals instrumental
in creating our present Wilderness system envisioned
Wilderness as .•.

Surface management and size are only two of many
reasons I feel that Underground Wilderness is not
a practicable concept. Listed below are several
additional reasons whose cumulative effect, presents a strong case on the invalidity of underground wilderness.

"a continuous stretch of country preserved in
its.natural state open to lawful hunting and
fishing, big enough to absorb a 2 week pack
trip .... " (Aldo Leopold, 1921)

1. }lost federally administered surface areas have
been inventoried for wilderness characteristics by
agencies such as BLH, NPS, USFS, USF&WS, etc. It
would be extremely difficult to influence these
agencies to backtrack and evaluate caves for wilderness potential.

" •.• I •.• shall use the word Wilderness to
denote a region which contains no permanent inhab~tants••.. and is sufficiently
spacious that a person in crossing it must
have a sleeping out experience." (Robert
Marshall, 1950).

2. Underground wilderness is a new concept, and
does not easily fit into the parameters of the
Wilderness Act. A new act may have to be written
and passed by Congress, such as with the Eastern
Wilderness Act of 1975, which contains less stringent wilderness criteria.

Early Wilderness philosophers believed areas of
Wil!derness should be large', natural, and still retain their primeval character.

3. Size may be an inhibiting factor. The act
states an area must be 5000 acres in size or of
sufficient size as to make practicable its preservation and use in an unimpaired condition.
This size requirement is not absolute, but most
agencies do not consider small areas unless there
is strong public support.

Although caves are very unique and possibly the
best example of an area primarily affected by the
forces of nature, I don't feel they fit into the
true criteria of Wilderness as outlined in the

4. A great deal of public support would be needed
to push a program such as this through the legislative ant hills of Washington.. After witnessing

*Outdoor Recreation Planner, Bureau of Land
Management, P. O. Box 1397, Roswell, NM
88201
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Research Natural Areas

the recent lack of support for wilderness by cavers
here in New Mexico, I don't foresee strong support
for underground wilderness in the future.

Provide procedures for management of public land
having natural characteristics that are unusual
or that are of scientific or other special inter- .
est. Primary purpose of research and education.

5. Proposed wilderness areas which do not contain
traditional values, such as trees, lakes, and mountains are not readily accepted by the public. Diversity in wilderness landforms (deserts versus mountains) is still a new idea which the public has not
embraced. Underground Wilderness would add to the
landform diversity of the Wilderness system, but
it too may have a problem being accepted by the
public and land managers.

Outstanding Natural Area
Designation would establish procedures for the
management of recreation to protect natural features unusual and outstanding in nature.
Primitive Areas

6. In the past the environmental community has
used wilderness designation as a catch-all method
for protecting areas from development and misuse.
I feel that cavers are doing the same thing, thinking that Wilderness designation will protect and
preserve caves. In reality it could draw more
attention to cave resources and intensify management problems.

Provide procedures for management of natural undeveloped lands where the natural environment can
be preserved by management of recreation activities and exclusion of additional roads and commercial developments.
Closure of Lands

7. The concept of Underground Wilderness was initiated to protect unique cave resources from being
destroyed by misuse or development. The need to
protect caves is an immediate need; wilderness
designation may take from 4-12 years, while other
protective designations can be done in one day.

This is a temporary restriction to protect the
public and assure proper resource utilization,
conservation, and protection of lands and resources.

8. Wilderness legislation presently being voted
on in congress contains "release language", which
means that areas presently being dropped from the
Wilderness review system, cannot be restudied for
wilderness consideration in the future.

An area established where resources require special management and control measures for their
protection.

Special Areas
I

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC's)

It's obvious that the concept of Underground Wilderness has several hurdles in its path. Getting the
concept generally accepted may take some time, if
ever. Our underground cave resources undoubtedly
need preservation through statutory or legislative
means. If wilderness is not the answer, what is?
This leads us to the second part of this paper,
alternative management measures and designations
to Wilderness.

Used for identifying, designating and giving special management attention to Areas of Critical
Environmental Concern. Will protect and prevent
irreparable damage to important historic, cultural,
or scenic values, wildlife resources or other
natural systems, and protect life and safety from
natural hazards.
Withdrawals

Cave resources on federal lands are administered
primarily by three agencies: The Bureau of Land
Management (BLH), the National Park Servic~ (NPS),
and the United States Forest Service (USFS). All
three agencies are presently reviewing lands for
possible Wilderness designation. But Wilderness
is not the only management measure or designation
these agencies have at their disposal.

Lands can be withdrawn from grazing, mining, and
other uses which may destroy unique resources,
such as caves.
Both USFS and NPS have similar management tools
at their disposal. But designations are meaningless without management plans. These plans spell
out the purpose of the designation and the management objectives sought.

All of these agencies have the power to enact
special management measures to protect resources.
These measures vary from agencY to agency ranging
from administrative regulations to formal statutory and legislative protection.

Pertinent designations and comprehensive management plans can protect and preserve caves as well
or even better than Wilderness designations.
The immediate need of cave protection can be met
only by some of the management measures previously
mentioned. Underground wilderness, if it becomes
a reality, is years away from being a management
tooL

Unlike the long process of Wilderness designation,
which can take quite a number of years, other protective measures such as emergency closures can be
done in one day. Being most familiar with BLH
regulations, I will list a few of the measures
which could be used to protect and preserve cave
resources.
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ABSTRACT
Even be60Jte .the p/l66age 06 .the WildeJU1.u.6 Act bt 1964, cavu weJte concuved
06 al> an J..d.ea1. example 06 w.UdeJU1.u.6. Howe.veJt, FedeJtal agenuu have been
t.low .to accep.t and apply .the concep.t 06 wtdeJtgJtOwtd w.UdeJtnu.6 .to .the f.a.ncU
.they manage. A conceJt.ted debate among COn.6eJtvatiOrUAU, f.a.nd manageJt6, and
.the pubUc oveJt :the pa1>.t t1JJo decadu hal> JtuuUed i.n accep.tance 06 .the legali..ty 06 :the concep.t, bu.t in UUle irrLt<.ative :to actua.lly apply i l .to cave
I7IIJ.fli.lgemen.t by i.ncfuding cavu al> paJtt. 06 .the National WildeJU1.u-6 PJtotecti.on
SYl>.tem on .theiJt own meJtil. Ma.n.a.geJt6 f.>eem .to 6eel .that du-tgl'lJLt<.on 06 cavu
~ wi!deJU1.Ul> .eJ.m.U6 managemen.t 6leubilily and m-i.gh.t mak.e management moJte
ck66-<-c.u.U· COn.6eJtvatiOrUAU, on .the otheJt hand, lVtflue tha.t i l i-6 pJtec.i-6e1.y
.tha.t ~on 06 6leubilily which lAXJuld lead .to maxhnum pJtueJtvation 06
.the cave JtUOMce by pJteventing du.tJw..c:t)..ve u.l>e, w<..thou.t l>igrUMcantly .ti.Jn,U:i.ng mol>.t u.l>e. The public, to a lMge ex.tent not aLUVle 06 the i-6f.>UU involved,
.6eem6 .to be a6!ULU1 06 the concept 06 w.UdeJU1.eM, a6Jta.-i.d that .u wil.l locfl. .them
ou.t 06 .the cavu {bu.t in 6act they Me e66 ecti.vely lock.ed ou.t anyway I . S-i.nce
no undeJlgJwund wil.deJU1.Ul> hal> actu.al.e.y been dU-tgnated, i l i-6 d-i.66icuU to
My ex.a.ctiJj how i l would be managed, peJtcuved by the public, 011. actu.al.e.y Med.
Su.c.h du-i.gnation, 06 60Jt eXJ1J7lple the eligible l1YtdeJlgJtowtd poJtti.on-6 06 Mamno.th
Cave Na.t-i.onal Palik, would l>h-i.6t .the 60c.U-6 06 the debate 6,'t01n whe.theJt the wil.deJtneM concept f.>hou.ld be applied to cavu to how i l -6hou.ld be applied. That
cU-6c.u.l>t.ion would u.ltim:ttely be mOJte u.l>e6u.l 60JtQave manageJt6 and would in .the
a.u.thoJt'l> opbt-ton be betteJt 60Jr. the cave JtuoMce.
Underground wilderness can be defined as wilderness lying beneath the surface of the earth. The
Wilderness Act of 1964 (1) defines wilderness as
"an area where the earth and its community of life
are untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor and does not remain .•. retaining its primeval
character and influence, without permanent improvements or human habitation .•. and which generally appears to have been affected primarily by the forces
of nature with the imprint of man's work substantially unnoticable ... has outstanding opportunities
for solitude or a primitive and unconfined type of
recreation ..• and may also contain ecological, geological, or other features of scientific, scenic,
or historical value." Caves and cave systems are
outstanding examples of wilderness by this definition. Applying the Wilderness Act definition to
underground wilderness requires only the application of the legally accepted concept of vertical
as well as horizontal boundaries to the wilderness
study process.

potential wilderness resources" and an appendix
to the report dealt extensively with caves (2).
Even though the Wilderness Act makes no specific
mention of caves, it is clear that Congress was
aware of their potential as wilderness and intended to include them under the Act, just as trees,
mountains, rocks, and other natural features are
included without specifically being named.
However, probably because of the relatively low
profile that the friends of caves have exhibited
over the years, there has been little public out~
cry for the protection of caves, and Federal agencies have generally viewed caves as an unfortunate accident--a feature which they wished they
did not have to manage at all. In spite of many
proposals by conservationists during the statutory
ten-year review period following passage of the
Wilderness Act that caves and cave areas be included in the National Wilderness Preservation
System (NWPS), to date no Federal agencies have
proposed any to Congress. Although caves have
many times been protected an~ included in the system as part of land containing surface wilderness
values, none have yet been included in their own
right.

It took many years for the Wilderness Act to wend
its way through the legislative process prior to
its passage in 1964. During those years many
hearings and studies were commissioned by Congress.
The most important of these studies, by the Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, was
considered carefully by Congress in the preparation of the final Act, and in its Study Report
No.3, caves were referred to as "important

In Mammoth Cave National Park in particular, the
fight has been long and almost bitter. At early
Master Plan hearings in 1967, the National Speleological Society made a detailed proposal for underground wilderness. By the time the final hearings
were finally held (after many postponements) in
1974, the National Park Service took the position
that caves could not be part of wilderness because

*Director, National Speleological Society, 1417
9th Avenue, West, Seattle, WA 98119
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passing the Wilderness Act of 1964. The idea of
underground wilderness is not new; it has been
around for over 20 years. It has not received
widespread public support because of the attitudes
of cavers who, because they fear increased ,cave
vandalism that might result, have shied away from
publicity for caves and cave conservation. Once
the issue makes it into Congress cavers will rally
around and support it.

caves were not part of the land. A legal brief
by the National Speleological Society (3) easily
laid that and other objections to rest, and the
Interior Department subsequently admitted that
caves could be included in the NWPS--but they
chose not to recommend any caves within Mammoth
Cave National Park.
Arguments of proponents of underground wilderness
stress that designation as wilderness would require
higher standards of management, at least in theory
avoiding some of the debac~es that have occurred
in Mammoth Cave National Park in the last few decades under Federal management. Statutory recognition of these goals, coupled with the recognition
that caves are one of the finest examples of wilderness, since they represent one of the last parts
of the land that is still unexplored, would be one
of the best things that we could do for the world's
longest cave.

The designation of an area as underground wilderness should not be the only technique used for '
cave protection on Federal lands. In areas where
the concept is not appropriate, other methods of
protection should be utilized. Buzz Hummel has
outlined many of these in his paper. This does
not mean that cave conservationists should abandon the fight ~o achieve underground wilderness
protection where it is appropriate. Ultimately
the existence of truly wild caves may depend on
long-term statutory protection by inclusion of
underground wilderness in the National Wilderness
Preservation System.

Opponents of underground wilderness argue, on the
other hand, that it would lock up the Park and limit
management options, and that "we can't do it because
we haven' t explored all the cave." These hollow'
arguments on the part of the bureaucrats seem to be
aimed at assuaging the fears of local residents who
still resent early land condemnation practices in
the Park and do not agree with the mandate of Congress that the Park should be managed for all of
the people of the United States and not just for
the benefit of a few in the local area.

When President Ford sent his wilderness message to
Congress in 1974, he. recommended no wildemess at
all for Mammoth Cave National Park, but pledged
that the question would be restudied after a few
years. Five years have now passed, and since that
is the usual period for a restudy in the National
Park Service, that study should now be underway.
Arguments that the cave is not all known are'invalid, since the cave will never be completely
known, and it is precisely this unexplored nature
which makes it an outstanding example of wilderness.
That review must include the subsurface as well as
the surface portions of the land, and if either
are found appropriate for inclusion in the NWPS,
they should be.

Arguments against the underground wilderness concept
b) other participants in this panel seem to be of
the nature of "well, we ain't done it yet, so let's
not do it." Certainly the attitudes of the various
agencies have reflected this viewpoint. Although
the wording of the Wilderness Act was specifically
modified by Congress during the process of passage
to include areas of smaller than 5,000 acres if they
were of "sufficient size as to make practicable
[their] preservation and use in an unimpaired condition" thus admitting caves and cave systems (especially Mammoth Cave), the 5,OOO-acre issue is
always raised by agencies, and none have applied
this clause to caves.

The designation of eligible portions of t~e Mammoth Cave System in the National Wildemess Preservation System would shift the focus of the debate over underground wilderness from whether the
wilderness concept ~hould be applied to caves to
how it should be'applied. That discussion would
ultimately be more useful for cave managers and
in the author's opinion better for the cave resource,

The concept of underground wilderness is most applicable where surface areas are not eligible for inclusion in the NWPS because of human intrusions such
as roads, building, etc. The best example of this
is Mammoth Cave National Park, where the land surface was once farmland and has not yet, according
to NPS biologists, retumed to a truly wild cond'ition meeting the criteria of the Act. Most of the
Mammoth Cave System, below the ground, is of wiidemess quality; and the National Park Service ,has
already planned to manage the surface of the Park
is ways compatible with underground wilderness preservation.

References
(1) Wilderness Act of 1964, 78 Stat. 890 (1964),
16 U.S.C. 1131 et~. (1965).
(2) Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission, Study Report No.3, Wilderness and Recreation -- !=. Report on Resources, Values, anCf"PrOblems,
Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1963.
(3) Stitt, R. R. "Legal Brief: Law and Sound
Policy Require the NatiQnal Park Service and the
Secretary of the Interior to review the Underground
Portions of Mammoth Cave National Park as to their
Suitability for Wildemess under the Wildemess Act
of 1964," Unp1.1blished paper, June 25, 1974 (Submitted as part of the Hearing Record for the Mammoth Cave National Park Wildemess Hearings, May
27, 1974.)

The best test of whether new legislation is necessary to enable caves to be included in the NWPS
is to take the question to the halls of Congr~ss.
The only way this can be done without widespread
public outcry is for a Federal agency such as the
National Park Service to make an ,underground wilderness proposal for an appropriate area, such as Mammoth Cave National Park, and to let Congress make
the final decision as to its original intent in
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DISCUSSION

Forest Service planning process is issue-oriented.

Various members of the audience and the panel
raised the following points in the discussion
period (transcribed from Rob Stitt's notes):

Cavers have the opportunity to raise the issue in
each individual National Forest, as part of the
planning process.

The Wilderness Act is a poor tool for cave protection. A proper tool should be modelled after
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act as a specific tool
rather than the shotgun approach of the Wilderness Act, including some caves as part of the
Act and setting up a review process.

The presence of caves in an area can help to get
it included as part of the NWPS.

The publicity that goes with designation under
the Wilderness Act is bad; it attracts people
to the area.

Finally, Buzz Hummel summed up the whole issue:
Nothing can be done without public involvement
and support--and there is no public support for
the inclusion of caves in the National Wilderness
Freservation System.

Wilderness won't accomplish much.
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RADIATION HAZARDS IN

CAVES

*Robert T. Beckman

The mining industry controls radon-daughter concentrations through the extensive use of mechanical ventilation; this option is not available in
natural caves. The other method of controlling
exposure is commonly called administrative control. This involves limiting the amount of time
that an employee spends in the radon-daughter environment. Proper use of administrative control
can insure that personnel are not overexposed.

The possibility of radon-daughter hazard at Carlsbad Caverns was reported to the National Park Service (NPS) in 1975 (Ahlstrand, 1976). As a result
of this report, the NPS initiated routine monitoring and an employee exposure record system.
In an
effort to investigate the problem further, the NPS
requested assistance from the Radiation Group,
Denver Safety and Health Technology Center, Mining
Enforcement and Safety Administration (MESA), now
Mine Safety and Health Administration, (MSHA).
The results of the studies performed by the Radiation Group were reported by Ahlstrand.
Subsequent to the Carlsbad Caverns Survey, additional caves have been surveyed at the request of
NPS, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), and the
Forest Service (USFS). In addition, we have assisted in the training of monitoring personnel and
underground employees.
The radon-daughter hazard results from the presence of radium ,(Ra-226) in the country rock.
The Ra-226 undergoes radioactive decay to form radon (Rn-222). The Rn-222 is a gas, and as such,
is very mobile. A portion of the gas migrates
into the cave atmosphere. The Rn-222 is not the
major health hazard; because the decay rate of
Rn-222 if relatively slow, very little of any inhaled Rn-222 decays in the lungs before it is exhaled. The major health hazard comes from the
four short-lived daughters of Rn-222 (Po-218,
Pb-214, Bi-214, and Po-214) commonly referred to
as RaA, RaB, RaC, and Rae'. These daughters remain suspended in the cave air. When cave air
containing these daughters is inhaled, a portion
of the daughters are retained in the lungs. As
these retained daughters decay, they deliver a
significant dose of alpha radiation to the lungs.
Epidemiologic studies have shoWn that exposures
to radon daughters can lead to increased lung'
cancer risk (Lundin, et al., 1971). This epidemiologic study led to the establishment of an
MSHA standard requiring that no underground mining employee be exposed to more than 4 Working
Level Months (WLM) per calendar year.

Radon daughters are a hazard that is present in
many caves. Screening of caves will indicate
which of the caves contain significant hazards-employees at these caves must be protected against
overexposure.
REFERENCES
Ahlstrand, G. M. 1976. Alpha Radiation Associated Studies at Carlsbad Caverns. National
Cave Management Symposium Proceedings. Mountain View, Arkansas. pp 71-74.
American National Standards Institute, Inc.
(ANSI. 1973. Radiation Protection in
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Radon-daughter concentrations are measured by
filtering the radon daughters from a known volume of air and counting the filter in an alpha
detector of known efficiency (ANSI, 1973). Exposure records are maintained by recording the
time that each employee is exposed to a particular radon-daughter concentration. The product
of the WL and hours exposed is accumulated for
each employee in working level hours (WLH) and
the WLH are converted to WLM by dividing by 173.
Under MSHA standards, no employee should be exposed to more than 4 WLM in any calendar year.
*Physical Agents Division, Mine Safety and
Health Administration, P. O. Box 25367,
nenver, CO 80225
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CAVE

RESTORATION
MANAGEMENT

AND

CAVE

*Katherine Rohde

ABSTRACT
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compliment the. otheIL cave. management ac..ti.on.6 and

Chrome handrails, asphalt trails, underground lunchrooms and big old brooms. Hundreds of bright lights,
little dead cave mites, pennies in pools and a thousand groups from a thousand schools. Chewing tobacco,
cigarette smoke, someone at the back of the tour taking
a toke. The Tamahawk in Sonora is gone. Carlsbad is
full of emory chips and Mammoth has its share of lint.
Don't despair. Don't give up. Here they come. Clear
the way, the White Tornadoes, the cleaning knights.
With pail, hook and ladder, enter the Cave Restorer.
The Cave Restorer entered Carlsbad Caverns three
years ago. In the beginning it was an experiment.
Each action was a trial and error process. Indeed,
it did seem as if the cave restorer "whirled" into
the Caverns. There was the feeling that this project could be completed in a couple of weeks. The
results would be a clean cave; shining, squeaky
clean, and as virgin as when first found. This
was not to be the case.

forming a liquid chlorine. This would be sprayed
on the plant growth, allowed to work for a few
minutes and then rinsed (diluted) with clear water.
There would be a risk. It was not known what kind
of reaction there would be. What if the Frozen
Waterfall turned "Clorox Blue"? Because of that
fear, a small out-of-sight portion of the Frozen
Waterfall 'was test sprayed with chlorine. There
was not a reaction, and cave restoration began at
Carlsbad Caverns.

The project started as an experiment. Many years
of bright hot incandescent lights had provided an
environment that was favorable for producing a
thriving crop of green mosses and algae on cave
formations that were ·near each light fixture.
One such area was particularly visible. The
Frozen Waterfall, a pure white cascade of flowstone, was marred by a large slimy dark green
streak down the front of the formation. What process could be used to remove that streak? By
talking with employees who had been at the Caverns
for many years, it was determined that there had
been periodic attempts to remove plant growth.
It was not known exactly when, how often or even
what chemicals had been used. In order to make
a beginning, 'it was decided to try mixing calcium hypochlorite (a dry powder) with water,

During the early stages of the project there was
no formal plan of action. As an area covered with
moss and algae was encountered, it was treated
with chlorine after a test spray. However, from
the beginning, notes were kept recording the date,
the method used, how much chemical, if any, was
used and the results of the treatment. As work
progressed, consequences of development other than
plant growth became evident. More possible projects became visible. More care was taken to document each action as thoroughly'as possible including the condition before corrective action, results
of that action' and checks made several days later.
It became evident that restoration at Carlsbad
Caverns was not going to be a simple job. There
was the possibility that a large and complicated
project could follow if the park managers could be
convinced that it was important and necessary.

*Shenandoah National Park, Luray, VA 22935
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Due to documentation of the early work, as well
as a new lighti~ system that utilized brighter
lights and lit up more areas of the cave, support
was given. Money was approved for a special project. These funds would be used to provide personnel, equipment and supplies. Cave restoration
was still just an experiment, but it had the sanction of the title pilot project. Since it was
an official project the activities needed to be
planned more precisely if the project were to gain
credibility. An understanding of what the goals
of the project were to be was needed, as well as
limits set on how much could and should be attempted. An inventory of possible projects or areas
that needed attention was made along the three
miles of developed trail. These were listed and
d.ivided into four categories: plant and algae removal, removing mud and fill, carrying out trash
and litter and cleaning dust and lint from walls,
floors and speleothems. These projects were then
listed in priority based on 1) feasibility, 2)
potential harm, and 3) necessity.

as a straightforward cleaning project. It is
very complicated and each action could affect
not only the problem it was to cure, but might
affect some other area as well. For every action there might be a reaction that would be
more destructive than the original ·problem. At
this time cave restoration is not agressively
being pursued at Carlsbad Caverns. A beginning
was made, but before any further work is done,
questions must be answered. ·Research is necessary to ensure that the reaction to restoration
will not be detrimental to the cave, its environment or its life.
PLANT GROWTH REMOVAL
Several times in the past, there had been attempts to kill the mosses and algae that grew in
areas near the lights. No records were kept and
the method or chemical used is not known now.
In order to begin, a decision was made to try a
liquid chlorine. A procedure was established for
mixing the calcium hypochlorite (a dry granular
powder) with water that would prevent accumulations
of undissolved solids from being deposited in the
cave. This was time consuming and it was tempting
to short cut the procedure, resulting in' the possibility of more residue being introduced into the
cave environment.

Restoration was defined. Guidelines and procedures
were established. A specific objective would be
set for each project. Procedures would be followed
to try to ensure that no more damage would be done
in the name of restoration. Documentation would
remain important and would be done in as detailed
a form as possible. Most importantly, each member
of the crew would understand what cave restoration
was and'what objectives were to be accomplished.

A strong solution of hydrogen peroxide was tried,
but it did not prove effective. Still looking for
alternative methods, it was learned from other
cave managers that Clorox bleach had been used in
other caves. Clorox was tried in test areas of
Carlsbad. It was found that the Clorox was more
concentrated than the solution mentioned above and
that it did kill and bleach the plant growth in
most areas. Clorox did not need to be applied as
frequently nor did as much of the chemical need
to be used. There seemed to be no visible residue.

As the project progressed it became evident that

the few projects that could be done were only
scratching the surface. It could be compared to
wiping a spot off of a wall, only to find that the
newly cleaned spot stands out, emphasizing how
dirty the whole wall is. The wall is cleaned and
the task has to expand to all of the walls. One
of the limitations of the project was that cave
restoration would be an attempt to return the
cave to its natural state and any cave restorative
action should not be noticeable. -One of the signs
of a successful job would be that it should be
nearly impossible to tell at a glance that any area
had been cleaned.

Records were kept of the different areas treated.
These included the date of treatment, how much of
the chemical was used to remove the algae/moss,
how much time was needed and the results of the
action (how much was killed, any adverse reactions).
Periodic checks were made to see when the first
signs of new growth appeared and this information
recorded. From this information a schedule of cyclic treatment could possibly be developed.

At the end of the five-month pilot program, several
projects had been completed. Much of the noticeable plant growth had been controlled and an experimental schedule of cleaning established. Many
bags of trash and litter were carried out. Dust
and lint was washed or swept off of selected areas.
Several areas were cleared of old trail mud and
fill exposing some flowstone and a pool that had
been covered for many years. Even with these objectives being completed there was a sense that
much more could be done. It clearly was not a
project to be started and finished in three months.
Nor was it one.to be done by trial and error methods. It was time to plan for the future. It
was time for cave restoration to become a working
element of cave management and no longer to' be
considered a spe~ial project.

Before any further chemicals are introduced into
the cave, an inventory needs to be made of the
types of plant growth that occur in the cave.
This should also include where the plants are
growing, with notes on surface type, humidity and
temperature of the area, type and strength of illumination and distance'of the algae from the light
source. Research that has already been done in
other caves should be consulted. Such studies have
dealt with the effects of different treatment on
the plant types and the rate and time required for
plants to recover after treatment. Other studies
have dealt with plant response. to light, including
photoperiod and wa~elength requirements, as well
as effects of certain algacides and herbicides on
the different types of plants. These studies should
be consulted and modified for the specific situation a~ Carlsbad.

Now, three years later, project results can be
reviewed. What was accomplished? What was
learned and most importantly, what action, if any,
should be taken at this point? Generally, it was
learned that cave restoration could not be treated
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Research is necessary to determine the effects of
the chemicals on the biotic community of the cave.
At the beginning of the project, a primitive attempt was made to test tbe effect of Clorox on the
biotic community. Plots were established and inventoried for species and numbers of each. These
areas were then sprayed with clorox and recounted.
Results seemed to indicate that there was no effect on the populations of the test plots. However, since clorox is a strong algacide and according the the label, "kills germs", more accurate ·studies need to be done to answer the
following questions.

mist to wash the speleothems, yet not damage
them, particularly soda straws, aragonite, decaying calcite and gypsum?
3.

OLD TRAIL FILL

Removing old trails that consisted of packed mud
was one of the hardest (physically) and most tedious jobs, yet was often the most rewarding. It
was exciting to remove mud and fill and expose
hidden flowstone, rims tone dam or old pool. Careful research is necessary to determine that a proposed removal is an old trail and the fill was
transported and placed there by man. Checking old
trail maps and photographs is an important step as
well as consulting with geologists to determine
that original or natural cave is not destroyed.
One of the major limitations of this project is the
mandate to keep the cave natural. Can the project
be undertake~ and completed so as to blend in with
the surrounding unaltered area (a smooth transition)?
Where will the material that is removed be disposed
of? What is the desired result and is it worth the
large effort that will be required to satisfactorily
complete the project?

I." Are any individuals killed outright at the
time of application? If so, how will this
affect species populations in the area? In
the cave?
2.

Does Clorox sterilize an area?
how long?

3.

Does Clorox affect the natural food sources?
Will its use cause a disruption of the food
chain?

4.

What happens to the Clorox in the cave? gow
does it break down? Will a new foreign material be introduced into the cave as a precipitate?

If so, for

5.

If water is added to the Clorox (in the form
of a rinse), will that reduce biotic mortality?

6.

What is the chemical reaction of Clorox with
the rock of the cave? With the "exotic" trash,
i.e .• metals and organic matter?

CONCLUSION
From the above, it can be seen that cave restoration cannot be isolated by itself. Any action
taken can cause a reaction in the microclimate.
biological community or in the inorganic resource.
Cave restoration is an element in cave management.
It is necessary to understand that cave restoration is an attempt to heal or remove destructive
or harmful effects of man's development and use.
but it is not to re-create a new cave. Considering this, the first question that should be asked
is: "Is cave restoration necessary?" Is the
mistake harming cave in any way? What is the purpose of the restorative action? Aesthetic? Integrity of the cave? To prevent further degradation? If the restoration is desired, alternatives
can be established in a plan. Research and data
are needed to back up or justify these alternatives.
Many elements of the Cave Management Plan will affect proposed restoration. Cave inventory (biota,
speleothems, rare or not rare) and historical re~
sources (old names, dates, graffiti, trash) are
just two that might.have an effect on proposed
actions. Until research has been done and data
and results have been reviewed, no major activity
should take place. If the research shows that
there is no alternative that is completely acceptable and satisfactory without 'trade-offs, and
those trade-offs are not acceptable, then that project of cave restoration should not be done until
an acceptable treatment is found. Perhaps the best
alternative is to· take steps.to ensure that future
development does not require cave restoration.

These questions should be answered for each chemical
that might be considered for use in the cave.
There have been cave cleaning projects that have
made use of steam applications. Again, research
would need-to be done to determine the effects of
steam on the biotic community as well as on the
cave microclimate.
DOST AND LINT
Dust and lint accumulations presented a dilemma for
the cave restorer. Brushing and sweeping was attempted at several locations. Rinsing with water
was also tried. These methods proved to involve
much hard labor (hauling hoses, sweeping sticky lint
and cleaning much larger areas than had been planned
so that the cleared area would "blend" into its surroundings and not be obvious as a cleaned area) and
was only applicable to smooth floors and flowstone.
This method was not practical in delicate areas
decorated with popcorn or aragonite or in areas of
dehydrated and decaying calcite or in gypsum areas.
One possi~le solution is high pressure water applications in the form of a high pressure mist. Before
such a step is taken. research again needs to be done
to address these questions:
1.

How will the high pressure water affect cave
fauna?

2.

Can enough pressure be applied in the form of a

How can the washed off lint be collected so it
can be removed from the cave?
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THE NATIONAL
COMMISSION **

CAVE

RESCUE

*Lee Noon

The National Cave Rescue Commission is a commission of the National Speleological Society (NSS)
operating under the office of the executive vicepresident and consisting of one national coordinator and several regional coordinators who form
the board of coordinators by wQich the NCRC is
operated. Also of significance are the national
medical officer and the national diving officer.
These positions provide up-to-date expertise in
their respective fields. These personnel interact with the Air Force Rescue Coordinating Center
at Scott Air Force Base. Cooperation between these
groups has made a significant impact on the immediate availability of transportation for cave rescue teams as needed.

glamorous job of the NCRC, it is the job which
consumes the least time.
The majority of work done by the NCRC is in our
cave rescue training, both on the local and national levels. The annual Cave Rescue Seminar
is a nationally conducted seminar which covers
the methods of basic cave rescue and which also
has a separate course for the development of team
leaders. Both courses are six days in duration
and provide the students with a cross-section of
cave rescue skills. This currently is the only
school of its type in the world. The faculty is
a volunteer group of instructors who are individually recognized as experts in the various facets
of cave rescue. From this school has developed a
national curriculum which is being adopted by various government agencies as the minimum requirement in underground rescue.

Primary functions of the NCRC are: 1) to coordinate cave rescue operations, 2) to provide for cave
rescue training, and 3) to act as the voice of the
NSS on cave rescue matters. Additional functions
are: 1) to develop a national standard for evaluation of rescue teams wishing to affiliate with the
NCRC/NSS, 2) to solicit and publish papers and
texts on cave rescue related topics, and 3) to
initially establish and control a national inventory of equipment for training and rescues. The
NCRC is not a rescue team, but is a coordinated
group of independent rescue teams united by a common purpose and led by the NCRC board of coordinators.

As an additional benefit of the seminars, the NCRe
has published the Handbook of Cave Rescue Operations
in 1978. This manual is updated as new information
and practices come on the national scene. It was
updated in 1980 and is currently being solicited
for presentation at various NSS functions. In addition to these papers, the NCRC is actively involved
in the development of rescue equipment that is unique
to the cave rescue environment. As many of the
situations encountered on a cave rescue are far removed from the main stream of emergency medical and
rescue knowledge, the equipment available from the
local rescue agencies will not always work and may
be extremely dangerous to the parties involved.
For this reason the NCRC constantly keeps informed
on the latest of rescue techniques and equipment
in order that only the best and safest are used for
cave rescues. Where equipment is not available we
develop our own, such as the warm gas inhalator and
currently experimental fiberglass "set-in-place"
splints. Along the same lines, the NCRC maintains
a cache of rescue equipment for training purposes
on both the local and national level.

In the performance of the first of the NCRC roles,
cave rescue coordination, it is vital to have a
telephone which is monitored around the clock by
trained rescue coordinators. This telephone is
provided by the ReC at Scott AFB where a highly
skilled team of specially trained coordinators
man a sophisticated control room for nationwide
rescue operations of all types. The duty personnel obtain the information required to insure
that the correct NCRC coordinator and rescue team
or teams are added on the line with the person
initiating the rescue call. (For the purpose of
speed this should be a law enforcement officer.)
If air transportation is required, the Air Force
coordinates this. To reemphasize, the NCRC is
not a rescue team that flies allover the United
States, although many of the coordinators are
leaders of cave rescue teams in their own areas.
The NCRC will insure that the correct skills and
equipment are provided by the teams responding and
will stay by the telephone to provide any assistance necessary. While this is by far the most

*169 S. Bath Street, Waynesboro, VA

The NCRC staff will also serve as consultants on
possible rescue situations and will also aid cavers
throughout the country in interfacing with various
government agencies for rescue readiness purposes.
It is always better to be over prepared for tqe next
rescue than to have that rescue come while you are
thinking about getting ready. It is in this vein
that the N~RC can provide the greater support for
personnel involved with cave management whether
wild or commercial.
One of the major aspects of cave management must be
a rescue preparedness. A rescue can vary from a
visitor to a commercial cave twisting an ankle and
being helped out, to a major injury deep in a wild

22980

**The paper was presented by Don Paquette,
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portion of the cave which requires many trained
rescuers. While it is expected that the first
incident would be handled by the staff, the second would almost certainly entail outside rescuers' efforts. Perhaps we can best see the need
for preparation by reviewing a recent cave rescue
in the wild portion of a commercial cavern. The
owner of the cavern was on a trip with several
experienced cavers and one novice on his first
trip. The novice fell 30 feet into a pit, due
to a freak accident, and suffered moderate rib
and pelvic injuries. As the cavern is seasonal,
the telephone was turned off and the nearest phone
was three miles away. Outside rescuers were called
in and the rescue was over in less than five hours
after the fall. While this appears to be great
news, there were some problems. Not having a telephone handy slowed the initial callout and caused
problems in communications with the resource coordinator who was off site. Initial callout was
to about 60 people and half of these were held
on stand-by until the condition of the patient

was known. Due to the problems of communications
many people were held on alert after they were no
longer needed. Even though the owner knew of the
vertical sections in the wild portion of the cave
there was no vertical rescue equipment at the
cavern. As a minimum he should have bad enDugh
ropes and vertical equipment to do the known drops.
Ideally he should have had several rescue pulleys,
cams, a bolt kit, and first aid kit. Arrangements
should have been made for access to a stretcher,
i f needed.
The best that can be done is to have someone from
the NCRC or another caver who is ~ knowledgeable in rescue to review the cave with you. This
way you, as a manager, can have the best possible
preplanning for the unique aspects of your cave.
While the NCRC can handle a rescue wben it happens,
we would prefer to prevent one or minimize the
problems by preplanning wherever possible.

CAVE MANAGEMENT

PLANS

*J. B. "Buzz" HUDDIlel

In order to find out what the state of the art is for cave management plans,
I wrote several people who are active in cave management and asked for copies
of any cave management plans they might have. I followed up these letters
with phone calls and discussed management plans with their originators. I
learned that the state of the art of writing management plans is still in its
infancy. These first management plans were done from a "seat of your pants"
approach. Managers now writing cave management plans can contact these people
to request copies of existing plans or information which may benefit them.
Listed below are addresses of individuals who may be contacted for further
information.

Non-Federal Management Plans

United States Forest Service

Management Plan for Knox Cave

Pacific Southwest Region

Robert R. stitt
1417 9th Avenue W.
Seattle, Washington 98119

Jim Shiro
U. S. Forest Service
636 Sansame Street
San Francisco, California 94111

Province of British Columbia Ministry of Forest
Pacific Southwest Region
Management Plan for Candlestick Cave
Jim Shiro
U. S. Forest Service
636 Sansame Street
San Francisco, California

Phil Whitfield
521 West Innes Street
Nelson, British Columbia, Canada
National Park Service

94111

Ozark St. Francis National Forest
Richard A. Mills
District Ranger
Ozark National Forest
P. O. Box I
Mountain View, Arkansas

Lehman Caves
Edward E. Wood, Jr.
Lehman Caves National Monument
Baker, Nevada 89311
Grand Canyon National Park

72560

Bureau of Land Management

M.erle E. Stitt
Grand Canyon National Park

Worland:

Wyoming District

Bureau of Land Management
Bob Barry
P. O. Box 119
Worland, Wyoming 82401

Carlsbad Caverns National Park
Ron Kerbo
Carlsbad Caverns National Park
3225 National Parks Highway
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220

Tom Aley
Ozark Undergound Laboratory
Protem, Missouri 65733
New Melones Cave - Cave Management Plan
Kevin Clarke
Bureau of Land Management
63 Natoma Street
Folsom, California 95630

*Bureau of Land Management, P. O. Box 1397, Roswell, New Mexico
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*Geoffrey B. Middaugh

ABSTRACT
Management pf.an.6 Me. 6.i.mpl./j p-i..e.c.u 06 papeJt when they Me not 60ilowe.d
up wUh on-:the.-g/tOUYld manageme.rz,t actioYl6. r.t 1..6 cU6Mc.u.U ;to de.Mne a
cookbook app/tOac.h ;to ma.n.a.gement p.ta.nMng. GeneJta.ily, management pia.n6
11IULl;t 60ClU> :the ma.na.geme.rz,t actioYl6 ;to be :taken 6ltom the genvz.a.l. a.Uoc.a.-

fun dewMno down to 6pec.-i..6-i..c. ma.na.geme.rz,t actioYl6. A gltea.;t deal. 06
ha.6 :taken p.ta.c.e wiUc.h g-i..vu a genvz.a.l. giUdw.ne 601t management
p.ta.n6. P.ta.n6 have to :take genvz.a.l. goa..t6, Cl/tt.tc.ui.a;te 6pec.-i..Mc. objectivu
6JtOm :thue goa..t6, eva.f.ua;te c.WlJte.nt 6.<.:tua..ti.OYil.> and aMwnp.uOYl6 and plte.6eJUbe 6pe.c.-i..Mc. manageme.rz,t me.c.han-i..6m6 :to ac.iUe.ve. ;the. obje.ctivu. W-i..th
:th-i..6 geneJUI1. 60Jtma.;t -i..n mind 60Jt :taung action, theM Me. nW7le.IWU6 ave.nuu
and pl.a.c.u wheJte. c.a.veJt -i..nvol.vement 1..6 ne.e.de.d and Ite.quuted. Cave.M 6houl.d
be. lOO'Vte. 06 :th-i..6 app/tOac.h and make. Mite. the.y pltov-i..de. ;t-i..me.ty and app/tOpua.;te. guidanc.e. :to ;the. pltOCU6. Manageme.nt p.ta.nMng 1..6 a pILOC.U6. Cave.M
have. ;to be. .invol.ve.d wah ;the. pltOC.U6. Whe.n involveme.nt only Oc.c.uM a.;t
6.ing.te. poinU and ;t-i..mu .in :the. pltOC.U.6, c.on6U6ion and m-i..6c.ommunie.a..uon
oe.c.uJt. Re.l.e.va.n:t .6ol.u.uoyl6 ;to ;th-i..6 p/tOble.m ine..tu.de. ;the. Me 06 6teeJting
corrrnU.te.u, adv1..6olty c.ommLtte.u, g/tOup Me.l.d tJt-i..p.6, and U6e. 06 key c.on:tP..ctt.. A rrr:z.jOJt 6O.tu.tton 601L c.ave.M 1..6 ;to UYlde.M:tand the. pILOC.U.6.
Jte6e.aJlc.h

The concept of a management plan is abstract.
Management plans are pieces of paper which iden~ify .a number of actions that someone or some
agency is going to take. Management plans abstractly can either indicate that a cave is going
to be "protected" or it is going to be "gated".
There is a distinct difference between words and
actions, as I hope this paper will point out. The
word "protected", for example, brings with it various action connotations, i.e., closed to public
use, closed to recreational caving, withdrawn from
mineral location, protection of the watershed for
a cave, and so on. The action of "gating" has
various connotations also. It may mean a barbed
wire fence around the entrance, a sign telling
people to keep out, or iron bars that allow neither cavers nor bats either in or out. The problem with developing management plans is one of
agreeing upon the terms or the methods to accomplish a specific objective.

can also be applied

to private institutions.

Many federal and state agencies are heavily involved in land use planning. Most plans involve
allocation decisions which address how certain
portions of the public lands will be managed and
provide guidance for various activities by setting
production goals, levels of protection or intensities of development. Both the Federal Land
Policy and Management Act of 1976 (FLPMA) and the
Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resource PlanningAct of 1974 (RPA) provide Congressional guidance
for developing land use plans with allocation decisions as the prime output. Allocation decisions
are primarily concerned with broad views of land
management -- wilderness versus timber production,
natural areas versus oil and gas production, or
wildlife habitat protection versus intensive recreation use. Of course, these issues are not
always polar, but allocation decisions usually
decide parameters about how areas are to be managed in a broad multiple use sense. Dominant use
and goals are usually established.

The purpose of this paper is to identify a general format for cave management plans, to identify
a concept which leads to a mutual understanding
of what a cave management planning process is, and
to show how this process is accessible for caver
involvement. This paper will focus on public land
management agencies (applicable to state, as well
as federal agencies), howevar, some of the concepts

The next step in the land use planning process is .
to implement the allocation decisions with on-theground land management actionsj convert "words"
to "actions". For example, taking the allocation
of a wilderness area and implement intensive management of the recreational uses in that wilderness area is taking action. Taking timber production goal and to initiate management plans to
harvest timber is also taking action, but more

*Bureau of Land Management, P.O. Box 1449, Santa
Fe, New Mexico 87501
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Qr how many permits will be issued to achieve a
desired state of protection. Management mechanisms also define standards for determining levels
of change and levels of unacceptable change in
terms of protection of the resource. No doubt,
the management mechanisms compose the basic substance of management plans. All the tools of
regulation, enforcement, inventory, development,
access, use. and protection are management mechanisms.

familiar to cavers is taking the preserv~tion goal'
for a certain cave and implementing on-the-ground
actions to preserve the cave, research its values,
and perpetuate its free-functioning natural ecosystem.
The tool for implementing allocation decisions
is the management plan. How do the general allocation decisions convert to on-the-ground actions?
How are the general allocation decisions funded
and eventually implemented? This conversion of
"words" to "actions" is the purpose of the management plan. The management plan serves as the budgetary document to identify costs and actions, as
well as a decision-making guide. The management
plan has to be flexible enough to adapt to changing land use conditions, as well as changing budgetary conditions, but specific and stringent
enough to assure that the public commitment made
as a land use allocation is met.

When developing a management plan, the "goal
achievement framework" can be expanded upon and
narrowed in scope. Some management plans require
much more detail on management mechanisms. A
management plan for a large area with numerous
caves will concentrate more on the objectives for
individual caves. Management mechanisms may come
later. A management plan for one single cave may
contain detail on standards and levels of unacceptable change. From experience, this framework
has been found to be very workable. It provides
a tangible framework for action in a format that
the public can understand. It has been used for
Wilderness Areas (with a good record of implementation), river management plant (similar to caves
because of their linear systems and needs for
quotas of use), and for natural areas with unique
sensitive ecosystems.

The management plan is a diverse document. However, its purpose is always the same: to bring
about effectiveon-the-ground management actions.
One of the more effective formats for guiding the
development of management plans is the "goal
achievement management framework". This framework
borrows heavily from the administrative management
concept of "management by objectives" and is discussed in greater 'detail in the book "Wilderness
Management" by John Hendee, George Stankey, and
Robert Lucas. This book will no doubt be a classic
in terms of all types of management planning activities and not necessarily just for wilderness.
The four items below are the framework to guide
the development of management plans.

The second part of this paper will deal with how
cavers can constructively participate in the development of management plans. With the framework presented above, it is important that caver
involvement be incorporated into all four decision
points: Goal determination, objective formulation,
current situations and assumptions and management
mechanisms. It is important that the caving public and the management agency be talking about the
same points in the process when they are trying
to get on common ground. It does not do any good
to argue about the type of gate to be placed on
a cave when the cavers and the agency have not yet
agreed on whether the cave should be a recreational
cave or a research cave.

GOALS: Goals are broad statements of intent,
direction, and purpose which describe ideal ends
or effects. Goals are not usually quantifiable
and, by definition, may be unachievable. It should
be obvious that goals are always varied and different. depending on the agency or the purpose for
which an institution exists.
OBJECTIVES: Objectives are statements which describe specific conditions sought at a particular
point in time and define "what" will be achieved.
Objectives also define standards to evaluate management actions. Objectives are quantifiable in
terms of what is to be achieved (numbers of caver
recreation days or acres of cave watershed protected). As federal agencies become more sophisticated in their land management process, management
objectives are becoming more sophisticated and
quantifiable.

This approach is schematically presented in Figure
1. The inverted triangle represents the broad
types of participation needs for determining goals
and objectives. As planners begin to focus on
assumptions and management mechanisms, the caver
involvement needs to be more refined and focused
on issues. The need for technical expertise also
becomes more acute.
Cavers must realize that their involvement cannot
occur at single points in time. Sporadic involvement causes confusion at focusing on the issues.
Attending one public meeting does not constitute
involvement. It may make one person aware of the
goals, but it will not lead to resolutions of the
problems by describing management mechanisms.
The II go'al achievement framework" is a process.""' It
requires involvement throughout the process, over
a period of time. It is not possible to understand what is being done or even being proposed
without understanding the overall process. When
involvement constitutes someone jumping in and
out of the process, a great deal of confusion and
miscommunication occur. If cavers are concerned
with results, it is more effective to be involved

CURRENT SITUATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS: A description
of the "current situation" usually describes the
state of the resources at the present time. Is
the recourse deterioraring? Is it being protected?
Is it being overused? The "assumption" is a prediction of resource condition at a future point
in time. The assumption is also an estimate of
change that may occur to the resource.
MANAGEMENT MECHANISMS: Management mechanisms are
the meat of msnagement plans. These basically are
the specific actions through which objectives will
be achieved. They are the "how's" to achieve the
"what's". They show how the cave will be gated
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throughout the entire process rather than intermittent points in time.

GOALS

Caver
Involvement

OBJECTIVES

Caver
Involvement

The final issue of caver involvement will be to
define specific ways that involvement can be
utilized so that cavers can be involved in the
entire management planning process. There are
many techniques of involvement -- both formal and
informal. A public hearing with court transcriptions and formal presentations is quite formal.
A friendly visit to the person who is going to
write the plan is an informal approach. The
weakest methods are those that occur at single
points in time. Examples are public meetings,
public forums, hearings and open houses. Attendance at these types of meetings always requires
a follow-up of some kind whether it is a letter
or a written statement. A person simply cannot
attend one meeting and be involved. The strongest
mechanisms of involvement include setting up
of ad hoc committees and steering groups. The
groups-are set up to closely follow the actions
of the entire management planning process. Involvement like this requires a great deal of work,
but it usually achieves results. Other formal involvement mechanisms include advisory committees,
groups field trips and constant communication
through key contacts and individuals.

CURRENT SITUATION
& ASSUMPTIONS

Caver
Involvement

In summary, management planning is a process whose
end is to provide for on-the-ground management
action. The process is not simple, but can be
presented simply as a framework focusing words
into action. Cavers need to make themselves aware
of the process and how they can use various techniques to access the process. The results of knowing the process and where and when to participate
in it will be effective cave management.

ACTIONS
Figure 1
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CAVE

LAWS

THE

UNITED

OF
STATES

*Evelyn Bradshaw

At the 1975 Cave Management Symposium, Rob Stitt
of NSS presented a comprehensive study of cave
protection laws in the United States: from which
some of the following is extracted. In 1978 the
Virginia Commission on the Conservation and Use
of Caves assembled data on a number of such laws
for background in drafting the 1979 Virginia Cave
Protection Act.

B.

As used in this section, "natural material"
means stalactites, stalagmites, helictites,
anthodites, gypsum flowers or needles, flowstone draperies, columns, tufa dams, clay or
mud formations or concretions or other similar crystalline mineral formations found in
any cave or cavern.

C.

Defacing or dam~ging petroglyphs, pictographs,
caves or cavern is a class 2 misdemeanor.

Alabama
Alabama does have a liability exemption for owners
or property used recreationally if there is no
charge for such use.

Added Laws 1977, Ch. 142,

In Alabama, according to Stitt, there was an attempt
in 1973-1974 to eHtablish a State Speleological Commission to regulate commercial caves and enforce law.
Archeology was included. The usual prohibitions
against vandalism etc. would have been included.

§

A.

A.

Defacing or damaging petroglyphs, pi.ctographs, caves or caverns; classification.

A person commits defacing or damaging petroglyphs, pictographs, caves or caverns if such
person knowingly, without the prior written
permission of the owner
1.

2.

3.

4.

100, eff Oct. 1, 1978.

California

Arizona
§13-3702.

§

Breaks, breaks off, cracks, carves upon,
writes or otherwise marks upon or in any
manner destroys, mutilates, injures, defaces,
removes, displaces, mars or harms petroglyphs, pictographs or any natural material fonnd in any cave or cavern; or
Kills, harms or disturbs plant or animal
life found in any cave or cavern, except
for safety reasons; or
Disturbs or alters the natural condition
of such petroglyph, pictographs, cave or
cavern or takes into a cave or cavern any
aerosol or other type of container containing paints, dyes or other coloring agents;
or
Breaks, forces, tampers with, removes or
otherwise disturbs a lock, gate, door or
other structure of obstruction designed to
prevent entrance to a cave or cavern whether
or not entrance is gained.

B.

623 Caves
Except as otherwise provided in Section 599c,
any person who, without the prior written
permission of the owner of a cave, intentionally and knowingly does any of the following
acts is guilty of a misdemeanor punishable
by imprisonment in the county jail not exceeding one year, or by a fine not exceeding five
hundred dollars ($500), or by both such fine
and imprisonment:
1.

Breaks, hreaks off, cracks, carves upon,
paints, writes or otherwise marks upon or
in any manner destroys, mutilates, injures,
defaces, mars, or harm any natural material
found in any cave.

2.

Disturbs or alters any archaeological evidence of prior occupation in any cave.

3.

Kills, harms, or removes any animal or
plant life found in any cave.

4.

Burns any material which produces any
smoke or gas which is harmful to any plant,
or animal found in any cave.

5.

Removes any material found in any cave.

6.

Breaks, forces, tampers with, removes or
otherwise disturbs any lock, gate, door,
or any other structure or obstruction designed to prevent entrance to any cave."
whether or not entrance is gained.

For purposes of this section:
1.

*Director, National Speleological Society, 1732
Byron Street, Alexandria, VA 22303
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"Cave" means any natural geologically
formed void or cavity beneath the surface
of the earth, not including any mine, tunnel, aqueduct, or other manmade excavation,
which is large enough to permit a person to
enter.

2.

"Owner" means the person or private or public agency which has the right of possession
to the cave.

3.

''Natural material" means any stalactite,
stalagmite, helictite, anthodite, gypsum
flower or needle, flowstone, drapery, column,
tufa dam, clay or mud formation or concretion, crystalline mineral formation, and
any wall, ceiling, or mineral protuberance
therefrom, whether attached or broken, found
in any cave.

4.

C.

expreasly invited rather than mer.ely permitted to
come upon the premises by the landowner.
Nothing in this section creates a duty of care or
ground liability for injury to person or property.
Added by StAtS. 1963, c. 1759, p. 3511, § 1;
. Amended by Stats. 1970, c. 807, p. 1530, § 1;
Stilts. 1971, c. 1928, p. 1975, §I; Stats, 1972,
c. 1200, p. 2322, § 1; Stats. 1975, c. 1303,
p -----, § 1.
1970 Amendment. Substituted "fishing, hunting"
for taking of fish and game" and added "riding"
in the first paragraph; substituted "for entry
of use for the above purposes" and "such purposes"
for "to take fish and game, camp, hike or sightsee" and "rock collecting" in the first paragraph.

"Material" means all or any part of any
archaeological, paleontological, biological,
or historical item including, but not limited
to, any petroglyph, pictograph, basketry,
human remains, tool, beads, pottery, projectile point, remains of historical mining
activity or any other occupation found in any
cave.

1972 Amendment. Included "animal and all types
of vehicular riding" in the first paragraph.
Forms: See West's California. Code Forms.

The entering or remaining in a cave by itself
shall not constitute a violation of this section.

Added by Stats. 1976, c. 1303, p. -----, § 2. Amended
by Stats. 1977, c, p. -----, §1, urgency, eff. April
6, 1977.
1977 Amendment. Substituted in subd. (A)(2) the
phrase "Disturbs or alters any evidence of archaeological prior occupation in any cave."
Library References
Health and Environment
C.J.S. Health §§29 et seq., 35.

Colorado
Stitt notes a Colorado statute enacted before 1883
making it a crime to break, destroy, remove, or
harm cave formations, or break and enter, provided, however, that a copy of said law is posted
near the cave entrance. Conviction called for
fine or imprisonment.

37, 43.

Earlier (the above material elaborates on the word
spelunking in the earlier law shown below)
346

Law Review Commentaries
Background and general effect of 1963 addition.
(1963) 38 S. Var J. 647.

Permission to enter for fishing, hunting, camping,
etc.

An owner of any estate in real property owes no duty

of care to keep the premises safe for entry or use
by others'for fishing, hunting, camping, water sports,
hiking, spelunking, riding, including animal and all
types of vehicular riding, rock collecting, or sightseeing or to give any warning of hazardous conditions,
uses'of, structures, or activities on such premises
to persons entering for such purposes, except as provided in this section.

The clause in the Colorado law requ1rlng the posting of a copy of the law near the cave if it's
to be protected in effect makes the law useless
except for protection of commercial caves, since
in the absence of a caretaker any would-be vandal
could merely tear down the sign and return the
next day.
Florida
No reference to caves in law indexes.
Georgia
Chapter 43-25.
Sec.
43-2501
43-2502
43-2503
43-2504
43-2505
43-2506
43-2507
43-2508

An owner of any estate in real property who gives
permission to another for entry or use for the above
purposes upon the premises does not thereby (a) extend any assurance that the premises are safe for
such purposes, or (b) constitute the person to whom
permission has been granted the legal status of an
invitee'or licensee to whom a duty of car.e is owed,
or (c) assume responsibility for or incur liability
for any injury to person or property caused by any
act of such person to whom permission has been
granted except as provided in this secti.on.

Cave Protection Act of 1977

Short title
Findings
Definitions
Vandalism unlawful
Sale of speleothems unlawful
Pollution and littering unlawful
Wildlife
Liability of owners and agents

Cross References
Penalty for violation of Chapter, see § 43-9916.

This 'section does not limit the liability which
otherwise exists (a) for willful or malicious failure to 'guard or warn against a dangerous condition,
use, structure'or activity; or (b) for injury suffered in any case where permission to enter for the
above purposes was granted for 'a consideration other
than the consideration, if any, paid to said landowner hv the stat.e; or (c) to any persons who are

43-2501 Short title
This Chapter shall be known And may be cited as
the "Cave Protection Act of 1977". (Acts 1977,
p. 833, eff. July 1, 1977.)

: ,.
2 , .l

2.

43-2502 Findings
,
The State of GeQtgia hl'reby finds that caves are
uncommon geologic ,phenomena and that the minerals
deposited therein may be 'rare, and occur in un~que
forms of great beauty which are irreplaceable if
destroyed. It is also found'that ,the wilqlife
which have evolved to, live in caves are unusual
and of limited numbers, and many are'rare and en~
dangered species, and that caves are a natural
conduit for groundwater flow and are highly subject to water pollution, which-has far-reaching
effects transcending man's property boundaries.
It is therefore declared to be the policy of this
State and the intent of this Chapter to protect
these unique natural resources. (Acts 1977, p.
833, eff, July 1, 1977).

3.

disturb or alter in any manner the natural
condition of any cave;
,
break, force, tamper with or otherwise disturb a lock, gate, door or other obstruction
designed to control or prevent access to any
cave, even though entrance thereto may not
be gained. (Acts 1977, pp. 833, 834, eff.
July 1, 1977.)

43-2505 Sale of speleothems. unlawful
It shall be unlawful to sell or offer for sale
any speleothems in this State or to export them
for sale outside this State without the express
written permission of the owner of the cave from
which such speleothems were obtained. (Acts 1977,
pp. 833, 835, eff. July I, 1977.)

43-2503 Definitions
Unless the context in which used clearly requires
a different meaning, as used in this chapter:
A. "cave" means any naturally occurring subterranean cavity, including, but not restricted
to, a cavern, pit, pothole, natural well,
sinkhole and grotto;
B. "collllDercial cave" means any cave with improved
trails and lighting utilized by the owner for
the purpose of exhibition to the general public as a profit or nonprofit enterprise, wherein a fee is collected for entry;
C. "gate" means any structure or device located
so as to limit or prohibit access or entry to
a cave;
D. "owner" means a person who owns title to land
where a cave is located, including a person
who owns title to a leasehold estate in such
land, and specifically includes the State and
any of its agencies, departments, boards, bureaus, commissions or authorities, as well as
counties, municipalities and other political
subdivisions of the State;
E. "Sinkhole" means a closed topographic depression or basin, generally draining underground,
including, but not restricted to, a doline limesink or sink;
F. "speleothem: means a natural mineral formation
or deposit occurring in a cave, including"but
not restricted to, stalagmites, stalactites,
helectites, anthodites, gypsum flowers, gypsum
needles, angel's hair, soda straws, draperies,
bacon, c~e pearls, popcorn (coral), rimstone
dams, columns, palettes, and flowstone. Speleothems are commonly ~omposed of calcite, epsomite,
gypsum, aragonite, celestite and other similar
minerals;
G. "wildlife" means any vertebrate or invertebrate
animal life indigenous to this State or any species introduced or specified by the Board of
Natural Resources and includes, but is not restricted to, qusdrupeds, mammals, birds, fish,
amphibians. reptiles. crustaceans, and mollusks,
or any part thereof. (Acts 1977, p. 833, eff.
July I, 1977.)
43-2504 Vandalism unlawful
It shall be unlawful for any person, without the
express prior written permission of the owner, to
willfully or knowingly
.
1. break, break off, crack, carve upon, write upon,
burn or otherwise mark upon, remove, or in any
manner destroy, disturb, deface, mar or harm
the surfaces of any cave or any natural material
therein, including speleothems;
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43-2506 Pollution and littering unlawful
It shall be unlawful to store in cave or sinkholes any chemicals and other materials which
may be detrimental or hazardous to caves or
sinkholes, to the mineral deposits therein, to
the wildlife inhabiting caves, to the waters of
the State, or to the persons using such phenomenon for any purposes. It shall also be unlawful
to dump, litter, dispose of or otherwise place
any refuse, garbage, dead animals, sewage, trash,
or other such similar waste materials in any quantity in any cave or sinkhole. (Acts 1977, pp.
833, 835, eff. July 1, 1977.)
43-2507 Wildlife
It shall be unlawful to remove, kill, harm or
disturb any wildlife found within any cave:
Provided, however, that nothing contained in
this Section shall be construed to repeal Section 32 of an Act completely and exhaustively,
revising superseding and consolidating laws of
this State relative to game and fish, approved
March 7, 1955 (Ga. Laws 1955, p. 483), as amended
particularly by an Act approved March 29, 1968
(Ga. Laws 1968, pp. 497, 515)' {former § 45-208},
relating to scientific collectors' permits or any
rules or regulations promulgated pur~uant thereto
or any Federal or State laws relating to the protection of certain plants or animals. (Acts 1977,
pp. 833, 835, eff. July 1, 1977.)
43-2508 Liability of owners and agents
A. Neither the owner of a cave nor his authorized
agents, officers, employees or designated representatives acting within the scope of their
authority shall be liable for injuries sustained by any person using said cave for recreational or scientific purposes if the prior
consent of the owner has been obtained and if
no charge has been made for the use of such
features and notwithstanding that an inquiry
as to the experience or expertise of the individual seeking consent may have been made.
B. Neither the owner of a commercial cave nor
his authorized agents, officers, emp10yee~ or
designated representatives acting within the
scope of their authority shall be liable for
an injury sustained by a spectator who has
paid to view the cave, unless such injury is
sustained as a result of such owner's negligence in connection with the providing,~nd .
maintaining of trails, stairs, electrical wires
or other modifications, and such negligence
shall be the proximate cause of the injury.

C.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to
constitute a waiver of the sovereign immunity
of the State or any of its boards, departments,
bureaus or agencies. (Acts 1977, pp. 833, 836,
eff. July I, 1977.)

B.

Illinois
FrOlll: The Windy City Speleonews, Vol. 17, June 1977
There follows a draft of a cave conservation bill for
Illinois, written by Tom Lera, Windy City Grotto conservation chairman. State Representative Woody Bowman, a member of the Committee on Environment, has
agr'eed to sponsor the bill. Letters in support of
the bill, which has not yet been published and assigned a number, should be sent to your state representative and to Monroe L. Flinn, chairman of the
Committee on Environment, whose address is 2746 Camp
Jackson Road, Cahokia, Illinois, 62206, or 2080 State
Office Building, Springfield, Illinois, 62706. Tom
Lera would appreciate copies of any letters and any
other co_nts you might have. His address is Apartment 16-D, 415 Aldine, Chicago, Illinois, 60657.
(The proposed bill,.modeled after an Alabama bill
of several years ago, clearly needs a certain amount
of 1IlOre or less minor fiddling-e.g., "troglodite.")Hixon
Synopsis: This bill provides for the preservation of
caves and caverns and prohibits the destruction and
taking of formations" plants,' and animals living
therein. It also provides for establishment of a
State Speleological Committee.
A BILL TO BE ENACTED AN ACT
Providing further for the conservation of natural
resources of the State; designating the caves and
caverns of the State and the flora, fauna, mineral
formations and deposits therein and other contents
thereof for scenic and commercial purposes; regulating through licensure the use of such caves and
their contents for commercial purposes; protecting
the rights of property owners and the general public in caves; requiring cave owners to install and
keep in repair certain equipment and abide by safety
regulations when caves are opened to the public;
providing for safety inspection of caves; establishing a State Speleological Committee; providing fo~
the dissemination of information about Illinois
caves and caverns to the owners thereof and to the
public; designating certain acts relative to caves
and caverns and their contents as criminal offenses
and prescribing penalties thereof.

"Mine" means any subterranean cavity that is
large enough to permit a person to enter to
a point where day light cannot be seen, or
that contains to obligatory cavernicolous
fauna (animals obliged to live underground).
The word "mine" includes or is synonymous witb
tunnel, aquaduct, or other manmade excavation.
C. "Speleothem" means a natural mineral formation
or deposit occurring in a cave or mine whether
attached or broken. This includes or is synonymous with stalactites, stalagmites, helictites, anthodites, gypsum flowers, needles,
angle's hair, sodastraws, draperies, bacon,
cave pearls, popcorn, rims tone dams, columns,
flowstone, et cetera.
C. "Commercial Cave" means a cave utilized by the
owner or lessee for the purpose of exhibition
to the public, as a profit or non-profit enterprise, wherein a fee is prerequisite or solicited as a condition of admittance.
E. "Wild Cave" means a cave essentially in its
natural state. Wild caves are not used for
any commercial purpose whatsoever nor are shown
on any scheduled basis to the public.
F. "Exhibition Cave" means a cave opened to tbe
public for no charge. Exhibition caves are
not classed as commercial caves even though
shown on a scheduled basis.
G. "Gate" means any structure or device located
to limit or prohibit access or entry to any
cave or mine.
H. "Troglobite" means any animal or plant dependent upon a cave for its existence, even
though it may exit the cave on occasion.
1. "Troglodite" means any animal or plant dependent upon the cave for its existence tha.t normally never leaves the cave.
J. "Person" means any individual, partnership,
firm, trust, association, corporation, compa.ny,
municipality, or State.
K. "Owner" means a person(s) who owns title to
land where a cave or mine is located including
a person who owns title to a leasehold estate
of such land.
L. "Supervision" means either the continuous
physical presence of a certified, or permitted
and/or licensed supervisor or in his absence,
clearly legible instructions or directions for
the precautions to be taken to prevent injury
to persons, the environment, and artifacts.
Section 2: Committee
A Committee of no less than four nor more than si~
persons will be appointed by the Director of the
Department of Conservation to assist him in reaching decisions on all matter~ pertaining to caves
and mines which arise in connection with the administration of this Act.
Such Committee members
are to be residents of Illinois and not necessarily state employees. Committee meetings will
be at least quarterly and the Committee is empowered to act at scheduled meetings regardless of
the number in attendance. The Director of the
Department of Conservation is the Chairman of this
committee. This committee will be known, and is
referred to throughout this Act, as the State
Speleological Committee and is authorized to establish a program of education of the general
public and an education of cave property owners
to help them in preserving cave life within their
property.

BE IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF ILLINOIS:
Section 1: Definitions
The following words and phrases when used in this
Act have the meanings respectively ascribed to them
in this section, except in those instances where the
context clearly indicates a different meaning.
A. "Cav.e" means any natural subterranean cavity
·:that is either fifty feet in length or in depth,
or any combination of length and depth totaling
fifty feet or that a person can enter to a
point where .daylight cannot be seen, or that
contains obligatory cavernicolous fauna (animals
obliged to live underground). The work "cave"
includes or is synonymous with cavern, pothole,
sinkhole, and grotto.
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in the county jail for not less than ten days
nor more than six months.

Section 3: Access and Ownership
Owners, both private and public, of cave and mine
property may control access to the cave and mine
property by either of the following methods:
A. Normal posting procedures.
B. Affixing a permanent notice at every entrance
to each cave and mine stating restrictions,
prohibitions, and any provisions for gaining
entrance (if applicable), and a statement
that violation of the restriction or prohibitions will be a misdemeanor under this Act.
C. Affixing a gate over the entrance subject to
the restrictions in Section 7 of this Act.
An owner may not permanently block, fill, flood,
or close access to specifically designated caves
and aines, registered as a nature preserve by the
Illinois Department of Conservation, Illinois Nature
Preserves Commission, and the State Speleological
Society"pursuant to Section 7. Unless otherwise
established through registration at the Department
of Conservation and clearly posted at cave and mine
entrances, caves and mines which are entirely or
in part located within the boundaries of public
property shall be open for recreational purposes.

Section 6: Pollution
It is unlawful to store, dump, dispose of or
otherwise place in caves or mines any chemical,
refuse dead animals, sewage, trash, garbage or
other materials. A person who violates any provisions of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, shall be
fined not less than one-hundred fifty dollars.
A person who shall violate any provision of this
section shall, the second offense, be guilty of
a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof,
shall be fined not less than five hundred dollars.
A person who violates any provision of this section shall, for the third or any subsequent 'offense, be guilty of a felony, and upon conviction
thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment in the
penitentiary for not less than one year.

Section 4: Liability
Neither the owner of a cave or mine nor his agent
acting within the scope of their authority are
liable for injuries sustained by any person using
such features for recreational or scientific purposes if the prior consent of the owner has been
obtained and if no charge has been made for the
use of such features. An owner of a commercial
cave is not liable for an injury sustained by a
spectator who has paid to view the cave, unless
such injury is sustained as a result of such owner's
negligence in connection with the providing and maintaining of trails, stairs, electrical wires or other
modifications, and such negligence is the proximate
cause of the injury.
Section 5: Vandalism
It is unlawful and constitutes the crime of malicious vandalism for any person without express prior
written permission of the owner or in public caves
without the express permission of the State Speleological Committee to:
A. Break, break-Qff, crack, carve upon, write, burn,
or otherwise mark upon, remove, or in any manner
destroy, disturb, deface, mar or harm the surface
of any cave or mine or any natural material therein, including speleothems;
B. Discard litter or refuse in any cave or mine;
C. Disturb or alter in any manner the natural condition of any cave or mine;
D. Break, force, tamper with, remove or otherwise
disturb a lock, gate, door, or other structure
or obstruction designed to control or prevent
access to any cave or mine, even though entrance
thereto is authorized by the owner thereof;
It is unlawful to offer for sale any speleothem obtained in contravention of Section 5(A), in the
State of Illinois commercial caves obtained as
authorized in said section except at licensed commercial caves selling material from their cave.
It is also unlawful to export such :ftems for sale
elsewhere. Any person violating a provision" of this
section is guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than onehundred fifty dollars nor more than five-hundred
dollars, and in addition thereto, may be imprisoned
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Section 7: Biological Policy
It is the policy of the State of Illinois to prevent the extermination of either plant or animal
life in caves or mines. It is unlawful, constituting the crime of malicious vandalism, to remove,
kill, harm, or disturb any plant or animal life
either troglobitic or trogloditic: provided, that
scientific collecting permits may be obtained from
the Director of the Department of Conservation.
Gates employed at the entrance or at any point
within any cave or mine should consist of open construction to allow free and unimpeded passage of
air, insects, bats and aquatic fauna. As the necessity arises, the State Speleological Committee
and the I11inios Nature Preserves Commission is
empowered to designate and establish certain caves
and mines as Nature Preserves. These caves may be
posted to prevent both accidental and intentional
disruption of natural cave life. A person who
violates any provision of this Section is guilty
of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof,
shall be fined not less than one-hundred fifty
dollars and not more than five-hundred dollars and
in addition thereto, may be imprisoned in the
county jail for not less than ten days nor more
than six months.
Section 8:

Archeological, Paleontological, and
Historical Features
No person may excavate, remove, destroy, injure
or deface any historic or prehistoric ruins, burial grounds, archeological or paleontological site
including saltpeter workings, relics or inscriptions, fossilized footprints, bones or any other
such :eature which may be found in any cave or
mine. A permit to excavate or remove archeological, paleontological, prehistoric and historic
features may be obtained from the Director of the
Department of Conservation of Illinois. The permit will be issued for a period not to exceed one
year and may be "renewed at expiration. It is not
transferable but may work under the direct supervision of the person holding the permit.
A person applying for such a permit must:
A. Provide a detailed statement to the Director
of the Department of Conservation of Illinois
and the State Speleological Committee giving
the reasons and objectives for excavation or
removal and the benefits expected to be obtained
from the comtemplated work;

B.

Agree to provide data and results of any completed excavation, study, or collection at the
first of each calendar year;
C. Obtain the additionai prior written permission
of the Director of the Department of Conservation if the site of the proposed excavation is
on state-owned lands and prior written permission of the owner if the site of such proposed
excavation is on privately owned land; and
D. Agree to carry the permit while exercising the
privileges granted.
A person who violates any provision of this section
is guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined not less than one-hundred
and fifty dollars nor more than five-hundred dollars,
and in addition thereto, in the discretion of the
court, may be imprisoned in the county jail not
less than ten days nor more than six months.
Section 9: Commercial Caves
The Department of Conservation is directed to establish standards of safety, including regulations
relative to guard rails, bridges, ladders, stairs,
platforms, walkways, barriers, paths, lights and
emergency lights, etc., for all commercial caves
in Illinois and to enforce such standards. The
Department of Conservation shall establish a licensing procedure with annual renewals for all commercial caves in Illinois which will:
A. Require filing with the Department a detailed
written plan of all intended modifications, including a complete, true plan and elevation map
of the cave or mine, and stating that a copy of
such map is at a readily accessible location
near the cave or mine entrance. The plans must
be approved by the State Speleological Committee
before alterations begin;
B. Provide that danger to public health and safety,
destruction of valuable scientific, anthropological, or extensive destruction of speleothems
will be considered basis for rejection of submitted plans;
C. Require the owner of a commercial cave have the
cave pass the initial safety inspection, and pay
an inspection fee, obtain a license shOWing
that the cave has been duly inspected and approved and conspicuously displayed at or near
the entrance to the cave; and
D. Commercial caves shall be inspected by the Department of Conservation initially, before
licensing and annually after initial licensing.
Failure to maintain the cave in a condition at
the time of initial licensing shall be cause for
nonrenewal of the license. The Department of
Conservation is granted the authority to fix
the fee for the initial and annual inspection to
cover the cost of these inspections, but such fee
is not to exceed two hundred dollars for the
initial inspection and fifty dollars for the
annual inspection. Presentation of a certificate
of inspection by a recognized liability insurance
company shall be accepted in lieu of the annual
inspection.
Section 10: Exception
Any provision of this Act may be waived provided a
petition stating the reason(s), extent, limit,
location, and expiration date of such request is
filed with the State Speleological Committee and
provided the Committee approves the petition. All
or part of a petition may be rejected, or more information may be requested before a final determination
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is made on the matter. No action at all within
120 days of receipt by the State Speleological
Committee of a petition, modification, or additional information shall constitute automatic
approval. The provisions of this Act are severable. If any part of the Act is declared invalid
or unconstitutional, such declaration shall not
affect the part which remains.
Section 11:
All laws or parts of laws which conflict with
this Act are hereby repealed. This Act shall
become effective immediately upon its passage and
approval by the Governor, or upon its otherwise
becoming a law.
It is our understanding that the foregoing legislation did not pass but that Illinois cavers had
some success. with amending their Nature Preserves
Act and an Act on Recreational Use of Land and
Water Areas to include caves.
Indiana
Chapter 4 - Destruction Geological Formations
Section
35-16-4-1.

Geological formations in caves Destruction or l.nJury prohibited Violation, penalty.

35-16-4-1 {10-4530}. Geological formations in
caves -- Destruction or injury prohibited -Violation, penalty. Whoever, not having the express consent of the owner thereof, willfully,
mischievously or maliciously disfigures, destroys or removes any stalagmitic, stalactitic or
other geological formation or any part thereof
found in any cave shall be guilty of a misdemeanor
and upon conviction shall be fined not less that
fifty dollars {$50.00} nor more than five hundred
dollars {$500.00} to which may be added imprisonment for not less than ten {10} days or more than
six {6} months. {Acts 1947, ch. 161, §l, p. 523}.
Title of Act. The title of Acts 1947, ch. 161,
read: "An act to provide for the protection of
geological formations in caves and prescribing
penalties." In force August 21, 1947.
Chapter 4 - Destruction of Geological Formations
{Repealed effective July 1, 1977.}
Section
35-16-4-1 {10-4530}.
caves -- Destruction
ViOlation: penalty.
1977. }
Compiler's Notes. This section (Acts 1947, ch.
161, §1, p. 523), concerning destruction of geological formations, was repealed by Acts 1976,
P. L. 148, § 24, effective, July I, 1977. For
saving clause concerning crimes committed prior
to that date see not to 35-41-1-1. For law on
mischeif see 35-43-1-2.

433.870. Defacing or carrying away formation in
cave exhibited to public. Any person who, without
permission from the owner, shall destroy, break,
tear down, write upon, mar, handle or carry away

any rock, wall, or other tormation within any cave
exhibited to the public as a natural attraction
shall be fined not less than five dollars <.$5~00)
nor aore than one hundred dollars ($100). or.imprisoned not less than five (,5) nor more than thirty
(30) days, or both. (Enact. Acts. 1948. ch. 219).
Cross-references.
to 512.040.

5-1401.
(A) IN THIS SUBTITLE. THE FOLLOWING TERMS HAVE
THE MEANINGS INDICATED.
(B)

Criminal mischief. KRS 512.020

Collateral References.
Mischief, §§ 1-11.
Footnote from Stitt:

52 Am.· Jur. 2d. Malicious
U. S. Constitution.

~endment

"CAVE" MEANS ANY NATURALLY OCCURRING VOID.
CAVITY. RECESS. OR SYSTEM OF INTERCONNECTING
PASSAGES BENEATH THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH OR
WITHIN A CLIFF OR LEDGE.

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE KATTER ADDED TO
EXISTING LAW •. {Brackets} indicate matter deleted
from existing law. Underlining indicates ~end
ments to bill. Stri~e-e~t indicates matter
stricken by amendment.

V, preventing taking of property without just com-

pensation. There is a judicial and legislative trend
towards a broader interpretation in the are~. In
Cox v. Colossal Caverns. 219 Ky. 612. 276S.W. 543,
Court of Appeals of Kentucky, 1925, the court found
that when cave rights were severed from surface
rights a cave owner had a right to preserve a cave.
but not to destroy it, since that would affect the
surface owner's rights. In the case of endangered
species legislation, the right of the state to protect the resource is considered to override individual property rights.

(C) "COMMERCIAL CAVE" MEANS ANY CAVE WITH IMPROVED
TRAILS AND LIGHTING UTILIZED BY THE OWNER FOR THE
PURPOSE OF EXHIBITION TO THE GENERAL PUBLIC AS A
PROFIT OR NONPROFIT ENTERPRISE, WHEREIN A FEE IS
COLLECTED FOR ENTRY.
(D) "GATE" MEANS ANY STRUCTURE OR DEVICE LOCATED
TO LIMIT OR PROHIBIT ACCESS OR ENTRY TO ANY CAVE.

Maryland
BOUSE OP DELEGATES
81r0954

INCLUDING NATURAL SUBSURFACE WATER AND DRAINAGE
SYSTEMS. THE WORD "CAVE" INCLUDES OR IS SYNONYMOUS WITH CAVERN, p~~, P9~9bB, SINKHOLE, GROTTO
AND ROCK SHELTER.

(E) "PERSON OR PERSONS" MEANS ANY INDIVIDUAL,
PARTNERSHIP, FIRM, ASSOCIATION, TRUST, OR CORPORATION.

No. 512 (PRE-FILED)

By: Delegate Munson
Requested: September 28. 1977
Introduced and read first time: January 11, 1978
Assigned to:
Environmental Matters

(F) "SPELEOTHEM" MEANS A NATURAL SECONDARY MINERAL
FORMATION OR DEPOSIT OCCURRING IN A CAVE. THIS INCLUDES OR IS SYNONYMOUS WITH STALAGMITES. STALACTITES, HELECTITES, ANTHODITES, GYPSUM FLOWERS,
NEEDLES, ANGEL'S HAIR, SODA STRAWS, DRAPERIES, BACON, CAVE PEARLS, POPCORN (CORAL), RIMSTONE DAMS,
COLUMNS, PALETTES, FLOWSTONE, ET CETERA. SPELEOTHEMS ARE COMMONLY COMPOSED OF CALCITE, EPSOMITE,
GYPSUM, ARAGONITE, CELESTITE AND OTHER SIMILAR
MINERALS.

Committee report: Pavorable with amendments
House action: Adopted
Read second time: March 2, 1978
Chapter 341

(F)

AN ACT concerning

"OWNER" MEANS A PERSON WHO

9WNS-H~br;-~e

Caves

bANB-WHERE-A-6A¥r;-~S-~96A~r;B;-~N6~Y9iNG-A-pr;RSeN
WH9-9WNS-~~~~E-~9-A-~EASEH9bB-r;S~A~E-~S-SYGH-~

FOR the purpose of setting forth regulations regarding the use of caves; defining certain terms;
prohibiting certain actions; allowing for permits
under certain circumstances; and providing penalties for certain violations.

BK9R96K,-ANB-~N6~YB£S-eR-~S-S¥N9N¥MeYS-W~H-~A
S~9MeSr;S,-S6Abb9PS,-R~b~S,-F~Y!fr;S;-SPeNGKWQRK,
ANB-PENBAN~S AN EROSIONAL FEATURE OF THE CAVE

BY

HAS THE RIGHT OF ACCESS (OR POSSESSION TO THE CAVE.
(H)

"SPELEOGEN" MEANS

A-S9bY!f~eNAb-FEA!fYRE-eF-!fHB

adding to

BOUNDARY AND INCLUDES OR IS SYNONYMOUS WITH ANASTOMOSES, SCALLOPS, RILLS, FLUTES, SPONGEWORK,
AND PENDANTS.

Article - Natural Resources
Section 5-1401 through 5-1406. inclusing, to be
under the new subtitle "Subtitle 14. 'Caves"
Annotated Code of Maryland
(1974 Volume and 1977 Supplement)

(I) "SINKHOLE" MEANS A NATURAL DEPRESSION IN A
LAND SURFACE COMMUNICATING WITH A SUBTERRANEAN
PASSAGE OR DRAINAGE SYSTEM.

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF
MARYLAND, That section(s) of the Annotated Code of
~mryland be repealed, amended, or enacted to read as
follows:
Article - Natural Resources
SUBTITLE 14. CAVES
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(J) "CAVE LIFE" MEANS ANY LIFE FORM WHICH N~
MALLY OCCURS IN, USES, VISITS, OR INHABITS ANY
CAVE OR SUBTERRANEAN WATER SYSTEM, EXCEPTING,
HEREIN, THOSE ANIMALS AND SPECIES COVERED BY ANY
OF THE GAME LAWS OF THIS STATE.

5-1402
(A) A PERSON MAY NOT. WITHOUT EXPRESS, PRIOR.
WRITTEN PEllMISSION OF iHE AN OWNER. WILLFULLY
OR KNOWINGLY:

iHAN-~5ee-ANB-fN-ABBiifQN-iHEREi~-HA¥-BE-~
paiS9NEB-F9R-N9i-~SS-iHAN-~5-aA¥S-N9R-~~

SiK-:K9NFHS.
(C) GATES EMPLOYED AT THE ENTRANCE OR AT ANY
POINT-WITHIN-ANY CAVE SHALL BE OF OPEN CONSTRUCnON -TO ALLOW FREE AND UNIMPEDED PASSAGE OF AIR,
WATER, -INSECTS, BATS, AND AQUATIC FAUNA.

BREAK. BREAK-OFF. CRACK. CARVE UPON. WRITE.
BURN. OR OTHERWISE MARK UPON. REMOVE. OR IN ANYMANNER DESTORY. DISTURB. DEFACE, MAR. OR HARM
THE SURFACES OF ANY CAVE OR ANY NATURAL MATERIAL
WHICH MAY BE FOUND THEREIN WHETHER ATTACHED OR
BROKEN. INCLUDING SPELEOTHEMS ANIl. SPELEOGENS,
ANDSEDIKENTARY DEPOSITS:
(1)

(D) A PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF THIS
SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND, UPON
CONVICTION THEREOF, SHALL BE FINED NOT MORE THAN
$500 AND-IN-ADDITION THERETO MAY BE IMPRISONED
FOR NOT LESS THAN 15 DAYS -NOR MORE THAN 6 MONTHS.

(2) DISTURB OR ALTER IN ANY MANNER THE NATURAL
CONDITION OF ANY CAVE:

5~1405

(3) BREAK. FORCE. TAMPER WITH, OR OTHERWISE
DISTURB A LOCK, GATE, DOOR. OR OTHER OBSTRUCTION
DESIGNED TO CONTROL OR PREVENT ACCESS TO ANY CAVE,
EVEN THOUGH ENTRANCE THERETO MAY NOT BE GAINEDj
ANIl
(4) HOWEVER, _THE ENTERING OR REMAINING IN A CAVE
BY ITSELF SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE A VIOLATION OF THIS
SECTION.
(5)

UNLESS OTHERWISE ESTABLISHED BY THE SECRETARY

(A) A PERSON MAY NOT EXCAVATE, REMOVE, DESTROY
INJURE, DEFACE, OR I~ ANY MANNER DISTURB ANY
BURIAL GROUNDS, HISTORIC OR PREHISTORIC RUINS,
ARCHEOLOGICAL OR PALEONTOLOGICAL SITE OR ANY PART
THEREOF, INCLUDING RELICS, INSCRIPTIONS, SALTPETER
WORKINGS, FOSSILS, BONES, REMAINS OF HISTORICAL
HUMAN ACTIVITY, OR ANY OTHER SUCH FEATURES WHICH
MAY BE FOUND IN ANY CAVE, EXCEPT THOSE CAVES OWNED
BY THE STATE WHICH ARE SUBJECT TO THE PROVISIONS OJ
THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RESOURCES ACT OF 1968 (TITLE 2,
SUBTITLE 3).

ANI' CLEARLY POSTED AT THE CAVE ENTRANCE, CAVES

HAV:NG ACCESS WITHIN THE BOUNDARIES OF PUBLIC
PROPERTIES SHALL BE OPEN FOR RECREATIONAL PURPOSES.
~~ (B)
A PERSON MAY NOT DISPOSE OF, DUMP, STORE,
OR OTHERWISE INTRODUCE INTO ANY CAVE, SINKHOLE, OR
SUBTERRANEAN DRAINAGE SYSTEM ANY LITTER, REFUSE
DEAD ANIMALS, SEWAGE, TRASH, GARBAGE, OR ANY CHEMICAL OR BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINANT WHICH IS POTENTIALLY
DANGEROUS TO MAN- OR ANY FORM OF CAVE LIFE.

(B) NOTIHTHSTANDING THE PROVISIONS OF SUBSECTION
(A) OF THIS SECTION, A PERNIT TO EXCAVATE OR REMOVE ARCHEOLOGICAL, PALEONTOLOGICAL, PREHISTORIS,
AND HISTORIC FEATURES MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE
SECRETARY. THE PERNIT SHALL BE ISSUED FOR A PERrO!
OF TI-IO YEARS AND MAY BE RENEWED AT EXPIRATION. IT
IS NOT TRANSFERABLE BUT THIS DOES NOT PRECLUDE
PERSONS FROM WORKING UNDER THE DIRECT SUPERVISION
OF THE PERSON HOLDING THE PERMIT.
(C)

(C) ANY PERSON VIOLATING ANY PROVISION OF THIS
SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND UPON CONVICTION THEREOF, SHALL BE FINED NOT bE55-~HAN-$~5S
N9R MORE THAN $500, AND IN ADDITION THERETO, MAY
BE IMPRISONED FOR NOT LESS THAN TEN DAYS NOR MORE
THAN SIX MONTHS.
~

A PERSON APPLYING FOR A PERMIT SHALL:

ill HAVE KNOWLEDGE OF ARCHEOLOGY.

ill PROVIDE A DETAILED STATEMENT TO THE
SECRETARY GIVING THE REASONS AND OBJECTIVES FOR
EXCAVATION OR REMOVAL AND THE BENEFITS EXPECTED
TO BE OBTAINED FROM THE CONTEMPLATED WORK.
~~t

5-1403.
A PERSON MAY NOT SELL OR OFFER FOR SALE ANY SPELEOTHEMS IN THIS STATE, OR TO EXPORT THEM FOR SALE OUTSIDE THE STATE. A PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY OF THE
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR,
AND, UPON CONVICTION, SHALL BE FINED NOT bE55-~HAN
$~59-N9R MORE THAN $500 AND IN ADDITION MAY BE IMPRISONED FOR NOT LESS THAN TEN DAYS NOR 1'tORE THAN SIX
MONTHS.
5-1404.
(A) A PERSON MAY NOT REMOVE, DISFIGURE, KILL, HARN,
DISTURB, KEEP, RESTRAIN, OR IN ANY MANNER ALTER THE
NATURAL CONDITION OR ENVIRONNENT OF AN¥~PbAN~-9R-ANf
MAb-bfPE-WHf6H-NSRKAbb¥-bfVE5-9R-9SSYRS-WfiHfN-AN¥
SAVE-9R-SYB~ERRAN6AN-WA~b~-S¥6~£H
ANY CAVE LIFE.
(B) NOTWITHSTANDING THE PROVISION OF SUBSECTION (A)
OF THIS SECTION, SCIENTIFIC COLLECTION PERNITS MAY
BE OBTAINED FROM THE SECRETARY. SAtES-£HPb9UB-A~
tHE-EN~SE-9R-At-AN¥-P9fNF-WftHfN-AN¥-SAVE-SHAbb
BE-9P-9PEN-S9NStRYS~fON-tS-AbbSW-FREE-ANB-YNfHPEBEB

PASSASE-9F-AfR,-fNSE6~S,-BAtS,-ANB-A~YAtfS-FAYNA.

A-PERS9N-WH9-VfSbAtES-AN¥-PRSVfSfSN-9F-tHfS-SEStf9N
f5-6Yfbt¥-eF-A-MfSBEMEANSR,-ANB,-YFSN-69NVfStfSN
~HERESFT-5HAbb-BE-F~NE9-NSt-bE5S-tHAN-$~ee-NeR-MSRE
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~_~t ill PROVIDE DATA AND RESULTS OF ANY COMPLETED EXCAVATION, STUDY, OR COLLECTION AT THE
FIRST OF EACH CALENDAR YEAR.

f3t (4) OBTAIN THE PRIOR WRITTEN PERMISSION OF
THE SECRETARY IF THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED EXCAVATION IS ON STATE OWNED LANDS AND PRIOR WRITTEN
PERMISSION OF THE OWNER IF THE SITE OF THE PROPOSED EXCAVATION IS ON PRIVATELY OWNED LAND.

f4t J1L CARRY THE PERMIT WHILE EXERCISING THE
PRIVILEGES GRANTED.
(D) A PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY PROVISION OF SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND UPON CONVICTION SHALL BE FINED NOT
LESS THAN $100 NOR MORE THAN $500, AND MAY BE
IMPRISONED FOR NOT LESS THAN TEN DAYS NOR MORE
THAN SIX MONTHS. A PERSON WHO VIOLATES ANY OF
THE PROVISIONS OF SUBSECTION (B) OF THIS SECTION
IS GUILTY OF A MISDEMEANOR, AND, UPON CONVICTION,
SHALL BE FINED NOT LESS THAN $100 NOR MORE THAN
$500, AND THE PERNIT SHALL BE REVOKED.

5-1405.

(A) NEITHER THE OWNER OF A CAVE NOR HIS AUTHORIZED
AGENTS ACTING WITHIN THE SCOPE OF THEIR AUTHORITY
ARE LIABLE FOR INJURIES SUSTAINED BY ANY PERSON
USING THE CAVE FOR RECREATIONAL OR SCIENTIFIC PURPOSE IF THE PRIOR CONSENT OF THE OWNER HAS BEEN OBTAINED AND IF NO CHARGE HAS BEEN MADE FOR THE USE
OF THE CAVE.
(B) AN OWNER OF A COMMERCIAL CAVE IS NOT LIABLE
FOR AN INJURY SUSTAINED BY' A SPECTATOR WHO HAS PAID
TO VIEW THE CAVE UNLESS THE INJURY IS SUSTAINED AS
A RESULT OF THE OWNER'S NEGLIGENCE IN CONNECTION
WITH THE PROVIDING AND MAINTAINING OF TRAILS, STAIRS,
ELECTRICAL WIRES, OR OTHER MODIFICATION, A."ID THE
NEGLIGENCE IS THE PROXIMATE CAUSE OF THE INJURY.
SECTION 2.

AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this

caverns -- Penalty. -- It shall be unlawful for
any person without the prior permission of the
owner, to willfully and knOWingly break, break off,
crack, carve upon, write or otherwise mark upon,
or in any manner destroy, mutilate, injure, deface,
mar or harm any natural material found within any
cave or cavern, such as stalactites, stalagmites,
helictites, anthodites, gypsum flowers or needles,.
flowstone, draperies, columns or other similar
crystalline material formations or otherwise; to
kill, harm or disturb plant or refuse therein, or
otherwise disturb or alter the natural condition
of such cave or cavern; cr break, force, tamper
with, remove, or otherwise disturb a lock, gate,
door or other structure or obstruction designed to
prevent entrance to a cave or cavern, without
the permission of the owner thereof, whether or
not entrance is gained.

Act shall take effect July 1, 1978.
Any person violating any provision of this section
shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor and shall
be fined not less than ten dollars ($10.00) nor
more than one thousand dollars ($1000.00) for each
offense, or shall be punished by imprisonment in
the county jailor workhouse for not more than
one (1) year or both, in the discretion of the
court (Acts 1967, Ch. 199, Sec. 1,2).

Missouri
Cave protection laws have twice been introduced but
not as of January 1979 passed.
New York
No reference to caves in indexes to statutes but
Stitt mentions a proposal (not passed) in 1974 to
protect archeological artifacts in caves and include
mud formations among speleothems as defined. The
Sunday Caver (Adirondack Grotto) in June 1978 reported an amendment to the General Obligations Law
to make it cover speleological activities and comments this should mean no more Knox Cave-type cases.
North Dakota
Statute books available only through 1977; no reference to caves.

Texas
Art. 5415j.

Caverns Protection Act
Policy

Section 1. It is hereby declared to be the public policy and in the public interest of the State
of Texas to protect and preserve all caves on or
under any of the lands in the State of Texas, including tidelands, submerged lands, and the bed
of the sea within the jurisdiction of the State of
Texas.

Ohio

Definitions
No reference found but Stitt believes there is a
cave protection act similar to the early Virginia
statute.

Section 2.

Oklahoma
Stitt cites a 1967 law making it a crime to vandalize
formations, kill or harm plants or animals (Guano
.tning and killing predatory animals are exceptions),
or litter or pollute caves.

In this Act:

(A) "Cave" means naturally occurring subterranean
cavity. The word "cave" includes or is synonymous
with cavern, pit, pothole, well, sinkhole, and
grotto.
(B) "Gate" means any structure, lock, door, or
device located to limit or prohibit access or entry to any cave.

Pennsylvania
e.C) "Person or persons" means any individual,
partnership, firm, association, trust, or corporation.

Stitt notes a cave protection law proposal in 1973
failed after it had been amended to outlaw fornication and
adultery everywhere. Pennsylvania
does have a liability exemption for property owners
if there is no charge for such use.

(D) "Speleothem" means a natural mineral formation or deposit occurring in a cave. This includes o~ is synonymous with stalagmites, stalactites, helicities, anthodites, gypsum flowers,
needles angel's hair, soda straws, draperies,
bacon, cave pearls, popcorn (coral), rims tone
dams, columns, palettes, flowstone, or other similar crystalline mineral formations commonly composed of calcite, epsomite, gypsum, aragonite,
celestite, and other similar minerals and formations.

South Dakota
Stitt notes a South Dakota law enacted in 1939
.sking it a misdemeanor to mutilate or remove cave
formations or carve initials in a cave.
Tennessee
39-4535.

Defacing or injuring material in caves or
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(E) "Owner" means a person who owns title to land
where a cave is located, including a person who owns
title to a leasehold estate in such land.
Vandalism; penalties

Subsection (B) of this section.
(B) The General Land Office of the State of Texas
may issue a permit under this subsection if the
person seeking the permit furnishes the following
information:

Section 3.
(1) s detailed statement giving the reasons
and objectives for the excavation, removal, or
alteration snd the benefits expected to be obtained from the contemplated work;

It shall be unlawful for any person, without
express, prior written permission of the owner, to
willfully or knowingly:
(A)

(1) break, break gff, craak, carve upon, write,
burn, or otherwise mark upon, remove, or in any
manner destroy, disturb, deface, mar, or harm the
surfaces of any cave or any natural material therein, including speleothems;

(2) data and results of any completed excavation;
(3) the prior written permission from the
state agency which manages the site of such proposed excavation;

(2) disturb or alter in any manner the natural
condition of any cave;

(4) a sworn statement that he will carry the
permit while exercising the privileges granted;
and

(3) break, force, tamper with, or otherwise
disturb a lock, gate, door, or other obstruction designed to control or prevent access to
any cave, even though entrance thereto may not
be gained.
Any person violating a prOV1S1on of this section shall be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor, unless he has previously been convicted of violating
this section, in which case he shall be guilty of
a felony of the third degree.
(B)

Sale of speleothems unlawful; penalties
Section 4.
(A) It shall be unlawful to sell or offer for sale
any speleothems in this state, or to export them
for sale outside the state, without written permission from the owner of the cave from which the speleothems were removed.
(B) A person who shall violate any of the provisions
of this section shall be guilty of a Class B misdemeanor.
Pollution unlawful; penalties
Section 5.
(A) It shall be unlawful without prior permission
of the owner to store, dump, dispose of, or otherwise place in caves any chemicals, dead animals,
sewage, trash, garbage, or other refuse.

(5) any other reasonable information which the
General Land Office may prescribe.
(C) The General Land Office may for good cause
revoke any permit issued under Subsection (B) of
this section.
(D)
A person who shall violate any prOV1S10n of
Subsection (A) of this section shall be guilty of
a Class B misdemeanor. A person who violates any
of the provisions of Subsection (B) of this section shall be guilty of a Class C misdemeanor and
the permit herein authorized shall be revoked.
Acts 1977, 65th Leg., p. 565, ch. 200, eff. May 20,
1977 .

Title of Act: An act to be known as the "Texas
Caverns Protection Act"; relating to the defacing,
damaging, and polluting of caves; the sale of
speleothems; excavations; and providing penalties.
Acts 1977, 65th Leg., p. 565, ch. 200.
Library References
Health and Environment (key) 25.5. C.J.S. Health
and Environment §§ 61 to 66, 69, 71 to 73, 78 to
80, 82 to 86, 88 to 90, 94, 104, 110, 115 to 126.
Virginia
(original)

Enacted 1966

Code of Virginia, No. 18.1-175.1.
(B) A person who shall violate any provision of
this section shall be guilty of a Class C misdemeanor. A person who shall violate any provision of this section shall, for the second offense,
be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor. A person who
shall violate any provision of this section shall,
for the third or any subsequent offense, be guilty
of a felony of the third degree.
Permits for excavations; how obtained;
prohibitions; penalties
Section 6.
(A) No person shall excavate, remove, destroy,
injure, alter in any significant manner, or deface
any part of a cave owned by the State of Texas, unless he first obtains a permit described in

(A) It shall be unlawful for any person, without
the prior permission of the owner, to willfully
or knowingly break, break off, crack, carve upon,
write or otherwise mark upon, or in any manne~
destroy, mutilate, injure, deface, mar or ha~
any natural material found in any cave or cavern,
such as stalactites, stalagmites, helictites,
anthodites, gypsum flowers or needles, flowstone,
draperies, columns, or other similar crystalline
mineral formations or otherwise; to kill, harm or
disturb plant or animal life found therein; to
discard" litter or refuse therein, or otherwise
disturb or alter the natural condition of such
cave or cavern; or to break, force, tamper with,
remove, or otherwise disturb a lock, gate, door or
other structure or obstruction designed to prevent
entrance to a cave or cavern, without the permission
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of the owner thereof, whether or not entrance is
gained.
(B) Any violation of this section shall be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars
or confinement in jsil not exceeding twelve months
in the discretion of the jury or the court trying
the case without a jury.
(revised)
Chapter 12.2
Virginia Cave Protection Act
Sec.
10-150.11.
10-150.12.
10-150.13.
10-150.14.
10-150.15.
10-150.1b.
10-150.17 .
10-150.18.

Legislative findings and policy
Definitions.
Vandalism; penalties
Pollution; penalties
Disturbance of naturally occurring organisms; scientific collecting permits;
penalties.
Archeology; permits for excavation; how
obtained; penalties.
Sale of speleothems; penalties.
Liability of owners and agents limited;
sovereign immunity of Commonwealth not
Waived.

§ 10.150.11.
Legislative findings and policy. -The General Assembly hereby finds that caves are
uncommon geologic phenomena, and that the minerals
deposited therein may be rare and occur in unique
forms of great beauty which are irreplaceable if
destroyed. Also irreplaceable are the archeological
resources in caves which are of great scientific ~nd
historic value. It is further found that the organisms which live in caves are unusual and of limited
numbers; that many are rare and endangered species;
and that caves are a natural conduit for groundwater
flow and are highly subject to water pollution, thus
having far-reaching effects transcending man's property boundaries. It is therefore declared to be
the policy of the General Assembly and the intent of
this chapter to protect these unique natural and
cultural resources. (1971, c. 252.)

(E) "Person" or "persons" means any individual,
partnership, firm, association, trust, or corporation or other legal entity.
(F) "Owner" means a person who owns title to
land where a cave is located, including a person
who owns title to a leasehold estate in such land,
and specifically including the Commonwealth and
any of its agencies, departments, boards, bureaus,
commissions, or authorities, as well as counties,
municipalities, and other political subdivisions
of the Commonwealth.
(G) "Speleothem" means a natural mineral formation or deposit occurring in a cave. This includes
or is synonymous with stalagmite, stalactite, helectite, shield, anthodite, gypsum flower·and needle,
angel's hair, soda straw, drapery, bacon, cave
pearl, popcorn (coral), rims tone dam, column, palette, flowstone, et cetera. Speleothems are commonly composed of calcite, epsomite, gypsum,
aragonite, celestite', and other similar msterials.
(H) "Speleogen" means an era sional feature of the
cave boundary and includes or is synonymous with
anastomoses, scallops, rills, flutes, spongework,
and pendants.
(1)
"Material" means all or any part of any
archeological, paleontological, biological, or historical item including, but not limited to, any
petroglyph, pictograph, basketry, human remains,
tool, beads, pottery, projectile point, remains of
historical mining activity or any other occupation,
found in any cave.
(J)
"Cave life" means any life form which normally
occurs in, uses, visits, or inhabits any cave or
subterranean water system, exception those animals and species covered by any of the game laws
of the Commonwealth. (1979, c. 252.)
10-150.14. Pollution unlawful; penalties.
(A) It shall be unlawful for any person without
express, prior written permission of the owner to
store, dump, litter, dispose of or otherwise place
any refuse, garbage, dead animals, sewage, toxic
substances harmful to cave life or humans in any
cave or sinkhole. Xt shall also be unlawful to
burn within a cave or sinkhole any material which
produces any smoke or gas which is harmful to any
naturally occurring organism in any cave.
(B) Any violation of this section shall be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor.
§

§ 10-150.12.
Definitions. -- As used in this chapter,
the following words shall have the meanings stated
unless the context requires otherwise:

§ 10-150.15.

Biological policy; penalties for
violation. -(A) It shall be unlawful to remove, kill, harm,
or otherwise disturb any naturally occurring
organisms within any cave, except for safety or
health reasons; provided, however, scientific
collecting permits may be· obtained from any cave
commission established for such purpose or from
the appropriate State agency.
(B) Any violation of this section shall be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor.

(A) "Cave" means any naturally occurring void,
cavity, recess, or system of interconnecting passages beneath the surface of the earth or within a
cliff or ledge including natural subsurface water
and drainage systems, but not including any mine,
tunnel, aqueduct, or other man-made excavation,
~lich is large enough to permit a person to enter.
The word "cave" includes or is synonymous with
cavern, sinkhole, natural pit, grotto, and rock
shelter.
(B) "Commercial Cave" means any cave utilized by
the owner for the purposes :of exhibition to the
general public as a profit or nonprofit enterprise,
wherein a fee is collected for entry.
(C) "Gate" means any structure or device located
to limit or prohibit access or entry to any cave.
(D) "Sinkhole" means a closed topographic depression or basin, generally draining underground, including but not restricted to, a doline, uvala,
blind valley, or sink.

Archeology; permits for excav~ion;
how obtained; penalties for violation. (A) In order to protect the archeological resources not covered by the Virginia Antiquities
Act (10-150.1 et seq.), it shall be unlawful to
excavate, remove, destroy, injure, deface, or in
any manner disturb any burial grounds, historic
or prehistoric resources, archeological or
§
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10-150.16.

paleontological site or any part thereof, including
relics, inscriptions, saltpetre workings, fossils,
bones, remains of historical human activity, or any
other such features which may be found in any cave,
except those caves owned by the Commonwealth or
designated as Commonwealth archeological sites or
zones, and which are subject to the provisions of
the Virginia Antiquities Act. Any violation of this
subsection shall be punished as a class 3 misdemeanor.
(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (A)
hereof, a permit to excavate or remove archeological,
paleontological, prehistoric, and historic features
may be obtained from the Virginia Historic Landmarks
Commission. The Commission may issue a permit to
conduct field investigations if the Commission
finds that it is in the best interest of the Commonwealth, that the applicant meets the criteria of this
section and the applicant is an historic, scientific,
or educational institution, professional archeologist
or amateur, who is qualified and recognized in the
areas of field investigations or archeology. Such
permit shall be issued for a period of two years
and may be renewed upon expiration. Such permit
shall not preclude any person from working under the
direct supervision of the permittee.
(C) All field investigations, explorations, or recovery operations undertaken under this section shall
be carried out under the general supervision of the
Commissioner of Archeology of the Virginia Research
Center for Archeology and the Virginia Historic
Landmarks Commission and in a manner to insure that
the maximum amount of historic, scientific, archeologic, and educational information may be recovered
and preserved in addition to the physical recovery
of objects.
(D) A person applying for a permit pursuant to this
section shall:
1. Have knowledge of archeology or history as
qualified in subsection (B) hereof.
2. Provide a detailed statement to the Commission
giving the reasons and objectives for excavation
or removal and the benefits expected to be obtained
from the contemplated work.
3. Provide data and results of any completed
excavation, study, or collection at the first of
each calendar year.
4. Obtain the prior written permission of the
owner if the site of the proposed excavation is
on privately owned land.
5. Carry the permit while exercising the privileges granted.
6. Any violation of subsection (A) hereof shall
"be punished as a Class 3 misdemeanor. Any violation of subsection (D) hereof shall be punished
as a Class 4 misdemeanor, and the permit shall be
revoked.
(E) The provisions of this section shall not apply
to any person in any cave located on his own property.
Sale of speleothems unlawful; penal~
ties. It shall be unlawful for any person to sell or offer
for sale sny speleothems in this Commonwealth, or to
export them for sale outside the Commonwealth. Any
violstion of this section shall be punished as a
Class 3 misdemeanor.
§

§

10-150.17.

Nothing in this section shall be construed to
constitute a waiver of the sovereign immunity of
the Commonwealth or any of its boards, departments,
bureaus, or agencies.
West Virginia
West Virginia Bill - CBD914. HB:

1144. N. 1974

A BILL to amend chapter twenty of the code of
West Virginia, one thousand nine hundred thirtyone, as amended, by adding thereto a new article, designated article nine, relating to the
protection of caves within the state of West
Virginia.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of West Virginia
That chapter twenty of the code of West Virginia,
one thousand nine hundred thirty-one, as amended,
be amended by adding thereto a new article. designated article nine, to read as follows:
ARTICLE 9.

CAVE PROTECTION ACT.

#20-9-1. Definitions.
Unless the context in which used clearly requires
a different meaning, as used in this act:
(A) "Cave" means any naturally occurring subterranean cavity. The word "cave" includes or is
synonymous with cavern, pit, pothole. well. sinkhole and grotto.
(B) "Commercial cave" means any cave with improved trails and lighting utilized by the owner
for the purpose of exhibition to the general public as a profit or nonprofit enterprise, wherein
a fee is collected for entry.
(C)
"Gate" means any structure or device located to limit or prohibit access or entry to
any cave.
(D) "Person or persons" means any individual,
partnership, firm, association, trust or corporation.
(E) "Speleothem" means a natural mineral formation or deposit occurring in a cave. This includes
or is synonymous with stalagmites, stalactites,
helectites, anthodites, gypsum flowers, needles,
angle's hair, soda straws, draperies, bacon, cave
pearls, popcorn (coral), rims tone dams, columns,
palettes. flowstone, et cetera. Speleothems are
commonly composed of calcite, epsomite, gypsum,
aragonite, celestite and other similar materials.
(F) "Owner" means a person who owns title to
land where a cave is located, including a person
who owns title to a leasehold estate in such land.
(1977, c. 142.)
§ 20~7A~2.

Vandalism; penalties.
It is unlawful for any person, without express,
prior, written permission of the owner, to willfully or knowingly:
(A) Break, break off, crack, carve upon, write,
burn or otherwise mark upon, remove, or in any
manner destroy, disturb, deface, mar or harm the
surfaces of any cave or any natural material therein, including speleothems;

10-150.18.

(A)

agents acting within the scope of their authority
are liable for injuries sustained by any person
using the cave for recreational or scientific purposes if no charge has been made for the use of
the cave, notwithstanding that an inquiry as to
the experience or expertise of the individual
seeking consent may have been made.

Liability of owners and agents
limited.
Neither the owner of a cave nor his authorized
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(B) Disturb or alter in any manner the natural
condition of any cave;
(C) Break, force, tamper with or otherwise disturb a lock, gate, door or other obstruction designed to control or prevent access to any cave,
even though entrance thereto may not be gained.
Any person violating a provision of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be fined not less than
one hundred and fifty dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars, and in addition thereto, may be
imprisoned in the county jail for not less than
ten days nor more than six months. (1977, c. 14Z.)

(3) Obtain the prior written permission of
the director of natural resources if the site
of the proposed excavation is on state-owned
lands and prior written permission of the
owner if the site of such proposed excavation
is on privately owned land.
(4) Carry the permit while exercising the
privileges granted.
A person who violates any provision of subsection (A) of this section shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof, shall
be fined not less than one hundred dollars nor
more than five ,hundred dollars, and may be imprisoned in the county jail for not less than
ten days nor more than six months. A person who
violates any of the provisions of subsection (B)
of this section shall be guilty of a misdemeanor,
and, upon conviction thereof, shall be fined not
less than one hundred dollars nor more than five
hundred dollars, and the permit herein authorized
shall be revoked. (1977, c. 142).

Sale of speleothems unlawful; penalties.
It is unlawfui to sell or offer for sale any
speleothems in this.State, or to export them for
sale outside the State. A person who violates any
of the provisions of this section shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction thereof,
shall be fined not less than one hundred fifty
dollars nor more than five hundred dollars and
in addition thereto, may be imprisoned in the
county jail for not less than ten days nor more
than six months. (1977, c. 142.)
§

ZQ-7A-3.

lO-7A-6. Liability of owners and agents.
(A) Neither the owner of a cave nor his authorized agents acting within the scope of their authority are liable for injuries sustained by any
person using such features for recreational or
scientific purpose if the prior consent of the
owner has been obtained and if no charge has been
made for the use of such features.
(B) An owner of a commerical cave is not liable
for an injury sustained by a spectator who has
paid to view the cave, unless such injury is sustained as a result of such owner's negligence in
connection with the providing and maintaining of
trails, stairs, electrical wires or other modifications, and such negligence is the proximate
cause of the injury. 0977, c. 142.)
§

Biolo~ical policy; penalties for
violation.
It is unlawful to remove, kill, harm or disturb
any plant or animal life found within any cave:
Provided, that scientific collecting permits may
be obtained from the director as provided in section
fifty {§ 2Q-2-501. article two of this chapter.
Gates employed at the entrance or at any point
within any cave shall be of open construction to
allow free and unimpeded passage of air, insects,
bats and aquatic fauna. A person who violates any
provision of this section shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor, and. upon conviction thereof, shall
be fined not less than two hundred dollars nor
more than five hundred dollars and in addition
thereto, may be imprisoned in the county jail for
not less than fifteen days nor more than six months.
(1977, c. 14Z.)

§

2Q-7A-4.

Jerry Kyle of the Greenbrier WV Grotto comments
about one section not in the WV law:
The following is a section which was included in
the original bill but was deleted by the legislature. I include it because I personally feel
it should be a major section of any law concerning
caves.

Archaeology; permits for excavation;
how obtained; prohibitions; penalties.
(A) No person may excavate, remove, destroy, injure or deface any historic or prehistoric ruins,
burial grounds, archaeological or paleontological
sites.including saltpeter workings, relics or inscriptions, fossilized footprints, bones or any
other features which may be found in any cave.
(B) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection
(A) of this section, a permit to excavate or remove
archaeological, paleontological, prehistoric and
historic features may be obtained from the ~irector
of natural resources •. Such permit shall be issued
for a period of two years and may be renewed at
expiration. It is not transferable but this does
not preclude persons from working under the direct
supervision of the person holding the permit.
A person applying for such a permit must:
(1) Provide a detailed statement to the director
of natural resources giving the reasons and objectives for excavation or removal and the benefits expected to be obtained from the contemplated
work.
(2) Provide data and results of any completed
excavation, study'or collection at the first of
each calendar year.
§

Zo-lA-So'

"It shall be unlawful to store, dump, dispose of
or otherwise place in caves or dolines, any chemicals, refuse, dead animals, sewage, trash,
garbage or other materials. A person who shall
violate any provision of this section shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined not less than one hundred
dollars. A person who shall violate any provision
of tr.ia section shall, for the second offense,
be guilty of a misdemeanor, and, upon conviction
thereof, shall be fined not less than four hundred-.
dollars. A person who shall violate any provision
of this section shall, for the third or any subsequent offense,'be guilty of a felony, and, upon
conviction thereof, shall be punished by imprisonment in the penitentiary for not less than one
year."
Wyoming
wyoming Statutes 1977
§ 6-10-107.
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Injuring'natural objects or formations.

Whosoever shall willfully and unlawfully deface,
break off, cut, carve, print, mark or engrave upon
or in any manner injure or deface any natural picturesque formation or stalactite or stalagmite,
stalactitic or stalagmitic formation or any wall
or interior, of any natural cave, cavern, geyser,
or tunnel. Who shall willfully and unlawfully
injure, . break or destroy any formations of any
natural mineral spring, or hot spring, their waters
forming and building such formation through precipitation of minerals or chemicals, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanor and upon conviction thereof
shall be fined in any sum of not less than one
hundred dollars ($100.00), to which fine may be
added imprisonment in the county jail of the proper
county of not more than sixty (60) days. (Laws
1909, ch. 141, §1; C.S. 1919, §5865; C. S. 1920,
§7154; R.S. 1941 §32-362: C.S. 1945, §9-2005; W.S.
1957, §6-229.)

Stitt comments:
There is a need for a nationwide coordinated effort to obtain adequate legislation in all states
which have significant numbers of caves. The
states can be classified as follows:
1. Those states already having an adequate cave
protection law (Virginia, Oklahoma, and
Tennessee) •
2. Those states having a law on the books which
is not adequate (Colorado, Wyoming, South
Dakota, Indiana and Kentucky).
3. Those states where a law is currently being
proposed (Arizona, New York, Alabama, West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, and Missouri).
4. Those states with no law which have significant caves worthy of protection (18 and
Puerto Rico).
5. Those states having no significant caves worth
protection (North Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska,
and Delaware).
The chances of success in some states with low
populations, little organized caving, or few commercial caves are small. Thus there are eight
states in addition to those with existing inadequate
laws where action should be concentrated for the
most effectiveness. These include Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana,
and New Nexico.

Effective date. -- Section 2, ch. 141, Laws 1909,
makes the act effective from and after passage.
Approved March I, 1909.

1973 statute
specifically including caves in the general burglary statute.
In addition, Stitt discovered a

Subsequent to the date of the Stitt study, California and Georgia did pass comprehensive cave
protection acts.
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GEOGRAPHIC SUMMARY

Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maryland
Missouri
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
New York

1978

1980

4
4
10
2
0
0
1
1
0
4
0
0
6
1
1

0
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1

1978
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
Washington
Washington, D. C.
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada
France

3
6

2
2
1
0
2
3

27
1
1
9
0

2
5
0
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0
1
1
4
0
2
0
9
1
2
1

1980
3

0
3

2
2
0
12
3

2
1
1

2

3

1

0
1
1
0

7
3
2

